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The Gloucester Tabulae set was discovered during archaeological excavations on the site 
of Gloucester's early Norman Castle (c.1070 - 1120). 
The set was found on the floor of a late 11th - early 12th-century rubbish pit which had 
been dug into the castle bailey surface. 
The discovery consisted of the bone surface inlays of a gaming board and the thirty 
gaming counters, known as tablesmen. The original arrangement of the board panels and 
the number of tablesmen suggests that the game is Tabulae, the immediate ancestor of the 
modem game of Backgammon. 
The board inlays (the base did not survive) were elaborately engraved with a series of 
patterns, including interlace, ring and dot and a foliage pattern. Additional themes include 
scenes of combats between dragons and other legendary monsters. There is one other 
scene depicting dogs bringing down a wild boar. 
The second element of the Tabulae set comprises a set of bone discs approximately 45mm 
in diameter and 9mm thick. Each disc has its own particular theme taken from cycles of 
the monthly occupations, astrological symbols, bestiary animals, and 'luxuria' motifs, etc. 
The scenes appear to have been re-adapted as appropriate decorative motifs for what was 
possibly a high ranking nobleman's boardgame. 
The Tabulae set is considered to be c.1100 - 1120 in date, and despite the condition of 
the board and some of the playing pieces, it is considered to be an important find of 
Romanesque secular art. 
This thesis is the first study of this discovery in depth. The constructional as well as the 
artistic details are assessed, together with its implications as a 'social document'. The 
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QUOTATION 
They two shall together 
at the table - game sit, 
whilst their anger glides away, 
shall forget the anxious cares of life; 
they shall have game on the board, 
with idle hand unoccupied, 
long near the tablemen 
shall they throw the dice. 
Codex Exoniensis (c.1025) from Madden (1832, 282Y). 
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INTRODUCTION 
This study began with a question followed by a comment five days before the Gloucester 
Tabulae Set was discovered. The question was asked in late October 1983 during a game 
of Backgammon. The question: How old is Backgammon? This was followed by the 
comment ... 'Perhaps the Normans played it?' 
The answer was forthcoming five days later from a 11th to 12th-century rubbish pit the 
writer was excavating; as on the floor of the pit were the remains of a board game which 
proved to be a Tabulae set (the forerunner of Backgammon). At the time the writer was 
supervising an excavation on the site of Gloucester's early Norman castle. 
This discovery enabled the question to be answered and the query to be confirmed, though 
this led immediately to a string of further questions - some of which have yet to be 
answered to the writer's satisfaction (if possible). 
The writer, whose profession is Field Archaeology and one of whose hobbies is 
Backgammon decided to embark on a research programme in an attempt to answer some 
of these questions. 
Although not being trained in art history, the writer still felt able to take on this research, 
partly because there had been nothing similar discussed previously and therefore the work 
would be started from 'scratch'. In addition to this, the writer would be undertaking the 
research without any preconceived ideas - a possible advantage. The interest in 
Backgammon was a help also. 
This thesis will be probably the first of many studies of the Gloucester Tabulae set and 
its implications. As this thesis is the first the writer has also described and discussed the 
constructional as well as the artistic aspects of the set. This study into these two aspects 
of the game is set in an archaeological and historical background, both of which have 
been previously published. To a lesser extent the importance of the find as a contribution 
to social history has been discussed, as well as the find's importance in relation to the 
history of Backgammon. The constraints of the thesis length have not permitted a more 
in-depth study at this stage. It is hoped, however, that this study may provide a suitable 
framework on which to build new ideas and alternative suggestions to those that the writer 
has promoted here. 
If this thesis has caused further questions to be asked and new research avenues to be 





The thesis is broken down into distinct elements, the board and the tablesmen. The two 
separate elements are discussed together at the end of the thesis. The archaeological and 
historical background as well as the historical aspects of Tabulae in general are discussed 
in the Appendices. 
The construction of the board is described and discussed in the following order : 
'points','spacers', central bar, borders and finally central fields (inner and outer tables 
respectively). The illustrations are arranged in a similar order; however, the 'points' are 
arranged in groups of six, 1-6, 7-12, 13-18 and 19-24 together with the surviving 
'spacers'. These 'points' are described and discussed in an anti-clockwise order from 1-
24. Each respective illustration of a different part of the board inlays - both in its 
surviving form (a) and reconstructed form (b) is accompanied by a small detailed drawing 
of the board panel arrangement at 1:10 scale (c) with the relevant portion shaded out. For 
a drawing at full size of the board in its surviving and reconstructed form see Foldouts 
1 and 2 respectively. 
Individual board panel illustrations have been drawn at exactly half size owing to space 
limitations. No photographs of individual board panels have been used, but have been 
drawn instead for reasons of clarity. 
Each tablesman has a separate catalogue entry; technical data in the form of detailed 
measurements are supplemented by additional constructional information. This is 
followed by a description of the appropriate motif and then a discussion. Footnotes 
appear at the end of each catalogue entry. Each tablesman has been photographed and 
drawn at twice actual size for reasons of clarity. 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE GLOUCESTER TABLES BOARD CONSTRUCTION 
The Gloucester Tables board is an important discovery in its own right, quite apart from 
the tablesmen. However, although the board has supplied some answers it nevertheless 
presents some interesting problems. 
The uniqueness of the board is itself a problem in that there is no comparable board. It 
is possible that the board was a unique construction. Secondly, the fragmentary nature 
of the board has made a more thorough interpretation almost impossible. [1] 
When the board was first discovered (Appendix 1), careful observation was made of the 
surviving panels that remained in situ. The bone panels were originally recorded at a 
scale 1:1 (Fig. 1 [1-5]), and these drawings were later used as an aid during the 
reconstruction of the board. 
When the board fragments were studied, both during and after excavation, it could clearly 
be seen that the board was a gaming board - a Tables board to be exact (Latin -
Tabulae). Tables was the mediaeval term for a group of games of which one survives as 
Backgammon (See Appendix 3). This discovery was a revelation, as no Tables boards 
survive from the early mediaeval period - at least none so complete. 
The essential layout for Tabulae, as in Backgammon, is a board divided into twenty four 
divisions. In addition to the board, there are two teams of contrastingly coloured gaming 
pieces - fifteen each side - and some dice. [2] The addition of a raised central bar and 
borders would have made the game easier for the players. These added details were 
extras and not essential to the game, although the board and pieces proved to be a suitable 
medium on which the artist could express his artistic inclinations. 
Before describing and discussing the bone panels themselves and their arrangement on the 
board, the writer will describe and discuss the construction of the board base. Little is 
known about the base construction because it was originally of wood which had almost 
completely decayed leaving only the occasional small fragments of wood, wood stain and 
traces of wood, adhering to the iron pins which had secured the panels to the wooden 
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base. Here the ferric oxide products had filled in the cell structure of the wood as it 
decayed. 
These traces as well as the other fragments were identified as being of willow or poplar 
by Ms Jaqui Watson (Ancient Monuments Laboratory, Historic Buildings and Monuments 
Commission, London)P] It has not been possible to identify the wood more closely, 
firstly owing to the lack of material to carry out more exhaustive tests and secondly 
because the cell structures of the two woods are very similar in appearance. [4] 
The traces of wood still adhering to the pins were aligned in such a way that it suggested 
that the grain of the wood (where it came into contact with the panels) was aligned along 
the width of the bone panel layout and not along the length. This wood grain alignment 
was confirmed by the presence of minute traces of wood and staining beneath a large area 
of bone panels in situ on the floor of the pit where it was discovered; the grain was just 
about discernible in the stain; although it was impossible to recover this, it was recorded 
in detail (Fig.1 [1-5]). 
The length of the iron pins that survived was between 2.5 and 4cm. Many of the iron 
pins survived attached to the bone plates. It is likely therefore that the base was at least 
4cm thick and possibly more if containers for the gaming pieces were incorporated. 
This is all that can be said about the base with any reasonable certainty, although this can 
be further supplemented at this stage by conjecture and speculation based in part on the 
writer's experiences as a Backgammon player. 
It is possible that the base may have been of more elaborate construction in that the base 
may have served as a container for the tablesmen (allowing for the interpretation that the 
Gloucester tablesmen were made in the same workshop, at the same time, as the board)[5]. '. 
Suitable containers for the tablesmen may have consisted of a set of drawers inserted into 
each side of the board. (See Appendix 9 for a description of a similar arrangement in the 
?14th-century Aschaffenburg board). 
The only evidence from the pit where it was found to support such a supposition is 
negative evidence - no trace of a container was found, e.g. wood stain, box fittings, etc. 
The position of the tablesmen, i.e. mixed in and beneath several bone panels, suggests that 
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the base may have incorporated containers. The fact that all the tablesmen were found 
together with the board may even indicate that the tablesmen were in some containers 
when the board was deposited in the pit. In addition the central bar and border panels may 
have had thin pieces of wood placed beneath them to raise them above the rest of the 
board. For further comment see discussion on board panel arrangement. 
It had been considered that the board may have had hinges so that it folded in half, owing 
to the presence of small gaps in the border panels each end of the central bar. However 
no traces of hinges have been found and there is no way based on evidence from the bone 
panels forming the central bar that the board could have been split into two as in later 
mediaeval and modem sets. 
The arrangement of the panels forming the central bar (see Fig. 15), i.e. three rectangular 
strips in a row, dividing the board into two halves - an inner and outer tables (Fig. 2), 
indicates that it would have been impossible to fold the board in the middle and therefore 
the panels would have had a completely solid base. 
The gaps in the panels, if they were not intended for hinges, could possibly have been for 
little hollowed-out compartments, with no cover, which could have been used for the 
storage of dice; it would have been the ideal storage area, with two compartments each 
side of the board. (See below and board reconstruction - Foldout No.2.) 
Another possibility considered is that the board may have been damaged and rebuilt some 
time during its history. It may have been hinged at one time in those gaps previously 
mentioned, i.e. at each end of the central bar. If this was the case, then when the two 
halves of the board folded together, the gap between the two halves, created by the raised 
edges of the board, may have served as a suitable storage space - as with later mediaeval 
and more modem sets. This must however remain pure conjecture. 
If the base of the board did serve as a container for the playing pieces, then a suitable 
storage area would have been under the central fields of the inner and outer tables of the 
board (see Fig. 2 for descriptive terms of the board). An interesting coincidence is that 
the central fields of the inner and outer tables of the board approximately match the 
surface area of the playing pieces. Is it possible that this is deliberate for some aspect of 
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a game? If so then this is possible confirmation that the Gloucester tablesmen and the 
board were of contemporary manufacture and even from the same workshop. 
The method of Board construction and decoration 
There were approximately 150 pieces of worked bone panel found on the floor of the pit, 
(Frontispiece, Appendix 1) together with the playing pieces. The condition of these 
varied from extremely well preserved to badly eroded with little if any discernible 
decoration. [6] 
Reconstruction of the board panel layout (see Foldouts 1 and 2), using the original panels, 
indicated that about 75% of the original board panels survived, enough to make a 
reasonably accurate reconstruction and to determine that the game was Tabulae (Tables) -
an early version of Backgammon. 
The surviving panel layout indicated that the board measured 600mm by 480mm, 
comparing in size with only the more expensive modem day Backgammon boards. In a 
recent important discovery at St. Denis, France, recovered from an 11th-century rubbish 
pit, the bone points of another Tables board were retrieved. From calculations based on 
the position of the points and other fragments of the board in the pit, and the presence of 
wood staining, it would appear that the St. Denis board was 480mm in width (Figs. 290 
and 291). It is uncertain what the length of the St. Denis board was originally, though 
it is considered to be approximately the same length as the Gloucester Tables board[7]. 
The bone panels of the Gloucester board have been identified by Mr. Bruce Levitan 
(formerly of Bristol City Museums and Art Gallery) as being of ox rib. However it is 
probable that the larger sheets of bone, which formed the central fields, were cut from 
shoulder blades (scapulae), whether from ox or from another animal is uncertain. A 
possible animal would be Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), as the skull/antler pedicel of that 
animal provided the raw material for the Gloucester Tablesmen (see Chapter 4). 
It looks as though the original bone has been split into thin sheets, and the marrow, which 
had formed the interior of the bone, was scraped off prior to the shaping of the individual 
panels - traces of the original cancellous tissue still remain on the backs of the panels 
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(Fig. 3). These were obviously not as thoroughly cleaned as the upper surfaces, because 
the lower surfaces came into direct contact with the base[8J. 
The bone, as with the tablesmen, would have been cut out into the rough shapes and then 
possibly boiled to remove fat, grease, etc. It is likely that there would have been some 
attempt at softening the bone in order to straighten it out, especially those panels taken 
from the ribs, which are naturally curved, e.g. the 'points' on which the tablesmen would 
have been moved during the game. It is unlikely, based on recent experiments, that 
boiling in water would have been sufficient by itself and that solutions using either 
vinegar, sorrel leaves or sour milk could have been used - the acids in these would have 
been sufficient to make the bone more pliable and then it could be straightened and dried 
out under stress, keeping the new shape at the same time (see MacGregor, 1985, 64-65 
after Zurowski, 1953, 1973 and 1974.)[9J. 
According to MacGregor (1985, ibid, 71), based on finds from a 13th to 14th-century 
context in Dobra Nowogardzka, Poland, naturally twisted antler could have been 
straightened out sufficiently, so that strips of material up to 19cm could have been 
removed without any undue difficulty. This was achieved by immersing the antler in sour 
milk; the strips could then have been used for casket mounts (and even board game 
panels!). 
Although the effect of softening the bone sheets made it easier to fix them to a wooden 
base, this was done by glue, then by pinning the panels to the base with iron nails used 
at frequent intervals across the board. Their frequency of use indicates the risk of the 
bone sheets resuming their previous shape, perhaps if the board had been left in a damp 
environment[lOJ. The panels, especially some of the points, have indeed resumed their 
original curved profile, after being buried for 900 years in a cess pit. As the wooden base 
decayed, the pins would have become looser, and gradually the bone would 'spring' into 
its natural shape. As the panels have undergone a certain amount of mineralisation, this 
has prevented the straightening out of the panels - any attempt to do so would cause them 
to shatter[llJ. 
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The method of selecting the original bone has been discussed in Chapter 4 - the 
construction of the tablesmen. General background and technical information is to be 
found in MacGregor (1985, ibid, 71) and is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
The bone sheets would have been cut out prior to decoration - the shape of the blanks 
would be influenced to a certain extent by the shape and the quantity of the original 
source material. It is likely that the craftsman would have tried to keep to certain tried and 
known shapes - it is even possible that he may have used a rough template of some kind. 
There would probably have been a 'dry run', by using the blank panels lying loose on the 
base, to see if the panels fitted together. There may have been some trimming by using 
a knife to achieve the exact shapes. The engraving would have been applied later. 
Before engraving, the designs may have been traced out with lead so that a pattern could 
be more speedily engraved, with less chance of error - it appears that mistakes did occur 
however (see below). The 12th-century craftsman monk, Theophilus, says this of ivory 
carving (the method could equally be applied to bone carving): 
"When you are going to carve ivory, first shape a tablet to the size you want, put 
chalk on it and draw figures with a piece of lead according to your fancy. Then 
mark out the lines with a slender tool so that they are clearly visible" 
(See also Chapter 4 - on the construction of the tablesmen.) It is uncertain whether the 
engraving would have been applied to the bone panels separately, before or after they had 
all been fixed to the base. There is some evidence to suggest that the panels had been 
fastened down prior to the application of the decoration, or perhaps a mixture of both. 
For example, the ring-and-dot chain motif on half of the points (Foldout 2); here the 
central compass point marks for the ring-and-dot motifs have been pierced by the iron 
pins, indicating that the circles were there before the iron pins which fixed them to the 
base; therefore this decoration was applied first. However, on some of the central field 
panels, the scored lines forming the background decoration for the themes continue from 
one panel on to another for a small distance, (Fig. 21) indicating that the panels had been 
fixed down prior to the application of this aspect of the decoration anyway. It has also 
been noted that the bevelled thin strips of bone either side of the central bar were fixed 
by iron pins to panels forming part of the central fields, and the decoration of these panels 
was continued into those areas that were to be ultimately covered by these thin bevelled 
strips, indicating possibly that the engraving was being applied gradually as the panels 
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were being fixed to the board. The deduction therefore is that the craftsman who applied 
the engraving was the same craftsman who fixed the panels to the base, which in tum 
leads to the possibility that he also made and shaped up the original panels. 
Several errors in the engraving had been made by the craftsman. Several of the panels 
have additional engraved lines to the final decoration. This could be either the original 
marking out, or possibly, as suggested above, mistakes by the engraver. (See later 
description on the artwork of the board - Chapter 2.) 
An excellent manuscript illustration of a bone workshop with workers involved, in this 
case in the production of bone dice, exists in the King Alfonso Book of Board and Dice 
games [written c.1282-1283]l121• Details of the illustrations include a youth buying dice 
from a woman, presumably the wife of the owner. Although this manuscript illustration 
is of later date than the Gloucester set it is possible to imagine the same sort of workshop 
practices going on with the Gloucester board and gaming pieces even to the extent of the 
entire family's being involved with some aspect of the manufacturing processes, as seems 
to be the case in the Alfonso manuscript illustration (Fig. 4). 
The engraving would have been applied with a sharp metal point, or perhaps a knife, as 
in an illustration of a ?chess board carver in the King Alfonso book. The illustration 
depicts them in one compartment, next to another which shows a treadle lathe operator 
carving chess pieces; the board carver has the board grasped by one hand, whilst with the 
other he appears to be carving some incised decoration on to the board (Fig. 5). 
It would appear from experimentation that the engraving alone would not have been 
sufficient to show the design up against the bone panel background. It was found that 
some of the panels of the board were covered with a black deposit infilling some of the 
engraving. It has been tentatively suggested that this was possibly a mixture of beeswax 
and soot which had been rubbed into the engraving to emphasize the contrast with the 
remaining bone. This deposit has yet to be analysed. Another possibility exists for the 
purpose of the deposit, if it was a mixture of beeswax and soot - this deposit could be 
spillage from a beeswax candle, which was mixed with the sooty residue from the candle. 
As the game was likely to have been played under artificial light, the use of the more 
expensive candles of beeswax would have been in keeping with the high status of the 
board(13] . 
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An alternative to the possible use of beeswax and soot to enhance the engraving, would 
be the use of a dye, such as purpurin - a reddish extract from the madder plant - as 
recommended by Theophilus. The dye would have enhanced the engraving and any 
excess could have been removed later before drying[l41. From the present appearances of 
the point surfaces, no contrasting colours appear to have been used, as with the points on 
modem sets, where two colours are used alternately; this appears to be purely decorative 
in function and has no direct bearing on the game (see Chapter 4). 
The final stage in the construction of the panels once they had been fixed in place would 
have been the buffing, polishing and possibly waxing with beeswax as a form of 
waterproofing. Again Theophilus, the 12th-century craftsman monk, suggests the use of 
shave grass or sifted ashes for polishing and a final coating of walnut oil (see Chapter 4). 
The arrangement of the board panels 
The writer, by way of analogy, compares the attempt at reconstructing the board panel 
layout with a jigsaw puzzle, except in this case there is no picture to assist the 
reconstruction. Part of the 'jigsaw' is missing and some of the pieces that remain have the 
decoration completely obliterated by later erosion. 
Several large fragments of board had decayed in situ, leaving the bone panels in their 
original position. One particularly large fragment had sufficient bone panels remaining 
to enable an early (in this case correct) identification of the board as being a Tables board 
(Fig. 1[3]). 
It was also found, by studying the relationship between the bone panels and the frequency 
of fracture lines, that the board had been deliberately smashed up before being thrown into 
the pit - perhaps the action of an iconoclast (see Appendix 2). 
As an aid in describing the board panel arrangement a typical modem backgammon board 
is shown (Fig. 2) along with a stylized representation of the Gloucester board[151. The 
drawing of the modern board is fully labelled with the appropriate technical terms as an 
'aide memoire' for any reader not acquainted with the game of Backgammon; Fig. 6 shows 
a photograph of the writer's own board, whilst Fig. 7 shows a photograph of the surviving 
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board panels as currently displayed. For details of the 'Points' and 'Spacers' - see Fig. 8 
and Fig. 9. 
Even the most casual observation of the above drawings will indicate the astonishing 
similarities between a Mediaeval tables board and a modem Backgammon board - a 
revelation not fully appreciated before the discovery of the Gloucester game. There have 
been no directly comparable discoveries either before or since the discovery of the 
Gloucester Tabulae Set. 
In Fig. 2 a detailed drawing of the Gloucester Tables board is shown at a 1:10 scale; the 
drawing shows the layout of the individual bone panels. Only where the edges of 
individual panels are known are they indicated in solid outline; where there is any 
uncertainty, edges are indicated with a dotted line. Foldouts 1 and 2 are full-sized 
drawings of the board, showing surviving fragments and reconstructed panels respectively. 
The 'Points' are numbered consecutively on the drawing of the modem board as an aid -
this should be used in conjunction with reading those sections on the layout and 
decoration of the 'Points'. These labelled points are used in diagrammatic form as an aid 
also in describing the various different games of mediaeval Tables (see Appendix 6). 
1. The 'Points' (Fig. 10 - 13) 
The 'Points' of the board are described and discussed first, as they are probably the most 
important element of the entire board. The presence of the 'Points' immediately gives the 
identity of the board game - Tables. These are the points on which the playing pieces 
are moved during the game according to the scores of thrown dice (see Appendix 6 and 
7). 
The shape of the 'Points' of the Gloucester board have much to offer in the way of new 
information about early mediaeval board games. There are twenty four 'Points' (Fig. 10-
13, No.1 - 24) and each of the 'Points' has a profile reminiscent of an obelisk - though 
some of the 'points' are extremely eroded. 
The shape of a typical 'Point' is a squared off base, with tapering sides running along the 
length of the 'Point', rising to an apex sharply towards the top of the 'Point'. 
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These 'Points' are arranged along the length of the board in two groups of twelve with the 
apexes toward the central fields and the bases touching the borders. The pairs are further 
divided into four groups of six by the central bar; the two halves are known as inner and 
outer tables, hence the name "Tables" (see below and Appendix 5). 
The arrangement of the 'Points' themselves is based on the type of decoration used to 
ornament the board - usually two types (or two contrasting colours in modem day sets) 
of decoration are employed and the points are arranged so that the two types of decoration 
alternate with each other (see Fig. 10 - 13) [161. 
The knowledge that the Gloucester board 'Points' are obelisk shaped is an important 
discovery, as they are probably a previously unknown stage in the evolution of the 'Points' 
from the simple lines of the Ludus Duodecim Scriptorum boards (the ancestor of Tables) 
to the isosceles triangles of the more recent Backgammon boards (the descendant of 
Tables). This subject is discussed in more detail in Appendix 8. 
The 'Points' of the Gloucester board are on average 140mm in length, slightly shorter than 
the 'Points' of the St. Denis Tables board, which are 146mm in length (see Appendix 8). 
The 'Points' measure between 27mm and 35mm at the base - the St. Denis board 'Points' 
are narrower at 20mm. The 'Points' then taper inwards to around 22mm and 28mm before 
rising sharply to an apex. The 'Points' of the St. Denis board have a 'lance' rather than 
an obelisk shape. 
2. The 'Spacers' (Fig. 10 - 13) 
These are the panels which separate the 'Points' from each other and also the 'Points' from 
the central bar and the border. Each 'Spacer' was originally made up of two separate 
panels; one a long thin panel (Type A), which runs almost along the entire length of the 
'Points' and a much shorter though ultimately wider panel (Type B), which completes the 
rest of the 'Spacer'. See Fig. 9 for relationship between panels A and B. 
Few of the 'Spacers' survive; out of a possible 56 separate panels (both types), only 15 
remain of which 8 are of type A and 7 of type B. The missing 'Spacer' panels represent 
the majority of missing panels from the board - 99%. It has been possible to reconstruct 
the missing 'Spacer' panels with reasonable certainty based on those that survive. It is 
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uncertain whether these 'Spacer' panels were lost when the board was in use or when the 
board was smashed up. It is possible that the board was smashed up somewhere else 
before being dumped in the pit and the missing panels were lost en route. 
The spacers may be subdivided into three sub-groups based on their location on the 
board. There are 'Spacers' that separate 'Points', completely filling the gaps between them, 
the 'Spacers' that fill the gaps between the central bar and 'Points' 6, 7, 18 and 19 (Fig. 
9) and the 'Spacers' that fill the gaps between the 'Points' and the border panels 1, 12, 13 
and 24 (Fig. 10 - 13). These were also filled with 'Spacers' (with type A and B panels). 
These were also made to completely fill in the gaps left by the points. It should be noted 
however that none of the spacers survive between the 'Points' and the borders; 
reconstruction was based on comparison with surviving 'Spacers' and the size of the gaps 
that remained. 
The 'Spacer' panels measured lengthwise add up to the length of the 'Points'; on average 
this is 140mm. The type A 'Spacer' measures 20mm at the top edge where it comes into 
contact with the type B 'Spacer' - this type of 'Spacer' in tum widens out to fill in 
completely the gaps between the 'Points' (Fig. 14[AD. These 'Spacers' generally make a 
good contact with the central fields in both the inner and outer tables (Foldout 2), as with 
the rest of the 'Points'. The 'Spacers' between the central bar and the 'Points' and those 
between the 'Points' and the border panels served the same function but were obviously 
trimmed to fill the gaps remaining (Fig. 14[BD. It should be noted here that the beading 
of the central bar is fastened to the remaining 'Spacers' either side (this may be partly 
instrumental in their survival). The significance of the central bar will be outlined in the 
next section. 
The St. Denis Tables board does not appear to have had any spacer panels (see Appendix 
8). 
3. Tbe Central Bar (Fig. 15) 
The board is divided into two halves by a central bar aligned along the entire width of the 
board. The two halves of the board are known as the inner and outer tables, giving the 
game its name (see Appendix 5). 
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The Gloucester Tables board is the earliest known mediaeval board that has a central 
bar[17j. 
The central bar of the board is composed of three rectangular panels, laid end to end 
originally, although the central one of the three panels has not survived. By measuring 
the gap left by this panel (if there was only one), it has been possible to deduce that it 
measured 170mm x 20mm. The two panels that remained measured 140mm x 20mm and 
120mm x 20mm respectively. Overall, the central bar would have measured 430mm x 
20mm. 
Part of the central bar arrangement, but surviving attached to the 'Spacer' panels each side 
of the bar, were a series of thin strips of bone laid end to end so that they ran the entire 
length and each side of the bar (Fig. 15). The bone strips, or beading, are 6mm wide on 
average and have a bevelled or chamfered profile. The arrangement of the beading 
suggests that the top of the beading, although fixed to the 'Spacers' each side of the bar, 
butted up to the outer edges of the bar with the bevelling sloping down towards the inner 
and outer tables, away from the central bar (Foldout 2). 
Three interesting discoveries not found on the St. Denis board or any other later 
mediaeval or more recent boards, have emerged from the examination of these panels. 
Firstly the arrangement of the panels forming the central bar prevents it from being 
hinged, as in later mediaeval and more recent Tables and Backgammon boards, as 
previously mentioned. 
The probability is that the board was not hinged at some stage during its use - if at all. 
The second fact to emerge is that if the beading which was attached to the surface of the 
relevant 'Spacers' butted up to the edges of the central bar, the thickness of the bone 
panels at this point would have been effectively doubled. It is unlikely that this beading 
would have projected above the central bar. It is more likely that the central bar was 
raised to the same level as the beading. As there is no evidence or any likelihood, of 
there being any bone panels to raise the bar to match the beading, the obvious conclusion 
is that there was an additional thin sheet of wood placed beneath the central bar in order 
to raise it to the level required. This wood, together with the rest of the wooden base, has 
not survived, so it is as yet impossible to conclusively prove this. The discovery of a 
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raised central bar has interesting implications for the borders of the board and is discussed 
below. 
The third interesting detail is the possible function of the bevelled edges. It has been 
found by experimentation with a reconstructed copy of the board and playing pieces that 
during play the slopes of the central bar provided by this bevelled beading enabled a 
smoother and easier sliding movement of the playing pieces from the inner to the outer 
tables and vice versa without actually lifting the pieces up from the board. The writer, 
speaking as a Backgammon player, found this innovation particularly interesting and 
useful, especiall y as the central bar was, and is, a useful aid to the game of Tables or 
Backgammon. It is particularly interesting as the ?14th-century Aschaffenburg board, 
which folded, does not have this innovation. The St. Denis board, thought to be of 
roughly contemporary manufacture to the Gloucester Tables board, has a series of 
trapezoidal panels which may have served as a central bar (there is no evidence that the 
St. Denis board was hinged - see Appendix 8). It does not appear that the central bar 
was raised in any way. The raised central bar with the bevelled beading is an exciting 
and unique discovery and may ultimately have an influence on how Backgammon boards 
are made in the future[18j. 
4. The Borders (Fig. 16 - 19) 
The border panels completely enclose the rest of the Gloucester Tables board, marking 
the edges of the board surface, and may be related to a constructional purpose (see 
below). They also provided another opportunity for the engraver to exhibit his skill 
(Chapter 2). 
The border panels consist of two types based on size alone, the first type of panel being 
positioned at the edge of the board and running along the length of the board on both 
sides. There are two small gaps in these panels at each end of the central bar. This type 
of panel is rectangular and can measure up to 280mm in length and 25mm wide. There 
are at least four panels, made in eight more separate pieces, but owing to the eroded 
nature of part of the panels and various fracture lines, any more are difficult to discern 
(see Foldout 1). 
The edges of the panels that form the comer of the board have been deliberately rounded, 
presumably as a safety measure when handling the board. Other possible reasons could 
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be to prevent damage to the board itself or the board's damaging something else, possibly 
a cloth container for the board. This is not beyond the realms of possibility as a board 
game of this quality may have had its own container when it was being carried. 
It is not certain what the function of the gaps previously mentioned are. It is interesting 
to note that these gaps, which are rectangular in shape, measuring 50mm x 25mm, are at 
each end of the central bar. This is exactly the position where the hinges would be if the 
board folded. As indicated in the previous section, the arrangement of the panels forming 
the central bar prevents the board from being folded in two. It is not likely that there 
would be two specific small panels for these areas, therefore another purpose should be 
sought for these gaps. One serious possibility that has been considered, but impossible 
to prove as there are no parallels, is that the gaps mark the position of small hollows cut 
into the border. These pockets could have contained sets of dice for the game of Tables. 
Modem, high quality Backgammon sets have this facility built into each end of the board, 
rather than the sides; Fig. 6 shows a photograph of the writer's own board which has this 
facility built in, as well as containers for the gaming pieces. If the board had these 
pockets for dice, this would be convenient for having the game set up and ready to play, 
especially if the board had containers for gaming pieces, as in the modem set mentioned 
above. 
An interesting feature of all the border panels is the increased thickness of the border 
panels in relation to the other panels - up to 2mm thick in places compared to the more 
usual 1mm to 1.5mm. A possible explanation for this is that the border may have had 
raised sides above the general level of the border, again as in more modem sets. It is 
even possible that the borders were raised to the same height as the central bar, with 
perhaps the addition of thin pieces of wood beneath the borders, although this is also 
impossible to prove, again owing to lack of preserved evidence. 
The use of raised edges would have been two-fold; to enable easier handling of the board 
whilst it was being carried, and perhaps more importantly for the player to prevent gaming 
pieces sliding off during play, especially if the game was being played on an uneven 
surface. One illustration in the Alfonso manuscript of games (Fig. 5) depicts a carver 
of a chess/draught board holding the board by one of its two raised edges; presumably it 
enabled a better grip of the board. 
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The panels that formed the borders at each end of the board were narrower than those that 
were aligned the length of the board; they were only 18mm in width, as opposed to 25mm 
of the other panels. A total of eight panels were used, four on each side, consisting of 
two long panels measuring up to 240mm in length and two small panels at each end of 
the board. The possible joins in the longer panels (again it is uncertain where they are 
exactly, owing to the eroded state and fracture lines of the panels) are aligned obliquely. 
It is uncertain as to the purpose of this; perhaps it made a better join. These borders were 
also probably raised for the purpose outlined above. 
A curious feature not fully understood is the use of a series of very small panels in the 
narrower border panels. The panel in the top right hand comer is 18mm square, 
undecorated, and fastened to the base with no less than four iron pins (one in each 
corner). The panel in the bottom right hand comer is rectangular and measures 28mm x 
17mm. If it was decorated erosion has removed it. This panel was also pierced by four 
iron pins, more irregularly spaced than those in the top right hand corner. The panel in 
the bottom left hand comer is of a more trapezoidal" shape, with only one pair of sides 
parallel, and with the longest edge measuring up to 23mm in length and the width 
measuring the usual 18mm. It is decorated and is pierced by only two iron pins. The 
final small panel is in the top left hand comer; it is 18mm square, is thought to be 
undecorated and is pierced by four iron pins, one in each comer. It is unclear as to the 
purpose of these panels and why they were placed in such positions; it could be merely 
that the border strips were of insufficient length, though this would appear unlikely. 
Another puzzle is why so many iron pins were used on such small panels, whereas much 
larger panels had comparatively fewer iron pins holding them down? One possible clue 
is their relationship to the corners of the board. Were these panels part of a later repair 
or a major rebuild of the board? If so, then these panels could mark the position where 
old wood has been removed and new wood added. This however does not explain the 
frequent use of the iron pins. The amount of iron pins used may be related to the 
strengthening of the comers of the board, if they were vulnerable to being knocked during 
carrying, etc. One final possibility, which is purely speculative, is that these panels may 
mark the position of small legs on which the board rested although again it is unclear how 
this would be related to the positioning of the panels. 
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5. The Central Fields (Fig. 20 - 21) 
The central fields separate the two rows of 'Points' and are in tum separated by the central 
bar (see Foldout 2). 
The central fields use up a lot of the surface area of the board. In all, the board area is 
2,880 square centimetres (the board measuring 600mm x 480mm). Each central field 
measures approximately 265mm x 140mm, adding up to a total of 7,420 square 
millimetres - a little over 25% of the total surface area of the board. This is large in 
comparison with the central fields of modem-day Backgammon boards, where there is 
really no differentiation between the central fields and the spaces between the 'Points'. 
The two fields are in the inner and outer tables of the boards. 
The central field of the inner tables can be divided into three main groups of panels based 
on their decoration (see Chapter 2). There is an upper, middle and lower zone. 
The upper group or zone of panels was originally composed of four separate panels -
though again, as in other panels, this is impossible to determine accurately owing to the 
eroded state of the panel and the fracture lines (Fig. 20[A]). These panels together 
measure 260mm x 40mm. One of the panels remained in situ, as part of a large fragment 
of board with the panels in their original position (Fig. 1[3]), although the wooden 
backing is missing (see also Appendix 1). 
The middle zone of panels is slightly more complicated, in that the left half of the zone 
is made up of two rows of panels, four in all; these are rectangular and trapezoid. The 
remainder of the zone is composed of at least two large panels, one trapezoidal and one 
rectangular. These panels were in their original position and it was therefore possible to 
reconstruct this entire zone of panels as with the upper and lower zones. The entire zone 
measured 260mm x 73mm overall with some of the panels cut from an animal's shoulder 
blade rather than rib because of the large size that was needed. It is unclear why some 
of the panels were trapezoid, although it may be due to the size and shape of the original 
raw material. 
The final lower zone of this central field is composed of possibly three separate 
rectangular panels, measuring altogether 260mm x 34mm. Again, as mentioned 
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previously, a couple of the panels remained in situ as part of a large fragment of board 
enabling a complete reconstruction of the zone to be made. 
The panels that formed the central field of the outer tables were more difficult to 
reconstruct, owing to the more eroded nature of the panels and the frequency of fracture 
lines. There was not the additional advantage that the central field of the inner tables had 
in that a large area of the panels was preserved in situ. It proved to be impossible to 
reconstruct the entire central field of the outer tables, as an additional fourth row of panels 
did not survive; the overall size of this missing row of panels could be gauged only by 
the space remaining. 
Despite these problems, it has been possible to make a reasonable attempt at 
reconstructing this central field (Fig. 21). This was done by a process of elimination 
achieved by reconstructing the rest of the board first, especially where the exact 
relationship of the panels to each other was known. By this process the panels that 
remained appear to have formed the central field of the outer tables. 
The reconstruction of the central field was aided by the remains of the beading of the 
central bar that remained attached to several of the panels of this central field. An 
additional aid was that some of the cross hatching that formed the background decoration 
for several of the scenes overlapped from one row of panels to another, thus enabling 
several of the panels to be paired up accurately (see Chapter 2). 
As already indicated this central field is composed of four zones of panels compared with 
the three separate zones of the central field of the inner tables; this is based on the 
number of separate themes present. 
The uppermost row consists of at least two rectangular panels, overall measuring 260mm 
x 24mm. 
The second row is a series of trapezoidal plates, possibly up to five in number, although 
it should be stated here that at least half of the panels are badly eroded and in fragmentary 
condition. The area covered by these plates measures 260mm x 50mm. 
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The third row of panels, possibly three in number, are equally in a deplorable condition. 
They were also trapezoidal in shape and covered an area of 260mm x 42mm. 
Nothing is known of the fourth and final row of panels (if there was any originally - see 
discussion in Chapter 2). However, on size alone, this area of panels would have 
measured 260mm x 33mm. 
NOTES 
[1] Although the Gloucester board is probably a unique construction it is possible that 
individual bone panels exist in museum collections either from archaeological 
excavations, or even casual discoveries. These panels may have been interpreted 
as being casket inlays - this is understandable in normal circumstances. It would, 
however, as a result of the Tables board discovery, be a worthwhile project to re-
examine some of these panels to see if they had been used to cover gaming boards 
rather than caskets. 
[2] Dice were essential to the games of Tables, as in modem Backgammon (see 
Appendix 6). The scores of the dice (once thrown by the player) indicated how 
far -the gaming pieces would be moved. No dice were recovered with the 
Gloucester set despite careful excavation. Either the dice were completely eroded 
away whilst they were in the pit or they were not there in the first place, despite 
the possibility of containers for dice being incorporated into the borders of the 
board (see section 3). As the dice were not present, it is possible that they were 
lost en route to the pit, or they may have been retained by someone for use in 
another game - the gambling with dice alone was a game in itself. It is also 
possible that the person who originally played with the set kept their own personal 
set of dice on them at all times - possibly a 'good luck' set. 
[3] Norman, M., 'The conservation of a Romanesque tabula board and gaming 
pieces from Gloucester - an interim report' in Staling, K., and Watkinson, D. 
(Eds.), Archaeological Bone, Antler and Ivory, Occasional Papers No.5, The 
United Kingdom Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works, (1987), 
24-25. 
[4] 
Mr. Stanley Moxom, an expert craftsman in wood carving, has commented on the 
wood used for the base of the board - either poplar or willow. He has expressed 
some surprise at the choice saying that either would not have been the ideal wood 
as they are difficult woods to work. The wood used may have been the only 
wood available at the time. 
The writer, in discussion with Malcolm J. Watkins, Archaeological Director of 
Gloucester City Museum and Art Gallery, has discussed the possibility of the 
tablesmen being of a later manufacture than the board, based on the size of the 
points in relation to the diameter of the tablesmen. Another major difference is 
in some of the stylistic detailing of the tablesmen and the board. This is discussed 
















At present the board and tablesmen have been made out of wood (holly). This is 
due to present difficulties in obtaining the right quantities of bone necessary to 
make the set. 
Many of the bone panels were originally in fragments. These fragments were later 
glued together to make complete panels. See Norman in note [3]. 
It is assumed that the measurements of the St. Denis board were in part based on 
the Gloucester board. See Appendix 8. 
For a more detailed background on bonework technology and the uses of skeletal 
material as artifacts: 
MacGregor, A., Bone, Antler, Ivory and Hom: The Technology of Skeletal 
Materials since the Roman Period. (1985). 
Ibid. 
It is known that animal glue was used in the construction of artifacts and their 
repair, as it is today (although to a lesser extent). If glue was used for part of the 
construction process of the Gloucester Tables board, then no traces appear to have 
survived. 
This has indeed proved to be a problem with the sheets of modem bone, prior to 
softening the bone. 
Bell, R.C., Board and Tables Games from Many Civilisations, London (1979) 
36. 
There are several mediaeval accounts that record the higher priced candles 
compared with those that were made from animal fat. 
A vegetable dye such as madder may have been used as a colorant to differentiate 
between the two teams of tablesmen - though this has yet to be proven (see 
Chapter 4). 
The Gloucester Tables board is exactly the same as a modem Backgammon board 
in terms of 'Points' layout and the added presence of a central bar. 
The decoration of the points would appear to have no direct bearing on the games 
of Tables - although the alternating colours may have been an additional feature 
in counting the places that a tablesman could be moved by a player (depending on 
the scores of thrown dice. The alternating colours of the less elaborately decorated 
'Points' of modem Backgammon sets, are probably an archaic survival - though 
still useful, as the writer can himself testify. 
The St. Denis board, though of less sophisticated manufacture, may be of 1lth-
century date - roughly contemporary with the Gloucester Tables board. 
The reconstruction of the board has this innovation incorporated into it. 
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Additional Notes 
The writer must emphasize that the over-all construction of the board is far from 
understood in its entirety, and further work needs to be done to detect any additional clues 
on the constructional details. One of the areas that needs to be looked at in more detail 
is the possible use of a colorant to emphasize the engraving on the board panels -
possibly some form of trace element analysis. 
The board has been recently reconstructed in wood by Mr. S. Moxom, who concludes that 
the original board would have taken at least six weeks to make using only daylight hours. 
It was also likely that the panels were made to fit, as the construction went along, rather 
than using a template and cutting the pieces out to a set size at first. This would account 
for the slight difference in some of the standard panels e.g. the 'Points'. The panels were 
obviously trimmed up and fitted when they were needed. It is therefore unlikely that 
there were any perfect 'machine worked' type joins - this method of construction has been 
carried out to a certain extent on the present board reconstruction. 
On 'Point' 3, the ring-and-dot ornament around the borders changes near the apex of the 
point, from 2.5mm diameter circles to 3.5mm diameter circles. This is only for three 
circles and then it changes back to the 2.5mm circles. The reason for the change is 
unclear - perhaps a mistake by the engraver, or a wrong tool may have been used? The 
error was not repeated elsewhere on the 'Points'. 
The writer acknowledges the assistance of Mr. Philip Moss for pointing this out. 
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CHAPrER2 
THE ARTWORK OF THE GLOUCESTER TABLES BOARD 
The artwork of the Gloucester Tables board is crude though varied. It is this variety and 
quantity, rather than its overall quality, which makes the Gloucester Tables board so 
important as a work of art. 
The type of decoration employed is influenced by the board panel arrangement[l]. For 
example, the undulating foliage ornament is found only on the border panels. 
The writer proposes to describe and briefly discuss each type of decoration based on their 
location on the board. For convenience and to correlate with the previous chapter on the 
board construction and panel layout, the decoration is described and discussed in the same 
order as the description! discussion of the board panel layout, i.e. 'Points', 'Spacers', central 
bar, border panels and central fields. 
The method of applying the engraving has been discussed in the previous chapter. 
1. The 'Points' (Fig. 8, and 10 to 13) 
Description 
The twenty four 'Points' of the Gloucester Tables board may be divided into two types, 
based on their decoration; there are some slight variations within these two types, as will 
be seen below. 
For convenience, the individual 'Points' have been allocated numbers from 1 to 24, which 
are alongside the 'Points' of the modem board drawing (Fig. 2), which can be cross-
referenced with the scaled-down drawings of the board. The same numbers also appear 
alongside the drawings of the 'Points' from the board (Fig. 10 to 13); these have been 
arranged in their original groups of six (with the surviving 'Spacers') for convenience. 
The decoration of the 'Points' consists of two types of ornament; an overlapping row of 
ring and dot ornament within a border of smaller ring and dot ornament on twelve of the 
'Points'; and an interlace motif within borders of pecking on the remaining twelve. 
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(a) Ring and Dot pattern 
Description 
The pattern consists of a row of circles in circles with a central compass point mark in 
each. This pattern, which is found on twelve 'Points' (no. 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 
21, and 23), is aligned along the centre of each individual 'Point'. The inner circle is 
5mm in diameter, whilst the outer circle is 10mm - twice the diameter of the inner circle. 
The neatness and uniformity of the circles suggests that they were created with a compass 
or a tool with a fixed point. The central row of circles, which vary slightly in number 
between 10 and 14 (from 'Point' to 'Point') overlap considerably to give the appearance 
of a linked chain. 
The ring and dot ornament of 'Points' 9 and 11 (Fig. 11), has suffered particularly from 
erosion, making the number of circles on each of these 'Points' difficult to determine. 
On 'Points' 7 and 17 (Fig. 11 and 12), mistakes have been made by the original engraver 
in the application of the ring and dot ornament. The ?compass has slipped during the 
application of the ornament and certain circles were incomplete - the next circle in every 
case was more successfully rendered. The circular central ornament of 'Point' 17 is more 
haphazard and sloppy in places, with some of the circles displaced to one side (Fig. 12). 
The borders of these 'Points' bearing the ring and dot motifs (see below) are picked out 
by quite crudely engraved lines; there are a pair of them which roughly follow the shape 
of the 'Point'. Within these roughly parallel lines are a series of very small circles with 
a compass point in the centre of each. There are many of these small circles (around 60 
in number) which follow the outline of the 'Point' within this border. The diameter of 
these smaller circles is usually 2.5mm. (See Additional Notes - Chapter 1.) 
The background of the 'Points' bearing the ring and dot ornament have been left blank -
unlike those 'Points' with the interlace ornament, which have a 'slashed' or a 'crosshatched' 
ornament. (See below.) 
Discussion 
The fundamental problem with ring and dot ornamentation is that before, during and after 
the mediaeval period, it was one of the most popular forms of decoration. As a result any 
attempt to use the ornamentation as an aid to date and the decoration closely and tie it to 
a geographical origin, is doomed to failure from the start. 
Simple ring and dot motifs have been found decorating artifacts from all over northwest 
Europe and beyond. In terms of time, the objects bearing this decoration start to become 
popular several hundred years before the roman conquest of Britain (c.43), during the Iron 
Age. The ornament continues to become even more popular during and after the Roman 
occupation, reaching a peak, perhaps, during the eleventh to twelfth centuries. It 
continued as a slightly less popular form of decoration during the later Middle Ages 
owing to a continual increase in other more elaborate forms of decoration. 
Many archaeological journals covering the roman and mediaeval periods have accounts 
of excavations where many different objects recovered have some form of ring and dot 
ornament decorating them. The ornament is either in its simplest form, as simple circles 
with a central compass point mark, or different forms of complexity, as on the Gloucester 
Tables board. 
The ring and dot ornament was a very popular form of decoration on objects of bone; 
MacGregor (1985)[2] has illustrations of many different objects, with a variety of ring and 
dot motifs - a few of which are illustrated here. Combs and comb cases were found by 
the SaxonlMediaeval craftsman to be particularly suitable objects on which this ornament 
could be applied; (Ibid, Fig. 48-51). 
One example of a bone comb case (Fig. 22), possibly of 11th-century date, found in 
London (now in the British Museum), is a typical example of ring and dot ornament on 
such an object. A ?10th-century bone casket in the Kestner Museum in Hannover shows 
the application of ring and dot ornament at its most extreme application. The casket 
mounts are quite literally covered in many circles of different diameters applied in 
different combinations; there are hundreds of compass drawn circles (Fig. 23). 
Other bone objects bearing this ornament include knife handles, e.g. a Viking knife handle 
from Clifford Street, York (Waterman 1959); strap ends (MacGregor 1985, op. cit. fig. 
60e); chess pieces and the more simple tablesmen (Ibid, fig. 72b and fig. 73a, b, and d). 
The pips for dice were also picked out by small ring and dot ornament; dice are 
frequently found during archaeological excavation of sites of all periods. The writer 
himself has found dice on several excavations though no dice were found with the 
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Gloucester Tables set(3). A group of gaming pieces and dice appears in MacGregor (1985, 
fig. 71). 
The ornament was used to decorate bone casket mounts (see above) and other individual 
bone panels, possibly from other gaming boards which have not been recognised as such. 
At this juncture it would be appropriate to mention the decoration of some of the 'Points' 
from the recently discovered St. Denis tables board (c. 11th to 12th-century) (see 
Appendix 8). The design of these St. Denis 'Points' consists of a mixture of single circles 
about 8mm diameter (with a central compass point mark) and a circle in circle decoration; 
the inner circle being 4mm in diameter and the outer circle twice that at 8mm. The 
circles on these 'Points' are more randomly spaced and are paired together, unlike the 
Gloucester 'Points'. The border of the St. Denis 'Points' is a simple single line, following 
the outline of the 'Point', about 3mm in from the edge of the 'Point'. These lines are quite 
crudely drawn, without the aid of a straight edge, but unlike the Gloucester 'Points', there 
are no additional small circles with central compass point mark. (See Appendix 8) 
An additional feature of all the St. Denis 'Points', but not present on any of the Gloucester 
'Points', is a series of lines, varying between three and four in number, which have been 
scored across the width of the St. Denis 'Points', in three separate areas, on each of the 
'Points'. They may have a special significance to the games of Tables. This is discussed 
in more detail in Appendix 8. As stated above, the ornament is also found on materials 
other than bone. This includes morse and elephant ivory. Perhaps one of the best known 
examples is the magnificent 12th-century "Bury St. Edmunds Cross" of elephant ivory 
(now in the Metropolitan Museum in New York). The cross has single rows of small 
circles with a central compass point mark outlining the cross itself. 
This ornament is also found on metalwork. One appropriate example in relation to the 
Gloucester board is part of a copper alloy folding balance, with ring and dot incised 
decoration, which was found on the same excavation as the one that produced the 
Gloucester tables board. The writer found this object, also appropriately enough, in a 
Horman rubbish pit, immediately east of the rubbish pit that produced the Gloucester 
Tables set. This pit, one of a group of four, contained quantities ofiaxo-t'orman pottery 
(Gloucester type 41 NB ware) of 11th to early 12th-century date. The archaeological 
background of the discovery is discussed in more detail in Appendix 1. 
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Although the most commonly surviving artwork from the norman period is stone carving, 
(stone being a relatively indestructible material compared to other materials) ring and dot 
ornament is a comparatively rare form of decoration. However a notable fairly local 
exception is the Hook Norton font in the church of St. Peter, Hook Norton, on the 
Oxfordshirel Gloucestershire border. The font, which is of sandstone, is thought to be 
dated between c.1100-1150 (Fig. 24 a and b). 
The decoration of this font is considered important in the context of this research, because 
some of the other decorative elements of the font are also found on the Gloucester Tables 
board. These include foliage and a pecked dot ornament used as border decoration for 
the board (Fig. 16 and 17) as well as an upper border decoration for the font (see below). 
The font also has a sagittarius symbol carved on it, which is also on one of the Gloucester 
tablesmen (see Tablesman 14, Chapter 5). The ornament that concerns us here forms the 
lower border of the font and consists quite simply of a band of circles with slightly raised 
interiors and a central compass point mark (Fig. 24b). 
Ring and dot ornament is one of the most popular elements of decorative art of the early 
mediaeval period and has a very wide geographical distribution. Its popUlarity is based 
on three main advantages to the artists involved. First, it was very easy to create, with 
a simple tool of at least two fixed points - possibly a compass. Secondly the aesthetic 
effects of the neat, regular circular ornament far outweighed the effort expended to create 
the ornament. Thirdly, and related to the second advantage, is that it was possible for the 
artist to experiment with different sized circles and combinations of circles in circles and 
place them in different position on the medium that was to be decorated; the ease of 
creating these circles enabled decoration of a fairly elaborate nature to be created[4]. 
(b) Interlace Pattern 
Description 
The remaining twelve 'Points' (no. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 and 24) were 
covered in a simple, crude, interlace ornament in order to differentiate them from the 
'Points' decorated with a ring and dot ornament. This interlace has a cross-hatched 
decoration as a background ornament, in some places reduced to simple slashes. This in 
turn was within a border of pecked dots, with the exception of 'Point' 24 (Fig. 13), which 
has a border of small circles each with a central compass point mark. 
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In the majority of 'Points' carrying this decoration, with the exception of 'Point' 20 (Fig. 
13), the main decoration consists of a simple three strand pattern, arranged in a simple 
'over-under' plaitwork, which undulates along the length of the individual 'Points', 
touching the borders each side with varying degrees of success. In 'Point' 20 (Fig. 13), 
the interlace pattern is doubled up so that there are four strands instead of the usual three, 
presumably created to fill a larger than average 'Point' in this case. Other 'Points' may 
have had this doubled up interlace, but erosion has removed the bulk of the decoration, 
particularly from Points' 10, 12, 23 and 24. Curiously, 'Points' with interlace ornament 
seem to have suffered more from erosion than those 'Points' with ring and dot ornament. 
The strands that make up the interlace ornament have been engraved freehand. For 
example, there is considerable variety in the thickness of the strands, varying from 3mm 
wide at one stage in 'Point' 20 (Fig. 13), to a maximum thickness of 7mm on one strand 
of 'Point' 18 (Fig. 12). There is also considerable variety within the individual strands and 
there appears to be no average or standard width, except that they are within the extremes 
mentioned above. 
The interlace strands on all 'Points' are picked out with a double row of pecked dots along 
the edges of the individual strands and follow the direction of the interlace. The purpose 
of this decoration, which is common to the tablesmen (Chapter 8) and the board, is to 
give the decoration a three dimensional feel and extra 'body'. The interlace strands are 
rather angular in places, especially where they come into contact with the borders of the 
'Points'. It appears as if the engraver could not make up his mind whether to chose 
between a more sinuous snake (zoomorphic) interlace or a more rigid geometrical style 
of interlace. Watkins (1985, 65)lS) is more specific, by saying that it is a snake interlace, 
but this is open to debate. 
The three strand interlace actually consists of two strands (with the exception of 'Point' 
20), the first strand being doubled back on itself. This strand, which starts at the base of 
the 'Point' - the exact location at the base varies from 'Point' to 'Point' - and then 
undulates along the length of the 'Point', turns back on itself at the apex of the 'Point' and 
then undulates back along the 'Point' and finally merges with the beginning of the strand 
at the base of the 'Point'. As the interlace undulates back along the length of the 'Point', 
it touches the border on the opposite side to where the first half of the strand touched. 
As the strand doubles back on itself, it first goes under the previous strand and then goes 
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Over the next part of the strand as it undulates across the length of the 'Point'. This 
under-over relationship is repeated across the length of the individual 'Points'. 
At the apex of the 'Points', where the interlace doubles back on itself, there is occasionally 
a single scored line projecting backwards towards the base of the 'Point', e.g. 'Points' 4 
(Fig. 10) and 16 (Fig. 12). The purpose of this is unclear; it may be an attempt by the 
engraver to create the mouth of a snake, if it was intended as a zoomorphic interlace. The 
third, additional strand of interlace (except for 'Point' 20 where it is doubled), starts at a 
point furthest away from the beginning/end of the double strand, but still at the base. 
This then also undulates across the length of the 'Point', touching the borders between the 
gaps created by the undulating double strand. This strand also has an over-under 
relationship with the double strand. This strand usually terminates near the apex of the 
'Point'. The methods of terminating the strand vary in different 'Points'. For example, in 
'Point' 16 (Fig.12), it merges partly with the double strand where is starts to double back 
on itself and partly stops abruptly against the border of the 'Point' - on the left hand side 
of the apex. Another type of finish can be seen on "'Point' 18 (Fig. 12), where it stops 
abruptly against the left hand border of the apex, with a gap between the terminal point 
and the double strand (where it starts to tum back on itself). 
It was impossible to see what the terminals of the strands were like on 'Points' 8, 10 and 
12 (Fig. 11) owing to their poor condition. 
The interlace pattern on 'Point' 20 (Fig. 13) is more complicated, in that two double 
strands have been used to fill in the space created by the extra large 'Point'. It is actually 
the same arrangement of strands, again undulating the length of the 'Point', touching the 
borders in the gaps created by the previous double strand. The third and fourth strands 
terminate separately each side of the apex, up against the borders and each side of the 
doubled over strand. This third and fourth strand of interlace have an over-under 
relationship with each other and the other strands, creating a more complicated plaitwork. 
It is not clearly understood whether the two double strands on this 'Point' have any special 
significance, other than to fill in a wider 'Point'. It was considered, as with 'Point' 24 (and 
its different border decoration) that the different decoration was somehow related to the 
positioning of the gaming pieces during a game. 
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The background of the interlace ornament has not been left blank, as with those 'Points' 
with the ring and dot ornament. The background of the interlace, up to the borders of the 
'Points', consists of an engraved cross hatched ornament, with the lines running at right 
angles across each other, e.g. 'Points' 2 and 6 (Fig. 10). On some 'Points', e.g. 4, 8 and 
16, this ornament has been reduced to single slashes. This is probably due to the cross 
hatching not being completed - carelessness on the part of the engraver perhaps? These 
slashes are usually aligned in the same direction. In the odd place they seem to have been 
left out altogether, as on 'Point' 20. The cross hatched, or slashed decoration, fills in the 
background of all the interlace strands, up to a simple border, consisting of (in eleven of 
the 'Points') a single freehand drawn line, 3 to 4mm in from the edge of the 'Points'. 
Within this is a single row of pecked dots, following the edge of the 'Point'. 
With 'Point' 24 (Fig. 13) there is the exception, in that the decoration within this border 
is a series of irregularly spaced circles with a central compass point mark. These circles 
are 2.5mm in diameter - the same diameter as the circles outlining those 'Points' with the 
ring and dot ornament. There is however a difference between the ring and dot border 
of the interlace 'Point' 24, and the ring and dot border of the ring and dot 'Points' in that 
the decoration is within a single line, only a few millimetres from the edge of the 'Points', 
whereas the other ring and dot borders are between two freehand drawn lines, 
differentiating the three types of border from each other. The significance of the border 
decoration of this one 'Point' is not clearly understood, but if the location on the original 
board is correct, then it could have some significance in relation to the games that were 
played on the board - perhaps it marked the starting position for the games that were 
played on the board. 
An alternative possibility is that there was some confusion on the part of the engraver. 
There is also a possibility that it was a replacement 'Point' for one that had been lost or 
damaged in some way. 
Discussion 
The study of interlace ornament is a large subject in its own right and therefore a detailed 
analysis of the background to interlace study is beyond the bounds of this thesis. 
However, even a brief discussion of interlace in relation to the simple interlace on the 
'Points' would be appropriate. 
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Interlace ornament, as a form of decoration, has primitive and ancient origins. For 
example, simple interlace has been found in ancient Egyptian tombs. A stick covered in 
granulated gold work, shaped into a simple plaitwork pattern, was found in the tomb of 
Tut-ankh-amen, 1375-1350 b.c. (Bain, 1986, 25-27))6] 
It is likely that simple plaitwork had even more ancient origins. As soon as man was able 
to weave grasses and fibres together to make clothing, basketwork and rope, it would not 
have been too long before the patterns were created as a decorative motif, and then start 
experimenting and creating more and more complex patterns. The original models, if they 
were organic in nature, e.g. cloth, basket and rope weave, rarely survive, leaving only the 
stone and metalwork ornament of later centuries, having owed their decorative origins to 
more practical objects. 
The peak of the development of this ornament into extremely complicated patterns, was 
achieved by the celtic races, especially in metalwork, when by the 8th-century, it was 
used by the Celtic church to enhance the great illuminated gospels, including the Book 
of Kells and the Lindisfarne Gospels. (Ibid).[7] 
As well as its ancient origins, interlace also has a very wide geographical distribution, 
spreading over complete continents, including Africa and Asia, as well as northwest 
Europe. One example of interlace from Persia (Ibid, 27, plate 2A), is almost identical to 
the interlace on the interlace 'Points' described above. 
As interlace patterns have ancient origins and a very wide geographical distribution, 
makes precise dating of simple interlace by itself, as with the ring and dot pattern on the 
other 'Points', almost impossible and has to be considered along with other associated 
patterns in dating and finding a possible origin. The very simplicity of the decoration is 
probably the most difficult aspect. 
There are many parallels for this basic form of interlace, because it was probably the 
easiest to copy and a few parallels are provided below to illustrate its popularity, including 
the Romanesque period of art, after reaching a height of popUlarity in the 8th and 9th 
centuries. 
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According to Cramp (1984, xxviii - xxix)l8], interlace ornament is the most common form 
of ornament encountered on Anglo-Saxon sculpture, and its variety and experimentation 
make it difficult to categorise. This the writer affirms, especially in relation to the 
interlace forms on the Gloucester board, and has already indicated the difficulties to be 
encountered. Until recently, the standard study of interlace types in Britain was by Allen 
(1903)l9] with complimentary and supplementary work by Bain (1986)[10]. An unpublished 
M.Phil. thesis at the University of Durham, by Ms. Gwenda Adcock (1974)[11], has 
suggested an alternative theory for the construction and classification of interlace 
ornament. In Allen's original study, he says this of simple plaitwork: 
"interlace could develop from simple plaitwork in which the over and under 
strands are set out in a grid of opposing diagonals at 45 degrees to the picture 
plain and evenly spaced. " 
Cramp (1984) goes further and says that the interlace pattern developed in Britain, 
develops fully from the 7th-century onwards, after the migration of the Germanic peoples 
throughout northwest Europe and the Mediterranean, where artists came into close contact 
with classical Roman and Coptic art (Aberg, 1943)[12). In the 8th-century, the 
development of interlace had reached its apogee especially in northwest Europe. Noted 
examples of interlace can be found on the Crundale sword and the Sutton Hoo brooches. 
It has been argued by Adcock (1974)[13), however, that the simple interlace designs had 
little bearing on the later, more complex, interlace patterns found in metalwork, stone 
sculpture and manuscripts, though it could be counter-argued that the earlier, simpler 
interlace provided the starting point from which the more complex patterns could develop. 
One final general comment about interlace patterns; the craftsman, no matter how 
competent or incompetent, would have needed a background model to work to in order 
to create the pattern, and this brings us to the influences behind the interlace on the 
Gloucester 'Points'. The interlace on the 'Points' varies in terms of overall quality, ranging 
from a more flexible, almost zoomorphic interlace, to a more geometric and rigid 
interlace. This comparatively poor quality interlace appears to be at odds with the overall 
craftsmanship of the board and gaming pieces. It could be that this was the best quality 
available at the time the board was made and that there was a lack of familiarity on the 
part of the engraver with interlace ornament in general. 
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There are many parallels for this simple interlace, which survive through into the 
Romanesque period. According to Bayle (1982)(14], carved strap work was: 
"intricate and highly developed in Celtic and Scandinavian art as well as in 
Lombard sculpture and frequently appears in some groups of the Romanesque. 
It does not appear to have been greatly favoured by Norman sculptors. It 
remained very rare in the eleventh century and even at the time at which 
geometric ornament was most widespread, it does not appear as repeatedly as 
chevron, chip carved stars and other very common patterns". 
It is possible that the interlace pattern on the 'Points' represents the survival of an old 
tradition. Alternatively, it could be a later revival of a later art form, which had gone out 
of use. If the board was constructed and engraved locally, perhaps with a western, more 
celtic influence as is exhibited in the ornamental sculpture of the church of SS. Mary and 
David, Kilpeck in Herefordshire (which also shows a strong Scandinavian influence), then 
the interlace could have been provided from a celtic survival of the art which had 
survived in isolated, remote pockets of the country, furthest away from the European 
mainland .. 
As with the ring and ornament on the other 'Points', the interlace ornamentation is found 
on a variety of different materials including bone, ivory, morse, metalwork, sculpture and 
in a painted form, on manuscripts, etc. 
In Macgregor (1985, 181, fig. 98)115], there are drawings of three bone spoons with their 
handles decorated with simple interlace ornament (Drawings h, i and j). These spoons 
are Scandinavian in origin and are 11th to 12th-century in date. 
Casket mounts would have also been an appropriate medium, as the length of the panels 
for the caskets (as in the Gloucester board 'Points') would have been an appropriate shape 
in which to use the undulating lengths of the interlace, as with the spoon handles 
mentioned above. 
Metalwork, especially jewellery, would have also been an appropriate medium to decorate 
with interlace ornament, a particularly fine example is the Gotland Brooch from Sweden, 
(Fig. 25) which is thought to be 9th-century in date (Wilson, 1984, fig. 167)[16]. The 
brooch is nielloed in silver and is decorated (along with other types of decoration) with 
various forms of interlace, both zoomorphic and geometric in type. The interlace is 
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arranged in the over-under method. Alongside some of this interlace, there is some 
undulating ribbon ornamentation, very much like the form decorating the borders of many 
of the Gloucester tablesmen (see Chapter 5). 
Interlace is found decorating stonework also, especially many of the great crosses of the 
8th to 9th centuries, e.g. the Ruthwell, Bewcastle and the Gosforth crosses. It was also 
used to decorate the 'Hogback' tombstones of the period, (Fig. 26) the decoration of which 
indicates scandinavian influence. (After Cramp, 1984))17) 
Several tympana above church doorways also use the interlace motif; the 12th-century 
doorway of Dinton church in Buckinghamshire has a simple, but well made, three strand 
interlace decorating the tympana above the doorway (Fig. 27). This interlace, which coils 
back on itself, follows the curve of the arch. This same type of decoration is found on 
a surviving capital from Reading Abbey and is dated c.1130. Some fonts of the late 
12th-century were also decorated with high quality interlace of differing types. A fine 
example is the Sherborne font in Norfolk. This is one of a group of six in Norfolk, 
probably decorated by the same sculptor (Kerr, 1984).[18) These Norfolk fonts indicate 
that high quality interlace still existed in a few areas until the latter half of the 12th-
century. 
The background decoration of the interlace 'Points' is a common type, especially on bone 
and ivory objects. A particularly fine morse strap end was found with the Isle of Lewis 
chess set (c.1150); the background decoration to a thick foliage/acanthus ornamentation, 
consisted of a cross hatched, engraved ornamentation (Fig. 28). There are many examples 
of this type of ornamentation, but the example quoted above will serve as an appropriate 
comparison. (See below for further examples of interlace.) 
The border decoration consists of a single row of pecked dots. This is so simple a 
decoration, it is impossible to classify; it is also found elsewhere on the board, including 
the border panels and the central field of the inner tables. The church of St. Mary, Hook 
Norton, Oxfordshire, has a line of larger triangular marks, outlining the lower edge of the 
foliage ornament on the early 12th-century font (Fig. 29). Perhaps the marks in stone 
were imitating the marks found on smaller, more portable artwork. 
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2. The 'Spacers' (Fig. 8, 10, and 14) 
Description 
The 'Spacers' filled in the gaps between individual 'Points', between the 'Points' and the 
central bar, and between the 'Points' and the border panels. It should be observed, 
however, that many of the 'Spacer' panels were missing when the board was recovered. 
It is not known whether these were lost gradually over a period of years whilst the board 
was in use, or when the board was broken up. 
The 'Spacer' panels are made up of two components; a long linear panel (Fig.14A) and 
a shorter, but wider, trapezoid panel (Fig. 14B). These panels are only decorated along 
the edge (where they come into contact with the other panels), forming an ornamental 
fringe to an otherwise blank set of panels. 
The borders along the lengths of panel (A) consist of slashed lines of slightly different 
lengths, pitched at an angle. These slash marks, which are also irregularly spaced, are 
confined within borders, consisting of free hand drawn line running the length of the 
panel. The width of this border varies from roughly 3mm at the bottom, to about 5mm 
at the top, emphasizing the tapered nature of the panel. Where these panels fill in gaps 
between the 'Points' and the central bar and presumably between the 'Points' and the 
border panels (none of these panels survive), it is thought that only one edge of the panel 
was decorated with this 'fringe-like' ornament. (See Fig. 14 and Foldout 1 and 2.) The 
border decoration varies slightly. For example, the 'Spacers' between 'Points' 9 and 10, 
also 17 and 18 (Fig. 11 and 12), have the 'fringe' pattern aligned in the same direction. 
However, the pattern of the 'Spacer' between 'Points' 5 and 6 differs from the others, in 
that the slashed lines are at a different alignment to those slashed lines in the opposite 
border (Fig.10). 
Comparatively few of the component (A) 'Spacers' survive. Only eight out of an original 
twenty eight still exist. 
The border decoration of component (B) of the 'Spacer' panels consists of two main types, 
with slight variations. This decoration is also limited to the borders, with the remainder 
of the panel(s) left undecorated, as with the previous component (A). When the 
component (B) is juxtaposed on top of component (A), the border decoration forms a 
continual band around the 'Spacer(s)'; again the border is about 5mm wide. Some of these 
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components have a border decoration along the top edge that slopes drastically, so that 
the border expands by several millimetres at the other end, e.g. component (B) panels, 
between 'Points' 5 and 6, also 19 and 20 (Fig. 10 and 13). The component (B) panel is 
decorated with a 'fringe-work' pattern, along the angled sides of this panel. The first type 
of pattern consists of a series of slash marks either side of the border, projecting inwards 
towards the centre of the border. These marks are irregularly spaced, giving a pattern not 
dissimilar from the 'undulating ribbon' motif found on many of the tablesmen (see Chapter 
5). The main difference here is that the marks are scored lines, rather than triangular 
pecking. The decoration of this type of panel, between 'Point' 7 and the central bar, has 
been reduced to a series of slash marks (Fig. 11). As with the component (A) panels, 
where they have been reduced to fit the gaps between the 'Points' and the central bar, as 
well as between the 'Points' and the border panels, the decoration has been reduced to one 
edge of the panels only. 
The pattern which forms the border along the top edge of component (B) panels, consists 
of a chevron pattern, made up of crudely drawn triangles overlapping each other. The 
chevrons are arranged in a row along the top of the panel, in a pattern reminiscent of the 
'zig-zag' or 'dog-tooth' pattern (see below). The direction of the chevron pattern varies 
from individual panels. For example, the panels between 'Points' 7 and 8, and 16 and 17, 
although this depends on the observers view point. As with component (A) panels, few 
of the component (B) panels survive; only seven still survive, out of a potential total of 
twenty eight. (See also Foldout 1) 
It would appear that the overall decoration was used to exaggerate the angle of the 
'Points', otherwise the 'Spacers' would have been left blank. 
Discussion 
The border decoration of the 'Spacers' is very simple and is very difficult to use as a 
means for dating the board, or tracing its geographic origin. Examples of this 'fringe-
work' remain common throughout the late saxon or early mediaeval period, especially the 
chevron motif, which is one of the most common forms of ornamentation of the 
Romanesque period. (Borg, 1967).[19] 
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Again, as in the interlace and ring and dot ornamentation of the board, the origins of the 
fringe pattern are very ancient, with very early models for the motif being probably the 
edging of cloth weave, basket work and rope work - all of a more practical nature and 
being organic in nature which have not usually survived. It is possible that the fringe 
patterns of clothing, etc., could have had a direct influence on the way in which the motif 
was used to decorate the panel edges. 
A particularly good parallel for the fringe work on component (A) is, appropriately 
enough, part of the decoration on an ?early 12th-century chess piece (present whereabouts 
unknown). The fringework pattern forms the lowest row of decoration on a high circular 
throne, occupied by a seated, crowned figure, probably a king. This particular chess piece 
(Fig. 262) is also an important piece of comparanda, as other decorative details are also 
found on the Gloucester tablesmen and board. This includes an 'undulating ribbon' motif, 
half way up the throne. This is found on many of the borders of the Gloucester tablesmen 
- part of the fringe work on component (B) may be a variety of this undulating ribbon 
decoration. The ring and dot motif found on the central bar edges, is also found 
decorating the throne of the chesspiece. Goldschmidt (1975, Vol. 3, no. 158),[20J illustrates 
a 10th-century bone pyxis from Trier, which has a fringe work pattern forming part of 
the zones of ornamentation. Other decorative details include 'undulating ribbon' and a 
band of ring and dot chainwork, all found within the Gloucester tables set. 
The chevron pattern forming the border decoration of the top edge of component (B), as 
stated above, is very common to the Romanesque period and multiple chevrons were used 
to decorate the architraves around doors and windows, e.g. the 'zig-zag' or 'dog-tooth' 
pattern around the tympanum of Dinton Church, Buckinghamshire (Fig.27) is a typical 
example of this in an early 12th-century context. The origins of the chevron motif are 
also ancient, and as in the fringe work mentioned above, probably formed a fringe pattern 
for textiles, etc., originally of far eastern origins and by the spread of trade or invading 
armies through-out northwest Europe and the Mediterranean, the decorative motif was 
disseminated. The chevron motif and its varieties became very popular, and was used to 
decorate a wide variety of mediums. A couple of examples quoted here should suffice 
by way of illustration. 
MacGregor (1985, fig. 107c)[211, illustrates a set of bone panels recovered from an 
excavation at Coppergate in York. The panels, thought to be of 11th to 12th-century 
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date, were found in their original position and were mounts for part of a wooden casket, 
pinned to the wood (now decayed) by means of iron pins, as in the panels of the 
Gloucester tables board. The chevrons decorating the panels are in a 'zig-zag' or 'dog-
tooth' arrangement along the length of the individual panels. The decoration is quite 
freely drawn. 
The decoration of half the St. Denis 'Points' (see Appendix 8) consisted of a multiple 
chevron pattern, again in a 'zig-zag' or 'dog-tooth' pattern. This was either arranged 
across the width, along the length or sometimes diagonally, across the appropriate 'Points'. 
The 'Points' form part of a tables board which is 11th to 12th-century in date. 
3. The Central Bar (Fig. 15) 
Description 
The central bar is decorated with two types of ornamentation. The first consists of a 
simple ring and dot motif, arranged in single rows along the length of the two strips of 
beading which are at the sides of the central bar, but which form an integral part of the 
central bar (see Chapter 1). Each ring and dot is 3mm in diameter, which is O.5mm 
wider than the individual ring and dots forming the borders of the interlace 'Points' (see 
above). Some of the central compass point marks have been used as guides for the iron 
pins which fixed the beading and the underlying panels to the base. This indicates that 
the decoration of the board was applied prior to the fixing down of the panels. 
The ring and dot ornament (as has been previously described in Section 1B) is an 
appropriate one for the narrow beading and in keeping with the decorative styles in other 
areas of the board. 
The decoration of the central bar was continual along three individual panels originally, 
though the middle one has not survived and one of the remaining panels is in a deplorable 
condition. However enough survives for a complete reconstruction, owing to the general 
repetitiveness of the design. It appears that some form of interlace has been used to 
decorate the central bar, albeit confusingly and crudely constructed. The writer has yet 
to find an exact parallel for this. 
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The pattern consists firstly of three individual strands arranged along the length of the 
panels. There is a central strand of about 4mm wide, with two narrower strands along 
each edge of the central bar, about 2mm wide, which terminate abruptly at each end of 
the central bar (Fig. 15B). The central band also terminates abruptly at the end of the bar 
in the lower half of the board. The terminal of the central strand at the other end is 
different, in that it tails off to the right before it reaches the end of the bar; the tail-off 
becoming progressively narrower - perhaps a vague hint of zoomorphic decoration is an 
undercurrent here, which is much in evidence in other areas of the board (see below). 
The central strand is decorated with a single row of pecked dots, whilst the strands at the 
edges are decorated in a similar way, except that the pattern occasionally alternates 
between a single row and a double row of pecking - presumably to fill in the space 
available and also as an attempt to give the strands some 'body', as in the snake interlace 
on other areas of the board, as well as the decoration of the figures on the tablesmen. 
This pecking hints at a more zoomorphic style of ornament. 
The remainder of this 'interlace' consists of a series of entwined loops with the loops 
projecting in both directions along the central bar. These loops are also decorated with 
a double row of pecking, similar to that on the other strands that make up this interlace 
ornament (see above). 
This looped decoration is repeated approximately twenty three times across the length of 
the central bar (it is impossible to determine for certain, owing to the absence of the 
central panel), with a final single loop, rather than a double one, at the end of the 
decoration in the upper half of the board. These inter-twined loops are arranged in an 
approximate 'heart' shape, or series of opposing 'V's, across the length of the central bar. 
They are arranged so that they face one way then another, at the same time looping 
around the central strand. At the crossing with the central loop, one inverted 'V'-shaped 
loop goes over the central strand, whilst the second 'V'-shaped loop goes under the central 
strand, but crosses over the first loop at the crossing point. The drawing in Fig. I5B 
helps to explain this arrangement. The terminals for the loops usually stop abruptly up 
against the inside edges of the two outer strands. 
This sequence of looping varies in some places along the design, in that instead of the 
loop terminating abruptly against the outer strands, they go under and then loop over the 
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other loop and merge with the outer strand. This is not repeated on the other side of the 
bar, and this type of termination for the loop occurs only occasionally along the length 
of the pattern. This mesh work of strands is quite crudely engraved, with several errors, 
and there seems to have been a considerable amount of confusion on the part of the 
engraver. 
The background decoration of this motif consists of a series of irregularly spaced slashes, 
generally projecting upwards at an angle, towards the central strand of the central bar. 
Discussion 
The ring and dot pattern has been previously discussed in Section l(b) of this Chapter, 
and need not be further discussed here. 
The central 'interlace' pattern is difficult to interpret because of the confusion and mistakes 
exhibited in the design. 
It is possible, as with the interlace and fringe work patterns previously described from 
other areas of the board, that the origin was an ancient one and that the overall design was 
influenced by embroideries, cloth and basket weave and other more practical applications. 
Several similar designs to this 'interlace' pattern come to mind which, although not exactly 
the same, exhibit enough similarities to indicate a common model for the design. 
Cramp (1984), in her classification of interlace types, has a series of illustrations which 
may be distant relatives, or indeed ancestors, of this central bar decoration (Ibid., fig. 
26)l221. These designs had probably more than a passing influence on the motif. The 
pattern is quoted by Cramp as being "a straight line interlace pattern". This would be 
appropriate terminology for this decoration, with perhaps the additional words ..... 
"a straight line interlace pattern - with opposing loops in a 'V'-shaped 
arrangement, arranged in alternating directions, forming a running linked 
chainwork". 
The origins of this particular style lie in Scandinavia; objects, including jewellery, which 
were decorated with this style were found in Borre, Vestfold, Norway. The Borre style 
came to prominence with Viking invasions and settlement of parts of England, around the 
mid-9th century and through into the late 10th century. According to Bailey (1980), 
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"the most important characteristic is the use of a ribbon -plait bound by 
a hollow sided lozenge, the plait being made up of bands which split into 
two and then reunite". (23) 
It is possible that the interlace of the 'interlace' decorating the central bar, is an archaic 
and confused survival of the Borre style of decoration. 
A particularly good example of this Borre style of interlace in sculpture can be found on 
the 9th-century Gosforth Cross in Cumbria, which was certainly influenced by 
Scandinavian ornament patterns and legend. The shaft of the cross proved to be a suitable 
shape on which to apply this 'linked chain' type of ornament (Fig. 30). The Borre style 
was also used on mediums other than stone. MacGregor (1985, fig. 88n), has illustrated 
a bone knife handle decorated with the Borre style, from Canterbury, and it is likely that 
the art decorated many other bone utensils where the shape lent itself readily to being 
decorated with this running 'chain-work' style. 
The question still remains whether the engraver had seen this motif on an early cross and 
had committed the image to memory, to be produced at a later date in a very much 
bastardised and corrupt format, or whether he copied from an already corrupt model 
carrying this style of ornament. 
4. The Border Panels (Fig. 16 to 19) 
Description 
The border panels vary in condition from extremely well preserved to very badly eroded. 
This varied from panel to panel and within the individual panels also, depending on the 
original location of the panels in the pit (see Appendix 1). 
The panels are decorated with an undulating foliage ornament with fleshy tendrils and 
simple borders of scored lines each side of the foliage. Each border contains a single row 
of pecked dots. 
The foliage ornament decorating the edges at the side of the board (the shortest length 
being 480mm) is of a smaller scale than the foliage ornament decorating the borders 
forming the longest edges of the board (600mm). (For size details see Chapter 1 on the 
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construction of the board.) However, in all other details, the foliage ornament is exactly 
the same. 
Essentially, the foliage ornament undulates in a series of crests and troughs within the 
borders of pecked dots, sometimes touching the borders themselves, but more often than 
not the undulations do not touch the borders on each side. The crests and troughs of the 
scrolls of foliage are irregularly spaced. This is especially so on the narrower border 
panels (Fig. 18 and 19). 
The foliage ornament consists of a fairly thick, freely drawn, central undulating foliate 
stem of variable thickness, occasionally up to 5mm thick. There is evidence of 
carelessness by the engraver, where he has slipped with the engraving tool, and additional 
scratches to the engraving are evident on the panels. The stem was decorated with two 
rows of pecked dots along the stem, perhaps to give the stem more 'body', as in the 
interlace ornament elsewhere on the board. From this central stem projects what can be 
best described as a series of fleshy tendrils, sprouting outwards into the hollows created 
by the undulating stem. These tendrils vary in direction from panel to panel, but on the 
same panel they point in the same direction. The tendrils are thick and fleshy, quite 
elaborate and spread out in a series of trails, fading out in a series of club ends, similar 
to the club trails of the zoomorphic interlace found elsewhere on the board and the snake 
motif found on Tablesman 15 (see Chapter 5). On many of the tendrils, these club ends 
touch the borders of the panel. The tendrils vary in size, dependent on the location on 
the panels, with the larger ones overlapping the stem and also going behind it in places. 
The motif is difficult to see in places, owing to an excess of engraved lines where there 
should not have been any. 
This undulating foliage does not continue in a uniform, regular arrangement around the 
borders of the board, but in a series of stops and starts, with sudden break-offs in all the 
corners except the top left hand corner of the board. Where the foliage is finished tidily, 
this is achieved by breaking the stem off in a flurry of fleshy tendrils. This is achieved 
each side of the gap at the end of the central bar in the lower half of the board, and it is 
thought to have been repeated at the ends of the gap at the other end of the central bar 
in the upper half of the board, though severe erosion of the panels in this area prevents 
absolute certainty here. This termination of the foliage in this manner at each end of 
these gaps would appear to confirm that there was a deliberate gap for some purpose on 
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the board panels, and as the panel arrangement for the central bar would appear to 
preclude areas for hinges to be fitted to enable the board to be folded, another purpose 
must be considered. It is considered by the writer that these gaps were for small hollows 
set in the board for containing dice (see previous chapter). This method of terminating 
the foliage in a series of flurries was achieved in the top left hand corner of the board, 
with both the decoration of the narrow and wider panels terminated in the same way. 
Elsewhere, at the other corners of the board, the ornament suddenly breaks off rather 
untidil y. The small panels at the comers of the board separating the wide panels from the 
narrow panels are undecorated in two cases - at top left and right hand corners of the 
board; presumably there was no room for the decoration, where four iron pins had been 
used in each small square panel to fix them to the base. The exact function of these small 
panels is not clear. The panel in the bottom left hand comer of the board was decorated 
with a crudely formed stem, with the surface picked out in pecking, and there are no 
tendrils. The manner of engraving this small panel would seem to suggest that the 
ornament was added as an after-thought, or even possibly carried out during a later repair 
to the board. It is uncertain if the small panel in the bottom right hand corner of the 
board was decorated, owing to its severe erosion. 
The tendrils of the foliage project towards the left in the bottom left hand section of the 
board. They then tum to the right, in an opposite direction, in the bottom right hand 
corner, as in the top right hand section, and continue to do so in the top left hand corner. 
The border panels would appear to be contrary in terms of the pointing of the tendrils in 
the bottom left hand section of the board. This was probably an error on the part of the 
engraver. 
The background of the foliage ornament, up to the borders, was filled in with an 
irregularl y spaced slashed ornament, in different directions, similar to the background 
slashes of the interlace 'Points', the central bar and the central fields (see below). This 
slashed background is cross-hatched in isolated areas of the border panels, again similar 
to the interlace 'Points' (see above). The borders containing the pecked dots are between 
2.5mm and 3mm wide along the edges of the panels. These borders continue the entire 
length of the border panels and stop abruptly at the edges of the panels, rather than going 
round the corners of the board, so that they are following the manner of the foliage 
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decoration, by starting and stopping in a series of jumps, rather than a more flexible and 
'fluid' motion, around the board. 
Discussion 
Foliage ornament and its many varieties is one of the most popular forms of decoration 
of the Romanesque period, almost equalling that of chevron ornament in popularity. It 
was frequently used as a decoration for borders of objects: hence its location on the 
borders of the Gloucester Tables board. It frequently decorated manuscripts, metalwork, 
bone, ivory and stone carvings. 
The source of the foliage ornament, as in many of the decorative forms of the board, is 
probably quite ancient, the original models being trailing plants such as ivy. The style 
of this foliage ornament is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. 
According to Cramp (1984, xxiv), plant scroll ornament was a distinctive decoration in 
its own right, which was introduced into anglo-saxon England along with the sculpture, 
rather than derived from other media. The vine is thought to be the plant which 
influenced the development of the foliage pattern and there is a theological significance 
in this, in that it is found in the text of the Gospel of St. John: 
"I am the real vine, and my father is the gardener..... Dwell in me, as I in you. 
No branch can bear fruit by itself, but only if it remains united to the vine; no 
more can you bear fruit, unless you remain united with me. 
I am the vine, and you the branches. He who dwells in me as I dwell in 
him, bears much fruit; for apart from me you can do nothing". (John 15, 1 - 6) 
The vine scroll design was universally adopted in its simplest forms, as well as in its most 
elaborate and inhabited forms, throughout the early christian world (Toynbee and Ward-
Perkins, 1950).l24] 
These plant and vine scrolls in art were kept in their purely botanical forms in countries 
where the vine was indigenous. As for Britain, the vine scrolls were in a far simpler form 
and later even more experimental forms, having been developed from the more classical 
originals. According to Cramp, there are few examples of these in anglo-saxon art 
anyway, and these could have been mistaken for purely classical or continental work. 
Professor Cramp lists the main forms of plant scroll evident in the northern crosses. The 
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plant scroll ornament around the borders of the board would fit into the simplest category, 
that of a single simple trail. (Cramp, 1984, fig. 10). 
In Kitzinger (1936),[25] it was considered that vine scroll was the principal decoration and 
one of the earliest in monumental sculpture. The decoration frequently occurred in roman 
and early christian art, with its influence first felt, along with other Mediterranean 
influences, in English art of the 7th and 8th centuries, although it was known in the 6th 
century and even earlier in the Mediterranean. 
It was possibly first copied from manuscripts with illustrations of Mediterranean influence, 
such as St. Matthew composing his Gospel in the Lindisfarne Gospels, which is thought 
to be copied from the Ezra portrait in the Codex Amiatinus. Another possibility is that 
craftsmen and artists came over from the continent themselves, bringing over knowledge 
of this and other ornament. It is known, for example, that Benedict Biscop, the founder 
of the monasteries of Jarrow and Monkwearmouth in the 7th century, gave the 
monasteries many precious vessels, manuscripts and vestments he had collected from his 
pilgrimages to Rome. He also brought over glaziers from Gaul to make coloured glass 
for those monasteries. It is likely, therefore, that some of the classical Mediterranean 
influences were felt in Northumbria, as early as the 7th century - including the variations 
of the vine scroll motif. Subsequently, the vine scroll motif was used to decorate the 
great northern stone crosses of Anglo-,axon England, including the Ruthwell and 
Bewcastle crosses. As Kitzinger (1936) states: 
"In English examples of the scroll itself, its undulating movement plays a much 
more important part; it is emphasized by an almost entire omission of leaves and 
other details which are allowed to cover, very often cover the main stem of the 
continental examples". 
Kitzinger goes further in explaining differences in plant scrolls and discusses regional 
sources, although this lies outside the scope of this thesis. The Kitzinger paper was partly 
a response to, and also to fill in extra details of earlier work by, Brondsted (1924)[26], who 
was one of the first scholars to study vine scroll ornament in any depth. Brondsted 
considered also that the ornament first came to prominence in the 8th and 9th centuries 
in England, but its origins were ultimately in the eastern Mediterranean, as an oriental 
conventionalisation, especially in Hellenistic Roman art. The vine scroll in the 
Mediterranean context was frequently inhabited by humans and animals, with scenes from 
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the chase; Brondsted goes into greater depth in tracing the geographical locations of the 
SOurce material and considers its role (as does Kitzinger, 1936) in influencing the carving 
on later Anglo-saxon crosses of northern England, etc. 
The foliage ornament was popular and used all over northwest Europe, where it was much 
copied and experimented with at all levels of quality, ranging from the superb reliefs on 
some of the great anglo-saxon crosses, to primitive copies such as that found on the much 
later Gloucester Tables board. 
Several examples are listed below (mainly in stone) to illustrate the popularity of the 
decoration from the 7th century, through into the 12th century. They have been selected 
because of the variations exhibited in the designs and associated decoration which is 
found elsewhere on the board of the tablesmen. It should be noted, however, that this 
fleshy foliage type of ornament was used to decorate all manner of media, ranging from 
embroideries, e.g. the Bayeux 'Tapestry' (c. 1070), to bone and ivory work, through to the 
great monumental sculpture briefly described below. 
One of the earliest forms of vine scroll motif quoted is found decorating a small stone 
slab from the 7th-century crypt of Mellebaude, Poitiers, France (Fig. 31 - the middle 
slab). This example depicts a simple, roughly carved vine scroll, with a thick central stem 
forming a dominant role, with 'heart' shaped leaves filling in the gaps above and below 
the stem. What is also interesting about this example, is that other reliefs, probably of 
the same date from the Mellebaude crypt, have design details found elsewhere on the 
board. This includes a four strand zoomorphic interlace design very similar to the 
zoomorphic interlace found in the central fields of the board (see below), also the kite 
shaped eyes found on the fish carved on another slab from the same crypt are found 
decorating the animals - legendary or otherwise - elsewhere on the board. 
A good example of the foliage pattern being used to decorate the borders of a rectangular 
object is the marble lintel slab above the doorway at St. Genis des Fontaines (Fig. 32). 
The slab depicts Christ in a mandorla, supported by angels and surrounded by his 
Apostles; the slab is dated by its inscription to c.1020-1021. The most important aspect 
of the slab that concerns us here is the continual foliage ornament around the borders, 
without a break, unlike the rough stop- start ornament around the Gloucester Tables 
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board. The ornament on the slab has been very well executed, with the thick fleshy 
tendrils in the gaps of the undulations. It is possible such a border decoration as that on 
the St. Genis slab influenced the engraver of the board panels, or at least the model he 
was copying from. 
This foliage ornament has been also successfully portrayed on the door pillars of the 
doorway at San Lorenzo, Zadar (Fig. 33). The lintel is similar to that of St. Genis in that 
the relief is again that of Christ in a mandorla, supported by angels. The doorway is 
thought to date to c.1120. The doorway pillars are decorated with a well executed foliage 
ornament, with tri-Iobate leaves or tendrils, filling in the gaps of the foliage. (Hearn, 
1981, 30).[27] 
The foliage ornament proved to be a great innovative design in northwest Europe, through 
into the late 12th century. The stone tympanum above the left portal inside the narthex 
of the church of Ste. Madeleine, Vezelay (built c.1120-1125) has as its theme the 
Ascension, but it is the border that is of interest here. The foliage ornamentation is 
discontinuous, but well executed, with tri-Iobate leaves with the central stem even more 
elaborate than normal, with the stem twisted round on itself (Fig. 34). 
A yet more sophisticated foliage ornament decorates the borders of a rectangular stone 
slab now in the Museo Civico in Como. The slab, which is dated to the 12th century, has 
a very elaborate vine scroll emerging from a vessel at the bottom of the slab. This is well 
executed and is inhabited by a quadruped and a bird along the top edge of the slab, with 
the leaves or tendrils tri-Iobate and reminiscent of the later French fleur-de-lis (Fig. 35). 
Interestingly, the scene that it surrounds consists of Samson struggling with the lion - a 
scene found on Gloucester Tablesman 11 (see Chapter 5). 
In England, the foliage is also quite common in a Romanesque context. A simple foliage 
pattern, with tri-Iobate leaves and tendrils, is found on two rows of decoration on the font 
at St. Marys, Stottesden, Shropshire (Fig. 36). The font is a superb example of late 
Romanesque art (c.1160), with the font covered in well executed interlace patterns, 
elaborate inhabited roundels and finally the rows of foliage along the bottom of the font. 
The upper row of foliage, which decorates a chamfered slope, is of a slightly smaller 
scale. 
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Closer to Gloucester is the font at the church of Hook Norton, Oxfordshire (c.1100-1150), 
and although simply decorated, the font has important decorative details found on both 
the board and one of the Gloucester tablesmen. One of the figures on the font is a 
Centaur/Sagittarius (inscribed), which is also a theme on Tableslnan 14 (see Chapter 5). 
The bottom row of decoration consists of a ring and dot pattern, which also decorates 
various board panels, including half of the 'Points' and the beading each side of the central 
bar (see above). The top row of ornament of the Hook Norton font consists of a rather 
crude and simple foliage ornament, which is irregular, with thickened buds or tendrils 
filling in the gaps of the undulations (Fig. 29 and 37). The stem is decorated with a 
rough pecking. What is also interesting is that there is a narrow band of decoration below 
the foliage; the decoration consisting of triangular pecking - a large scale version of the 
ornament both sides of the foliage pattern on the border panels of the board. 
One final example of foliage ornament a few miles east of Gloucester is on the eady 
12th-century tympanum at Elkstone church. The main theme is a seated Christ, 
surrounded by the symbols of the authors of the Gospel; Matthew, Mark, Luke and John. 
Around the edges is some of the crudest executed and most primitive foliage ornament 
the writer has yet witnessed - it is even more crude than the foliage ornament decorating 
the border panels of the board. The central stem has very irregular undulation and is very 
untidily spread out, with thick tendrils and leaves of different types pointing in all 
directions (Fig. 38). 
Examples of foliage ornament exist on many different art forms other than stone sculpture 
- a few examples are quoted here. 
A small 12th-century copper and ivory plated portable altar from Cologne (Goldschmidt, 
1975, pI LXXVI, no. 302) has two rows of a well-ordered foliage design decorating the 
chamfered edges, each side of a row of figures representing the Apostles; ring and dot 
ornament has also been used to decorate the board. 
The decoration has also been used to decorate a 12th-century ivory pyxis, English in 
origin, now in the National Museum, Munchen (Goldschmidt, Ibid, pl. XVIII, no. 72). 
Here again, the foliage has been used to decorate the lowest border. 
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In Lasko (1972, fig. 8)[28], a metal strip decorated with foliage ornament, decorates the 
portable altar of Henry of Werl, Bishop of Paderborn (c. 1 084-1127). 
Examples of foliage can be quoted ad infinitum and it is hoped that the few examples 
cited above will serve as an indication as to how popular foliage ornament was. The 
examples above indicate that it should not be surprising to find this type of ornament 
decorating the borders of a Romanesque gaming board. (See also next Chapter.) 
(5) The Central Fields (Fig. 20 and 21) 
Description 
There are two central fields of the board separated by a central bar which divides the 
board into two separate halves. These two halves are known as the inner and outer tables 
respectively (Fig. 20 and 21). 
For convenience, these two central fields are described and discussed separately; the 
artwork of the central field in the inner tables (A) will be described and discussed first, 
followed by the artwork of the central field in the outer tables (B). 
(A) The Central Field (inner tables) (Fig. 20) 
There are three separate zones of decorative and figural art; an upper (i), middle (ii) and 
lower zone (iii) which are described and discussed separately below. 
(i) Upper Zone 
This first zone of decoration portrays two dragons in profile facing each other in open 
conflict, against a background of random slashes and a thin narrow border above, 
consisting of a single row of pecked dots behind a scored line. 
The original panels are in a poor condition, particularly those that form the left side of 
the scene (Fig. 20a). However, sufficient details remain to allow a more or less complete 
reconstruction to be attempted using the decorative details still surviving on those panels 
forming the right half of the scene. The location of these panels is certain, as the right 
hand panel survived in situ as part of a larger fragment of the board in the pit (see 
Chapter 1 and Appendix 1). 
.,,,--
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The form of the dragon on the left is considered to be the same as the dragon to the right 
and the decorative details have been transferred from the well-preserved dragon engraving 
on the right to the severely eroded engraving to the left. 
Each dragon in style is the same as the other. The dragon to the left has generally more 
space and the engraver has filled the space in further with more coil( s) to the dragon's tail. 
The dragon to the right has less space and is backed up right to the right hand edge of the 
board; therefore the tail is more tightly coiled with a slightly reduced number of coils. 
In detail (based on the assumption that the decorative details of the dragon to the left 
would be the same as the dragon to the right) the dragons have elongated mouths and 
jaws, of which the lower jaw is finished off with an ornamental hook-like flourish, rather 
like the tendrils of the foliage pattern on the border panels (see above). There is a mass 
of tendril-like projections issuing from the mouths, which, as the creatures are dragons, 
these could be a mixture of flames, smoke and steam (see discussion below), or the 
projections could be tongues of the respective dragons. The eyes of the dragons are 'kite' 
shaped with the 'pointed end' pointing forwards and on top of the heads are large, sharp 
curved projections which are either ears or horns? 
The bodies of the dragons are thickened at the shoulders, but gradually taper off to form 
the tails, which cross over in a series of coils, terminating in club-ended tails touching 
the border above. The way the tails have been coiled is roughly the same for each 
dragon, with perhaps an extra coil on the left hand dragon. The coils do not form any 
specific well-known pattern and it is possible that the coils have been arranged in this 
manner specifically for these panels. In addition to this, the coils have been crudely 
engraved with lines crossing over where they should not and there are also a couple of 
scratched lines where the engraver has slipped with the cutting tool. 
The bodies have been decorated with a single line of pecked dots at the shoulders, whilst 
down the length of the body are rows of pecking; first three rows at the widest point at 
the shoulders tapering down to two rows and finally a single row as the bodies narrow 
towards the end of the tail. The pecking serves the same purpose as the pecking in other 
areas of the board, e.g. interlace and foliage ornament and tablesmen figures (see Chapter 
5), possibly to give the figures a more three-dimensional effect. At the shoulders of the 
dragons are prominent wings swept up, behind which are alternate line and dot ornament 
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arranged in three rows, with gaps between, following the sweep of the wings. The tips 
of the wings touch the border above. The wings are given a transparent effect by 
continuing the line of the body behind them - it is not known whether this was intentional 
or not. 
Each dragon has a single pair of limbs, the left limb of one and the right limb of the other 
are braced in front of each other, with the claws, represented by a series of scored lines, 
shown in a semi-clutching position on the bottom of the panel. 
The background decoration of the scene consists of irregularly spaced slashes in different 
directions, with some small areas that have not been filled in. This slashing continues 
under the beading of the central bar (Fig. 15), indicating that the decoration was applied 
prior to the fixing down of the central bar beading. The top of this zone of decoration 
is marked by a narrow band of pecked dots behind a single freehand scored line (this has 
been eroded away on the right hand half of the panel). The border is, on average, 3mm 
wide; it is not repeated at the bottom of the zone, nor is it, curiously enough, represented 
in the equivalent area of the central field of the outer tables (see below). The reason for 
this is not clear. This band of pecked dots is found on the interlace 'Points' and the 
border panels carrying the foliage ornament (see above). 
Discussion 
According to the late Brunsdon Yapp (personal communication), there is no proper reason 
or origin for animal combat, and considers that artists, whether carving stone or bone, or 
painting manuscripts, etc., were always interested in conflicts between the same species, 
or between different ones in which they were depicted as struggling and fighting with 
each other - legendary or otherwise. The fighting animal motif was probably Scythian 
in origin but brought to England by the Vikings. (Bruns don Yapp, personal 
communication.) The types of animals usually varied - it could be bird against bird, lion 
against lion, or in' this case, dragon against dragon. But often the animals were mixed, 
as in the scene decorating the left-hand door impost of the doorway of the early 12th-
century church of SS. Mary and David, Kilpeck, Herefordshire. The well-executed and 
well-preserved carving depicts a dragon (without wings) fighting a lion (Fig. 39). 
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In White's (1984) translation of a 12th-century bestiary (f.73a in Cambridge University 
library, catalogued 11.4.26 - the original number is 278) Draco the Dragon is grouped 
under Reptiles. According to White, the word Dragon was the mediaeval word for large 
reptile and in the earliest definition in the New English Dictionary was: 
'~ huge serpent or snake; a python ..... In modern zoology the dragon is a flying 
lizard forming the genus Draco, belonging to the family Agamidae, and there are 
twenty species. " (White, 1984, 165-166).[29] 
The Greeks originally called the animal 'dracon', and in the Latin it was known as 'Draco'. 
In the 12th-century bestiary that White examined, the dragon lived in caves and flew; 
once airborne it became excitable. It had a crest, a small mouth and a narrow gullet 
through which it drew breath or put out its tongue. Its strength lay in the tail inflicting 
damage by blows. Its arch-enemy was the elephant (see Tablesman 30, Chapter 5) and 
it was thought to live in Ethiopia or India, where the weather was perpetually hot. The 
devil was often thought to take on the guise of a dragon, hence the equation Dragon = 
Devil = evil. There are many allegorical scenes in early mediaeval art of St. Michael (the 
Archangel) and later St. George overcoming the devil in the disguise of a dragon (see 
below). Other Saints are also depicted as slaying dragons (Hall, 1986, 136-137).[301 
According to Yapp (1987)1311, dragons were considered under the heading serpents and 
were frequently portrayed in art either in pairs or singly. A particularly good example is 
in the Bayeux 'Tapestry' (c.1070), where the serpents were depicted in the borders in 
different varieties. They are also shown on the 'tapestry' as heraldic devices on shields 
and as battle standards. Heads of dragons or serpents also decorate buildings and ship 
prows. The dragon motif appears to have been a popular motif in the opposing armies 
(Fig. 40). 
Yapp describes dragons as being specifically: 
"With two legs, one pair of wings, a reptilian and usually curly tail, no feathers and a 
mammalian head with external ears, they represent a type of animal that does not exist 
and never has done . . They resemble the drawings of the majority of serpents in bestiaries, 
where they are given nearly forty specific names all told. " 
The main serpents include prester and aspis, which emit steam from the mouth whereas 
the scitalis breathes fire. The amphisbaena has an additional head attached to its tail. 
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Some of the bestiaries, according to Yapp (personal communication), describe some 
serpents that stick their tongues out; the tongues, which are long, flicker rapidly so that 
there appears to be three tongues instead of the usual one. (Bestiaries which describe this 
phenomenon include MS. Ii. 4.26.f.52v in Cambridge University Library and MS. 
Ashmole 1511., f.84v in the Bodleian Library.) 
Some of the serpents from the bestiaries are quadrupedal, whilst there are a few tetrapods. 
The quadrupedal serpents include botrax (batrachian - unspecified), salamandra 
(salamander), saura (lizard) and stellio (newt). 
From this examination of the serpents, the writer (in consultation with the late Mr. B. 
Yapp), discovered that the most likely identity for the creatures depicted in this theme is 
the dragon, which is purely legendary (though the original carver did not know that), 
whilst many of the other identifiable serpents have every-day identities. 
As previously mentioned, the Bayeux 'Tapestry' (c.1070) has many examples of paired 
beasts, which include different types of serpents, among them the dragon. According to 
Wormald (in Stenton, et. aI., 1957, 27)l32), paired animals, including the dragons in the art 
of the Bayeux 'Tapestry' and other media were influenced by earlier Ottonian manuscripts 
which were in tum influenced by byzantine and far eastern textiles. These paired animals, 
legendary or otherwise, would appear to have a long pedigree and a lot of influence on 
the artwork of the anglo-norman period. This particular theme of confronting dragons 
would be an appropriate design for a tables gaming board. 
The dragon itself was used as a symbol of strength and power, although the church saw 
otherwise (see above). It was particularly popular in scandinavian art of the vikings (and 
ultimately the Normans) as well as anglo-saxon art. The dragon was, for example, the 
symbol for the ancient kingdom of Wessex. On the Bayeux 'Tapestry' it was depicted on 
King Harold's personal battle standard (Wilson, 1985, p1.71).133) 
The Normans had a preference for the dragon symbol also, and it was used (head only) 
to decorate the prows of their ships (the Saxons did the same with their ships) and this 
was portrayed on the Bayeux 'Tapestry' (Ibid, 1985, p1.42-43). (34) Some of the decorative 
details of these dragon head prows have similar stylistic details to the dragon heads on 
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the scene on the tables board. These include a projecting tongue and jaws, finished with 
a decorative flourish rather similar again to the fleshy tendrils of the foliage ornament 
decorating the borders of the board (see above). 
The complete dragon was used on the Bayeux 'Tapestry' as a heraldic device for the 
Nonnan Knights' shields (Wilson, Op. Cit., pI. 7, 12, 15, etc.), perhaps indicating the 
Nonnan's preference for the dragon motif as a personal symbol. 
Serpents of all types decorate the borders of the 'Tapestry', also including the dragon, 
either in pairs or singly (Yapp, 1987). In particular, there are two pairs in the lower 
borders of the 'Tapestry' (Ibid., 1985, pI. 18, 44 and 57). These pairs of dragons are 
separated by sloping lines and formalised tre'es and are fairly typical in that they are 
winged, bipedal, with mammalian heads and coiled tails, and either have their tongues 
projecting from their mouths, or they are spitting flames (Fig. 41). 
The dragon head motif has also been used to decorate the capitals of doorways in some 
of the scenes (Ibid., 1985, pl.17). Again the dragon has its tongue projecting from its 
mouth (Fig. 42). The same motif has been used to decorate a corbel on a wall of the 
early 12th-century church of SS. Mary and David, Kilpeck, Herefordshire (Fig. 43). 
However, in this example, the dragon has its tongue curled up inside its open mouth. 
In a personal communication with the writer, the late Brunsdon Yapp pointed out that one 
of the best parallels with the confronting dragons on the tables board is the carving of a 
pair of confronting dragons which decorate a displaced tympanum in the wall of Wynford 
Eagle church, Dorset. The date of the tympanum (Fig. 44) is thought to be c.1100, based 
on the inscription around the edge of the tympanum (Yapp, 1987, 63-64, after Metford, 
1984, 8). The Wynford Eagle dragons, or serpents, are like the Gloucester board dragons 
in that they are bipedal and winged, they are also facing each other with jaws open 
showing pointed teeth with a tongue protruding between them. In addition, they have 
small mammalian heads (with ears?), long thin necks and bulky bodies which taper into 
a thin tail which twists back into single coils; the wings are small in comparison with the 
bodies and are engraved rather than sculpted - perhaps intentional, to try and portray 
transparent wings. 
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(ii) Middle Zone 
This is one of the largest areas of decoration on the board, measuring 255mm x 70mm. 
All of the panels survive though there are fragments missing from individual panels and 
some of the panels have severe erosion, which has obliterated the decoration, necessitating 
at least a partial reconstruction of this area of decoration. However, enough detail has 
survived to enable this to be carried out with reasonable certainty (as opposed to the 
equivalent area in the outer tables - see below). 
The replacement of the panels which had been displaced when the board was broken up 
(see Appendix 1), was made possible because three panels remained in situ as part of a 
large fragment of board. 
The design consists of an interlace of five snakes arranged in a series of 'figure of eight' 
loops, partly entwined with each other. There is a dragon with a loosely coiled tail at the 
right end of the zone, partly entwined with the fifth snake. The design of snakes is set 
against a background of irregularly spaced slash marks. For an easier understanding of 
this interlace arrangement, a stylised and simplified version of the decoration has been 
drawn up (Fig. 45), with each individual snake labelled separately (1-5). Before 
describing the interlace pattern, the form of the snake(s) and the dragon is described first. 
The snake design is quite cludely engraved, with lines crossing over where they should 
not, and there are also additional superfluous lines on the bodies of the snakes, where an 
engraving tool might have slipped. 
Each snake has an 'almond' shaped head point facing forward, as do the pairs of eyes that 
are represented on the head of each snake. These eyes are 'kite' shaped and are similar 
to the eyes on other animals, legendary or otherwise, elsewhere on the board. (For a brief 
discussion of this stylistic detail and others, see Chapter 3). The mouths are represented 
by a simple, single scored line, projecting back towards the back of the head. This head 
decoration is not very realistic because although pairs of eyes are portrayed, they are 
depicted in plan, whilst the mouth is depicted as if in a side-on view. It is a mixture of 
a side view of the snake head or a plan view; it looks as though the engraver could not 
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decide and therefore represented both views. The heads are separated from the bodies by 
an inverted 'V' - the point facing toward the head (as in the Snake in Tablesman 15). 
The bodies of the snakes are of variable thickness. For example, snake 5 reaches a 
maximum width of one centimetre. This is probably due to the indifferent skill of the 
engraver, or possibly some uncertainty with aspects of the design. The bodies of the 
snake gradually taper down to a club-ended tail, with the surface decoration consisting 
usually of three rows along the length of the bodies. These are irregularly spaced and 
have been applied in a slapdash manner. On some of the snakes, the three rows have 
been reduced to two rows towards the ends of the tails, although in snake 5 there are only 
two rows further towards the head. 
The single serpent (Fig. 45, no. 6) (shown here in profile also) to the right of snake 5 is 
similar in respect to the serpents/dragons in zone (i), although it should be noted that the 
serpent/dragon in zone (ii) was eroded in one area, especially around the shoulders and 
the reconstruction of this area is based on the dragons in zone (i). 
The head of this dragon is small and tapered. The mouth is closed with the lower jaw 
finished in a club-ended flourish, similar to the club tails of the snakes that decorate the 
board and the tendril flourishes on the foliage ornament that decorates the border panels 
(see Chapter 2). The upper jaw of the dragon is finished in a similar flourish, although 
it is possible that this is a hom. Facial details include an eye, reduced here to a single 
curved line instead of the usual 'kite' shaped outline visible on the other serpents, etc., 
decorating the board. 
The main body has been entirely reconstructed with the wing, shoulders and presumably 
bipedal legs - with the usual pecked ornament based on the dragons above. 
The tail is elongated and decorated with several rows of pecking in a similar manner to 
the previous five snakes and other serpents decorating the board. (Fig. 45, no. 6.) 
The snake pattern is as follows: (refer to figure 45) 
Snake (1) - the head starts in the top left corner of the board. It then coils in a simple 
'over and under' movement in a diagonally placed 'figure of eight' pattern. This 'figure 
of eight' loop is repeated again and then finally finished with another 'figure of eight', also 
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diagonally, placed this time pointing diagonally opposite to the previous two loops. The 
snake is finished with a club-end in the bottom left comer of the zone. 
Snake (2) comes into contact with the top edge of the zone of panels, this time with the 
head pointing to the right. Again, there is the similar arrangement of the snake coils as 
with snake (1), i.e. a double 'figure of eight' pattern diagonally placed in a simple under 
and over movement. This snake is partly entwined with snake (1), achieved by going 
through and over the right-hand coils of snake (1). This is repeated three times down the 
coils, ending with the usual club-end at the bottom edge of the zone of panels. 
This arrangement of entwined coils is repeated in exactly the same manner with snakes 
(3) and (4). 
With snake (5), there is the usual 'figure of eight' pattern, and this is partly entwined with 
snake (4). However, the final 'figure of eight' loop differs from the previous four snakes 
in that the third 'figure of eight' loop continues under, through and over and then down 
behind the upper coil of the 'figure of eight' and then through and behind the new loop, 
finally ending up with the usual club-end in the same position as the club-ends of the 
previous snakes - at the bottom edge of the board. This was obviously intended as the 
method of finishing the repeated snake pattern before engraving the dragon pattern, to 
finish off the entire zone of decoration. 
The dragon (6) ornamentation starts in reverse order to the previous snakes - with head 
of the dragon starting in the bottom right corner of this zone of panels and extending back 
diagonally in a single simple 'figure of eight' coil, which loops around the right hand coils 
of snake (4). The uppermost 'figure of eight' coil is actually a half 'figure of eight' coil 
and finishes in the usual club-end in the top right comer of this zone of decoration. 
The overall effect of the interlace pattern in this zone is quite elaborate and aesthetically 
pleasing, though a little crude and slipshod in places, with a certain amount of confusion 
evident especially where the snakes coil around each other. It is an ambitious piece of 
engraving and by far the most sophisticated interlace on the entire board. The writer has 
actuall y speculated that this was created by a different hand than the hands that created 
the engraving on the rest of the board. 
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Discussion 
This interlace snake ornament is more complicated than the rest of the interlace and in 
addition to this the writer has yet to find an exact parallel to this multiple looped snake 
interlace. The possible reason is discussed below. When Professor George Zarnecki first 
examined this ornament, he identified it immediately as the Urnes style (personal 
communication). This style, along with the others, is discussed in relation to the overall 
board ornament in the next chapter. 
The Urnes style of ornament is considered to be the ultimate viking style, which may have 
been brought to England via the Bristol Channel on a trade route from the viking port of 
Dublin, in the late 11th century. The date of this decoration is considered to be the 
second half of the 11th century. A distinctive mark of this style is the sinuous snake, for 
example the Pitney Brooch (Fig. 46), which, according to Wilson (1984), is one of the 
best examples of the style in England, and which example is a return to an earlier form 
of Germanic animal art. 
According to Shetelig (Brondsted, 1924, Chapter 3) the animal figures on the Urnes 
church doorway (from which the style derived its name) were developed from an earlier 
ribbon styles known as the Jellinge and Ringerike patterns - this is briefly discussed in 
the next chapter. 
The origin of interlace in general has been briefly discussed above. However, this 'figure 
of eight' pattern in which the snakes are coiled is described by Cramp as an unpinned loop 
or alternatively as como-braid. (Cramp, 1984, fig. 26 D iv) 
The origin of this 'figure of eight' type of interlace loop pattern may be more exact than 
some of the other interlace patterns. In Bayle (1982) the parish church of Sainte Marie 
du Mont and the former priory of Sainte-Come-du-Mont have a thin thread-like 
interlace ribbon ending with a volute or a snake's head arranged on the Romanesque 
capitals. The origin for these interlacing patterns is thought to be the ropework on the 
rigging of ships, the design going back hundreds of years earlier to the original viking 
warships and trading craft. An example of this can be found in an engraving of a viking 
ship and its compliment of warriors on a stone slab from Tingstade on Gotland, Sweden 
(Fig. 47) (Bayle, 1982, pI 13 after A. Bugge, The Golden Vanes ... ). The guide ropes, or 
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rigging for the sails, are looped around the rope at the lower edge of the sail in such a 
way that the engraver must have been familiar with the rope settings on ships, though it 
must be also considered that the engraver used the interlace style for the engraving of the 
ropes and that the interlace pattern was already known. 
It would seem possible that the 'figure of eight' pattern, which forms part of the Urnes 
style, could be derived from rope-work patterns, as they were employed for a more 
practical purpose, just as other simple interlace patterns were influenced by original 
leather plaitwork or even cloth weave. 
In the paper by Bayle (1982), the 'figure of eight' pattern is referred to as the 'sequence 
of eights', which is also considered as one of the more prevalent interlace patterns in 
romanesque northwest Europe. In Normandy there are examples of elaborate variations 
of this 'figure of eight' pattern, and they are frequently used to decorate church capitals 
and fonts, as on a capital in the nave of the church at Barneville and the Rocquancourt 
font (Fig. 48 and 49) or from the font in Montebourg in Cotentin (Fig. 50). This 'figure 
of eight' pattern is considered by Bayle (especially with regard to the font description) to 
have a running water symbolism, or perhaps a representation of eternity. 
Many of the surviving examples of this type of decoration are found on stone, owing to 
its relatively indestructible nature, compared with other media, e.g. wood, leather, and 
bonework, although the Urnes style is named after the elaborately carved wooden doorway 
at Urnes itself. The tympana of churches were commonly used for the expression of at 
least part of this 'figure of eight' ornament. One example in Ipswich (Fig. 51), is a 
fragment of re-used tympanum from the church of St. Michael. This fragment, made of 
Caen limestone (c.1120), depicts St. Michael fighting the dragon - this dragon has several 
interesting stylistic details which are discussed in the next chapter. The details include 
the long curling snout and prominent eye - three barbs issue from the mouth, which may 
represent the flickering tongue. The dragon is typically bipedal, with fairly prominent 
wings and a tail which is twisted round in a neat 'figure of eight' - it may have finished 
in a club-end, though the slab is broken off at this point. The tail has been turned in an 
upright position in order to fit in the limited space available. This method of finishing 
the tail is similar to that used on the dragon in this zone of panels, both in style and 
function. 
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The method of finishing the tail can be seen in a left-hand impost of the west door of the 
church of SS. Mary and David, Kilpeck, Herefordshire (Fig. 39). Here is a representation 
of a dragon fighting a quadruped, possibly a lion, which is on the other face of the 
impost. The tail of the dragon is finished off rather neatly, as on the board, in a simple 
figure of eight coil. There is, however, no evidence of a wing, possibly because the 
vegetal frond immediately behind the dragon's shoulder prevented the wing from being 
shown properly. 
There are plenty of examples of similar types of snake interlace in Scandinavian art, 
where the Urnes style originated. One of the best examples of this decoration is found 
on a runestone at Ardre III, Gotland, Sweden (Fig. 52) (Wilson and Klindt-Jensen, 1966, 
pl. LXXI)[35]. The main theme of this runestone is two addorsed snakes or serpents. 
Again, there are stylistic details which are very similar to the snake pattern on this 
particular zone of panels (see next chapter). They have the usual thickset tails terminating 
with club-ends. The heads are rudimentary, with jaws finished in a flourish of tendrils. 
There are also kite-shaped eyes, and surface decoration of the bodies consisting of pecked 
dots aligned along the length of the bodies. The addorsed serpents are coiled (with 
offshoots admittedly) in a simple 'figure of eight' pattern. These animals exhibit a mixture 
of two styles and may represent a transitional phase in the decoration from the Ringerike 
to the Urnes some time in the 11th century. The coiled snake on Tablesman 15 (Fig. 172) 
is similar in some respects to the serpent ornament on the board; comparable details 
include the club-ended tail, the body pecking decoration, the pointed, almost heart-shaped 
head, with the 'V' shape at the base between the head and the base - no eyes are 
indicated, however. 
The similarities between the snake on Tablesman 15 and the snakes decorating the board 
are one of the few reasons for supposing that the set of Gloucester tablesmen and the 
tables board were of contemporary manufacture (see Chapter 9). 
In Wilson and Klindt-Jensen (1966, pI. LXXIII(a~ there is a fine example of a base plate 
of a drum brooch from Tandgarve, Sweden. This base plate is decorated, in the main, 
with four snakes/serpents, each one individually coiled in a 'figure of eight' (Fig. 53), 
though not enmeshed with each other. These snakes/serpents have the usual kite-shaped 
eyes and the club-ended tails. The motif is typically Urnes style, with traces of surviving 
earlier Ringerike style. 
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To conclude, it would be true to say that this was, perhaps, an over-ambitious piece of 
engraving on this zone of panels. The engraving of this multiple 'figure of eight' loop 
ornamentation has caused the engraver some grief in places, especially where the snakes 
coil around each other, indicated by the frequency of scored lines superfluous to the 
decoration. The engraver has possibly started with the best of intentions and over-
reached himself. The fact that the writer has failed to find any exact parallels may 
possibly reflect that there were not many examples of this type of multiple snake to copy 
from, or even that the decoration might have been engraved from memory, and also that 
the skills to create this type of engraving successfully were not available in the late 11th 
century, compared with the quality of the work two centuries earlier. By the time this 
board was made and engraved, this quality was the best that could be achieved, even to 
decorate a luxury object intended for a nobleman's house (see Appendix 2). 
(iii) Lower Zone 
The final zone of decoration of the central field of the inner tables covers an area 
measuring 255mm x 35mm. There are at least two panels broken and some of the surface 
of the panels is eroded, though sufficient remains to make an accurate reconstruction of 
the design. It is known with some certainty where the original panels were placed, as two 
fragments survived in situ as part of a larger fragment of board (see Appendix 1, Fig. 1). 
The decoration of these panels consists of a three-strand zoomorphic interlace, each strand 
identifiable as a serpent/ snake - it is not likely that a particular species is intended. 
Each snake has a thickset body, terminating in a club-end. The bodies themselves are 
decorated with rows of pecked dots arranged along their lengths, beginning with three 
rows gradually reducing to two rows, and finally one row towards the club-ends of the 
bodies. The heads are depicted in profile and have suffered from some erosion in these 
areas, so the description is partly hypothetical. The elongated jaws have a curving upper 
jaw, and the mouths are usually indicated by a single curved scored line. Two of the 
snakes' mouths are open. On one snake there is the vestige of an eye surviving, shown 
by a simple 'V', which may have been intended as a kite-shaped eye. The snakes are 
arranged in a simple three-strand plaitwork across the panels, in a series of undulating 
crests and troughs, in the usual over and under fashion, with the snakes entwined with 
each other. 
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Snake (1) has the club-end at the top left corner of this row of panels; the tail then flexes 
downward into a trough and then up into a crest, which is repeated along the length of 
the panels and finally ends with the serpent/snake head downwardly pointing in the 
bottom right corner of this zone of panels - the mouth of this snake is open. 
Snake (2) has the club-end of the tail between the club-ends of snake (1) and (2). The 
tail sweeps up behind the tail of snake (1) and then advances along the length of the 
panels in the usual undulating fashion, with the troughs of this snake approximately 
opposite the crests of the one above and vice versa. The head of this snake terminates 
shortly before the extreme top right corner of this zone of panels. The mouth of this 
serpent/snake is closed and there is no evidence of an eye - though erosion may have 
obliterated it. 
Snake (3) has a prominent club tail in the bottom left corner of the zone of panels. The 
tail continues across the panels in the usual over and under fashion in between the gaps 
left by the previous two serpents/snakes, finally finishing in the extreme top right corner. 
The mouth of this serpent/snake is open and there is also the vestige of an eye. 
This zoomorphic interlace is set against a background of slash marks, all aligned in the 
same direction, except at the heads of the serpents/snakes, where they change direction. 
Towards the club-ends of the tails, the slash marks gradually peter out. 
This zoomorphic interlace is a more flexible and ultimately successful rendering of a 
three-strand interlace pattern than that of the more rigid and clumsy geometric three-
strand interlace found on all but one of the 'Points' (see above). It indicates that the 
engraver was at least more familiar with engraving this zoomorphic ornament. 
Discussion 
The origin of this three-strand interlace has been discussed briefly in connection with the 
three-strand interlace that decorates half of the 'points' on the board, and need not be 
repeated here. 
The zoomorphic style of interlace seen here uses the serpent/ snake reptiles as a form of 
decoration, as the bodies and tails, etc., lend themselves readily to being twisted into an 
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interlace fashion, though according to Bain (1986), birds and other animals were also 
unnaturally extended into a zoomorphic interlace. 
The origin of this type of interlace is very ancient, with the first signs appeanng In 
northwest Europe during the Bronze Age, though the date for similar animal interlace 
extends back to c.5000-3000 B.C., in areas such as Egypt and Assyria. 
The use of the serpent/snake interlace in northwest Europe may have its ultimate origin 
as a form of primitive pagan worship, through the designs surviving the decline of the cult 
to the eventual take over of christianity. Much of the serpent motif survived as 
complicated zoomorphic ornament decorating the great Gospels in the 7th century 
onwards, e.g. the Books of Kells and Durrow and the Lindisfarne Gospels. This was 
perhaps the survival of zoomorphic interlace in its most elaborate form. 
Several examples of interlace have been quoted above and a further two may be added 
in relation to, and to serve as contrasts between, the zoomorphic and geometric ornament. 
The first is perhaps the best parallel to the interlace described above. The parallel in 
stone, from the crypt of Mellebaude, Poitiers, is 7th-century in date and consists of what 
is eventually three serpents/snakes, enmeshed together (Fig. 31). The design curiously 
starts off as four separate tails and bodies (though without the club-ends) and finishes up 
with only three heads - with their mouths open. The serpents/ snakes are arranged in a 
simple plaitwork, with the bodies undulating in the simple over and under fashion. 
At the other end of the date range, and strictly speaking a more geometric overall form, 
but with the individual flexible strands more reminiscent of snake bodies, can be seen 
decorating the base of the font at St. Cassian's, Chaddesley Corbett, Worcestershire (Fig. 
54). The font is dated to c.1160, and has a more closely packed four-strand interlace 
pattern, with insufficient room for even another strand, and is more like a rope or leather 
plaitwork pattern, and the quality is such, for its considered late date, that it could mark 
a 'swansong' for the decoration, as the interlace ornament of this standard was unlikely 
ever to reach the same heights. 
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(B) Central Field (outer tables) (Fig. 21a/b) 
As with the inner tables, the separate zones of decoration will be described and discussed 
separately. 
(i) Upper Zone 
The uppermost zone of decoration is a repetition of the three-strand zoomorphic interlace 
ornament of zone (iii) in the central field of the inner tables. 
There appear to be two panels, measuring altogether 25mm x 260mm, the right-hand 
panel being broken into at least three separate fragments, which are severely eroded in 
places. This is the narrowest area of any of the rows of panels that make up the central 
fields. 
On the left panel, only a small fragment from the bottom right comer is missing, and 
there has been minimal erosion. It has therefore been possible to make a successful 
reconstruction of this ornament with the additional aid of a similar surviving ornament, 
previously described (see above). 
It has been possible to relocate the panels into their original position, based on two 
factors. First, the slash marks forming the background decoration for the panels 
immediately below this row cross over the two separate panels and vice versa, and 
secondly the right-hand edge of these panels appears to have originally butted up against 
the central bar; although the beading for the bar is missing at this point, evidence comes 
in the form of pin holes for the iron pins which fastened the beading to the central panels. 
Another indicator may be the lack of slash marks at the right-hand edge of the panels, 
which have been presumably left out, as the panels in these were to be covered by the 
beading. This appears to be the case elsewhere on the board, where the surviving beading 
comes into contact with the central field panels. 
The serpents/snakes which make up the zoomorphic interlace are the same as the ones 
previously discussed in the lowest row of the central field of the inner tables, albeit on 
a slightly reduced scale, owing to the limitations imposed by the size of the panels. The 
snakes/serpents have the usual club-ended tails with a thickset body, decorated with rows 
of pecking. The heads are shown in profile with mouths open; there are no traces of eyes 
- though the ornament is well preserved around the heads of the snakes/serpents. 
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This zoomorphic interlace is pointing in the opposite way to the similar example in the 
inner tables. 
Regarding the background decoration, it is the same as the previously discussed 
background decoration, with the slash marks aligned in the same direction, except around 
the heads of the snakes, where they change direction. At the other end, as previously 
stated, the decoration peters out towards the central bar, for reasons mentioned above. 
Interestingl y, there is no narrow border of pecked dots behind a scored line, as in the 
equivalent position in the central field of the inner tables. It may have been an omission 
on the part of the engraver, though it is possible - and this is purely hypothetical - that 
the panels making up the central field of the outer tables were replacements for those that 
were damaged or missing. It is more likely, however, that this was an omission by the 
engraver. 
Discussion 
This type of zoomorphic interlace has been described and discussed in more detail in 
relation to a similar interlace ornament decorating the lowest row of panels of the central 
field in the inner tables (see above). The stylistic details are also described and discussed 
in the next chapter. 
(ii) Middle Zone 
The second zone of decoration is complicated in that much of the design, especially in the 
right half, is severely eroded and most of the panels are in a fragmentary state. Even the 
panels that have been least affected by surface erosion have large fragments missing. The 
figures have been restored to a large extent in some places, which is not entirely 
satisfactory, but is the best that can be attempted at the present time. 
There were originally at least four separate panels, and their location on the board is 
reasonably certain, based on the factors outlined in the previous description of zone (i) 
panels. The overall area covered by these panels measures 50mm x 260mm. 
Before describing the figures present, based on the surviving and reconstructed evidence, 
the background will be described first, as here is an interesting detail not found, in this 
form at least, elsewhere on the board. 
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There is the slashed ornament filling in the background area, with the possible exception 
of a narrow strip about 6mm wide, which is 5mm from the left edge of this zone of 
panels. This area is devoid of any engraving whatsoever, and is separated from the slash 
marks by two vertical scored lines. It is not clear what the purpose of this detail is, if 
any. A possible clue lies in the slashed ornament which completely changes direction at 
either end of these two vertical lines. These lines could indicate a division between two 
separate panels in the marking-out stage, with the 6mm gap between the two areas to 
allow for possible errors. If this surmise is correct, it would appear that the craftsman had 
made a miscalculation and has had to use more bone sheet than was originally intended, 
which has ultimately led to the taking of more from another panel. 
This interpretation also has its problems, as the presence of the slash marks to the left of 
-
the blank area would appear to indicate that the panel was decorated prior to its being cut 
to size, which would not make sense to the engraver. The evidence elsewhere on the 
board would appear to be to the contrary, with the blank panels first being cut to size and 
then fixed to the board, prior to engraving. At present, there does not appear an 
alternative suitable explanation to these additional marks, but it appears that they are 
superfluous to the overall theme. One curious fact that has emerged, however, is that if 
these marks were an error, why was there no later attempt to fill this blank area with slash 
marks? This appears to have happened with a similar pair of scored lines in the third 
zone of decoration - in this third zone, though, this pair of lines was covered in slashed 
lines. 
A final possibility is that these marks may have a connection with a later repair, or even 
replacement of panels, though this cannot be determined, owing to the fragmentary nature 
of the panels - it is not known, for example, whether this pair of scored lines extends the 
full width of the panel, as the lower portion of the panel is missing. 
Finall y, the slashed decoration appears to peter out towards the central bar, and this is in 
keeping with the slashed ornament in similar areas of the board. Overall, this slashed 
ornament is more haphazard in some areas. 
The main theme of this zone of panels is made up of three legendary creatures - two 
dragons and a dog-headed human, which is also known as a cynocephalus. 
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The dragon shown in profile on the left side of the zone of decoration has been little 
affected by surface erosion, though the lowest portion of the panel is missing. The shape 
and style compares well with the other dragon motifs on the board. There is the usual 
mammalian-like head, dominated by a kite-shaped eye, with the point towards the snout. 
There is a central pecked dot within the outline of the eye. From the mouth issue three 
projections, with at least one finishing in a club-end - these projections probably 
represent the flickering tongue of the dragon. In addition to the flickering tongue, there 
is another tendril-like projection issuing from the mouth, in an almost vertical fashion -
this may be a representation of smoke or steam trailing out from the dragon's mouth. The 
lower jaw is finished in a tendril-like projection with a club-end, as is the ears/homs on 
top of the head. 
The dragon has prominent wings swept up behind its head, decorated with the usual 
alternate line and dot ornament, with a line of dots following the outer curve of the wing. 
An interesting detail is that the uppermost lie of the line and dot ornament sweeps up and 
around a pin-hole at one end, indicating that the iron pin was fixed to the panel prior to 
the application of the engraving. The second line of this decoration merges with another 
line at one end, to form the lower curve of the wing. 
The wing itself goes behind the coiled tail of the dragon. The main body of the dragon 
is attached disjointedly to the top of the dragon's coiled tail. Part of one of the limbs 
survives, raised upwards, with the claw divided into four separate elements, one of which 
is finished in a club-end. 
The rest of the dragon is based on a hypothetical reconstruction. It has a thickset tail, 
with the usual three rows of pecking along the length of the body, which was probably 
coiled back in a single coil, as there was insufficient room, probably, for any more coils. 
It may have also ended with a club-end, in keeping with finishing of the reptilian tails 
elsewhere on the board. The other limb has been placed as if braced below the main 
body of the dragon. 
Facing the dragon is another legendary creature, which has a dog's head and what is 
probably the torso of a human. The creature has a kite-shaped shield in its left hand, 
with which it appears to be fending off the attack of the dragon previously described. The 
shield is the typical kite-shaped heavy cavalry shield, introduced into England at the time 
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of the norman conquest. The underside of the shield is shown with two straps crossing 
over each other, which are decorated with rows of pecked dots. There are additional 
curvilinear lines around the edge of the shield and an additional horizontal line on the 
shield may have been the original marking-out lines for the engraving of the shield. The 
outstretched right hand of the figure is between the two straps of the shield with the 
fingers and thumb indicated by a series of crudely scored lines. The left arm is over-long 
and is bent at the elbow. It is also decorated by a single row of pecking. The right arm 
survives only in part but is also bent at the elbow and is decorated with a row of pecked 
dots. The hand carries what appears to be a sword, of which most of the blade and the 
base of the hilt is still visible. The sword is held over the figure's head with the point 
aimed toward the dragon previously described. 
The shoulders of this humanoid torso are marked by two curvilinear lines parallel to each 
other. This may have been originally intended to be the carrying strap for the shield, as 
is usually indicated on representations of these shields (see discussion); however, the way 
that this shield is held would prevent such an interpretation - though an alternative 
explanation has yet to be found. The head of the figure has a short snout, a dog-like 
head and what appears to be almost spaniel-like ears hanging down to the shoulders. 
Additional head details include hair(?) projecting from the back of the head and a rough 
oval eye (partly obscured by an iron pin still in situ). If the figure has the head of a dog 
plus the torso and legs of a human, then the creature may be possibly identified as a 
cynocephalus (see below). The waist of the figure is marked by pecking. The rest of the 
figure is almost completely removed by surface erosion. The few details that remain 
suggests elongated human legs with simple triangular feet. The right leg is possibly raised 
and may be being pulled at by the dragon immediately behind the cynocephalus figure. 
The overall attitude of the figure suggests that the figure may be being pulled along the 
ground by the dragon behind it. 
Little remains of the second dragon as the panel which depicts the foreparts of the dragon 
has been severely eroded and the final panel in this row is in fragmentary state. 
Remaining areas of the figure include part of the wing decorated with the usual alternate 
line and dot ornament - again the wing appears to have been swept back behind the 
dragon's head. Other details include part of the torso of the dragon (with the decoration 
removed by surface erosion) and portions of a tail coiled back in a single loop. Here the 
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decoration differs in one area in that there is a single row of pecked dots along the inside 
edge of the dragon's tail; each row of pecking is behind a single scored line. 
No other details remain but it is assumed that the rest of the dragon was generally like 
the dragon figures elsewhere on the board, i.e. mammalian head with flickering tongue, 
jaws and horns finished in a decorative flourish, two forelegs and a tail finished in a club-
end. 
Discussion 
Again the scene depicts a conflict between monsters, in this case a two-to-one struggle 
between two dragons and a cynocephalus (a dog-headed human). The conflict theme was 
a popular one in Romanesque art but again has earlier origins in pagan mythology, 
especially with regard to the art work on this board with earlier Scandinavian lore which 
tells of heroic struggles between gods, heroes and monsters. It would appear that this 
theme would fit into the category of conflicts between men and monsters as an allegory 
of good against evil. It would be erroneous, according to Romilly-Allen (in Bailey, 1980, 
102), to look for any deep-seated meanings, especially in the Scandinavian school, other 
than a battle between heroes, gods and monsters. 
The dragon, which was a popular motif in Scandinavian mythology, was used to good 
effect by the early church as a representation of the devil, and the hero challenging it was 
given a pair of wings and given the name of St. Michael the Archangel - there was very 
little left to change in the theme, e.g., Sigmund became St. Michael, and as the population 
were used to a very similar theme it was therefore easier to get the good-evil message 
across more easily. This archetypal struggle message abounds throughout the Old 
Testament with good personified struggling with the devil represented by a dragon e.g. 
Isaiah 51 .... 
''Art thou not it that hath cut Rahab and wounded the Dragon" 
and in Isaiah 27 ... 
"... in that day the Lord with his sore and great and strong sword shall finish the 
leviathan the piercing serpent and he shall slay the dragon that is in the sea". 
In The Book of Psalms, Psalm XCI, God is pictured treading on the lion and adder, the 
young lion and the dragon. Also in The Revelation of St. John, Chapter XIV has 'the 
dragon, that old serpent which is the devil'. 
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In a homily, Bede saw sin as being like a serpent: 
"The sins which drag the soul and the body off to death are appropriately 
represented by serpents, not only because they are fiery and virulent and are 
cunning in destroying, but particularly because through the serpent our first 
parents were introduced to sin". 
Later Alcuin, writing about St. Cuthbert, stated: 
"the blessed man, familiar with angelic voices, was victorious against the poisoned 
shafts of the death -bringing dragon". 
As mentioned above, the St. Michael theme became popular with the early church 
(followed later by St. George and the dragon theme); it was used to decorate tympana 
above church doorways, amongst other sculptural elements. Examples of the theme 
include the fragment of a tympanum dated to c.1120 from St. Michael's church in Ipswich. 
Here the figure of St. Michael brandishes a sword in one hand whilst in the other he 
carries a kite-shaped shield (Fig.51). Another relief from Southwell Minster shows St. 
Michael again battling with a dragon which is Jellinge/Ringerike in style (Fig.55). This 
Jellinge relief is also dated to c.1120. There is also an additional theme on the slab 
depicting David overcoming the lion. 
A lintel of red sandstone from St. Bee's priory in Cumbria, dated to c .1120, depicts a 
large dragon with a wide open mouth and sharp teeth, the tail twisted back into a coil. 
The warrior, presumably St. Michael, wears a conical helmet and a round shield with a 
central boss. The right arm is stretched back and is carrying a sword (Fig. 56). 
Interestingly, Zarnecki (1984, 116)[36J considers that in western iconography St. Michael 
is usually represented with a spear (Alexander, 1970Y37J• However, in England and 
Scandinavia he is shown brandishing a sword, possibly based on figures in Norse sagas 
such as the dragon-slayer Sigurd (Lang, 1982)l38J• In the lower borders of the Bayeux 
'Tapestry' is a representation of a Norman figure armed with a broad sword (held in the 
same way as the engraving on the panel) and a kite-shaped shield facing a tethered bear 
(Fig. 57). 
Another example of the kite-shaped shield on the board panels is carried by an armed 
figure which forms part of a letter 'R', a historiated initial in a copy of St. Gregory's 
'Moralia in Job' (Dijon, Bibliotheque Municipale, MSS 168-170). The manuscript itself 
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was finished on the 24th December, 1111. The armed figure standing on another figure 
carrying a lance is fighting a dragon. The figure brandishes a sword and kite-shaped 
shield in exactly the same attitude as the figure represented on the board panels. The 
figure in the manuscript initial (Fig. 58) is fending off the attentions of the dragon in 
exactl y the same manner as the figure on the board panels above; details of the underside 
of the shield can be clearly seen. The shield in the manuscript is gripped in the left hand 
by means of two cross straps as in the shield on the panels, though these are gross 1 y 
exaggerated. In addition to this, the figure on the initial has additional support for the 
shield, as there is a carrying strap attached to the shield which is also draped around the 
neck of the figure. It is possible that the curved lines on the shoulders of the figure on 
the panels may have been shown incorrectly and therefore the lines are shown completely 
detached from the shield. The method of carrying the shield, which is really a mounted 
knight's shield rather than an infantryman's shield, is adequately demonstrated by the 
Norman knights on the Bayeux 'Tapestry' (c.1070) i.e. slung over the left and more 
vulnerable side of the knight, leaving the right side free for the knight to wield lance, 
sword, etc. The looped strap enabled it to be carried, whereas the shorter straps, on the 
centre of the underside of the shield, enabled the shield to be gripped more effectively in 
battle. 
The depiction of a Norman kite-shaped shield on the board affords a possible clue to the 
date of manufacture of the board. This type of shield was introduced into England by the 
Normans at the time of the Conquest, after which the shield became more widely known. 
Therefore, as it is thought that the board was made in England, then it is not likely that 
the board was made before 1066, although it is possible that the theme with this particular 
shield was copied from an earlier model. The writer considers that the board is probably 
c.1100 in date (see next chapter). 
The cynocephalus represented (confirmed by the late B. Yapp in personal communication) 
has its origins in classical antiquity and possibly an even earlier mythology. For example 
the jackal-headed god Anubis of Ancient Egypt who guarded the tombs of the dead. 
The cynocephali were human except for the head, which was a dog's, with either pricked 
ears or those that hung down by the side of the head. They were also thought to have 
communicated by barking. They were one of the fabulous races, according to the classical 
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writers of the Marvels of the East, etc., who included Solinus and Martianus Capella. The 
earlier classical writings and maps (which were frequently copied throughout the 
mediaeval period) had several types of the legendary races depicted, including the Sciapod 
and Antipode etc., though the cynocephali appear with equal frequency. Examples of 
these later copies include a 13th-century copy of the writings of Solinus (possibly even 
from a 9th-century copy) (Milan, Ambrosiana, cod. c. 246 inf., f.57r) (Fig. 59). Here 
along with other members of the legendary races is the dog-headed human. Several 
similar creatures are represented in an early 11th-century manuscript of Rabanus Maurus 
(Montecassino, cod. 132, f.166)(Fig. 60). A much later copy of the same manuscript, 
dated 1425 (Rome, Biblioteca Vaticana, Pal. lat 291, f.75v)(Fig. 61) has the same figures, 
though the cynocephalus has elongated ears hanging loose down by the side of the head, 
whereas in the previous copy the ears were of the prick-ear type. Other cynocephali 
representations decorate the 13th-century Hereford map (Fig.62), and the Kazwini 
cosmography, c.1280 (Munich, cod.arab 464, f.211v) (Fig.63). 
Later block-printed books showed frequent examples of the usual members of the 
fabulous races; examples include Megenberg's Buch der Natur, Augsburg (1475) (Fig.64) 
and Jakob Mennel's, Tractatus de Sign is, Prodigiis, etc (1503) (Vienna, National 
Bibliothek, cod.4417, f.9v) which depicts a dog-headed human brought before Louis the 
Pious (Fig. 65). 
Finally a wood block print from a German edition of Mandeville's Travels, Augsburg 
(1482) depicts a cynocephalus with spear and shield before an altar (Fig. 66). The 
decorative motif on the shield is a dragon - perhaps an arch-enemy of the cynocephali 
group on the tympanum of the church of Ste. Madeleine, Vezelay (Fig. 67). Again the 
group forms part of the fabulous races which comes under Christ's dominion. One of the 
figures is clothed whilst the cynocephalus on front of it is naked and is carrying a sword 
over its left shoulder and is partly turned as if talking to the clothed dog-headed figure 
immediately behind it. 
As already stated, it would appear that the dragon was the arch-foe of the cynocephalus; 
as the dragon was considered to be a representation of evil, does that make the 
cynocephalus a representation of good? It would perhaps be too dangerous to look for 
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a special significance in the theme. It is far more likely that the engraver chose a conflict 
theme as being suitable to decorate a gaming board. 
(iii) Lower Zone 
The third row of surviving panels is in an appalling state of preservation with large 
fragments missing, and some of the surviving fragments have the engraved decoration 
completely obliterated (Fig. 21). 
Originall y the area covered by these panels would have measured 260mm x 40mm, and 
it is possible that four separate panels were used to make up this row, though this cannot 
be determined exactly. 
The scene engraved is a hunting one with three dogs bringing down a wild boar, against 
the usual background of slashed lines. Before describing the animals more thoroughly, 
two extra details of the background ornament should be remarked upon, as well as 
described in more detail. 
At the left edge of this row of panels are two vertical roughly parallel lines, on average 
6mm apart; the lines are 4mm from the extreme left hand edge of this row of panels. 
A similar set of lines in the same position in the row of panels immediately above this 
row has a similar set of lines; the two vertical lines on this third row of panels are 
covered with the slashed line ornament, whilst the gap between the two vertical lines on 
the second row has been left completely blank. The two sets of lines are roughly in line 
with each other and may be related in purpose, which is admittedly obscure, though the 
lines may be connected with the original marking-out of the panels; this is, however, far 
from certain. 
In the area of the vertical lines along this edge of the board are a series of marks which 
do not tie in with the rest of the slashed ornament; these marks have been roughly 
scratched out. Although a large fragment of the panel is missing, sufficient details remain 
to suggest that these marks were intended to represent part of an animal - perhaps a limb. 
If this interpretation is correct, could it be connected with the scene portrayed on this row 
of panels, or could the marks be connected with two vertical lines? Unfortunately it is 
unlikely that the original purpose of these marks will ever be known. 
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The scene consists of three dogs bringing down a wild boar - the dogs are similar to 
greyhounds. One dog is positioned behind the boar with its mouth touching the boar's 
back. The two remaining dogs are positioned in front of the boar, which is facing right. 
One dog is grabbing the snout of the boar with its mouth in order to bring it down. This 
dog is semi-crouched with the left foreleg braced out in front of it whilst the right leg is 
swept back under its body. The second dog is immediately behind the first dog and is in 
an upright position. 
The engraving of the boar itself has not suffered from erosion and only part of the back 
and the top of the head is missing. The boar is sprawling also with the left foreleg braced 
out in front of it, whilst the right foreleg is swept back beneath its body. The boar has 
a prominent deep chest which tapers back sharply toward the rear legs. The body is 
decorated with pecking whilst the back is picked out with a series of slightly pitched lines 
within a border marked by a single scored line. The slightly pitched lines represent the 
bristles found on the backs of wild boars. 
The jaws of the boars head are thickset; there is also a series of angled lines projecting 
from the mouth, which may represent tusks. The eye is the usual kite-shaped type with 
the point towards the front of the head; there is a pecked mark at the centre of the eye. 
The top of the head is missing, but it is likely that there were ears and therefore these 
have been added in the reconstruction (Fig. 21b). The top of the right back leg is finished 
in a crude spiral flourish, whilst the tail is fairly prominent and thickset and tapers 
graduall y to a point. 
Each dog was probably the same type; however, the rear half of the dog behind the boar 
is missing, whereas most of the engraving of the dog immediately in front of the boar has 
been removed by surface erosion, along with the front half of the dog immediately behind 
it. Therefore the reconstruction of the dogs is based on a composite of the surviving 
dogs. 
The dogs are fairly large, and have prominent deep chests which taper back gradually 
towards the back legs. The leanness of the dogs is indicated by the series of scored 
curved lines which represent ribs. The heads are small in comparison with the rest of the 
body; the jaws are fairly narrow and tapering with large foreheads and pricked ears. The 
eyes are the usual kite-shaped type with the point towards the front. There are also 
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collars around their necks - these are indicated by simple pairs of parallel lines. Their 
legs are fairly long and have a slightly disjointed appearance. They have thickset tails 
which gradually taper, though they finish in a slightly thicker tip. 
Discussion 
The hunting scene is the only everyday scene that would have been familiar to the 
owner/player of the board game. It is also likely that the owner of such quality as this 
would have been a nobleman and would have also participated on boar hunts. 
Since early antiquity man had been involved in boar hunts and the Romans especially 
enjoyed the sport, which was also necessary to keep fit and to supply a source of meat. 
In Embleton's 'Hadrians Wall at the time of the Romans' (1979)[391, there is a 
reconstruction of such a boar hunt as depicted on the board panels, with the same type of 
dogs bringing the boar down (Fig.68). The Wild Boar was and still is considered to be 
a fearsome animal when cornered and is capable of killing horse, dog or man. In 
mediaeval literature it was the main hunting quarry of the epic hero. 
A boar hunt could last for days as the boar is very strong and has tremendous stamina, 
so several relays of different types of dogs were needed to bring the animal down. There 
was always a high casualty rate amongst the dogs that hunted boars - these dogs included 
alaunts, mastiffs and a large breed of greyhound rather like the dogs depicted on the board 
panels. The dogs usually held on to the boar when it was brought down so that the 
huntsman could finish the animal with either a specially adapted spear or a sword. 
The lore regarding the hunting of wild boar has been gone into in some detail by 
Cummins (1988)l401• The wild boar in literature was often used as a symbol of savagery 
and compared with the more legendary dragon, as the boar, like the dragon, was often 
portrayed in its lair with the floor littered with the bones of its victims. The boar, 
according to the Greek writer Oppian, had the fiery breath of a dragon. (Ibid, 1988, 107). 
The slobbering mouth of the boar also was thought to symbolize the slanderer or the 
intrusive gossip in the literature of courtly love. Some illustrations of the wild male boar 
depict it with prominent testicles and sexual organs, again reflecting the comments of the 
Greek writer Oppian, who wrote on the sexual proclivity of the boar ... 
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"Unceasingly he roams in pursuit of the female and is greatly excited by the frenzy 
of desire... If the female abides his advances, she quenches all his rage and lulls 
to rest his passion ... " 
Some hunters looked upon the boar's testicles as a prized addition to their diet and 
removed them immediately after the male boar had been killed. If a hunter killed a boar 
by himself without the aid of the dogs or any other huntsmen, he was awarded the 
kidneys with its associated fat and often the testicles as a prize. Incidently the lack of 
testicles and any obvious tusks on the boar engraving on the board panels, would suggest 
that the pig depicted is a sow. 
The representations of the boar have their origins in Celtic art, and the form maintained 
its popularity through into early mediaeval sculptural art. Two examples may be cited 
here by way of illustration. The first example (Fig. 69) is within a roundel decorating a 
voussoir forming a fragment of late norman arch (c .1160). The boar is fairly crudely 
carved but the identification of the boar is made easier by the scored lines along the back 
of the animal, which represents its bristles. This fragment of arch, now in York Museum 
(original context unknown), also has another voussoir on which is carved a dragon within 
another roundel. Perhaps the finest example in Romanesque sculpture of a wild boar the 
writer has so far found decorates a tympanum from the church of St.Nicholas, Ipswich 
(Fig. 70); the tympanum, of Bamack limestone, is dated to around 1120. The stylistic 
details of the tympanum are similar to those of the figures, both in the row of panels just 
described, and in other areas of the central fields (see also next chapter). These stylistic 
details of the boar on the tympanum; the shape of the snout, kite-shaped eyes, spindly 
angular legs and hips, which finish in a sophisticated spiral, are all found on the board 
engraving of the boar, though in much cruder form. Other details that may be compared 
include the method of representing the bristles on the back of both boars. Also the ribs 
on the tympanum boar are represented by a series of curving scored lines - rather similar 
to the method of representing the ribs of the hunting dogs. 
The boar is arched to fit into the curved shape of the tympanum, and appears to be eating 
a snake; curiously the boar does not have tusks, though it has a fairly prominent penis. 
The tail of the tympanum boar is coiled as opposed to the tail of the engraving of the boar 
on the panels, which projects behind it. This usually happens when a boar or any pig is 
excited, or under some duress, i.e. during a hunt. 
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The stylistic details are so similar between the engraving of the boar on the board panels 
and the carving of the boar on the tympanum, that the engraver of the board panels could 
well have been influenced by a carving on a tympanum or a similar relief. 
Hunting dogs are often represented in mediaeval manuscripts, several examples can be 
found on the Bayeux 'Tapestry' (c.1070). Hunting dogs on the tapestry can be found as 
part of the main scene; for example, one scene depicts Harold hunting on horseback with 
three large greyhound-type hunting dogs chasing two hares. Similar scenes are found 
elsewhere on the tapestry, including the lower borders where similar dogs, on a reduced 
scale, are shown in another hunting scene (Fig. 71). This indicates the popularity and the 
importance of the hunt in everyday mediaeval life both out of necessity and as a sport. 
One of the examples of a hunting scene - or rather the prelude to a hunting scene - is 
a calender illustration for September in MS Cotton Tiberius B.V. fol.7 (British Library) 
(Fig. 72); this manuscript produced in the first half of the 11th century is an almost exact 
copy of the MS. Cotton Julius A VI. 
The scene for September depicts the beginning of a hunt for wild boar. There is one 
huntsman blowing on a horn and with a brace of collared hunting dogs fastened to a leash 
(Fig. 73); he is also armed with a spear, as is the huntsman immediately in front of him. 
The rest of the scene is taken up with figures of wild boar, grazing in a stylized forest, 
obviously fattening up for the winter. The boars have distinctive bristle backs and bodies 
decorated with speckles rather like the boar in the panel engraving. Again the scene 
indicates the popularity and even the necessity of hunting wild boar, especially in the 
winter months, in order to put down supplies of albeit salted meat for the winter months. 
The end result of hunting wild boar may well be represented on Tablesman 29, which 
may depict the carcass of a boar being dressed prior to being salted down (see Chapter 
5 on the catalogue of the Gloucester tablesmen). The representation of a wild boar 
hunting scene would indeed be an appropriate one for a nobleman's board game. 
(iv) Missing bone panels 
There is a complete gap where the fourth row of panels should be. None of the panels 
has survived. Originally if there had been panels, they would have covered an area 
measuring 30mm x 260mm (see Foldout 1 and 2). 
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The equivalent area of panels in the inner tables still survives and is decorated with a 
three-strand interlace snake ornament; however, a similar ornament, though on a slightly 
smaller scale, decorates the uppermost row of panels forming the central field of outer 
tables. It is impossible to ascertain the nature of the ornament which decorated this final 
row of panels. Whatever it was would have been on a much smaller scale than normal , 
owing to the narrowness of the area available. It is odd that the entire row of panels for 
this area should be missing, as all the rows of panels that make up the central fields are 
at least partially extant, even when the panels are in a fragmentary state and/or in a 
extremely poor state of preservation. There may be a specific reason for this complete 
gap, rather than just a coincidence that all the panels are missing from one area. One 
possible idea is that there could have been a deliberate gap left in the panels, which could 
be associated with an additional facility on the board which did not need to be covered 
with bone panels (rather like the gaps in the border panels at each end of the central bar, 
which may have marked the position of dice compartments). 
There could be two possible purposes for a deliberate gap in the panels. First this could 
be a hollow for gaming counters if they are temporarily removed by the opponent during 
the game of tables (for the rules of tables and backgammon see Appendix 6 and 7). This 
compartment would be similar to the gaming counter compartments on some modem-day 
sets (Fig. 6). 
The second possibility (which is purely speculative and would be a unique innovation, if 
true) is that the space could have marked the position of a tally board, something rather 
similar to a cribbage board. If this was the case there would have certainly been room 
for two rows of pierced holes, in which to place alternately coloured markers to keep a 
running score of games won by each opponent. This method of scoring would have made 
it easier for the original players to keep a running score and cut down the risk of cheating. 
As the majority of early mediaeval society were illiterate, including the nobility and 
royalty, it would have been a very useful method of keeping score, especially if there 
were breaks between individual games. This method of keeping the score would be useful 
in today's game of backgammon, as a way of keeping accurate score of the number of 
points won. In fact the writer has used a cribbage board as a method of keeping score 
of the number of backgammon games won. This faci,lity has been incorporated in the 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE ART STYLE OF THE GLOUCESTER TABLES BOARD 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Each separate decorative element of the Gloucester Tables Board is briefly summarised 
and discussed below. This involves a certain amount of repetition, as similar details are 
found across the board. All these details are brought together at the end of the chapter 
to see if a possible pattern emerges on which an origin and date for the board can be 
considered. 
The separate elements are summarised and discussed in the same order as in Chapters 1 
and 2. The construction and artwork of the board is described and discussed in the 
following order; 'Points', 'Spacers', Central Bar, Borders and Central Fields. The twenty 
four 'Points' can be divided into two separate groups by their main decoration: an 
interlinking chainwork of ring and dots and a simple three strand plaitwork in all but one 
'Point'. 
The 'ring and dot' pattern visible on twelve of the 'Points' (Fig. 10-13) is one of the most 
universally popular of early mediaeval geometric motifs (Fig. 23). It is found decorating 
objects all over northwest Europe. It also has an additional problem in that the ornament 
covers a long time span with origins before the roman conquest of Britain (A.D.43). It 
continued in popularity throughout the saxon period, perhaps reaching a peak in the 11th 
to 12th century[IJ. Any attempt therefore to find an origin and date for the board on this 
stylistic element alone is doomed to failure. 
The interlace of the twelve remaining 'Points' (Fig. 10-13) is a very simple, undulating, 
geometric plaitwork consisting usually of three strands, one double and one single, 
enmeshed together in a simple over/under fashion along the length of the 'Points'. The 
ancient origin of such a simple pattern is probably a simple plaitwork of fibres or leather 
work which would have been very common. Again, the simplicity of the design and its 
more practical origins make the design difficult, if not impossible, to tie down in terms 
of origin and date, as in the ring and dot ornament above (for further details see Chapter 
2). 
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The 'Spacer' decoration (Fig. 10-13) has a similar problem in that the fringework and 
chevron ornament was so simple and easy to imitate. It had a very wide geographic 
distribution and also a long date range. The likelihood, however, is that the fringework 
imitated the fringes of textiles, whilst the chevron motif could even have had its origin 
in earlier Islamic textiles[21. 
The central bar has a ring and dot ornament decorating the beading either side of the 
central bar. This has been mentioned above and need not be further discussed here. 
The interlace decorating the main panels of the central bar (Fig. 15) presents a different 
problem, in that there is no direct parallel to the design. The writer suspects that the three 
strands aligned along the length of the central bar and the looped over strands in the 
middle are a bastardised and confused copy of an earlier interlace which was part of the 
first of the great viking styles, known as the Borre (see above). In Cramp (1984), the 
nearest form of interlace is known as the ring chain, with additional varieties known as 
the bar type ring chain and the vertebral ring chain (Cramp, 1984, xxxvii, fig.26c, v-
vii)l31. This ring chain ornament can be seen decorating the 8th-century Gosforth Cross 
(Fig. 30), as well as decorated slabs from Vasby, Skane in Sweden (Fig. 74) and from 
Kirk Maughold, Isle of Man (Fig. 75). 
This Borre style of ornament was particularly the leitmotif between c.850 - 925, though 
the motif has a chronological overlap with the ensuing periods (Wilson and Klindt-Jensen, 
1966)l41. 
The decorative chain work of the board central bar appears to be very much a poor 
derivative of the quality of chainwork that was popular perhaps 250 years before. This 
style does not help, however, in providing a close date for the board - in that the Borre 
style had long been an antique style derivative of this ring chain work used as decoration 
for the board. 
The foliage ornament (Fig. 16-19) decorating the border panels of the board consists of 
a thick fleshy undulating central stem, decorated with rows of pecking, as in the majority 
of zoomorphic ornament that decorates the board (see below). 
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Issuing from the stem are a series of thickened fleshy tendrils with club-ends that fill the 
hollows created by the undulating stem. The foliage ornament is an appropriate design 
to decorate the borders of an object, as has been seen in Chapter 2; some other examples 
are also given below. 
The thickened fleshy stem with its curling tendrils decorated with rows of pecking and 
the club-endings to the zoomorphic ornament found elsewhere on the board, more than 
hints at its more animal-like ornament found on the viking artwork of the late 11th 
century (see below with specific reference to the Urnes ornament). The fleshy tendrils 
can be seen in earlier scandinavian art including the sub-style, known as the Mammen, 
of the late tenth and early eleventh century e.g. the Mammen axe from which the sub-
style gets its name. 
The Ringerike style of scandinavian art also contains this distinctive foliage ornament, for 
example, the gilt bronze weathervane from Heggen, Modum - in Norway, which is 
decorated on one side with two quadrupeds with masses of fleshy tendrils with club-ends, 
issuing very elaborately but unrealistically from the heads, tails and legs of the animals 
(Fig. 76). 
These tendrils are an elongated version of the tendrils of the foliage ornament that 
decorates the board. It is, however, the foliage ornament that decorates the immediate 
borders of this side of the weather vane that is of particular interest here. This ornament 
consists of a regular undulating foliage with a thickened central stem and in this particular 
example, elongated tendrils filling in the spaces and hollows created by the undulating 
central stem. This design is basically the same, though a more refined version, as the 
foliage ornament that decorates the borders of the board. 
This type of foliage ornament survIves, at least until the early 12th-century, in 
scandinavian art as indicated in border decoration around the outer surface of a silver 
bowl from Old Uppsala in Sweden (Fig. 77). Again the foliage ornament consists of an 
elaborate version of the foliage ornament that decorates the border panels of the board, 
i.e. a central, undulating stem, with fleshy club-ended tendrils sprouting out of the stem 
into gaps between the peaks and troughs created by the undulating stem. 
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It would appear from the brief discussion, that the foliage ornament on the border panel 
betrays late viking ornamental characteristics in the style, whereas the foliage scroll could 
be possibly late saxon in origin also. The acanthus foliage scroll in late saxon manuscript 
illumination is discussed in Kendrick (1949)151• 
The central field of the inner and outer tables of the board (Fig. 20-21), provides the best 
possible clues to the date of the board, though the origin is less certain (see below). 
The central field of the inner tables is dominated by zoomorphic ornament. There are 
three separate and distinct zones of ornament in the central field of the inner tables. 
There is an upper zone, consisting of two confronting dragons with tails twisted back in 
random coils with club-ends. The middle zone consists of a multiple snake interlace (five 
snakes in all) arranged in figure-of-eight coils, which are partly enmeshed with each 
other. The multiple snake interlace is finished off with a single dragon, whose tail is 
twisted back in a figure-of-eight coil and which is also partly enmeshed with the snake 
closest to the dragon. The third and final zone of ornament in this field consists of a 
three- strand interlace of snakes, which are arranged in a simple over/under undulating 
pattern, aligned along the length of the row of panels. 
A similar, though reduced, form of this zoomorphic interlace decorates the uppermost row 
of panels in the central field of the outer tables. 
A characteristic feature of the decoration of the central fields of the inner tables is the 
total use of serpents, either in the form of snakes, or the more legendary dragons. The 
use of these animals is a strong feature of pagan viking art, as is the combat theme, as 
indicated by the conflicting dragons in this central field and in another scene in the other 
central field. This combat theme continued well into the 12th century and beyond, and 
the church used the theme as an allegory of good versus evil, e.g. St. Michael 
overpowering the devil, who is in the form of a dragon. 
The serpent, or snake, as Wilson (1966)[51 points out, was one of the main elements of the 
late 10th to early 11th-century Ringerike style, the snake being the leitmotif of the carver. 
The main artistic advantage of the snake as a zoomorphic element is that it is simply one 
of the easiest forms of animal to portray; the elongated shape of the snake (as well as the 
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tails of the dragons) allowed a lot of experimentation to take place, whereby the tails 
could be twisted into various forms of complicated interlace patterns. 
The snake itself also had a place in Norse mythology. It was the great snake, 
Midgardsorm, which encircled the earth. 
The figure-of-eight zoomorphic interlace, in the second row of panels of this central field 
(Fig. 45), betrays all the typical characteristics of the last of the major viking styles -
Urnes (named after the church which depicts the carvings in wood), which inherited many 
of the characteristics of the earlier Ringerike style. The method of coiling the bodies in 
a more monotonous uniform figure-of-eight coil, is one of the major features. 
The Urnes style of ornament is noted for three chief motifs i.e. the standing quadruped; 
a snake-like animal with a single foreleg and hindleg; and lastly a thin interlace ribbon 
which occasionally terminates in an animal's head. 
It would seem that the interlace snake of this zone of panels would come into the last of 
these categories. However, the method of coiling the snakes in a figure-of-eight 
arrangement could possibly be influenced by the method of coiling and attaching ropes 
to the sails of scandinavian sailing vessels (see Bayle, 1982, 15).(7J 
The inherited details from the earlier ornamental styles, which are found on the serpent 
interlace of the central field panels, include the kite-shaped eye with the point facing 
outwards and the club-endings to the bodies, which have a specific origin worth 
mentioning here. In the bestiaries, dragons and snakes belonged to the same group of 
animals - the serpents. The dragon was considered to be the greatest of all serpents, 
which struck other animals with its tail. For example, a bestiary in the Cambridge 
University library (MS IiA.26) states the following regarding the dragon:-
"Moreover its strength is not in its teeth but in its tail, and it inflicts injury by 
blows rather than by stinging".... (White, 1984, 166). 
It is not surprising, therefore, to find the tails of dragons finished in a club-like extension, 
rather like an actual club. An interesting point is that the club extension is found at the 
tail end of snakes also, which are not dragons but also belong to the group of serpents. 
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Obviously the early artists thought the details of the dragon were equally applicable to 
dragons and snakes. This concept of a club-like tail, has survived as an artistic detail on 
dragons and other serpents, long before the bestiaries became generally known, as 
indicated in the major art styles of the Vikings, e.g. the Ringerike and the Urnes; perhaps 
the detail was originally passed on as part of oral tradition, later to be copied into an art 
form, to be described and reused in the bestiaries. 
Other stylistic details of the zoomorphic patterns include the rows of pecking that decorate 
the bodies of all the serpents -both snake and dragon, and also the hook-like or club-like 
extensions to the ?ears/horns as well as the lower jaws of the dragons, which are a 
particular hallmark of the Urnes style. 
One feature of the serpent figures of the Ringerike style and later is the loose skin flap 
or lappet which projects from the mouth of the serpents and overhangs the side of the 
mouth. This feature is noted for its absence on all the serpent figures that decorate the 
board. It is uncertain whether the absence of this detail has any special significance. The 
best parallel to the Urnes type of interlace ornament the writer has so far witnessed, which 
includes all the stylistic details described above, is the Ardre III Runestone (Fig. 52), 
which was set up c.I050 in Gotland, Sweden, and is one of the earliest objects bearing 
the Urnes style. 
Every feature is there in the pair of addorsed serpents (Plus a few additional details not 
seen on the board, e.g. mouth lappet and ribbon-like extensions to the bodies) including 
the 'figure-of-eight' arrangement of the bodies, which are decorated with rows of pecking, 
and the club-like endings to the bodies. 
Other similar details include the hook-like extensions to the heads and the kite-shaped 
eyes with the central mark. This distinctive, eye with its central mark as a stylistic detail, 
survives into at least the early twelfth century in England, as witnessed in the boar 
decorating the tympanum at the church of St. Nicholas, Ipswich, c.1120 (Fig. 70). 
Other examples of the Urnes style, with its interlacing serpents (occasionally known as 
the Runestone style), include the Runestones from Skramsta, Haga, Uppland in Sweden 
(Fig. 78) and another from Stav, Roslagskulle, also in Uppland, Sweden (Fig. 79). 
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Metalwork of the same period which exhibits the same typical details, e.g. the baseplate 
of a drum brooch from Tandgarve, Sweden (Fig. 53), a bronze figurehead possibly from 
Gotland, Sweden (Fig. 80), and the gilt bronze brooch from Pitney, Somerset (Fig.41). 
A decorative detail of the silver bowl from Lilla Valla, Rute, Gotland in Sweden (Fig. 
81a) also has a border pattern consisting of a serpent twisted into a figure-of-eight 
pattern and also a decorative panel which shows the same stylistic details described above 
e.g. club- ending, hook extensions to the head, and kite-shaped eye (Fig. 81b). The 
silver bowl is dated to c.1050. 
According to Wilson (1966), the Urnes style, the latest of the great viking styles, 
flourished for a short while in England after the norman conquest of England in 1066. 
The style achieved a brief popularity before a final magnificent flourish as part of the 
ornament of the Herefordshire school of sculpture, whose 'flagship' is undoubtedly the 
church of SS. Mary and David, Kilpeck (built c.1130). 
The style finally diminished altogether in England, in the latter half of the twelfth century, 
having been superseded by more christian art forms. 
The decoration of the outer tables' central fields is a repeat in style of the decoration on 
the central field of the inner tables' central field. There were possibly four zones of 
ornament originally (as opposed to the three separate zones of decoration in the inner 
tables' central field, though they cover the same surface area). However, the final row of 
the panels is completely missing (see Chapter 2). 
The uppermost zone of panels is decorated with a smaller version of the zoomorphic 
interlace on the bottom row of panels in the other central field (inner tables). 
The second zone of panels, although severely eroded, appears to be decorated with another 
combat scene - ever popular in viking art - and later used by the church for instructional 
purposes. The scene depicts two dragons fighting with another monster - the dog-headed 
cynocephalus. The cynocephalus is armed with sword and kite-shaped shield. 
The combat scene remained a popular one of the mediaeval period and not wholly 
confined to ecclesiastical art. Battles between monsters and other animals were common, 
for example the church of St. Oswald, Newton in Cleveland, North Yorkshire, has a 
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carved slab which depicts, albeit a very worn example, a two-headed dragon - an 
amphisbaena attacking a quadruped, possibly a lion. This slab is considered to be late 
11th to early 12th-century in date (Fig. 82). 
A fine late 12th-century example can be seen decorating a segment of arch from St. 
Augustine's Abbey, Canterbury (Fig. 83). This perhaps indicates the late survival of the 
animal combat motif well into the mediaeval period, though it may be said about the St. 
Augustine's Abbey carving, that it is only a fragment and the other fragments could easily 
have shown the figure of St. Michael. 
The final surviving row of ornamentation consists of three dogs bringing down a wild 
boar. 
The animals that decorate this central field all exhibit the same stylistic details found in 
the other central field. This includes the club-endings to the serpent interlace (this is 
presumed on the dragon figures, as the panels which bear the engravings are in an eroded 
and fragmentary state); the pecking decorating the serpent's bodies; club or hook 
extensions to the dragon's head; and the usual kite-shaped eyes with the occasional central 
mark. 
The figure of the boar in the third zone of decoration bears close comparison to the boar 
decorating the tympanum at the church of St. Nicholas, Ipswich (Fig. 70), whilst the ribs 
of the same boar can be closely compared to the ribs of the dogs in the hunting scene. 
An additional stylistic detail of the boar engraving on the panels is the vague 'ghost' of 
a spiral hip, which is reminiscent of the shell-like spiral hip joints of earlier viking styles, 
such as the Ringerike. 
A classic example of this elaborate spiral ornament of the hips is found on the quadrupeds 
that decorate the Heggen weather vane from Norway (Fig. 76). Another cruder form of 
this spiral-like ornament, more in keeping with the detail, the boar hip-joint engraving 
on the board panels, can be seen on the silver disc brooch from Sutton, Isle of Ely (Fig. 
84). As well as exhibiting many of the stylistic details described above, one of the 
quadrupeds that are engraved on the brooch has a spiral flourish to the hip, which is not 
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too far removed in shape from that of the boar on the board. This anglo-scandinavian 
brooch is dated to the first half of the 11th-century. 
An important detail of the combat scene between the cynocephalus and the dragons is the 
presence of a kite-shaped shield, which was a norman innovation introduced after the 
conquest of England. This one detail alone helps to tie the date down, possibly for the 
board's being made some time in the last quarter of the eleventh century, about the time 
when the Urnes style of scandinavian art was being introduced in England. The stylistic 
details of this Urnes ornament are also very much in evidence on the board. 
The board exhibits strong viking influence throughout. However, the Urnes style of 
ornament is the latest form which is used as part of the decoration in the second zone of 
ornament of the central field of the inner tables. This style has inherited stylistic details 
of the earlier great viking styles. These include the Jellinge and the Ringerike. A 
derivative of the Borre style can be seen decorating the central bar panels. 
The board is dominated by zoomorphic interlace serpents and even the stylistic details of 
the zoomorphic ornament have been grafted on to the foliage ornament which decorates 
the border panels, e.g. the pecking of the central stem and the fleshy club-ended tendrils, 
both of which are a distinct feature of the Urnes style. 
As there is very little trace of saxon influence, it can be easily assumed that the board is 
more viking in origin. However, England had long been settled by viking invaders with 
viking kings Svein (d.1014) and Cnut (d.1035). It is at the closing years of Cnut's reign 
that the Ringerike style was first becoming popular, as can be seen in the grave slab from 
St. Paul's churchyard in London (Fig. 85). 
Although the Ringerike style was known in England before the norman conquest, the 
Urnes style was not generally in use until after the conquest, and it is likely that the board 
was not constructed until the last decades of the eleventh century, possibly c.1100 (see 
additional supporting evidence in Appendices 1 and 2, on the archaeological and historical 
background to the tables set. The board was likely to have been made for a norman 
patron (see Appendix 2). 
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The board, though almost entirely viking in art form, is have been more likely to have 
been built in England, possibly by an anglo-scandinavian (?itinerant) craftsman, who was 
familiar with the better known Urnes style, hence the generally more elaborate serpent 
interlace in the second zone of the central field in the inner tables. He was, however, still 
unsure, or perhaps over confident of his skills, hence the carelessness of the serpent 
engravings where they loop round each other. 
Other additional engraved details on the board are so basic in form that they provide no 









It may be possible to divide various forms of ring and dot ornament and therefore 
attempt a classification of the groups. This possibility awaits further work and lies 
outside the scope of this thesis. 
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE GLOUCESTER TABLESMEN 
Macgregor (1985, 132-141), in describing gaming pieces, says this of early mediaeval 
tablesmen: 
" .... Within a few decades of the norman conquest, a new class of gaming counter 
made its appearance - flat, discoid, averaging 4 - Scm in diameter and about 1 cm 
in thickness. " [1] 
The Gloucester tablesmen on average are 45.1 mm in diameter at the surface, and 44.1 
mm at the base, giving the tablesmen a slightly tapered appearance; [2] the average 
thickness of the tablesmen is 9.3 mm.[3] In size alone they appear to confirm MacGregor's 
statement regarding the general size of early mediaeval tablesmen. 
The construction of the Gloucester tablesmen alone is an important subject of study as it 
is the only complete set of tablesmen (30 in number) to have survived the early mediaeval 
period. Overall, some 250 tablesmen bearing pictorial motifs survive from this period, 
of which the Gloucester tablesmen account for thirty, a little over 10% of the total 
number! [4] 
Before attempting to outline the processes of manufacture, the writer proposes to say 
something about the materials out of which the tables men were composed. This was 
originally identified by Mr. Bruce Levitan, formerly of the Historic Buildings and 
Monuments Commission, Bristol City Museums; Mr. Levitan has identified the gaming 
pieces as being fashioned from Red Deer (Cervus elaphus) skull, possibly from the frontal 
lobe and Red Deer antler pedicel, probably in equal numbers, 15:15 (Fig. 86). The 
identification of Tablesmen 15 is uncertain, owing to its extremely deteriorated 
condition.[5] The possible reasons for this division arc discussed below. The evidence for 
the identification of the material has yet to be fully published; a few brief explanatory 
words will suffice here. 
Several of the tablesmen bear traces of skull casts (Fig. 87) whilst others bear traces of 
skull suture marks. Evidence of discs carved from antler pedicel is to be found on several 
of the tablesmen; these counters exhibit traces of the spongy tissue at their base, indicating 
that the discs were derived from the antler pedicel. The overall size of the discs, and the 
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general availability of the material, would appear to suggest a red deer source (Bruce 
Levitan, personal communication). 
The unusual shape of one of the pieces, Tablesmen 20, indicates that the shape of the 
counters in general was influenced by the original location within the skull or the antler 
pedicel (see Chapter 5 - Tablesman 20). 
MacGregor (personal communication) suggests that the more usual source for the gaming 
pieces would have been a jaw or a shoulder blade of a large OX.[6] However, he goes on 
to say that if the identification is correct, then no more than two discs could have been 
removed from a large mature adult deer and therefore a total of at least sixteen antler 
pedicels would have been needed to provide the blanks for one half of the Gloucester 
tablesmen and at least eight red deer skulls to provide the remaining half, allowing for 
minimum wastage. MacGregor (1985, Op. Cit., 65), shows the suggested location for at 
least half the tablesmen - those that would have been extracted from the pedicel (Fig. 88). 
At the viking site of Hedeby, Schleswig-Holstein (Ibid., 71), it would seem that antler 
pedicels were regarded with special favour as a source of potential gaming pieces. From 
this 8th to 9th-century manufacturing site, there is extensive evidence of antler and bone 
working; apparently only one antler pedicel was recovered, compared with twenty-nine 
burrs from which the pedicels had been sawn. 
In the case of the Gloucester tablesmen, the discs with respect to the antler pedicel source 
had been cut in a transverse direction through the thick beam and primarily through the 
coronet also, though one or two tablesmen exhibit signs that they may have been cut out 
along a longitudinal direction. This is based on evidence of the traces of cancellous tissue 
on some of the gaming pieces, which consists of limited areas of closely set pores running 
axially from the centre of the upper surface of bone (where the discs were removed from 
near the antler pedicel base, there may be little evidence of the cancellous tissue; the bulk 
of the antler pedicel at the base consisting of solid bone tissue); figure 89 shows the rear 
view of the tablesmen (a) skull disc and (b) antler disc. 
The softer spongier material in the centre of the discs where the theme was to be carved 
was slightly softer and therefore easier to carve; the strength of the dense bone forming 
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the border of the gaming piece would have given these gaming pieces extra strength. The 
spongier cancellous tissue remaining would have also soaked up any colorant (for 
differentiating the sets more readily). (Fig. 89a/b) 
The following paragraphs are a possible weak chain in the manufacturing process of the 
discs. 
Red deer antler is frequently shed during late winter and spring (Op. Cit., 32-38) and 
there is historical documentary evidence that craftsmen were allowed to gather up shed 
antlers. Records show that certain privileges were granted for the collection of antlers, 
though the hunting of deer, especially of red deer, was still restricted to the nobility.(7) 
There was obviously some form of careful selection process taking place.(8) In a recent 
paper by Driver (1984), a study has been attempted in relation to a saxon bone workers' 
workshop at Southampton, and this has provided a valuable insight into these selection 
processes, especially in relation to comb-making (see bibliography). 
The remaining fifteen Gloucester tablesmen appear to have been extracted from the frontal 
lobes of red deer skulls; access to the discarded red deer remains may have been possible 
at the kitchens of the courts of the nobility, as the bone would have been thrown away. 
However, it is possible that they may have been sold off to bone workers as a possible 
perk for the kitchen staff; human nature being what it is, this would appear to have been 
more than likely! (9) 
Once the raw material had been collected, it would have been cut up into the rough 
shapes needed, and the waste thrown away. The shapes would then have been boiled to 
remove excess fat and gristle. 
There has been a certain amount of experimentation in eastern europe on possible 
additives used to help the degreasing process; solutions using sorrel leaves, sour milk and 
vinegar have all been used separately and appear to work. However, the acids present in 
them could also weaken the bone, as some form of demineralisation would have taken 
place - though this is not so important with regard to the manufacturing of gaming pieces, 
as they would not have undergone any subsequent later stress (MacGregor, personal 
communication). 
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The next stage in the preparation of the blanks would have been the smoothing, turning 
and finishing of the blank disc on a lathe. Some type of primitive lathe would have been 
used of the type still used in the middle east and some third world countries today - on 
which it is possible to produce finely turned articles. It should therefore be no surprise 
to see the tablesmen as well turned as they are. [1OJ Although no lathes survive from the 
early mediaeval period, several illustrations do exist. One illustration, fig. 5, is in a book 
of games compiled and written between c.1251 and 1282, on the order of Alfonso X, 
King of Leon and Castille, now in the library of the monastery of San Lorenzo del 
Escorial. It is possibly the earliest surviving book devoted to board games; the 
descriptions of the games include different varieties of Chess, Dice and Tables. (11) 
The manuscript illustration previously mentioned depicts a craftsman carving a chess 
board with a knife, whilst alongside him in another compartment is another craftsman 
turning chess pieces (exaggerated in the illustration, presumably for the sake of clarity) 
on a primitive treadle lathe; above the figures' heads is a shelf on which finished chess 
men are displayed. [12J It is possible that the craftsman who turned the Gloucester 
tablesmen used such a lathe as this one (Fig. 90). The overall design of these lathes has 
not altered for hundreds of years, and indeed they remain in use, especially where there 
is no external power supply. 
Another mediaeval illustration which appears in MacGregor (Gp. Cit., fig.35, 60) exists 
in the 15th-century Hausbuch der Mendelschen Zwolfbriiderstiftung (F13r).[13) The 
illustration (Fig. 91) depicts a lathe operator turning rosary beads on a bow-driven lathe 
or perhaps a drill. Again it is possible that the Gloucester tablesmen were turned on a 
similar apparatus in a similar way, using a simple forked stick to hold the disc in place -
any marks left by the chuck would have probably been removed by the later smoothing 
and polishing of the playing pieces. Indeed, no lathe marks visible to the naked eye 
appear to survive on any of the tablesmen. 
Another method of turning the blank discs, as suggested by MacGregor (Ibid. 59), is that 
the roughed-out blank disc was made to rotate, with the aid of a stick, in a suitably 
shaped hollow cut into stone. Apparently the results by hand rotating would be nearly as 
good as if the disc was turned on a lathe. The chamfered edges were possibly created by 
hand with the aid of a file. 
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Many of the Gloucester tablesmen have a surviving central dimple piercing the upper 
surface, except where they had been removed by later carving (confirmation that the discs 
were cut out and smoothed prior to carving). These central dimples might have been left 
by the chuck, which held the blank disc in place whilst it was being turned and smoothed. 
According to Watkins (1985), (14) when the central dimples were examined under a 
microscope, they were found to have a 'WI-shaped profile, rather than a 'VI-shaped 
profile as was originally thought; the central dimple is likely to have been caused by a 
compass when it was rotated in a circular motion. This would have occurred when the 
concentric circles were added to the blanks to create the specifically defined zones for the 
borders and the themes. As an alternative method of creating the concentric circles, it is 
possible that the lines were added by using a sharp metal point when the blanks were on 
the lathe - this would have created an even more perfectly scribed circle. The border 
lines of the Gloucester tablesmen were, on average, 3mm apart; the innermost circle 
would have marked out the area the carver had available to create his theme, but whether 
it was the same craftsman who turned the blanks is impossible to discern. In Tablesman 
9, the Tress Puller (Fig. 136), the craftsman marking out the zones appears to have slipped 
with the metal point leaving a curvilinear scratch across the border area; later smoothing 
and polishing has not removed the scratch. 
A total of three scored lines would have been added to each of the blanks in order to 
create the guide lines for the later carving. The 'Law of the Frame' (see Chapter 8) may 
be applied, especially in the creation of these zones and the limitations imposed on figural 
scenes, in this case a circular framework for the gaming pieces. 
It is impossible to say for certain whether the border decoration or the central theme 
would have been carved first - although it is possible that the border decoration would 
have been applied first, so that if there was a disaster with the carving of the border, for 
example, if the disc had cracked, then no time would have been wasted on the carving of 
the central theme. 
The border decoration consists of an undulating ribbon ornamentation on many of the 
tablesmen, although on a few, this has been reduced to a double row of pecked dot 
ornamentation. This cruder style of ornamentation is a rather more haphazard, clumsier 
version of the undulating ribbon. Perhaps it was created by less competent craftsmen; 
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they were probably not carved in a different workshop - stylistically the themes all appear 
to have originated from the same workshop at the same time. 
The undulating ribbon ornamentation (the style is discussed in Chapter 8) was probably 
created by rotating the disc in the palm of the hand, using the outer two concentric circles 
(usually about 3 mm apart) as a guide. At the same time a sharp metal point in the other 
hand was pressed down on one of the concentric circles at an acute angle pointing towards 
the centre of the disc but the pressure still directed downward - the resulting pressure 
would cause a small triangle of bone to be released from the surface of the disc. As the 
disc was rotated, the same technique would be repeated round the entire circle; it would 
appear that the variation in the distance between each mark was considerable, not only on 
the same tablesman, but from tablesman to tablesman. The next row of pecking would 
have been created in a similar way to the first. This time, however, the metal point would 
have been pointing at an acute angle away from the centre of the disc. This was carried 
out in such a way that the apexes of each tiny triangular nick would be pointing inwards 
between the gaps left between the triangular nicks. The distance apart of this row of 
triangular pecking would be at variance with the first row, in that the apexes of the 
triangular pecks of the second would be pointing towards the gaps between the gaps in 
the first row - this effect would create a more flexible 'plastic' undulating ribbon 
ornamentation. (15] 
As briefly mentioned above, the degree of success of the undulating ribbon ornamentation 
varies considerably with each tablesman - the variation in the compactness and direction 
of the pecking may probably be accounted for by the level of skill and patience of the 
craftsmen. This more 'plastic' undulating ribbon ornamentation is a more 'elastic' variation 
of the more geometrically rigid 'dog-tooth' or chevron ornamentation which is frequently 
seen around the arches of norman churches,P6] 
The undulating ribbon ornamentation appears to have been a popular decoration for other 
early norman tablesmen. The group has been dated by Mann to c.1050-1100, coinciding 
with the dating for the Gloucester tablesmen. The decoration was also popular on bone 
casket mounts e.g. a 9th-century example from York.[17] The mount is about 90mm long 
and has a series of eight bands of undulating ribbon ornamentation decorating it. Another 
more complete 10th-century bone casket, thought to be of Spanish origin, is illustrated 
in Goldschmidt (1975, pi. XXII).[18] This depicts a slight variation in the style; the 
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ornamentation decorates the lid as well as the top and bottom edges of the casket. It is 
of fine quality and the usual triangular nicks have been reduced to a more rigid series of 
scored lines, alternately spaced at right angles to each other. The overall appearance is 
one of more rigid regular ornamentation. 
The reduced ornamentation on Tablesmen 11 also consists of a double row of pecking, 
with only the merest pretence at the undulating ribbon ornamentation; the double rows of 
triangular pecks point in various directions with little thought to their application. The 
reason suggested for this is probably clumsiness on the part of the craftsman, or perhaps 
a different, less experienced hand has been involved - an inexperienced apprentice. 
Once the border decoration had been applied, the craftsman may have started to trace out 
the theme he was proposing to carve on the disc - although as previously mentioned, he 
might have gone straight into carving the disc. The images were probably those witnessed 
on other art forms or in scenes from life. Unfortunately we will never know what were 
the exact reasons for tracing the particular designs, or what influenced the final decisions. 
What is possible, however, is that the craftsman had seen similar scenes decorating 
churches rather than manuscripts (see Chapter 7 on the general background to the 
iconography of the tablesmen). 
The blank discs, as suggested by the 12th-century craftsman-monk Theophilus in his 
treatise 'On Divers Arts', may have been covered with chalk - perhaps to clean the bone 
and provide a suitable surface on which to apply blacklead for the marking out of the 
decoration. (19] Part of the translation of Chapter 93 of 'On Divers Arts' is worth repeating 
here: 
" .... JVhen you are going to carve ivory, first shape a tablet of the size you want, 
put chalk on it and draw figures with a piece of lead. Then mark out the lines 
with a slender tool so that they are clearly visible. Next cut the grounds with 
various tools as deeply as you wish and carve figures or anything else you like 
according to your skill and knowledge ... " 
On the Gloucester tablesmen, the scenes would have been marked out, then the 
background to the figures cut away to a depth of approximately 6-7mm, about two-thirds 
the depth of the average tablesman (average thickness 9-10 mm). Figure 92 shows three 
tablesmen (Tablesmen 6, 16 and 28) with their respective profiles, indicating how much 
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of the original bone was cut and hollowed out (the solid black of the profiles represents 
bone).[20) 
The carving was probably achieved by using a selection of knives and chisels following 
the scored lines outlining the figures. The scored lines would have prevented the knives 
etc., from slipping, and removing too much bone. 
The bone material beneath the limbs of the figures was also pierced (Fig. 92) - perhaps 
in order to reduce weight. The decorative details, as well as the facial details of the 
figures, e.g. alternate line and dot ornamentation, would also have been applied with a 
sharp metal point. 
The reSUlting scenes do not project above the surfaces of the tablesmen, they are applied 
only to the upper surface. Some of the pieces have pierced backgrounds, which could be 
resulting damage caused when the board was being disposed of or subsequent to its 
deposition" (see Appendix 1 and 2 on the archaeological and historical background to the 
tables set). 
Overall the degree of skill in the carving of the tablesmen varies considerably. The 
craftsman's main skill appears to be in the carving of birds, hence their frequent 
occurrence in the set - a total of eight appearances in all. No doubt the quality of 
material, i.e. red deer antler and bone, as opposed to the better quality elephant ivory and 
walrus morse, affected the standard of the carving to some extent; possibly the craftsman 
was only of competent standard working in a small provincial workshop as opposed to 
a master craftsman working at a major atelier, perhaps at an abbey or cathedral, where he 
would probably have had access to ivory or morse. 
After the carving had been completed, any rough surfaces or edges would have been 
removed with a file or chisel (Macgregor, 1985, Chapter 5). 
Various different grades of abrasives were available to the mediaeval craftsman, e.g. 
chalk, bone ash or even a pad made of coarse fish skin. Theophilus suggests strips of 
Shave grass (Equ ise tum ) for the removal of blemishes. [21J 
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The final stage would have been to apply the colorant to half the tablesmen, in order to 
differentiate between the two teams. From close study of the iconography of the 
tablesmen, it looks as though a division of two teams cannot be based on themes - this 
perhaps would have been too difficult and involved to understand.[22] Probably the simpler 
method was dyeing half of the pieces one colour, whilst the remaining fifteen would have 
been left the natural bone colour. This technique of differentiating between the teams is 
the simplest and remains the universal method still in use today with modem sets 
(although usually without additional decorative scenes). Various natural colours would 
have been available to the mediaeval craftsmen; ones extracted from plants include blue 
(flax) and red/yellow (madder). Metalliferous deposits which could have been utilised 
included copper, which could have given a green.[23] 
When the Gloucester tablesmen were first inspected during conservation they were 
examined by Professor Mark Whiting of the Department of Chemistry, University of 
Bristol, who could not detect any physical traces of colouring matter although the pieces 
have yet to be subjected to further analysis.[24] 
Some red staining was visible on many of the tablesmen, though in some instances this 
may have been due to changes in the chemistry of the soil in the pit where the tablesmen 
were found; perhaps the presence of iron salts in solution discoloured some of them. 
Several have a uniform covering of this red staining, which may be attributable to red 
colorant; if this suggestion is correct, one possible contender for the identity of the 
colorant is purpurin - an extract from the madder plant root. Theophilus devotes chapter 
94 of his work (see above) on how to stain bone red using madder: 
"There is also a plant called madder, whose root is long, thin and reddish. After 
it is dug up, it is dried in the sun and pounded in a mortar with a ball. Then lye 
is poured over and it is cooked in a raw pot. U'hen it has been boiled well, if the 
bone of an elephant (ivory) or a fish (?walrus tusk) or a stag (antler) is put into 
it, it will become red .... " [25] (words in brackets - writer's additions). 
It is possible that fifteen of the Gloucester tablesmen were stained with a vegetable dye 
such as madder; these fifteen were from the antler pedicel - the spongier tissue of the 
pedicel would probably have soaked up the solution of dye more readily than those pieces 
carved from the skull. There was also less chance of the dye wearing off. 
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The natural white of the gaming pieces cut from the skull would have provided an 
excellent contrast to the fifteen dyed pieces. In this way the two teams were 
distinguishable. 
Whilst the tablesmen were in the pit, it is likely that the colorant of the dyed pieces would 
have either faded or been gradually removed by water in the soil. At the time of writing, 
it is not possible to make any further deductions about their original colorant. [26] 
The final stage in the construction of the tablesmen may have consisted of the application 
of walnut oil (as suggested by Theophilus in his treatise). Beeswax may have also been 
applied for a final polish and as an aid in the preservation of the tablesmen. 
The finished set may have been kept in a leather bag or perhaps a wooden box; one 
possibility, though impossible to prove, is that the tablesmen may have been kept in sets 
of wooden drawers, forming part of the base, this must remain guesswork - although it 
is an attractive idea. 
The Gloucester tablesmen would have been an expensive set to make, involving several 
stages in its construction, even though it is of fairly crude manufacture. It would have 
been along with the board an item of luxury among the possessions of a nobleman. A 
possible identity for the owner of the set has been speculated upon in Appendix 2. 
To attempt to explain the processes of manufacture based on what little knowledge we 
have, there has been a certain amount of practical experimentation. The method of 
description is based on the order of stages of the manufacture; the thoroughness being 
justified by the completeness and therefore uniqueness of the set and the potential 
knowledge it has to offer us. 
[1] 
NOTES 
Macgregor, A. Bone, Antler, Ivory and Horn : The technology of skeletal 
materials since the Roman period. London, (1985). 
The writer has drawn heavily on this book for background references and 
information. The book has been invaluable, as well as various comments from the 
author, Arthur Macgregor FSA, whose assistance is gratefully acknowledged here. 
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[2] Watkins, M.J., Gloucester; The NODDans ; And Domesday 
Gloucester (1985). 
Watkins p.44 "The edges of the tablesmen are tapered down from the upper 
surface, a feature which makes it extremely easy to hold several in the fingers at 
one time, but to rapidly drop them one at a time, essential for the game to be 
played fast. It also eases the problems of the small size of the 'points' on the 
board. These are the parts of the board on which the pieces stand during play, 
but whereas in a modern backgammon board there is room on each point for up 
to five pieces, once can only put that many on the Gloucester board by stacking 
them. " 
Recent observation of modem red deer pedicel indicates that this bevelling may 
be naturally present and therefore there would have been little need to chamfer 
the edges of the lines - at least on the parts made from antler pedicel. 
[3] For a complete range of measurements of all but one of the Gloucester tablesmen 
(owing to its severely eroded condition), see the appropriate catalogue entry. 
[4] Mann, V.B., Romanesque Ivory Tablesmen. New York University, Institute of 
Fine Arts, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. (1977). 
[5] Ibid. Mann (1977) does not identify the source of bone in her early group of 
Northern French tablesmen, No. 1-30 (c.1050-1100), therefore unfortunately a 
comparison cannot be made. 





Although there is no evidence for the legal ownership of shed antler in early 
mediaeval England, a 16th-century record from Sweden shows that they were the 
property of the finder, but by that time, utilisation had dropped to insignificant 
levels : the reference occurs in the History of Claus Magnus (1555), where he 
mentions that elk, red deer and roe deer may be only hunted by the nobility and 
other privileged persons but that the antlers they shed in the forest can be taken 
by those who find them. 
Strutt, J., Sports and Pastimes of the People of England.... London, (1838). 
Driver, J.e., 'Zooarchaeological Analysis of Raw Material Selection by Saxon 
Artisans', Journal of Field Archaeology, Vol. 11, No.4, Winter (1984), 397-403. 
The writer has speculated on whether the material which made up the Gloucester 
tablesmen set and board were taken from several deer, which the owner of the 
board himself had hunted - a fODD of personal vanity! This is not so far-fetched 
as it seems, as obviously the set belonged to a wealthy individual and as the 
tablesmen were made up of red deer bone - the hunting of red deer was restricted 
to royalty and members of the nobility. 
Woodbury, R.S., 'A History of the Lathe to 1950', Society for the History of 
Technology, Monograph 1. Cleveland, (1961). 
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[11] Bell, R.C., Board and Table Games from many Civilisations New York (1979) 
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(a) Steiger, A., Alfonso el Sabio, libros Acedrex, Dados e Tablas, Geneva-
Zurich, (1941). 
(b) Murray, H. J. R., 'The Mediaeval Games of Tables' Medium Aevum Vol. 
X, No.2, June (1941). 
Murray here has briefly described the various types of the games of Tables 
- fifteen in all which appear in the Alfonso manuscript. I have described 
them in Appendix 6. 
(c) Morencos, P.G., 'Libro de Ajedrez, Dados y Tablas de Alfonso X el 
Sabio-Codice de la Biblioteca de el Escorial'. Reales SHios XV, No 58, 
(1978), 21-28. 
Treve, W., et. aI. (eds.) Das Hausbuch der Mendelschen Zwolfbriiderstiftung zu 
Nurnberg, Munich, (1965). 
Op.· Cit. in note [2]. 
See Appendix 1 for description of some of the experimental work carried out on 
blanks of bone in order to create a similar effect. 
Borg, A., 'The Development of Chevron Ornament'. Journal of the British 
Archaeological Association, 3rd Series XXX, (1967),122-140. 
Waterman, D.M. 'Late Saxon, Viking, and Early Medieval finds from York', 
Archaeologia Vol. XCVII, pI. XX, (1959), 91 no. 3. 
Goldschmidt, A., Die Elfenbeinskulpturen Aus der Romanischen Zeit, XI-XIII 
Jahrhundert, 3 + 4 Band. Berlin (1975). 
Theophilus, On Divers Arts - a treatise. Introduction, translation and notes. 
Hawthorne, J.G., and Smith, G.S., University of Chicago, (1963). 
With the Isle of Lewis Chessmen found in 1832 (dated to c.1150), were a number 
of circular discs made out of walrus ivory (morse). They are thought to be 
unfinished blanks for tablesmen. See Taylor, M., The Lewis Chessmen British 
Museum, London, (1978). 
Ope Cit. in note [19], 189. 
Ope Cit. in note [11], 34. It would have been essential for the group of games 
called TABULAE to have two teams of contrasting colours. 
There are various books available which give the background and history of 
dyestuffs, these include: 
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(a) Goodwin, J., A Dyers' Manual, London, (1982). 
(b) Ponting, F.G., A Dictionary of Dyes and Dyeing, London, (1980). 
[24] ~orman, M., 'The conservation of a Romanesque Tabula Board and Gaming 
pIeces from Gloucester - an interim report', in Starling, K., and Watkinson, D. 
(Eds.), Archaeological Bone, Antler and Ivory, Occasional papers, Number 5, 
The United Kingdom Institute for conservation of Historic and Artistic works , 
London, (1987), 24-25. 
[25] Op. Cit. in note [19]. 
[26] See Appendix 9 for a summary of the measurements and type of material 
employed in the manufacture of the Gloucester tablesmen. 
ADDmONAL COMMENTS 
Since the writing of this chapter, the following observations have been made with regard 
to the construction of the tablesmen:-
Consultation with Mr. J. Cordery, an expert on red deer, has yielded a personal comment 
by him regarding the size of the antler pedicel discs used in the manufacture of fifteen of 
the tablesmen. The large diameter of the pedicel - at least 44-45mm, leads him to 
conclude that the animals which produced discs of this size were quite mature and at least 
five years old. He goes further and says that at least fifteen red deer heads would have 
been needed to produce the quantity of playing pieces needed. 
The writer, in close consultation with Mr. Cordery, concludes that there must have been 
a careful selection process needed to recover this amount of material. We both appreciate 
that the hunting of red deer (Cervus elaphus) was restricted to Royalty and the nobility, 
and it is even possible - from a purely speculative view-point that the owner of this 
tables set may have had the counters (and board panels) carved from the bone of some 
of the deer he had himself hunted. This is not beyond the realms of possibility, as 
hunting was a favourite pastime of norman nobility. This is possibly indicated on a few 
of the Gloucester tablesmen i.e. Tablesman 6 (Hawker), Tablesman 5 (Rider), Tablesman 
17 (Archer) and Tablesman 7 (Dog Handler). There is also evidence of a further interest 
in hunting on the board; the lowest surviving row of panels forming part of the central 
field of the outer tables. This scene depicts three dogs bringing down a wild boar (see 
Chapter 2). 
The use of this material, red deer bone, antler, etc., in the construction of the tables men 
and board is indeed another piece of evidence supporting the theory that the owner of 
such a board was in -the upper echelons of norman nobility. 
Another important fact to have emerged recently is the method of carving the gaming 
pieces. The Gloucester tablesmen have been copied in Holly by Mr. S. Moxom. His 
main comment is that it is likely that a small drill was used to cut out the background of 
the tablesmen, as an aid to the carving. Once the first stage had been carved out, this 
carving would have been finished with a small sharp knife, followed by engraving to 
apply the surface decoration. In all, three major tools are likely to have been used, a 
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primitive hand manipulated drill, a knife (several sizes) and a sharp engraver. In terms 
of length of time needed to make one tablesman, Mr. Moxom deduces that this would 
have taken between one and two days minimum - once the blank discs had been cut out. 
The work on carving the discs would have been likely restricted to daylight hours and of 
course the length of time taken to carve each blank disc would have depended on the 
complexity of the design. For example the ?Frog/Toad on Tablesman 13 would have been 
a lot easier and quicker to carve than the Sagittarius/ Centaur on Tablesman 14. 
Mr. Moxom concludes that an experienced carver in bone/antler would have taken at least 
60 days to carve the blank discs. This estimate of time is based on the carving of hard 
wood discs of Holly which would be of a slightly softer consistency than bone/antler. 
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CHAYfER 5 
CATALOGUE OF THE TADLESMEN 
There are 30 tablesmen in the Gloucester Tabulae set; fifteen of them may have been 
coloured in a red dye, and the remaining fifteen are the original colour of the red deer 
bone/antler used in their manufacture. Each tablesman has a different theme carved into 
its surface. 
There seems to be no entirely logical order or sequence in the subjects represented on the 
pieces. However, this chapter deals with each of the tablesmen in tum, each having its 
own section within this chapter under the heading of the individual tablesmen and for the 
sake of identity each has been given a number from 1-30. The tablesmen have been 
drawn and photographed at twice actual size. 
Each tablesman is described in detail, giving dimensions, materials used in the 
construction, followed by a description of the carving and discussion as to how the 
identity of each piece has been (where possible) established. The notes for each 
tablesman follow at the end of each entry. A full list of the tablesmen and their possible 




Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), Antler pedicel. 
CONDmON 
Fair, some erosion. 
ADDmONAL REMARKS 
44.90 mm - 45.00 mm 





Extensive red/brown staining, possibly attributable to-soil conditions in the pit where the 
tables set was found. [II 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration This consists of an undulating ribbon ornamentation which varies 
in degrees of compactness and regularity. 
Motif (Fig. 93). The theme consists of a ?male figure, facing left, seated cross legged 
on a low stool, supporting a harp on the lower left leg; the left arm is raised as if to pluck 
at the strings of the harp. 
The style of the carving is similar to that of other tablesmen; it is quite crude, with the 
legs very short and thickset and the feet having a triangular profile. The lower leg is 
raised and braced against the Tablesman frame (for structural strength). This leg supports 
the harp. The right leg is tucked down beneath the left; here it comes into contact with 
the upper left thigh and the leg of the stool. 
The stool has traces of pecking on the legs, shown in profile. The stool is small and 
cramped as if the carver had probably almost run out of spaceyl 
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The torso of the figure is thickset and decorated with alternate line and dot ornamentation , 
in common with many other Glouce~ter Tablesmen, e.g. No. 11 and 17. The edges of the 
torso are severely eroded. 
The left arm is long and spindly; a small fan-shaped hand with fingers divided by scored 
lines is visible. Decoration of the arm consists of 'pecking' which continues on to a ?hood 
which covers the head and the neck also; it looks as if the hood 'merges' with the garment 
the figure is wearing - perhaps this is a one-piece costume. 
At the back of the head, the hood follows the inside edge of the tablesman frame; a small 
peak of the hood is visible. The hood covers the forehead and nasal region of the face, 
reminiscent of the nasal piece of a spangenhelm, this being also a common feature of 
other figures in the set. 
Facial features as usual are kept to a minimum. A long scored line represents the chin 
above an almost non-existent neck with small scored line representing the mouth; no eyes 
are indicated (these are a rarity as a facial feature on tablesmen of the set). 
The stringed instrument is obviously a harp; it has a broad frame and eight strings which 
are indicated by a series of vertical scored lines. [3] 
DISCUSSION 
There can be no doubt that the scene portrays a harpist sitting on a low stool. In this 
instance an identity for the harpist can be suggested - King David of the Old Testament, 
who was noted for his harp playing. [4] 
The figure of David with his harp is one of the more common motifs of early mediaeval 
art, and is frequently found as a manuscript illustration infilling the initial letter 'B' of 
Beatus at the beginning of the Book of Psalms. David the harpist is occasionally 
portrayed along with musicians, e.g. a fiddler, cymbalist, organ player, etc., and other 
characters of King David's court, which may include jugglers and acrobats. Interestingly, 
within the Gloucester Tablesmen set these figures are also represented, e.g. Tablesmen 3 
and 22 respectively. It is possible that these figures may have formed part of a larger 
group from a 'King David and his Court' scene which was copied and then individual 
figures split up and portrayed singly on individual tablesmen. 
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Although the original model for this tablesman may have been King David and his harp, 
the figure is however not portrayed as wearing a crown; this may have been confusion on 
the part of the original craftsman. However, in the Bible it was Saul who was the 
crowned King (at first) and David was still a shepherd boy when he was brought to play 
his harp before Saul; therefore this scene does not necessarily have to portray David as 
crowned, although this would be usual. 
Before citing references to representations of David and his harp in 11th to 12th-century 
art, the harp perhaps merits some additional discussion. The shape and style of the harp 
portrayed here has been carefully examined by Dr. Graeme Lawson of the National 
Music-Archaeological Survey and the following discussion is based on his comments.lS] 
The harp is of a framed type, not an open frame as with the later 15th-century psaltery 
type harps. The date normally affixed to the framed harp portrayed on this tablesman is 
no earlier than c.1350! This however is based purely on the type of harp without prior 
knowledge of the archaeological background to the gaming piece. It is possible that the 
harp portrayed here is ... 
"merely a quirk of the carving and does not really represent features we see in the 
14th to 15th-century harps". 
Secondly, 
"... it is what it seems and it shows the development of this type of harp occurred 
much earlier than the manuscript evidence would have us suppose." (Lawson, 
personal communication). 
Personall y, the writer would agree with the former of the statements, especially as the 
crudeness of the carving is very likely to mislead in this particular instance, and it would 
perhaps be dangerous to read too deeply into the primitive carving as a means of close 
dating based on stylistic comparisons. 
Examples of seated harpists are prolific in early mediaeval art, particularly as Beatus 
initial illustrations at the beginning of the Book of Psalms. Noteworthy examples include 
an illustration in MS B. 5. 26 fl (cat 6), in Trinity College, Cambridge; here a crowned 
David is seated with harp, surrounded by a fiddle-player and juggler (late 11th-century), 
(Fig. 94). Another full page illustration shows David on his own playing a harp (Fig. 95). 
This illustration is in the Carilef Bible, Durham, AI, II, 4 f.65, c.l088-1091. 
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Finally, another well-known example is in Trinity College, Dublin, MS 53, f.151; again 
David is crowned and supports a harp. He is at the centre of the Beatus initial surrounded 
by musicians, etc. (Fig. 96). 
Representations of harpists are not limited to manuscripts; other media include wall 
paintings e.g. a painting in the crypt of Tavant near He Bouchard in Indre et Loire. l6] 
A harpist also decorates one of the roundels of the Prior's doorway at Ely Cathedral, 
c.1130, (Fig. 97). Roundels on the same doorway have themes found on other of the 
tablesmen. 
On the back of a late 12th-century bronze cast gilt mirror from the upper Rhine, David 
shown as a harpist is portrayed along with two lovers in bed, presumably from the Song 
of Songs. (7] 
Perhaps the most interesting example of the harpist theme in the context of 'every day' art 
objects such as gaming pieces is a bone gaming piece thought to have originated in 
northern France and dated to c.llOO (now lost). Here a harpist is depicted seated facing 
left on a square stool within the frame of a gaming piece which is decorated with a 
palmette ornamentation. This figure is, however, portrayed facing the opposite way to the 
figure on the Gloucester gaming piece. It is probably the closest parallel to it and 
certainly the only other known gaming piece that has this motif. lS] 
NOTES 
[1] See Appendix 1 for a detailed discussion on the archaeological background of the 
Gloucester Tables set. 
[2] Many of the tablesmen figures are portrayed sitting on a stool. Whether this was 
due to the original models being shown, or whether it was intentional in order to 
fit the "figures within the tablesman frame, is unknown. 
[3] For further discussion on the harp, see below. Discussion based on personal 
correspondence with Dr. Graeme Lawson of the Cambridge Music-Archaeological 
survey. 
[4] Samuel 16: 23 ''And whenever a spirit from God came upon Saul, David would 
take his harp and play on it, so that Saul found relief ..... ". 
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[5] Grateful thanks here are acknowledged to Dr. Graeme Lawson of the National 
Music-Archaeological survey. Dr. Lawson has a specialist field of interest in 
mediaeval stringed instruments. His own work is entitled: Stringed Musical 
Instruments; Artifacts in the Archaeology of Western Europe SOO B.C. to A.D. 
1200. University of Cambridge, unpublished Ph.D. thesis. Dr. Lawson's help was 
also invaluable in the identification of the musical instrument on Tablesman 2 -
the seated fiddler. 
[6] There is some debate as to whether the painting depicts a harp or a psaltery (a 
type of zither). The painting depicts King David with ?harp supported on his 
knee. His right hand is holding an object which, if the instrument was a psaltery, 
would have been used to pluck at the instrument. The object is possibly being 
used to tighten the strings of the harp; an interpretation which is further supported 
by the showing of David's head leaning over the harp as if to listen to the sound 
of the harp's strings during the tuning, as if listening for the right note. 
[7] Except where stated, all the examples mentioned above are dated c.107S-11S0. 
[8] Mann, V.B. Romanesque Ivory Tablesmen New York University, Fine Art 
Department. Unpublished dissertation (1977), fig. 33, 214-21S. This gaming 
piece is known only from a 19th-century drawing. From what the writer can 
make out from Dr. Mann's drawing, the carving style of the gaming piece is 
compatible with a late 11th-century date suggested by Dr. Mann. 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 









Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), Antler pedicel. 
CONDITION 
One of the best preserved of all the tablesmen. Where the occasional hole is visible, e.g. 
on the right leg of the figure, this is due to the cellular nature of the antler from which 
it is made. 
ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
There is a compass point mark on the surface of the piece at its centre. There are also 
some traces of redlbrown staining which may be from an original colorant of the gaming 
piece. [1] The excellent state of preservation of this tablesman may be attributable to its 
position within the pit. This tablesman along with others e.g. tablesmen 3, 10 and 28, 
were found high up in the bottom fill of the pit. Those tablesmen that were found on the 
floor in the deeper part of the pit were quite severely eroded. This may have been due 
to local acidic conditions within the pit - i.e. the pit was probably used for the dumping 
of human cess including urine which, being acidic, probably 'attacked' the tablesmenYI 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration A repetitive border decoration which consists of an undulating 
ribbon ornamentation which varies in degrees of compactness and regularity pI 
Motif (Fig. 98). The scene is so well defined, with little if any erosion, that it is as 
clear to us now as it was to the user of the tables set c.1100. In general, the scene depicts 
a seated human figure facing left in a three-quarter profile position. The figure supports 
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a stringed bowed instrument in the crook of its left arm, and its right arm holds a short 
bow. The scene obviously depicts a musician. 
In detail, the figure is probably a male who is sitting on a low stool, of which two legs 
are shown in profile. Because of the excellent state of preservation of this gaming piece, 
a 'pecked dot' decoration can be seen on this stool, both on the legs and the seat. The 
stool has been rotated out behind the figure; this is probably due to the artist's attempt to 
portray a three-dimensional effect by showing the figure in a three-quarter profile. This 
attempt also helped to fit the seated figure in its entirety within the frame. This method 
of portraying a seated figure is even more apparent on some of the other pieces. The feet 
have a triangular profile and are braced up against the inside edge of the frame. The 
lower legs are shorter and thinner, while the upper legs are longer and thicker, giving a 
distinct 'baggy' appearance. This, plus the lines of 'pecked' dots ornamentation which is 
aligned along the centre of the lower leg and along the edges of the upper leg, perhaps 
indicates that the figure is wearing a garment of some kind e.g. breeches. [4J 
The legs are slightly apart; however, the material (antler pedicel) continues across the gap 
between the legs, presumably to represent part of the seat of the stool. On the upper right 
thigh is a compass point hole. The torso of the figure is short in relation to the limbs; the 
arms and legs are quite spindly. The thin right arm, which appears to be directly joined 
to the neck, is bent at the elbow, and has a single line of 'pecked' dots decorating the 
centre of it, while the lower arm is decorated with a double row of 'pecked' dots. The 
right hand is small and crude, individual fingers being separated by a series of three 
scored lines. The hand holds a short staff - a bow which is being used to push or draw 
across the strings of a stringed bowed musical instrument which is supported in the 
figure's left arm, which is so long and spindly that it extends almost the entire length of 
the figure. Again, it appears (as with the right arm) to be directly joined to the neck and 
likewise it is decorated with a series of 'pecked' dots. The arm is held at an awkward 
angle, giving an almost double-jointed appearance. This has been done in order to fit the 
bowed instrument within the curve of the left arm. Again, the left hand is small and 
crude with fingers separated by a series of three scored lines and a small fourth scored 
line separating the thumb, which is almost at right angles to the fore-finger. The thumb 
appears to go behind the peg box of the instrument, while the fingers are clamped across 
the strings and the peg box. 
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The head of the musician is separated from a rather thickset neck by a thin curving scored 
line which is pointing upwards towards the back of the head - this represents the chin 
line. The mouth is indicated by a single scored line which is angled upwards at the end, 
probably indicating a smile.l5] 
The nasal area is covered by a nasal piece of a hood, again reminiscent of a spangenhelm 
which is also shown on several other tablesmen. The hood projects up from the nasal 
piece in front of the forehead and swings backwards behind the head, tapering to a point. 
Again, this is shown on many human figure portrayals on other tablesmen in the set. The 
hood is in full contact with the inside edge of the frame and gives additional structural 
strength as well as being able to be fitted within the frame. 
The lower part of the hood which comes into contact with the forehead and neck is 
decorated with a line of 'pecked' dots, as on most of the rest of the figure; the hood gives 
the appearance of being a continuation of a one-piece costume the musician is wearing. 
The rest of the hood is decorated with a series of fine scored lines which project out from 
the back of the head. They do not exactly follow the curve of the hood. 
This type of hood decoration may be unrepresented among the rest of the hooded figures 
in the set, as the hoods of the other figures are decorated with a series of alternate 'line 
and dot' ornamentation, e.g. Tablesmen 10 and 26. The hood on this figure is not. 
The head of the figure is tilted slightly upwards so it can accommodate the curve of the 
musical instrument. 
The musical instrument has been portrayed in such a distorted way by the artist that 
anyone looking at the scene could and can be in no doubt as to its identity. It is of the 
string family; four scored lines representing strings fan out slightly from a diamond-
shaped peg box which projects out beyond the musician's left hand - which partially 
obscures the strings,' and comes into contact with the inside edge of the frame. A short 
bow being drawn or pushed across the instrument obscures the connection between the 
strings and the tail piece; this is usually called the bridge. The tail piece which holds the 
strings is clearly visible, and tapers slightly inwards away from the strings, eventually 
reaching the edge of the sound-board. No large sound holes are visible on this sound-
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board but the edge of it is decorated with a single line of 'pecked' dots, which could have 
been intended as sound-board holes. 
DISCUSSION 
As there is no problem in identifying the scene here, the writer will limit himself at this 
point of the catalogue to identifying the musical instrument, giving some examples of 
similar portrayals in early mediaeval art and speculating on the original source of the 
motif. 
That the musical instrument is of the string family is obvious, as it displays four strings. 
A bow is used to play it, so it is a bowed stringed instrument. It also has a sound box, 
holes and a diamond-shaped peg box. The writer has tried to identify the exact type of 
bowed stringed instrument on the available criteria and has decided to call it a Fiddle, 
which is a general term (and safest!) for a group of very similar instruments.[6J This was 
in consultation with known authorities on the subject of stringed instruments, who both 
independently suggested that the term 'Fiddle' was the best one to use in the 
circumstancesPJ The original term 'Rebec' was considered for the instrument but, as 
Remnant (1981)l8J states (also by personal communication), the term 'Rebec' did not 
appear until c.1300, at least two hundred years after the manufacture of the Gloucester 
Tables set. Furthermore, the Middle English Dictionary's first and only quotation (of 
rebekke) is from John Lydgate, writing c.1426. Other terms for the instrument considered 
were the crowd and the viol, but again, as Remnant (1981)[9J and Lawson (personal 
communication) both point out, the generic term 'fiddle' covers them all. Both the 
scholars consulted state that there is usually considerable confusion amongst laymen and 
scholars alike in the correct identification of bowed instruments in mediaeval art.[IOJ 
Examples of a musician and his fiddle are comparatively common, the players being 
shown singly or in groups of musicians. Portrayals such as carvings are usually preserved 
in an ecclesiastical context. (This fiddle player on the tablesman is rare as far as the 
writer is aware in that it is portrayed on a secular object, i.e. gaming piece.) 
An early example of a fiddle player is preserved in a manuscript illustration in an English 
MS Cotton Tiberius C.V!. f.30v, c.1050, (Fig. 99), portraying a standing male figure 
looking to his right with a fiddle resting on his left shoulder and braced against his neck. 
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His right hand is drawing or pushing a bow across the four strings, as on our tablesman. 
On the instrument itself, a tapering tail piece is shown, as well as two large round sound-
box holes. 
A slightly later English (Canterbury) illustration (c.1070-1100) shows a detail from a 
Beatus initial from St. Augustine's Commentary on the Psalms, now in Cambridge, Trinity 
College MS. B.S. 26, f.1. The detail shows a fiddle player next to a juggler in the lower 
half of the letter B(eatus), (Fig. 94). As in the first illustration the musician is standing 
with the bowed instrument resting on his left shoulder; this time, however, the fiddler is 
looking upwards towards King David, who is portrayed in the upper half of the letter B. 
The fiddle illustrated has only two strings on it, and there is little further detail; perhaps 
the illustrator thought that additional details were unnecessary or, as seems more likely, 
there was insufficient room to show extra detail. [11) 
The fiddle player appears in many illustrations of early mediaeval Bibles; he usually 
forms part of a scene portraying jugglers and acrobats etc., at King David's court in the 
Old Testament (see Tablesman 1). These figures often fill the lower half of the initial 
letter B of Beatus at the beginning of the book of Psalms. 
Other examples of fiddle players which do not form part of Beatus initial scenes include 
an illustration where a small standing figure playing a fiddle stands below a much taller 
male figure who supports a harp in each hand of his outstretched arms. The arms form 
the base of the initial letter 'T' of T( emp). This is from the Life of St. Castor in a 
Passionale (c.1100), an English MS, possibly from Canterbury and now in the British 
Library, MS Arundel 91, Fol. 218v. A pillar capital from Toulouse in the Church of Saint 
Marie La Dourade (early 12th-century) has carvings of King David the Harpist and his 
musicians -one of whom is a fiddle player. 
In Britain a capital in the crypt of Canterbury Cathedral bears the well executed carving 
of a mythical creature, half woman and half goat, playing a fiddle, standing facing a goat 
playing a recorder whilst astride a dragon (Fig. 100).[12) In the County of Hereford and 
Worcester at the magnificent 12th-century norman church of SS Mary and David, 
Kilpeck, a fine carving on a corbel table depicts a large round-headed musician playing 
a fiddle (Fig. 101).[13) Another fiddle-player carving can be seen in a medallion, as part 
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of an architrave, above the south doorway of the late-norman church of Barfreston, Kent 
(Fig. 102).[14] Another English example of a fiddle-player carving within a roundel can 
be seen in the east jamb of the Prior's doorway (c.1130) at Ely Cathedral (Fig. 103); here 
the musician has been distorted to fit the roundel. [15] 
In all the pictures and carvings mentioned above the fiddle is held by the peg box with 
the bulk of the instrument supported by the left shoulder. In the example of this 
Gloucester Tablesman, however, although the artist has got the approximate position of 
the instrument right he has found it difficult to show the instrument braced between chin 
and left shoulder; instead he has it nestling rather awkwardly in the crook of his left arm. 
This does not detract from the scene, and despite its crudity it has a somewhat simple 
charm in its provincial simplicity. [16] 
There are three possible origins for this theme of the fiddle player. First the artist may 
have seen a wandering minstrel playing a fiddle and committed the scene to memory and 
then carved the musician on this tablesman at a later date, using the stool carving as a 
medium in order to fit the musician within the frame. This is unlikely, as the musician 
could just as well be depicted standing within the frame and thus saving the artist the 
trouble of portraying a stool. Many of the other tablesmen are also depicted sitting on 
a stool e.g. tablesman 1, and it is likely that this scene was copied from another 
illustration as with many of the other tablesmen.[17) 
In a recent study, Jerman (1986)[18] considers fiddle players as 'Luxuria' motifs along with 
other minstrels, e.g. jongleurs Gugglers), acrobats, animal baiters, etc. Interestingly these 
motifs appear on other Gloucester tables men i.e. Juggler No.3, Acrobats No.22, Bear 
Tamer No.23. The mediaeval church held a very jaundiced view of such entertainers as 
those mentioned above, especially as they 'distracted' people along pilgrimage routes. The 
writer suspects that the Church was concerned about donations ending up in the pockets 
of these street entertainers rather than at the various shrines the Church owned! 
As for musicians, they were roundly condemned by a mediaeval Bishop of Worcester, 
Thomas de Cobham, who wrote a penitential which analysed the range of human frailty -
minstrels were classified as: 
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"altogether damnable; those who used musical instruments to sing bawdy songs 
at banquets were likewise condemned". 
The only exceptions the good Bishop made were those musicians who sang to music 
about the lives of Saints and Princes. Generally, musicians along with jugglers, acrobats, 
animal baiters, contortionists, etc., were considered as workers of the Devil, having 
received their supernatural powers (it seemed to ordinary mediaeval people) from Satan 
himself. 
It all depended very much on one person's point of view as to the origin of scenes which 
depict musicians, either secular or ecclesiastical, both of which are presented here. 
If musicians and their music were employed in the service of the Church they were 
considered beyond reproach. In the Old Testament King David composed music and 
played the harp. (19] Many examples of Beatus initials from the beginning of the First 
Psalm are illustrated with King David the harp-player (or occasionally with a Psaltery); 
he is also often shown with his Court musicians, who often included a fiddle player, as 
well as acrobats and jugglers; he did after all himself dance before the Ark of the 
Covenant. A harpist and other similar figures appear on other Gloucester tablesmen. 
Examples of these scenes are mentioned above; one particular illustration, Fig. 94, a 
Beatus initial in MS B.5.26., f1, Cat.6, Trinity College, Cambridge, depicts King David 
playing his harp, a fiddle player and a juggler. On this tablesman this seated musician 
could be derived from a scene which also depicted a harpist, juggler, etc., from a Beatus 
initial ultimately. The harpist, juggler, etc., depicted on other tablesmen could also 
feasibly be derived from the same scene or it could be derived from a 'Luxuria I motif 
along with many of the other tablesmen scenes. The artist may have copied the scene 
from a now lost capital inside a Church, or perhaps from a medallion above the doorway 
as at Barfreston, (the third from the left in the photograph) Kent, (Fig. 102). Whatever 
the origin, the motif ended up on a secular object - a gaming piece. 
[1] 
NOTES 
For a discussion on the purpose of a colorant on at least half of the Gloucester 
Tablesmen, see Chapter 4. 
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[2] A possible cause for the tablesmen's being displaced upwards in the bottom fill of 
the pit is later (but not much later) animal burrowing into the pit to make a nest. 
The burrow and nest site were both found. For a further discussion of the 
discovery and archaeological environment of the Tables set see Appendix 1. 
[3] The border decoration of the tablesman is summarised and discussed under 
Chapter 4 - The Construction of the Tablesmen. 
[4] The feet with a triangUlar profile and the shape of the leg with the 'pecked' dot 
ornamentation, are found on other Gloucester tablesmen. See also Chapter 8 for 
a summary and discussion on the style of the Gloucester Tablesmen. 
[5] This is the only human figure on the Gloucester Set which has its mouth arranged 
this way (apart from cases where the facial features have been eroded away). 
Many of the figures have the mouths represented by a single and angled scored 
line with no deliberate attempt to portray a smile. 
[6] The term 'fiddle' originates from the old-English (pre-1150) 'fithele'. 
[7] Invaluable scholarly assistance was here afforded by Dr. Mary Remnant of the 
Royal College of Music, an authority on mediaeval bowed instruments and Dr. 
Graham Lawson of the Cambridge Music-Archaeological Survey. Both scholars 
gave freely of their knowledge and time, which- is gratefully acknowledged. 
[8] Remnant, M., Musical Instruments of the West (1981), 43. Also published by 
the same author: English Bowed Instruments from Anglo-Saxon to Tudor Times. 
Oxford (1986). 
The author makes specific reference to the fiddler portrayed on this tablesman and 
also comments that it is an important early representation of the fiddle. 
[9] Ibid. 
[10] Op. Cit., Note [8]. 
[11] This illustration is in Remnant (1981), 44. 






Lewis, G.R. Illustrations of Kilpeck ChurchJ Herefordshire (G. R. Lewis and W. 
Pickering, 1842), also 'The Parish Church SS Mary and David, Kilpeck' from 
Herefordshire Vol. 1 - South West. 
Collins, A. A., Revd. "The Sculptured Ornament of the South DooIWay of 
Barfreston Church" Archaeologia CantianaJ Vol. XLV, (1933), 5, plate 11 . 
Zarnecki, G. The Early Sculpture of Ely Cathedral, London, (1958), plate 71. 
It is because of the well preserved fine detail of this tablesman that one can 
appreciate the more aesthetic side of the carving of the piece, an appreciation that 
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was perhaps begun by the artist himself and then by the original owners and users 
of the set. 
[17] Professor Zarnecki agrees with the writer on this point that the figure is more 
likel y to have been copied from an earlier example of painting or carving. 
[18] Weir, A and Jerman, J. Images of Lust - Sexual Carvings on Medieval 
Churches, (1986), Chapter 4. 
Also Jerman, J. 'The Sheela Na Gig Carvings of the British Isles ... ', Journal of 
the County Louth Archaeological and Historical Society, Vol. XX No.1, (1981), 
22. 
This article contains a discussion of luxuria motifs and their significance, 
especially along the pilgrimage routes to Santiago de Compostella. 
[19] Tablesman 1 portrays a human figure playing a harp; it is possible that this scene 
represents King David. 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN3 
44.30 mm - 44.60 mm 




3.50 mm (1] 
Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), Antler pedicel. 
CONDmON 
Excellent, possibly some traces of wear. Some redlbrown staining caused by soil 
conditions within the pit. [2] 
ADDmONAL REMARKS 
A compass point mark pierces the centre of the upper surface of the Tablesman, in the 
position of the figure's navel. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration A fairly regular and uniform ribbon ornamentation which varies only 
slightly in regularityY] 
Motif (Fig. 104). The scene depicts a single male figure with torso half twisted so that 
the legs are shown in profile whilst the rest of the body faces forwards. The figure has 
?hoops in its hands and follows the same style as in many of the other Gloucester 
Tablesman figures. As usual the feet have a triangular profile with short, thinner lower 
legs widening out at the top to form thick thighs; the left leg extends out behind the figure 
with the right leg projecting out slightly forward of the figure; perhaps the artist has 
attempted to portray a moving, possibly running figure. Both feet come into contact with 
the inside edge of the tablesman frame, again giving additional structural strength to the 
motif. The legs are decorated with a series of pecked dots, perhaps intended to indicate 
clothing. 
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The torso is thickset, rounded and stocky in common with many other pieces from the set 
and there are no traces of pecking -though this may have been removed by wear. 
The artist has had to reduce the length of arms considerably; the upper arms are short and 
stocky, whereas the lower arms have been reduced to mere stumps. The arms are pointed 
and knobbly at the elbow; both arms extend down away from the neck area - there is no 
sign of shoulders. The lower right arm is raised upwards in front of the figure, whilst the 
lower left arm extends downwards behind the figure. The hands are really only 
extensions of the lower arms with the fingers represented by a series of spaces separated 
by three or four scored lines. 
The arms, which are also decorated with pecking (again perhaps to indicate clothing) have 
a very disjointed appearance. 
Each hand is grasping an object which has a curved loop profile which is only partly 
shown as the artist has run out of space altogether; however there is enough of the objects 
visible to indicate what they were. The writer thinks that the objects were circular hoops 
of the type a juggler may use. 
The round head of the figure has been cut off at the top of the scene by the tablesman 
frame. Several facial features can be discerned which include a nose represented by a 
scored line, which follows the shape of an isosceles triangle, no eyes are indicated, as 
usual, and there is a blank space where the eyes should be. The craftsman obviously 
thought they were not necessary. The mouth is represented by a small scored horizontal 
line. 
One of the most interesting facial features, and indeed one of the most interesting details 
on any figure in the set, is represented by two pitched scored lines on each side of the 
face between the nose and the mouth. The position of these lines suggests a 
representation of a moustache. 
It is generally known that norman customs and manners in the 11th century disapproved 
of men wearing long hair or any form of facial hair. However, the opposite is true of 
saxon customs and styles, where it was considered manly for men to have long hair and 
sport long moustaches. In the Bayeux 'Tapestry', c.1070, saxon men wear long hair and 
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moustaches whereas norman knights have no facial hair and the backs of their heads are 
shaven. As saxon and norman men in the Bayeux 'Tapestry' are dressed alike, this is the 
only way of differentiating between them.(4) 
DISCUSSION 
According to Strutt (1838, Chapter iv), the joculateur, jongleur or juggloir of the normans 
was originally known as the 'gleeman' by the saxons. Jugglers were known as 'tregetoirs' 
or 'tragetoirs' by the 14th century, and by the 19th century they were given the appellation 
'jugglers' . 
In the 11th to 12th centuries the then joculateurs also performed the roles of dancers, 
tumblers and minstrels; if not, they were often seen in close company with them. 
Juggling did not become a separate discipline itself until after the 14th-century, when they 
were known as tregetoirs. The tregetoirs and other entertainers were an itinerant group 
of travellers who entertained at town and village fairs (only royalty and the very rich 
could afford their own personal entertainers). The entertainers would have included 
minstrels, dancers, acrobats and animal tamers. It is interesting to note that all these 
entertainers appear on other pieces in the set, e.g. minstrels No.1 and 2, dancer No.4, 
acrobats No. 22 and animal (possibly a bear) tamer No. 23. It is a possibility that the 
original models for these were taken from life. 
Mediaeval town and country fairs attracted many of the local population as they were 
usually associated with a holiday (usually a Holy-day, perhaps a Saint's festival). As 
these fairs brought money into the area, usually by the buying and selling of goods, this 
also encouraged the wandering entertainers, fortune tellers, vagabonds, thieves and the 
more disreputable elements of society. The entertainers, especially the joculateurs with 
their skills and deftness at their art, were much in demand, and the public who watched 
would no doubt have been awed, impressed and scared; here the church considered that 
such skills were associated with works of the Devil - as the skills were looked upon as 
magical. The church was also suspicious and envious often of the free and easy existence 
led by the wandering joculateurs, who were not subject to any taxes or restraints. There 
was also the added problems that whilst the joculateurs were entertaining the people their 
colleagues were often picking pockets - taking money, part of which was probably 
intended for the church coffers. It is therefore no surprise that the authorities were 
suspicious of these wandering entertainers, especially as they were out of reach of the 
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church authorities, being usually of no fixed abode. In the 14th century Chaucer wrote 
in the Friar's Tale of the Devil who says ... 
" ... I can take any shape that pleases me; of a man or of an ape, or of an angel; 
and it is no wonder, a lousy juggler can deceive you; and I can assure you my 
skill is superior to his". (8] 
As late as the reign of James I, the King himself was convinced that tricks performed by 
the jugglers could only be performed by the Devil himself who used such tricks to 
deceive man's senses. (9] Jugglers were ranked by the church, along with blasphemers, 
ruffians, thieves, vagabonds, Jews, pagans and sorcerers according to an Old English 
treatise.(IO] A nickname for the juggler during this period was the Hocus Pocus which 
also meant a pickpocket, thief or cheat - it can be clearly seen where the magic element 
was and still survives today in magician's circles. 
Since the early church considered the juggler and other entertainers as products of the 
Devil, it is.not surprising that church sculptures are ra!e; what performers there are are 
deliberately deformed and made into grotesque shapes; where they survive, it is thought 
they were derived from classical models. 
There is an example surviving in Romanesque sculpture, the damaged and eroded relief 
on an archivolt at Sainte Croix, Bordeaux (Fig. 105). This relief depicts a ?dancing figure 
throwing a hoop into the air immediately adjacent to a relief of a miser with a bag of 
money around his neck; possibly indicating that the church considered that entertainers 
and misers were on a par with each other in terms of evil.(ll] 
Jugglers also appear in manuscripts, usually as an accompaniment to King David playing 
a harp in the Beatus initials at the beginning of the Book of Psalms. King David is often 
depicted with other entertainers as well as courtiers; a well-known example within a 
Beatus initial in MS B.5 26, f1, (Cat. 6), is at Trinity College, Cambridge (Fig. 94). This 
12th-century initial depicts King David playing his harp in the upper half of the initial, 
whilst in the lower half a fiddle player and a juggler are portrayed. In this example, the 
juggler is juggling with three knives; other illustrations depict the juggler with balls, 
hoops, etc. Sometimes balls and knives were juggled together, as Strutt (1838, 173) 
indicates. (12] 
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As Jerman (1986)(13) points out, the church was in a difficult position regarding 
entertainers such as joculateurs; there were even associations between joculateurs and 
divine intervention. One story relates that a poor juggler in lieu of payment of alms 
performed before a High Altar - much to the disgust of the clergy; however their 
expressions must have changed to one of awe as the Virgin Mary herself descended from 
the Altar and mopped the juggler's sweating brow! The church also knew from the Old 
Testament that King David himself danced (before the Ark of the Covenant), sang and 
played the harp and encouraged other entertainers at his court.[14J 
Despite this, the church was generally disapproving of such entertainers, partly out of 
jealousy, as entertainers often had the patronage of the secular aristocracy, [15J who had, in 
common with the general populace, a need to have some amusement and relaxation in 
what was generally a hard and fairly brief existence. 
The juggler was unlikely therefore to be a popular model for church sculpture unless he 
was portrayed as a representative of the Devil, hence his scarcity in religious art; it is 
likely therefore that the model for this Tablesman was based on an entertainer the 









Slightly wider than normal - the average width of border ornamentation is 3 mm. 
The Tablesman was one of a group of three which were found together high up 
in the fill of the pit, away from the acidic conditions in the bottom. For further 
discussion on the archaeological background of the set see Appendix 1. 
Usually the variation in the decoration is quite considerable, and there are few 
Gloucester Tablesmen such as this which have a fairly regular ornamentation. 
This detail, together with the general style of the figure and scenes on the 
Gloucester set are discussed in Chapter 8. 
Strutt, J. The Sports and Pastimes of the People of England, London, (1838), 
Chapter iv. 
These groups will be discussed separately also in Chapter 7. 
The local aristocracy encouraged these holidays - if they were wise - as a form 
of safety valve where everyone could relax and enjoy themselves away from what 
was usually a very harsh existence. 
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[8] Op. Cit. note [5], 199. See also Chaucer, G. The Canterbury Tales, Translated 
by Neville Coghill, London, (1986), 179. 
[9] Op. Cit. note [5], 201. 
[10] Northbrooke, John. A Treatise against Dicing, Dauncing, Vaine Players or 
Interludes, during the reign of Elizabeth I, (London - no date given). 
[11] Weir, A and Jerman, J. Images of Lust - Sexual Carvings on Medieval 
Churches, London, (1986), Chapter 4. 
[12] Op. Cit. note [5], 173, fig. 50. 
[13] Op. Cit. note [11]. 
[14] See later general discussion of the Tablesman themes in Chapter 9. 
[15] Good jugglers were often well rewarded, especially if they had royal patronage, 
for example, the King's Juggler, Berdic, at the time of William the Conqueror 
(1066-1087) was a man of prosperity in Gloucestershire: "Glowcestershire, 
Berdic, joculateur regis iii villas, et ibi, v car.; nil redd" (Berdic the King's jester 
has three villages, five ploughs - and therefore he pays nothing). This extract 




Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 4 
44.20 mm - 44.50 mm 





Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), Antler pedicel. 
CONDmON 
Generally poor, much surface erosion and the tablesman broken through in one area 
between the figure's legs. Erosion, probably caused by acidic conditions in the soil, has 
made the cellular structure of the material widen, giving the gaming piece a 'honey-
combed' appearance. [1] 
ADDmONAL REMARKS 
The surface of the tablesman has been pierced at the centre by a compass point mark, in 
the position of the figure's navel. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: this consists of an undulating ribbon ornamentation which varies 
slightly in compactness and regularity.[2] 
Motif: (Fig. 106). A human figure is depicted with the upper half of the torso twisted 
round facing forward whilst the legs are shown in profile, facing left. 
In detail, the figure has large feet which have a triangular profile with short stocky legs. 
The torso is quite small compared with other tablesmen figures. Any surface detail on 
the torso has been removed by erosion. 
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The upper limbs are thin and bandy; they loop and bend downwards with the hands 
braced resting on the hips. Fingers are represented by a series of scored lines, though 
much eroded. 
There is no distinct neck; the head is small and oval. There seem to be traces of facial 
features including a gash-like mouth and two hollows where the eyes ought to be. This 
is particularly interesting as only one other tablesman figure has eyes certainly represented 
- Tablesman 12. Watkins (1985, 59-60),(3] suggests that the figure may be not human, 
and may be an ape. This is not likely; the figure looks too human, but the writer 
concedes that the figure may be wearing a mask (see discussion below). Extensive 
surface erosion has prevented a more detailed description. 
DISCUSSION 
This single figure, despite its eroded state, is placed in such an attitude or pose that it 
looks as though an entertainer of some kind is portrayed: a dancer or even a tumbler. 
This interpretation of the motif would fit in quite well with similar scenes of other 
entertainers on other Gloucester tablesmen, e.g. juggler - tablesman 3, acrobats -
tablesman 22, musicians - tablesmen 1 and 2. 
The general position of the figure's arms and legs suggests a deliberate pose, with legs 
apart and hands on hips - an air of bravado and confidence perhaps similar to that of 
another tablesman, the Juggler - tablesman 3. The figure may be about to start or finish 
a dance, or if a tumbler the figure may have just completed a back flip or some equally 
clever trick. 
The general shape of the head and facial features (what is left of them) suggests a 
possible animal or grotesque mask the figure may be wearing. 
Strutt (1838, 254),(4] remarks that dancers and other entertainers often imitated the antics 
of animals whilst wearing a mask of the animal they were imitating. It is therefore 
possible that the figure may be wearing a mask of an animal, possibly an ape (Watkins, 
1985, 60),[5] and that the figure is dancing or copying the actions of the animal. 
The dancer and/or tumbler were part of and still are members of groups of travelling 
entertainers known as minstrels, jongleurs etc. during the mediaeval period. The dancers, 
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tumblers, etc. probably were popular members of the troupe with their wild dancing and 
tumbling to the accompaniment of the minstrels. Such entertainers as dancers, etc., were, 
because of their often wandering lives, vagabonds, pick-pockets, thieves, living off the 
land in the best way they could, therefore coming into direct conflict with secular as well 
as church authorities who had excommunicated them together with the majority of street 
entertainers such as dancers and tumblers at their courts. Strutt (1838, 207),[6] again 
points out that dancing and tumbling were often synonymous terms for the same activity; 
anglo-saxon writers use the same terms for leaping and tumbling as they did for dancing. 
Strutt (Op. Cit., 204) also mentions the various skills of the entertainers and refers to 
Chapter 131 in the Orb is Sensualium Pictis (a translation of a work of Commerius by 
Hoole, 1658). The relevant chapter describes various performances of the 10culateurs 
which included tumbling, jumping through hoops and the grotesque dances of the clown 
or the mimic, who, it is said, appeared with a mask on his face. 
Have we an example of such a dancing clown on this tablesman? The attitude of the 
figure and the mask -like face would fit such an interpretation. 
Watkins (1985, 60), makes much of the smallness of the figure on the tablesman and 
refers to the height of the figure in comparison with the size of the tablesman frame i.e. 
there is little contact between the figure and the frame of the tablesman, except by the 
feet. He also suggests that the tablesman figure's style is so different that the tablesman 
may have been made by a person other than the carver who made the rest of the 
tablesmen, possibly as a replacement for a lost piece. This interpretation is unlikely, and 
the general style of the figure, the general crudeness, the style of the feet, arms and hands 
of the figure are similar to those portrayed on other Gloucester tablesmen figures. The 
peculiar head may be a head mask anyway and the smallness and thinness of the figure 
may refer to a small thin person or a youth which was being copied. Another more likely 
possibility is that the artist carved this tablesman last, and had deliberately portrayed the 
figure small in order to make the figure fit comfortably within the tablesman frame, 
especially as he had problems portraying the figure properly on other tablesmen; he 
appears to have particular problems with portraying acrobats - tablesman 22, the juggler -
tablesman 3, etc. 
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There is little doubt what the figure is doing; he may have been copied from a life scene 
or possibly copied from a model - a religious figure perhaps? One particularly well-
known figure from the Old Testament is King David, who often brought the Ark of the 
Covenant which had been previously taken by the Philistines to Jerusalem and who was 
so overcome with such joy he danced naked but for a loin cloth before it. (8) It is a well-
known story from the Old Testament and David as a dancer may have been copied in 
art. (9) 
Examples of dancers are also portrayed in manuscript art; one particularly well known 
example is in Trinity College, Dublin, a New Testament and Psalter, (MS 53), dated 
c.1130-1140. This illustration is an elaborate Beatus initial (Fig. 107), which has King 
David and a harpist (Tablesman 1) in the centre surrounded by his musicians, including 
a fiddler (Tablesman 2) and one dancer who may be a representation of David dancing 
(Tablesman 4). The pose of the dancer on this illustration is very similar to the figure on 
the tablesman, the legs apart, and hands balanced on hips; what is particularly interesting 
is that the dancing figure in the manuscript illustration is portrayed within a roundel 
mostly, but the figure's legs protrude outside the roundel.(lO) It would perhaps be too risky 
to read too much into this tablesman figure, but it may be at least speculated that it is 
related to King David - compare tablesmen 2 and 3. Also, if the figure on the tablesman 
is wearing a mask it is unlikely to be a representation of any dancer from the Holy Bible, 
King David or any other figure, though the erosion of the figure makes an interpretation 
of a mask difficult either way. 
Strutt (Op. Cit. fig.51), depicts one engraving of anglo-saxon gleemen, the scene includes 
a bear tamer and musician, and a dancer with hands up-raised and legs apart (no source 
for the anglo-saxon manuscript is given by Strutt). This scene indicates the importance 
and obvious inclusion of the dancer/tumbler amongst the entertainers induding the bear 
tamers, musicians, the entertainers depicted on other Gloucester tablesmen. 
Dancers are also found on church sculpture of the 11th to 12th centuries, curiously despite 
the dancers' being condemned by the church authorities; perhaps the figures of dancers 
were used as warnings. The figures of dancers as well as other figures were often carved 
within a structural framework around the doorways; often the figures themselves were 
depicted within roundels or medallions, as indeed in the example of this tablesman. A 
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well-known English example of a sculptured dancer exists at Ely Cathedral, on the Prior's 
doorway (c.1130), although the figure is thought to be more of a tumbler than a dancer, 
as it is twisted over (Fig. 108). 
Boase (1953, 122)(11] "the second Prior's door has on its innermost joints a band of 
acanthus leaves ... or its outermost medallion of human figures (dancers, musicians ... )". 
Ely Cathedral is not alone in its representations; the well known mid-12th century church 
of SS David and Mary, Kilpeck, Herefordshire, has a representation of a dancer of 
possibly a tumbler depicted on one of its corbels. The figure has been twisted around and 
contorted to fit the corbel; robed to the waist, it is twisted one way, whilst a rather round 
face is twisted away facing outwards over the figure's right shoulder (Fig. 109).[12] 
Another dancer may be seen portrayed on the architrave above the doorway at the 12th-
century church of Bonnes Valyn, north-west France. The crude figure is portrayed 
standing with legs apart with hands resting on hips, a ~ery similar attitude to the figure 
portrayed on the tablesman under discussion,u3] 
These are just a few examples of dancers found in early mediaeval sculpture; on church 
decorations they appear to be ornamental and frequently to be seen around the doorways 
and windows. It looks as though the church authorities were quite content for the 
carvers/sculptors to portray their own particular favourite scenes - within reason - in 
fanciful embellishment to otherwise plain stonework. 
The theme of the dancer on this tablesman fits in well with the themes on the Gloucester 






See Appendix 1 for a discussion on the archaeological background to the 
Gloucester Tables set. 
This undulating ribbon decoration on this tablesman is of better quality than many 
of the other Gloucester tablesmen. 
Watkins, MJ., Gloucester: The Normans' And Domesday, Gloucester, (1985), 
59-60. 
Strutt, J., The Sports and Pastimes of the People of England, London, (1838). 
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[5] Op.cit, Note [3]. 
[6] Op.cit, Note [4]. 
[7] Op.cit, Note [3]. 
[8] Samuel 2, Chapter 6, vv 14-16 (New English Bible). 
[9] David is often portrayed struggling with a lion - see Tablesman 11 for discussion. 
He is most commonly portrayed as King David, composer of the Book of Psalms, 
with harp - see Tablesman 1 for discussion. 
[10] Kauffman, C.M., Romanesque Manuscripts 1066-1190, London, (1975). 
[11] Boase, T.S.R., English Art 1100-1216, Oxford, (1953), 122. 
[12] Zarnecki, G., The Early Sculpture of Ely Cathedral, London, (1958). 
[13] Weir, A., and Jerman, J., Images of Lust - Sexual Carvings on Medieval 
Churches, London, (1982), Plate 71. 
In a personal communication with Mr. Jerman, he does consider the figure at 
Boimes Valyn is not a dancer but a Shelagh Na Gig, an ancient fertility figure -
see also Tablesman 21 for discussion. He also considers that the figure on this 
tablesman is not a dancer but a Shelagh Na Gig with a possible sexual 
significance. The writer can see no reason to support this; despite the eroded 
nature of the figure there appears to be no distinct display of sexual organs which 
would be indicative of a Shelagh Na Gig. 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 5 






Red Deer (Cervus elaphus) skull. ? Frontal lobe. 
CONDmON 
Poor, extensive erosion. 
ADDmONAL REMARKS 
The extensive erosion and red/brown staining may' be attributable to localised acidic 
conditions in the pit. The small indentation on the upper surface of the tablesman at the 
centre is a lathe/compass point mark. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: This consists of an undulating ribbon ornamentation which varies 
in degrees of compactness and regularity. (2J 
Motif (Fig. 110). A human figure of unknown sex is portrayed sitting facing left astride 
a quadruped of uncertain species. 
The deteriorated condition of this tablesman has made a full and detailed description 
impossible. The description below, as with the rest of the Gloucester tablesman, has been 
written after cleaning and conservation; where the detail is lacking suggestions are put 
forward by the writer for details based on comparisons with other, better preserved 
tablesmen - these are in the main small decorative details. 
The quadruped is small in relation to the human figure sitting astride it, but it would be 
inadvisable to use this size as a criterion for deciding a possible species(3J. It could be 
postulated that the quadruped is a donkey or an ass because of its small size in relation 
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to the human figure. The forelegs of the animal are 'braced' together and touch the inside 
edge of the tablesman frame as do the hind legs; again this may have been intentional by 
the carver in order to give structural strength to the figure. The animal has a thickened 
and deep chest tapering narrowly towards its hind quarters. The ?tail is thickened and 
follows the outer carve of the hind legs and touches the inside edge of the frame. The 
tail and legs have been carved in one 'block' separated only by scored lines; again 
probably for structural strength. 
The head of the animal tapers to a rather blunt snout; a slight projection on top of the 
head may represent ears. All other surface details are lost, but the writer envisages a 
simple scored line representing a mouth; we cannot be sure that eyes would be indicated 
as animals on other tablesman do not have them portrayed. All surface decoration of the 
human figure is gone and only the barest outline remains. The left leg of the figure is 
visible, though erosion has caused the lower leg to be much thinner than originally 
intended; the left foot, which originally had come into contact with the tablesman frame 
(as with the animal's legs), has been completely eroded"away. The right leg, if it is such, 
follows the inside edge of the quadruped's hind legs; there is a question whether this is 
really the human right leg as only scored lines separate human and animal legs and tail, 
but again erosion has made it difficult to decide. The upper left thigh is thicker than the 
lower leg. Despite the decayed mass of bone which represents the human figure, there 
is a 'kiter-shaped outline of something covering the shoulders, upper arms and upper 
thighs of the figure. This 'kiter-shaped mass tapers to a point over the animal's left flank. 
This could be possibly one of two things; a ?cloak for the rider or a kite-shaped shield.(4) 
These details are discussed below in relation to the possible identification of the scene. 
The vague outlines of two arms are visible stretching out towards the animal's head; there 
is no sign of a bridle and bit, owing to the obvious erosion. However, in the left hand 
(what's left of it) are the traces of a short rod or staff; a possible goad or riding crop of 
some kind. 
The head of the rider is quite large, and there are traces of a ridge-like nose, but no 
obvious trace of headgear can be seen, or a mouth or eyes; by analogy with other figures 
on the tablesmen a mouth may have been represented by a single scored line, whilst eyes 
were probably not indicated at all. (5) Any surface decoration has long since gone, 
however; again by comparison with several other tablesman figures this could have 
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consisted of either a random pecking, or an alternate 'line and dot' pattern. If the figure 
was carrying a shield, as already suggested, then that decoration or emblem, if any, has 
been eroded. [6] 
Little, if anything further, can be added to the description of this badly eroded 
tablesman. [7) 
DISCUSSION 
Despite severe deterioration, what can be said with some degree of certainty, is that the 
scene depicts a rider and his steed. What the steed is and what the scene represents is 
open to question. (8) 
The disproportionate size of the figures is probably due to the incompetence of the 
craftsman - this is especially indicated by the disproportionate size of the legs in relation 
to the bodies. 
It has been suggested that the human figure is either cloaked or carrying a kite-shaped 
shield. There are two possible mediaeval calendar scenes that these two interpretations 
could refer to, for example, one of the calendar scene reliefs on the triforium of the 
Baptistry, Parma - the May scene depicts a rider carrying, in this instance, a sickle.(9) 
The scene may represent part of the hunt as in Tablesmen 7 and 17.[10] Another calendar 
relief on the architrave of the porch at San Zeno, Verona (Fig. 111), has an armed figure 
on horseback with spear and kite-shaped shield. Is the rider on this tablesman carrying 
such a shield over his shoulder? This possibility bears some consideration even though 
there is no sign of the figure's holding a spear on this tablesman. 
On one of the reliefs on the portal jamb at the Baptistry, Pisa, there is a rider carrying a 
symbol of some kind in his right hand whilst a cloak is loosely draped over his shoulder 
(Fig. 112); this rider is also thought to represent the month of May. Again, as an 
alternative to the interpretation of a shield, the figure could be wearing a cloak, even 
though the figure on the tablesman is carrying merely a ?riding crop in his left hand. 
Other examples on portals depict riders; also, the occasional rider is depicted carrying a 
sickle. One of the calendar reliefs on the baptismal font at the church of St. Evroult de 
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Montfort, again representing the month of May, depicts a cloaked rider with a hunting 
bird of unknown species on his right wrist (Fig. 113). Another calendar relief on the lead 
font at Brookland church, Kent, has a rider with a bird of prey on his wrist; it looks as 
though the figure has a short staff in his right hand, but surface wear prevents close study. 
Confirmation that the rider represents the month of May is written in an architrave above 
the rider, the word MAl (Fig. 114). 
A manuscript calendar illustration in St. Johns College, Cambridge, MS 233, also depicts 
a rider with a Falcon, as does manuscript (MS 229) in the Hunterian Museum Glasgow 
(Fig. 115), Leyden University Library (MS Supp 318), and the British Library, London 
(Lansdown 383).[13] 
All of the riders mentioned above, whether carrying hunting birds, standards or shields, 
or just wearing cloaks, have one theme in common - they are all riders and they are all, 
without exception, confined to one occupation/labour of a month - the month of May. 
There is a tablesman in the British Museum which although very worn depicts a rider 
astride a horse with his cloak billowing out behind him (Fig. 116). 
What is particularly interesting about this gaming piece is the pecked ornament around 
the border which is similar to that of Tablesmen 11, 18 and 20 in the Gloucester set. 
Mann (1977) (Catalogue No. 17) considers the piece (now in the British Museum - see 
Dalton No. 203) to be northern French and c.1050 in date. The size is 33.5mm in 
diameter and is 2.3mm thick. Although few stylistic details survive, the border, shape of 
the head and overall crudeness of the figure suggests to the writer that it ~ have come 
from the same workshop. 
If the scene on this tablesman, whether depicting an armed figure or a cloaked rider out 
hunting, represents the calendar scene for May then the set of Gloucester tablesmen has 
three counters depicting hunting scenes. Tablesman 6 portrays a seated figure with a 
hawk and short staff - the hawker is a common representation for the month of May; and 
Tablesman 7 is possibly a huntsman with dog. If there are two tablesmen portraying the 
same occupation of a month, this tells us that the scenes portrayed on the Gloucester 
tables men were probably taken at random and not intended to be used to make up two 
different teams based on themes .114] 
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It is a possibility that this riding scene was a personal choice of the owner of the 
Gloucester Tables set and that the scene represented a favourite pastime of his; this is 
quite possible as falconry, hunting and riding were popular pastimes of the nobility 
throughout the middle ages. 
It would be dangerous to try and over-interpret scenes on the tablesman, especially those 
in a deteriorated condition such as this one. The interpretation of the riders being an 
occupation of a month is a reasonable one considering how may other Gloucester 
tablesmen depict calendar scenes. However, to go as far as to suggest a biblical figure 
such as one of the Magi, the flight of Mary and Joseph into Egypt or Christ's entry into 











A slightly narrower band of ornamentation than the usual 3mm. There are several 
other tablesman which have the same narrower- band of decoration. 
The erosion and encrustation of the tablesman has obscured the decoration in 
places. 
Tablesman 6, 7 and 23 etc., all show animals and humans together and the sizes 
are indeed disproportionate to each other. The original carver was probably not 
concerned with such details, but more than likely incapable of carving the figures 
with any great accuracy. 
If this is a kite-shaped shield then it is an interesting clue in helping to date the 
Tables set. Another possible kite-shaped shield is on tablesman 15. A definite 
kite shield forms part of a scene decorating part of the tables board (see Chapter 
2). 
For a summary and discussion of the tablesman figure( s) style see Chapter 8. 
However, if a shield was portrayed, the decoration may have consisted only of a 
series of vertical scored lines as on the ?shield on Tablesman 18, thus affording 
us no additional clue on the artwork etc. 
One should be aware of seeing too much in the scene on this badly decayed 
tablesman. Watkins (1985) suggests that the bulky shape in front of the rider 
could be a bundle of hay. The writer interprets the object in front of the rider as 
being his hands reaching out towards the bridle. 
Before the tablesman was cleaned and the scene became clearer it was speculated 
whether the scene represented a struggle between a man and a beast, such as the 
biblical struggles of Samson and the Timnath lion or Hercules and the Nemean 
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lion or David's similar encounter - see discussion on Tablesman 11. However, 
after cleaning the conclusion is that it is a rider and his steed. 
[9] A possible confusion by the carver of an original illustration of the words FALX 
meaning sickle and FALCO meaning Falcon. See also Webster (1934) (reprinted 
1970). 
[10] Tablesman 6 depicting a seated hawker is also thought to represent the calendar 
scene for the month of May. 
[11] Tablesman 18 depicts an unmounted warrior with helmet, spear and shield, but the 
writer does not think this figure represents a hunting scene. See discussion on this 
particular tablesman. 
[12] Op.Cit. Note [9]. 
[13] All of the above examples are to be found in J.e. Webster's, The Labours of the 
Months ... , New York, (1970). 
[14] See Chapter 9 for an overall view and discussion of the Gloucester tablesmen. 
[15] Watkins M. J. (Op. Cit., 1985) suggests these biblical themes as one possibility, 
based on the animal's being a donkey. 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 6 
44.80 mm - 45.10 mm 





Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), Antler pedicel. 
CONDmON 
Poor - Fair; there is some erosion and subsequent lack of detail, but the figure is easily 
discernible. 
ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
There is a compass point hole at the centre. The erosion may be due to acidic conditions 
within the pit, reacting with a dye that the gaming piece may have originally been stained 
with (see Chapter 4 on the construction of the tablesmen). The area between the breast 
of the hawk and the human figure has not been carved out as deeply as the rest of the 
tablesman; also the frame of the tablesman is broken through. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: Where visible there is an undulating ribbon ornamentation which 
varies in degrees in compactness and regUlarity. The border decoration is at least 1mm 
wider than the border decoration on any other tablesman. 
Motif: (Fig. 117). A human figure: probably a male is portrayed seated on a stool (only 
two legs are visible), the figure half turned in a three quarter profile position facing left. 
The figure has short stocky legs and feet with a triangular profile, which are 'resting' on 
the inside edge of the tableman frame. The torso is short and stocky, the arms thin and 
wiry with small simple hands and fingers indicated by a few simple scored lines. Despite 
severe erosion a simple scored line representing the figure'S mouth is visible on the 
figure'S face, the ridge-like nose is similar to noses on human figures shown on other 
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Gloucester tablesmen, in that the feature is reminiscent of that of a nasal on a 
Spangenhelm. Again, erosion makes it unclear whether the figure wears a head garment 
of some kind or whether it is shoulder-length hair. 
In the left hand of the figure is a short rod or staff, which he is firmly grasping at the 
centre of the rod. On the right hand/wrist of the figure is a large bird; the long curving 
line, following the curve of the tableman is presumably wings; the breast of the bird has 
'peckings' which may indicate feathers and/or markings, and a small head and beak are 
also visible. 
The carver has again combined art and structure by showing the bird in as much contact 
as possible with the frame of the gaming-piece so as to give added structural strength to 
the human figure; this is shown quite clearly if one considers the size of the bird in 
comparison with the human figure of which it is about one-third of the size (a 
phenomenon observed in several of the other tablesmen). Although surface erosion of the 
tablesmen is quite severe, it is obvious that the figure shown on the tables man is a 
hawkerlFalconer - the sport of hawking/falconry is often portrayed in calendar scenes as 
an occupation for the month of May (see discussion below). 
DISCUSSION 
The figure holds In his hands the symbols of his profession, the bird on his right 
hand/wrist, the staff/rod in his left; this staff supports the interpretation of the figure's 
being a falconer, as several manuscripts clearly show. A good example of this, also 
showing the purpose of such a staff, is the Giraldus Cambrensis MS, a late 12th-century 
MS., in the British Library (MS Royal 13B.VIII) (Fig. 118). Here a hawking scene shows 
a male human figure driving one of the hawks from its prey with a short staff (the other 
hawk perched on top of a building, looks beyond, presumably for prey). The hawk which 
is being driven away has in its claws a bird pinned to a small hillock and is about to tear 
at it with its beak;[3] the hawker is driving the hawk away so the bird can be fit for human 
consumption. The scene with the staff presents us with excellent confirmation that the 
seated figure on the tablesman is a falconer/hawker. The staff may have also had a 
symbolic use, possibly as a badge of office.(4] 
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The details of the bird are insufficient to identify the species; size cannot be taken into 
consideration owing to the method of construction. The size of the bird may indicate a 
large bird of prey such as an eagle, but this is very unlikely. It is known that different 
types of falcons and hawks were allocated to different social ranks during the early 
mediaeval period, a distinction that was jealously guarded, e.g. eagles and goshawks for 
the upper classes i.e. kings, barons etc., whilst the lower classes were allowed 
sparrowhawks and kestrels - trespassing the boundaries was severely punished.[5] 
Representations of the falconerlhawker were common in calendars and were usually 
presented as the month of May - this may have been the start of the hawking season. An 
example of a possible falconer seated with bird on wrist is one of a group of figures at 
the foot of an elaborate candlestick[6] (only the foot remains) (Fig. 119); an early 12th-
century date is suggested for this object as it bears close comparison with the more 
famous Gloucester Candlestick now in the Victoria and Albert Museum. 
With regard to figures in calendar scenes for the month of May, one of the closest 
parallels the writer can find is one of a group of twelve painted roundels in the St. Albans 
Psalter, now in Hildesheim. What is particularly interesting about the calendar scenes is 
not just the framework in which the figures are portrayed, i.e. roundels, but that the 
figures are all seated; the month of May occupation depicts a seated figure in a roundel 
facing right (Fig. 120). He has a falconlbawk on his left wrist, although he does not carry 
a staff in his other hand. This illustration is a very good parallel, especially as the figure 
is the title of the month - MAl (May)lS]. The Psalter is dated to c.1119-1123. 
From looking at the above examples it is clear what the motif depicts, especially 
considering the St. Albans Psalter figure. Webster (1970) has also further confused the 
representations of May by interpreting the riders of horses depicted on calendar scenes for 
Mayas the usual symbol for May[9], but has failed to note that the rider is commonly seen 
with, if not carrying, a falconlbawk, which indicates that the rider is actually a 
falconer/hawker. It is hawking which represents the month of May and not the rider. [10] 
An early 11th-century example of a calendar scene depicting hawking (Fig. 121) is in 
Cotton Tiberius B.V., (British Library); in this example the hawking scene has been used 
to represent October - possibly a mistake. The scene shows a rider on horseback with 
hawk on the right wrist, whilst a standing figure is shown with hawk on right hand and 
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a crude-shaped staff in the left. This MS illustration was an almost exact copy of a scene 
depicted in an early 11th-century calendar from the Canterbury school now in the British 
Library (Cotton Julius A.VI). Other examples of calendar scenes for May where Webster 
has neglected to indicate the presence of a falconlhawk as the common denominator 
include the relief on the baptismal font at St. Evroult-de-Montfort church (Fig. 112), the 
MS 229 hawking scene in a calendar at the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow, (Fig. 115), and 
the relief on the lead font at Brooklands, Kent, where a rider is shown with a bird under 
an architectural canopy; the name MAl (May) appears in the architrave above (Fig.114). 
Obviously, Webster (1970, 175-179) is right when he says that the common symbol for 
May is a rider, but fails to take the interpretation a stage further when he does not 
mention the falconslhawks which usually accompany the riders. The occupation is not 
merely riding but hawking also, although in the cases of the Gloucester tablesman the 
falconer is without horse, as in the St. Albans Psalter - the figures are portrayed seated 
perhaps in order to fit them within the restriction of the frame, in this case a circle. It is 
likely that the Gloucester tablesman was copied from an example which already depicted 
the falconerlhawker seated. The carving of a falconerlhawker on one of the Gloucester 
tablemen would be quite appropriate as the owner of such a game would probably have 
gone hawking as well - another favourite pastime carved on a gaming piece along with 







A summary and discussion of the style of the tablesmen figures is in Chapter 8. 
Watkins M. J. Gloucester: The Normans: And Domesday, Gloucester, (1985), 
51, calls the figure 'a man with neck length hair'. However, it may be mentioned 
here that the norman knights wore their hair short and shorn at the back of the 
head. Such representations of norman and saxon figures can be seen complete 
with their different hair styles on the Bayeux 'Tapestry'. A saxon carver might 
have shown the hair on the tablesman figure as longer - see later discussion. 
Falcons and hawks 'bind' to their victim (a falconry term) and will not release their 
prey unless made to do so; hence the bird has to be driven off with a staff. 
Another very probable use for the staff is to flush out game from the undergrowth; 
once the prey has been flushed out, the falconlhawk can give chase. 
See Strutt J., Sports and Pastimes of the People of England ... , London, (1838), 
chapter 3, for a good introduction to falconry during the Mediaeval period 
complete with a list of various falcons and hawks and their corresponding social 
class. "Some authorities question the correspondence" (M. Q. Smith). 
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[6] The information is based on a photograph in a catalogue of Sotheby's auction of 
the Von Hirsch collection. 
[7] For the most recent discussion of the Gloucester Candlestick see English 
Romanesque art 1066-1200, catalogue of the Hayward Gallery exhibition (1984), 
catalogue no. 247, G. Zarnecki, editor. 
[8] In Webster, J .C., The Labours of the Months ... , New York, (1970), the St. 
Albans Psalter has been left out - the reason is unclear. The most recent work to 
date is by O. Pacht et.al. The St. Albans Psalter - Albani Psalter, (1960). 
[9] Although Webster (1934) in his catalogue and comparison of tables has noted 
figures gathering fruit and mowing, culture of wines and one instance of wine-
making, etc. For the month of May, however, illustrations of occupations of 
months varied from country to country in Europe depending on type of climate 
and agricultural produce. For Webster's 'Rider', see discussion. 
[10] Some calendar scenes for May show riders carrying sickles. In Brandt, P., 
Scaffende Arbeit Und bildende Kunst, 1927, the author considers this as an artist's 
mis-translation of the words FALX which is sickle and FALCO which means 
falcon, e.g. the portals of the Panna Baptistry relief and the relief on the portal at 
Fenioux church. 
[11] It is inappropriate here to discuss the various aspects of falconry during the 
Mediaeval period; Strutt (1838) gives a good introduction. There were also many 
Mediaeval treatises on the sport, perhaps one of the more important being the 
work by the Holy Roman Emperor Frederick II (1194-1250), printed originally in 
1596 and then translated into English as The Art of Falconry by A. Wood and P. 
Marjorie Fyffe (1943). There is a recent work by Cummins, J., The Hound and 
the Hawk: The Art of Medieval Hunting, London, (1988), which discusses later 





Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), Antler pedicel. 
CONDmON 
44.90 mm - 45.10 mm 





Generally good, some traces of erosion on figures and background. The cellular structure 
of the material has been widened in places owing to erosion. 
ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
Compass point mark at centre of the upper surface. The extensive redlbrown staining is 
not necessarily attributable to the environment of deposition of the tablesmanYI The 
erosion is probably due to local acidic conditions in the pit where it was discovered. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration The decoration consists of an undulating ribbon ornamentation 
which varies in compression and regularity pI 
Motif (Fig.122) The scene consists of a standing human figure with its body half 
turned and head twisted round to the right, and an animal - a quadruped held by the 
human figure. 
The human figure has two small feet which have a triangular profile, standing braced 
against the frame of the tablesman; the lower legs are narrow but thicken out considerably 
in the upper half of the legs, giving them an almost baggy appearance, perhaps a garment 
of some kind is indicated here, separating the legs in their upper half by a vertical scored 
line. 
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The human figure is very crudely carved and does not have a substantial torso, the .left 
leg being so wide at the top that the outside edge of the leg thickens out to meet the 
elbow of the left arm; the leg subsequently 'appears' to join directly to the figure's chest! 
The left arm is long and spindly; it is bent at the elbow stretching downward, and the 
lower arm is considerably longer than the upper half. There is a crudely carved small 
hand which in tum is holding on to a ?collar Ichoker around the animal's neck and is 
assisting the left hand to hold on to the collar. The right hand is not clearly marked. 
There is a compass point mark between the right arm and the body of the human figure. 
The neck is long and straight; the arms appear to be joined directly to the neck. (3) The 
head is crude and simple - the only facial feature shown (as on other Gloucester 
tablesmen where human figures are shown) is a simple scored line for a mouth angled 
upwards in a grimace. 
On the head is a hood which partially covers the nasal region, the covering here being 
reminiscent of the nasal on a spangenhelm. The hood is swept back away from the back 
of the figure's head in full contact with the frame of the tablesman. This way of carving 
the hood was carried out intentionally by the carver in order to fit the hood within the 
frame and give added structural strength to the tablesman. 
Despite some erosion there is clearly some decoration on the hood - consisting of at least 
one row of 'pecking' following the outside curve of the hood and possibly also some 
random 'pecking'. (4) 
The animal is rotated so that its head is pointing downwards towards the human figure's 
feet. The hind quarters of the animal project upwards almost at right angles but level with 
the head of the human figure. A possible reason for the animal's position is so that the 
carver could fit both the animal and the human figure within the frame,l5) The animal's 
legs have ?cloven feet which are braced against the frame, each pair of legs being braced 
together. The animal has a deep chest with a thickset body; the spine and shoulders are 
braced against the right arm and right side of the human figure - again this was probably 
due to insufficient space for a gap between the animal and the human figure. The animal 
has a thickened tail which is depressed under and between its hind legs; normally in 
animals this means that the animal is under some stress. (6) 
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Around the animals thick neck is a series of scored lines - perhaps indicating a collar or 
choker. The hands of the human figure seem to be holding on to it as if to control the 
animal in some way. The animal's head consists of a roughly shaped snout which has a 
rectangular profile with a simple scored line representing the mouth - as in many of the 
human figures represented on other tablesmen, e.g. 1, 2 and 10. No eyes are indicated 
(any more than on the human figure shown on this tablesman). 
The two small projections on top of the head (the left projection is tipped slightly 
forward) could be ears. Although difficult to judge, the beast is probably a large dog 
being restrained by a dog handler. [7] 
DISCUSSION 
The scene probably depicts a hunting scene. Watkins (1985, Op. Cit., 48),[8] suggests the 
possibility that the animal is perhaps an ox and that the animal is being slaughtered ready 
to be dressed and salted down for the winter months - this is usually an occupation!1abour 
of November in north-western europe.[9] 
A ploughing scene with a man holding onto a bullock was also considered, but again there 
are no parallels. It also does not explain the collar around the animals neck. 
The most likely explanation of the scene is that it depicts a huntsman/dog handler, 
restraining a large dog by the collar. 
It is doubtful whether the carver intended to depict a particular species of dog, although 
such dogs were usually large hounds or mastiffs. In any case, the dogs had to be large 
enough and fast enough to comer and bring down a quarry. Often different dogs were 
used for particular tasks, e.g. a nimble hound for the chase and larger, stronger, though 
less nimble, mastiff type dog to comer and bring down the quarry. 
A dog and his handler are portrayed together on this tablesman. The handler restraining 
the dog by the collar - taking two hands to do so. This is an appropriate scene for the 
Gloucester Tabulae set, especially as two tablesmen bear scenes associated with the hunt, 
i.e. Tablesman 6 - the Hawker, and Tablesman 17 - the Archer. 
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A hunting scene showing three hounds bringing down a boar is depicted on the Tables 
Board (outer tables, central field, third zone) (see Chapter 2). 
The scenes shown on the tablesmen and board show that the owner had a keen interest 
in hunting. This is not surprising, considering that hunting was, and still is, a favourite 
pastime of the wealthy and the nobility. 
The first norman King of England, William the Conqueror (1066-1087) particularly 
enjoyed hunting. He enclosed vast tracts of land and turned them into hunting parks, e.g. 
the New Forest. The parks William did not use, he rented out to the rest of the nobility. 
He maintained game wardens and packs of dogs solely for forest protection and to provide 
him with sport. 
Hunting, as well as being a leisure activity, kept the knights fit for war, quite apart from 
providing a valuable food source, e.g. deer and boar, which were particular favourites. 
The owner of this Tables set would no doubt have had the wealth and status to enjoy 
hunting - perhaps in the Forest of Dean, close to Gloucester. It is possible that the bone 
which the tables set was made from, which as stated was red deer (Cervus Elaphus), may 
have been from the animals the owner of the set had himself hunted. An attractive 
possibility, but impossible to prove. 
Two particular examples in mediaeval art may be referred to here, by way of example. 
The first depicts a huntsman restraining a pair of dogs by collar and leash, from MS. 
Cotton Tiberius. B.V., early 11th century, (Fig. 123). The second is from a late mediaeval 
16th-century German tapestry, depicting an elderly falconer/dog handler with a hound in 
close attendance, (Fig. 124). These two examples, over a long time range, serve to 
illustrate the universal popularity of hunting. It would take a series of books to discuss 
mediaeval hunting in depth, however, the writer has confined himself to discussing it in 
only slightly more detail in Chapter 2 of this thesis - the boar hunting scene. 
[1] 
NOTES 
A discussion of the possible significance of the redlbrown staining of various 
tablesmen is discussed in Chapter 4. 
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[2] The border decoration is more fully discussed in Chapter 4. 
[3] The length of neck depended on the space the carver had available. Often as in 
other tablesmen, the carver had run out of space and the heads of the human 
figures are shown sitting directly on their shoulders. 
[4] The style of tablesman figures, size and shape of limbs, facial features and 
clothing are summarised and discussed in Chapter 8. 
[5] The method of rotating the figure within the tablesman frame in order to fit in the 
figure( s) is a technique which may be observed on other tablesmen. There was 
the obvious problem of fitting the figures within the constrictions of the frame. 
[6] See tablesmen 25, where the animals tail is tucked down between its hind legs to 
save having the tail sticking out into the border. 
[7] Watkins, M.J., Gloucester: The Normans: and Domesday (Exhibition Catalogue 
published by the Friends of Gloucester Museum, 1985). In p.48 Watkins states 
that the animal could be a dog. The writer agrees with this interpretation. 
[8] Ibid. 
[9] Som·e cycles have the calendar scene as representing the month of December, e.g. 
The St. Johns College manuscript 233; here a standing figure pole-axes a hog. 
The lead baptismal font at Brookland, Kent has a human figure pole-axing hogs; 
the title of the month - DECEMBER is above. This scene is often found in 
English cycles - it is therefore probable that the various occupations !labours were 
portrayed according to the climate of the particular countries where the cycles 
originated, e.g. the English season tended to be later for various agricultural 
activities, because of its harsher north-west european climate compared with more 




Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), Antler pedicel. 
CONDmON 
Good, some possible wear. 
ADDmONAL REMARKS 
44.10 mm - 44.70 mm 
42.70 mm - 43.30 mm 
9.30 mm 
6.50 mm 
31.00 mm (Average) 
3.00 mm 
There are traces of redlbrown staining which may not be attributable to conditions within 
the pit where they were discovered. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration Consists of an undulating ribbon ornamentation which varies in 
degrees of compactness and regularity. 
Motif (Fig.125) The scene portrays two human beings embracing each other, the 
figure on the right is a female as indicated by the female's sexual organ, the vagina, whilst 
the figure on the left is a male who displays the male sexual organ, the penis. 
This is obviously a sexual embrace, with the female grasping the male figure close to her. 
The female figure has her legs braced back beneath her - the legs are portrayed as crude 
and simple, feet are shown in triangular profile, only the left leg is visible. The figure 
has a thickened torso, no breasts are displayed but a vagina, indicated by a small vertical 
slit, is visible between the left wrist and the torso. The left arm is long and wiry with a 
small hand, fingers being indicated by a series of scored lines;!!) the fingers are grasping 
the lower right leg of the male and appear to be pulling the leg closer to her. The right 
arm is shown shorter (a feeble attempt at perspective which has failed; it gives the 
appearance of a withered arm !), the hand again is indicated by a few scored lines. The 
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arm appears very contorted or at least used in a contorted way in that the right hand is 
grasping the right side of the male's neck, another failed attempt at realism, or perhaps the 
realism was not intended in the first place. [2J The arms are connected to the neck without 
any sign of shoulders. The female's head has been portrayed in a three-quarters profile[3J 
- the face is touching the male's face on the mouth area, in the action of kissing. On the 
face a simple scored line represents the mouth, two vertical lines the nose and a pecked 
dot the left eye;[4J on the head is a hood (or nightcap) which is fixed beneath the chin by 
a strap indicated by two scored lines. The hood is swept back away from the back of the 
head so that it comes into contact with the frame of the tablesman. This portrayal of the 
hood served two purposes - the first being to fit the head garment within the frame of the 
gaming piece - the second being to strengthen the gaming piece, already weakened by 
carving, by having as much of the motif as possible in contact with the frame. [5J 
The hood is decorated in a series of alternate line and dot ornamentation, which follows 
the curve of the hood.[6J This is the only decoration on the female and decoration implies 
clothes - so where it is missing this probably indicates nakedness. [7J 
The male figure has a rather large fat and stocky torso which is braced up against the 
torso of the female; the right leg (being the only one visible), as on the female, is short 
and stocky with feet that have a triangular profile. At the lower end of the torso, above 
the right knee, the male's penis is protruding and is about to be placed into the female's 
vagina - as they are both touching each other. The lower half of the male's torso and his 
upper leg are decorated with a simple alternate line and dot ornamentation again probably 
to indicate a garment as in the female. The male's right arm is visible and is thick and 
stocky and bent forward as if reaching towards the female, the hand and fingers are 
represented by a few scored lines - the rest of the arm has a series of random pecked 
dots, the purpose being unclear - either a clothed or even hairy arm! The male's neck is 
partially hidden by the clutching right hand of the female, the male's head is arched back 
slightly so that it comes into contact with the inner edge of the tablesman frame - again 
perhaps for the purpose of strengthening the tablesman; the mouth is indicated by a scored 
line in a 'smiling' attitude. The mouth and chin come into contact with the mouth and 
chin of the female - kissing each other. However, the male's head is shown only in 
profile. It is unclear whether a nose is portrayed on the male's face or a nasal piece for 
the head garment the male is wearing, although regarding the activity being carried out 
it would be very inconvenient to have a nasal piece fitted to such a garment. The head 
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garment is elaborate in that it has a zig-zag fringe running along the side of the head; 
above the fringe is a series of pecked dots indicating some form of decoration. The head 
garment extends down the back of the neck of the male figure.[8] No eyes are shown on 
the face of the male figure, just as in human figures shown on other tablesmen. 
DISCUSSION 
Examples of coital couples in early mediaeval art are comparatively rare; they are, 
however, found in both secular and religious contexts. 
There has been some discussion as to the purpose of such intimate themes, especially in 
religious art - in secular art such scenes are easier to explain : objects such as gaming 
pieces, as objects to shock, titillate, amuse or all three! An unpublished example of a 
?bone gaming piece (Fig.126) shows a crude three-dimensional carving of a coital couple 
in a ?standing position on a simple base - this gaming piece was found during 
excavations at Reading Abbey in 1979, but was unfortunately recovered from an 
unstratified context. [8] 
A notable example of early mediaeval art, the Bayeux 'Tapestry' (c.1070) has several 
examples of male and female nude forms embroidered in the borders; although explicit, 
and shown enticing each other with the ultimate intention quite clear, no couples are 
shown in the coital position (Fig. 127).[9] 
In a religious context, embracing couples are found on stone sculptures either around 
doorways of churches or, with the more explicit coital couples, high up on church walls 
carved on corbel tables, preserved because of their inaccessibility to self-righteous vandals 
in a fit of iconoclastic zeal. The embracing couple carved on the east jamb of the Prior's 
doorway at Ely Cathedral[lO] are shown in a roundel, the two lovers are kissing; one figure 
holds a cup, however, no sexual organs are displayed, and a sexual/lustful theme is 
probably not intended (Fig. 128). 
At the church of SS. Mary & David, Kilpeck, Herefordshire, one corbel has a sculpture 
of two embracing human figures, faces touching and turned towards the onlooker; again 
the figures are merely embracing and kissing with no display of any sexual organs (Fig. 
129). 
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Jerman (1984, 38), points out another two corbels on the church which may have 
portrayed lovers, as only the lower fragments of the figures remain (again owing to 
iconoclastic zeal). This is educated guesswork based on analogy with other 'Luxuria I 
motifs found on other corbels of the church. An English example of a coital couple may 
be found on a church corbel at Studland, Dorset (Fig.130). The two figures are shown 
in such an intimate embrace that although sexual organs are not portrayed, the nature of 
the activity is obvious. No doubt there have been many other examples of coital couples 
carved on churches but these have not escaped the zeal of the iconoclasts; many examples 
are now fragmentary, the males have had their penises hacked away whilst the vaginas 
of female figures were filled with mortar or plaster. 
In France many examples of coital couples are found on corbels - quite often with the 
male genitalia greatly exaggerated and out of all proportion with the rest of his body; 
notable examples exist at Nieuil-Ie-Viroul, Melle, Saint-Savinien (Fig. 131), Spain, 
Fuentiduena (Fig. 132), Segovia and Sequera (Fig. 133) in north and central Spain. 
It is perhaps ironic that there are more examples of coital pairs found in religious contexts 
than in secular contexts. Why? Whilst studying examples of embracing/coital couples 
on different media it has been noticed that these couples may be divided into two general 
groups. Firstly there are examples where couples are embracing and kissing but there is 
D.Q evidence of sexual organs; as at Kilpeck Church, Ely Cathedral (the Prior's doorway), 
and the Maillezais corbel (Fig. 134). (See Jerman, 1986). 
The second grouping of couples are those which can be seen in a definite coital position 
with sexual organs displayed (the Gloucester tablesman under discussion belongs to this 
group); often the male penis is exaggerated, examples including the Reading gaming piece 
(a secular example), the sculptures at Nieuil-Ie-Viroul, Sequera and Passirac (Fig. 133 -
Fig. 135). Many other examples, as has been stated, have been destroyed. 
Copulating couples have been a popular subject for corbels on churches, the survival and 
bias of number being due to their high position up on church walls out of reach of all but 
the most zealous. 
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The distinction of the two types of couples outlined - the merely embracing and the 
obviously sexual - gives a possible clue to the reasons for the portrayals. Other possible 
identities for the figure have been considered but are thought unlikely for the Gloucester 
tablesmen; possible identities include Castor and Pollux, the heavenly twins - the 
astrological symbol, Gemini, and also Tristan and Iseult. 
The embracing couple on the corbel at Maillezais, Vendee, (Fig. 134) have haloes, and 
the figures are unlikely to be sexual in motive. More likely they represent Sponsa and 
Sponsus from the Song of Songs, symbolic of the marriage of Christ to the Church. This 
example may explain many of the other embracing couples found on other churches, 
though not so obviously, as the haloes are not shown or visible (haloes may have been 
painted on). 
The second group of couples, which have sexual organs displayed or where the embrace 
is obviously sexual, where they are found on churches may serve the warning of 'Luxuria' 
motifs against lust and sex - this does not explain, however, why they should be placed 
high up on church walls, if they were intended as warnings they should be nearer to eye 
level where the warning could clearly be seen (see examples above on corbels). The 
scenes on the corbels may have been carved for purely decorative reasons and perhaps just 
to show that earthly activities such as copulation were kept outside the church, whereas 
only the holy and religious scenes were inside the church. 
In the rare instances where objects of secular purpose have been found, the Reading 
gaming piece and the Gloucester tablesmen, the carvings have been added for a decorative 
purpose, for amusement and personal preference,. no significant or religious purpose being 
intended and no connection with the 'Song of Songs'. The tablesman was part of the 
owner's personal set of counters for a game he (originally?) enjoyed playing, not for 
public display, and as such the carver could carve what he wished. It may be a popular 
scene that had already been observed on a corbel. The scene may have indeed been a 
popular pastime with the owner, like hawking on tablesman 6, archery on tablesman 17, 
and riding on tablesman 5. 
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The activity displayed on the tablesman is quite open as the sexual act - an unusual 
surviving example of pornographic art - a suitable subject for such a cosmopolitan object 
as a gaming piece. 
NOTES 
[1] Hands are represented in this way on several of the tablesmen - see chapter on the 
style and artwork of the tablesmen. 
[2] This lack of realism is self-evident on many of the other tablesmen and is also 
discussed in a later chapter. 
[3] Other examples of a human figure and head shown in a three quarter profile 
position include tablesmen 2, 14 and 23. 
[4] One of the rare examples of a tablesman where a human figure is shown with 
eye( s) - other examples include tablesmen 3 and 12. 
[5] Nearly all the rest of the Gloucester tablesmen exhibit this use of the frame of the 
tablesmen. 
[6] Other examples which have hoods include tablesmen 1, 2 and 7. 
[7] As in tablesman 24. 
[8] Information and drawing from John Hawkes, Trust for Wessex Archaeology. 
[9] Wilson, D. (Introduction and Commentary), The Bayeux Tapestry, London (1988), 
Plate 3. 
[10] Zarnecki, G. The Early Sculpture of Ely Cathedral, London (1958), Plate 88. 
[11] Weir, A and Jerman J, Images of Lust - Sexual Carvings of Mediaeval 
Churches, London (1986). 
[12] Another example of Sponsa and Sponsus, showing Christ embracing the Church, 
is on a handle of a 12th-century mirror case from Bussen, Swabia (Swarzenski, 
1954, 78 and Plate 202, no 467). 
[13] Although the church repeatedly warned against sins of the flesh, they were keen 
to make a profit out of people who failed to take their warnings; there were cases 
where the church authorities, through a third party, rented out property to be used 
as brothels, especially along the long pilgrimage routes where devotion to purity 
often sagged on the long journey. Notable figures who took part in such dealings 
include the Bishop of Winchester; and in 1309 Bishop Johann of Strasbourg built 
at his own expense a magnificent brothel for the city (incidentally, the same year 
as the church issued an edict against the playing of board games such as tables !). 
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Often a good brothel could make 20,000 ducats a year; the church, ever mindful 
of a profit to be made, decided on the 'if you can't beat them at least make a profit 




Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), Antler pedicel. 
CONDITION 
Excellent, one of the best preserved tablesmen. [1] 
ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
45.10 mm - 45.20 mm 





There is a compass point at the centre on the upper surface of the tablesman. 
The redlbrown staining on this gaming piece may not be attributable to the soil conditions 
within the pit and may have been a colorant - perhaps a vegetable dye?[2] 
There is a scratch mark on the upper surface of the tablesman's frame - above the figure. 
This was perhaps caused by a slip of the compass whilst the frame of the gaming piece 
was being marked out. [3] 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: The decoration consists of an undulating ribbon ornamentation 
which varies in degrees of compactness and regularity. 
Motif: (Fig. 136) A robed figure is shown facing forward; the figure is graspIng 
something in its hands, either hair tresses or possibly another robe. The figure is of 
unknown sex, most of the figure being covered by a robe which covers the legs and torso, 
leaving the arms and neck bare. The lower half of the robe curves slightly inwards 
towards the area of the feet; the robe is also picked out by three inverted 'vs' and one 
single vertical line - scored lines which are meant to indicate crude folds of cloth between 
the legs. The upper half of the robe is picked out on each side by a series of four scored 
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lines angled upwards towards the chest. Again these lines are thought to represent crude 
folds of a robe around the sides of the torso. The compass point mark is in the centre of 
the chest. The size and shape of the robe give a stout and thickset appearance to the 
figure, perhaps intentionally, to give added structural strength to the tablesman. 
The arms of the figure are crude and simple, almost having a double jointed appearance. 
The upper arms are pointed downwards away from the neck - no shoulders are portrayed; 
the elbows are pointed and knobbly with the lower arms shorter and slightly thinner; the 
hands are shown as massive and spade-like; four thick fingers of each hand are separated 
by scored lines. Human figures and other Gloucester tablesmen have hands portrayed in 
a similar manner. The style of those massive 'spade'-shaped hands was quite common 
during the anglo-norman period, both in stone and bone, e.g. another gaming piece 
depicts a centaur grasping at tresses of its tail and pulling them over its head. The arms 
and hands appear to be directly joined to the creature's neck. Mann (1977, Gp. Cit., 194-
195, fig.3),.attributes a date c.10S0, and the provenance northern France. The date of this 
northern french gaming piece corresponds closely with the suggested date for the 
Gloucester tablesmen.l4] 
The oval-shaped head has a prominent thick band around the crown. At Mouliherne in 
France a tress-pulling mermaid (Fig. 137) has a similar band on top of its head. However 
the hair tresses project out and above the top of the head as on the Gloucester tablesmen 
figures - if the figure is holding hair tresses (see discussion). Other facial features 
include a tapering ridge-like nose reminiscent of the nasal piece of a spangenhelm. Other 
Gloucester tablesmen figures have a similar ridge-like nose. No eyes are depicted, a 
common omission on many of the Gloucester tablesmen. A small, horizontal scored line 
represents the mouth, faint traces of lips are indicated by curved lines around the mouth, 
and these lines give the mouth a slightly negroid appearance. The details also appear on 
the northern french tablesman mentioned above. Mann makes special mention of this 
detail and refers to it as ''An unusual feature is the exaggerated negroid form of the lips". 
The objects held in the figure's hands may be either hair or a robe being supported above 
the head. In support of the hair interpretation, the curving scored lines projecting out both 
sides of the head from a central point on top of the head may mark individual tresses of 
hair. Against this interpretation is the possibility of the figure's wearing a head garment 
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of some kind. If this is so, then the hair cannot be projecting out of the top of the hat and 
another interpretation must be sought. A possibility is that the object is a billowing robe 
or shawl held above the figures head and the scored lines may represent folds of the robe. 
The hair is coarse and comes into contact with the inside curve of the tablesman frame 
for almost half of the entire internal circumference. Here the carver has made maximum 
use of the object supported by the figure to provide additional structural strength for the 
piece, a method frequently found on Gloucester tablesmen. In this instance the curve of 
the robes or tresses nearly follow the curve of the tablesman frame. 
The overall style of the tablesman is crude and simple. The stylistic elements can be 
found on simple SCUlpture in the latter half of the 11th century. For example, a detached 
stone capital from Souvigny, Allier, (Fig. 138);[5) the Church was consecrated c.1069. The 
capital has a relief of an Orans figure. The figure appears to be wearing a robe over the 
lower half of its body, a series of scored inverted 'Vs' on the robe pointing upwards 
probably represent folds of the robe - very similar to the folds of the robe on this 
tablesman figure. The capital figure's arms are crude and simple and appear to be joined 
to the figure's neck, the hands are massive and spade-like with thick 'sausage'-like 
fingers. The rather large oval head has a tapering ridge-like nose, and a small gash 
represents the mouth with traces of lines for lips. 
The general style of the Souvigny capital relief bears a close resemblance to the tablesmen 
figures and details of the other gaming pieces mentioned above. A late 11th-century date 
for the tablesman merits serious consideration. 
DISCUSSION 
Two possible themes are suggested for this tablesman. No doubt others have been and 
will be suggested. However, the writer limits himself to the two themes most likely, as 
already suggested - a tress puller or a figure supporting a robe. 
Tress pullers are quite a common theme in Romanesque art[6]. They usually survive on 
sculpture, their usual inaccessibility, high up on church walls, being the main cause of 
their long term preservation away from iconoclastic zeal. The symbols behind tress 
pullers has caused much discussion and even today it is not clearly understood. The 
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theme may have been simple enough in the 11th and 12th centuries but their meaning 
may have long since been lost. 
It is generally considered that tress pullers are 'Luxuria I motifs, 'Luxuria I being defined 
by Jerman (1986)[7) as a deadly sin of the flesh. Other types of figures in this group 
include naked exhibitionists, often with prominent sexual organs, anus-showers and 
copulating couples. There are two possible reasons why tress pullers were and are 
included in this group. Firstly, long hair was considerd lewd and degrading in some 
societies past and present; where long hair is displayed in early mediaeval art this has 
always been equated with vice and villainy. For example, centaurs, which were 
considered lascivious (see tablesman 14) often had long flame-like hair. Boase (1953, 
131), equates such with "vice and villainy ". (8) 
If the early church was to associate long hair with SIns of the flesh, then pictorial 
symbolism was used to convey a warning to the populace; usually such scenes were 
carved iIi capitals or on corbels. Such carvings would be ineffective so high up on church 
walls, and it was probably the carver's sense of humour that caused them to be there in 
the first place. 
The carving on this gaming piece portrays a figure openly displaying long tresses of hair 
grasped in the figure's hands, which would leave any would-be observer in no doubt what 
the theme represents(9). 
In mediaeval art, mermaids were frequently portrayed pulling on long hair tresses. These 
mermaids had bared breasts and a fish-like tail. They are also often shown with a comb 
and mirror, using the comb on the hair tresses. These scenes again are frequently found 
in capitals, e.g. a tress-pulling mermaid is portrayed alongside a centauress (another 
symbol of lust) on a capital at Mouliherne, France, (Fig. 137). Another example of a pair 
of tress-pulling (or is it robe-pulling?) mermaids facing each other can be seen on a door 
lintel of a church at Saint Michael d'Aiguille, Le Puy (Fig. 139). Later tress-pulling 
mermaids were used as ornamentation on misericords in Britain and on the continent. 
After suggesting that the figure above is a tress-puller it is difficult to relate the so-called 
sexuality of the tress-pulling with what appears to be an entirely clothed body. 
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Another possible interpretation for this scene is therefore proposed: that the so-called hair 
tresses are in fact a robe grasped over the head of the figure. Figures bearing robes over 
their heads are not common in mediaeval art, and where they do survive the original 
models were of classical origin and the later artists may have had little or no 
understanding of what the robe-bearing figures represented. The object supported by the 
figure on the tablesman may well be a robe, the curvilinear lines representing the folds 
of a robe and not individual hair tresses as in the previous interpretation. What is 
possibly misleading is that the fold lines sprout from the top of the head giving the 
appearance of hair strands. There are a few examples of robe-bearing figures in early 
mediaeval art, and these survive as manuscript illustrations - copies of earlier classical 
iconography. For example, the Prayer of Isaiah from the Paris Psalter (9th-century) 
Bibliot~que ~tionale, Gr 139, was a robed female figure personifying night; above her 
head she supports a shawl dotted with stars - the cloak of darkness. The folds of the 
shawl are clearly marked, and it is by no means impossible that the figure on this 
particular tablesman is also supporting a shawl, although a much cruder copy than the 
Psalter illustrations. An illustration in the Stuttgart Psalter (Ps. 42: 6-7) f.54, has a 
'TERRA' in the guise of a female with a billowing robe over her head (Fig. 140), whilst 
another 9th-century manuscript illustration depicts amongst King David's court 
entertainers, male figures dancing with robes over their heads (Fig. 141). (See Birch, G.C., 
Ikonographische Studien Zum Sololanz in Mittelalter, (Innsbruck, 1982). A much later 
example in the Bible of Jean de Berry (c.1310), now in Gerona Cathedral, has a figure 
half clothed, this time a male supporting a billowing dark shawl above his head. Perhaps 
this is another personification of night. As indicated above, despite the well-preserved 
motif on this Gloucester tablesman, interpretation must remain fairly free as to what the 
original theme was meant to represent. The carver of the set probably copied from a copy 
of a copy and so on, not knowing what the original theme represented. The scene may 
in fact be a confusion of several scenes in the carver's mind, vague memories of 
sculptures seen in dark comers of cathedrals and churches or even occasionally manuscript 
illustrations. Even if such scenes had been seen they would most likely have been 
committed to memory as there would have been few sketch pads or pattern books. If 
there was confusion in the carver's mind then it is entirely possible that the artisan has 
confused and amalgamated a tress-puller and a classical motif where the figure is wearing 
a robe. 
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It should be pointed out here that the particular motif was not germane to the gaming 
piece and as with other gaming pieces in the Gloucester Tabulae set their significance was 
decorative rather than significant in differentiating between two teams of tablesmen. 
NOTES 
[1] This was one of the first tablesmen found. It was discovered higher up in the 
lower fill of the pit away from any pool of cess which would account for its 
excellent state of preservation. 
For further discussion on the archaeological background of the Gloucester Tabulae 
set, see Appendix 1. 
[2] Ibid. 
[3] See Chapter 4 on the tablesmen construction. 
[4] Mann V.B., Romanesque Ivory Tablesmen, New York University Fine Arts 
Department. Unpublished PhD dissertation (1977). 
[5] For. an illustration of this capital relief see. Evans, J. Cluniac Art of the 
Romanesque Period, fig. 49 (1950). 
[6] During an earlier study of this gaming piece the writer thought that the figure may 
have been grasping a fishing net whilst standing in the prow of a fishing boat. 
Watkins (1985) considers that the figure " ..... is holding something over the head 
such as a wheatsheaJ or even a firmament (representing the element air, perhaps 
billowing out a cloak or shawl - how else to represent the element air)". For 
other details see Watkins, MJ. Gloucester: The Normans: And Domesday, 
(Friends of Gloucester City Museum, 1985). 
[7] Mr. J. Jerman, formerly of Leicester University, has made a detailed study of 
these particular motifs which he has recently published. See note below. Mr. 
Jerman has fully discussed with me the iconography of this and other Gloucester 
gaming pieces motifs. The writer has drawn heavily on our conversations and 
would like to note here his gratitude to his freely given information. 
[8] 
[9] 
See also Weir, A and Jerman, J., Images of Lust - Sexual Carvings on 
Mediaeval Churches, (1986). 
Boase, T.S.R., English Art 1100 - 1216 (Oxford History of English Art) (1953). 
For a discussion of tress-pullers see Leach, E., "Magical Hair", Journal of the 
Royal Anthropological Institute, London (1958). 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 10 
44.60 mm - 44.70 mm 





Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), Antler pedicel. 
CONDITION 
Excellent, one of the best preserved of all the Gloucester tablesmen owing to its location 
in the pit when the tables set was discovered. (1] 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
There is a compass point mark at the centre of the upper surface of the tablesmen. Some 
redlbrown surface staining may be attributable to soil condition in the pit. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: This consists of an undulating ribbon ornamentation which varies 
in degrees of compactness and regularity. 
Motif: (Fig. 142). A single human figure standing facing left is depicted carrying an 
object of uncertain identity on top of its head. The figure is stooping slightly as if 
weighed down by the load. 
The detail of the figure can be closely paralleled with details on other Gloucester 
tablesmen. The figure has short stocky legs with feet having the usual triangular profile 
coming into contact with the inside edge of the tablesmen frame. The torso of the figure 
is covered by a large baggy smock which gives the figure a misleading bulky appearance. 
This gannent, decorated with a simple ornamentation of alternate lines and dots, gives a 
possible clue to the identity of the scene i.e. the figure may be wearing an agricultural 
labourer's smock of a type that existed until comparatively recently. If this interpretation 
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is correct the scene may be an agricultural one, possibly an occupation/labour of a month 
(see discussion). 
There is a compass point mark at the right shoulder of the figure. The over-long left arm 
is bent at the elbow, the lower arm is reaching out and pointing slightly downwards, the 
fingers of the left hand are represented by a series of scored lines, the rest of the arm is 
decorated with a series of alternate pecked dots and pecked lines, and so is the right arm, 
which is also bent at the elbow; here the lower arm is bent upwards and is supporting a 
large bulky object above the figure's head. The fingers of the right hand are also 
represented by a series of scored lines. 
The head points slightly downward, facial features are reduced to a minimum as usual, 
details include a rounded chin with a prominent chin line, the mouth is indicated by a 
simple scored line with lips, and the nose, which is slightly more prominent than on other 
Gloucester tablesmen figures, is reminiscent of a nasal piece of a spangenhelm. The 'line' 
of the nose continues up and around the face to form the edge of the ?hair. No eyes are 
indicated, again in common with many other tablesmen figures. 
On the side of the figure's head are a series of scored lines which meet at several points 
on the figure's head; about five of these triangular marks can be discerned. It is unclear 
what these marks represent but they are probably associated with the object the figure is 
carrying and the activity which is being performed, as they do not appear on any of the 
other Gloucester tablesmen figures. 
Despite the excellent state of preservation of this tablesmen the identity of the object 
carried remains a matter of some debate. The object itself is large and curved, pointing 
downwards on each side of the head under its own weight which may indicate flexibility; 
the outside edge of the object comes into contact with the inside edge of the tables men, 
about one-third of the entire circumference of the tablesmen frame. The object tapers to 
a point at each end and appears to be held above the right shoulder of the figure, as part 
of the object is obscured by the figure's head. However, it could be that there was 
insufficient room to show the object being held right above or on top of the head, so the 
artist as a compromise has portrayed the object being held above the right shoulder. The 
rest is decorated with a series of alternate 'line and dot' ornamentation, part of which, 
again, is obscured by the figure's head; it is not known whether this ornamentation, which 
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follows the curve of the object, is meant to represent some surface detail of the object, 
or is merely some indifferent ornamentation similar to the alternate line and dot pattern 
on the figure. 
The object gives the impression of bulk and weight, it is supported and held in the figure's 
right hand - it is unclear whether the object was meant to be held above the right 
shoulder or on top of the head and whether the limitations of space have caused the object 
to be held in the position it is in. 
DISCUSSION 
Several themes have been suggested for this scene, one religious, the rest agricultural. (2) 
The religious scene suggested by Dr. A. B. Cottle (personal communication) is Samson 
and the Gates of Gaza(3), the theme of which has quite a few parallels in early mediaeval 
art, especially in manuscripts. 
For example the Old Testament manuscript made in Paris c.1250 (now in the New York, 
Pierpont Morgan Library) depicts Samson quite clearly with gates on his shoulder. The 
story was also a popular theme for the mediaeval misericords, for example, a misericord 
at Ripon Cathedral depicts Samson supporting one part of a gate on his right shoulder 
whilst another part of the gate is tucked under his right arm.[4] In the scenes of Samson 
and the Gates of Gaza, the gates are usually supported on the shoulder or tucked under 
the arms, but the object that is on this tablesmen is neither supported on the shoulder nor 
tucked under the arm, and is also not carried straight as would be expected with an object 
like a door, although the alternate line and dot ornament on the object could be interpreted 
as lines of planks and nail heads. 
However, the interpretation of the theme using Samson and the Gates of Gaza cannot be 
dismissed absolutely as another scene from the life of Samson is depicted on Tablesmen 
11 - Samson and· the Timnath Lion. 
The writer considers that the scene depicted is some form of agricultural or food gathering 
activity; four possibilities are discussed below, with the most likely being discussed last. 
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One suggestion proposed is that the agricultural activity is the broadcasting of seed; the 
object above the figure's shoulder represent a scattering of seed, each pecked dot 
representing a seed.[S] The writer feels that this interpretation is incorrect, because there 
is no evidence of a seed pouch which would be carried or suspended around the figure's 
neck, and secondly that when that seed is broadcast it is scattered in front of the sower 
not over the shoulder, so that the sower could ensure an even scatter of seed and the seed 
could be trodden into the soil. An example of this activity can be clearly seen in an early 
12th-century calendar now in St. John's College, Cambridge (MS B20), where the 
occupation! labour of October is represented by a bearded man broadcasting seed in front 
of him - he also wears a pouch of seed suspended from his neck (Fig. 143). 
Watkins (1985, 54-56),[6) suggests that the object being carried is a boat, the lines and 
dots on the object indicating planks and nails, the carved profile representing the shape 
of the boat; the figure therefore may be wearing a fisherman's smock. This would appear 
to be a plausible interpretation, but there are some difficulties inherent in it. First, the 
'boat' is either resting on top of the figure's head or is suspended over the right shoulder 
supported by the figure's right hand; this interpretation does not provide an explanation 
for the curious marking on the figure'S head, either. Another problem is that the 'boat' is 
very small in comparison to the figure, even allowing for the correctness of the carving. 
Finally, there are no known parallels for such a scene that the writer can find anywhere 
in early mediaeval art. In conclusion, there is insufficient evidence for such an 
interpretation. 
Other suggestions indicate a wood gatherer, again another occupation/labour of a month-
probably November, the time of year for collecting firewood in mediaeval calendars. This 
is again a possible interpretation and not out of context with occupation/labours of the 
month represented on other Gloucester tablesmen, e.g. tablesmen 6, 18 and 26. The 
object held by the figure could be a bundle of firewood; the lines on this object could 
represent the edges of individual logs/ branches. However, the pecked dots cannot be as 
easily explained away if the figure is carrying a bundle of wood; it is odd that it is being 
carried on top of the figure's head or possibly supported in mid-air over the figure's right 
shoulder because usually bundles of firewood are portrayed as being supported on the 
figure'S back. Examples of the wood-gatherer are numberous in early mediaeval calendar; 
again, the St. Johns College manuscript (MS B20) has a wood-gatherer representing the 
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month of December. Here the figure is carrying firewood on his back with the aid of a 
pitchfork (Fig. 143). 
Another manuscript example in the Laurentian Library, Florence (MS Acq. e doni 181, 
11th-century), has the wood-gatherer representing the month of January; here the 
collector is sitting on a bundle of wood warming his hands in front of a fire(7]. 
Another scene on a tablesmen now in the British Museum (Dalton No. 171) has a figure 
carrying firewood (a possible labour usually representing November or December) 
alongside the astrological symbol for March - Aries the Ram, possibly an error on the 
point of the carverl8] (Fig.144). 
One final possibility discussed here, again another occupation !labour of a month, is 
associated with another agricultural activity - harvesting, associated with the months of 
August or September. One idea proposed is that the figure may be thrashing a sheaf of 
com, by first raising and then striking the ground with it, to separate the grain from the 
chaff. However in all the scenes which include threshing in mediaeval calendarsl9] the 
threshing of wheat, etc., is performed with a flail used to strike the gathered sheaves on 
the threshing floor. This was the method universally employed prior to mechanisation, 
and it is therefore unlikely that any other method would be used. 
Another activity associated with the harvesting month, which is possibly the activity 
depicted on this tablesman, is the gathering of the wheatsheaves after the crop has been 
cut. The object the figure is carrying on the tablesman could well be a sheaf of wheat or 
some other crop. The shape could be accounted for by the sheafs bending down at each 
end because of its weight; the carved lines could be the bundles of ?wheat, though it is 
difficult to account for the rows of pecked dots, for which there is no explanation at 
present. The peculiar triangular marks on the figure's head could be strands of wheat, 
etc., which have come loose from the main sheaf - if it is being supported on the figure's 
head; it would be more difficult to explain if the sheaf is being supported over the figure's 
right shoulder as suggested above. Alternatively, the peculiar marks may represent some 
form of head garment used to protect the head, if something was being supported on top 
of it such as a sheaf of corn (see further discussion below). 
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Although there are many examples of cutting wheat and threshing used in early mediaeval 
calendars, examples of the actual carrying of wheatsheaves remain comparatively few. 
An 11th-century copy of an even earlier calendar now in the British Library (MS Cotton 
Tiberius B.V part 1) has a scene of harvesting, gathering and stacking of a crop of wheat 
used to represent the month of June, (Fig. 145) an error on the copyist's part, as the 
original calendar from which it was certainly copied has the same scene used to represent 
the correct month - August (earlier manuscript also in the British Museum: MS Cotton 
Julius A. VI C.8v). The scene depicts peasants in their working smocks performing the 
usual activities associated with harvesting, the figure carrying the wheatsheaf is holding 
it rather awkwardly, supported by the right arm, not on top of the head or shoulder. One 
of the calendar reliefs on the portal of the Church of Ste. Madeleine, Vezelay (c.1125) 
depicts a figure lifting a large wheatsheaf and about to carry it off (Fig. 146). What is 
particularly interesting is that the figure is wearing some form of head garment which 
extends down the back of his neck, possibly copied from a live model; the head garment 
would have been used to protect the head if it was being used to support the wheatsheaf; 
perhaps the marks on the tablesman figure's head represent a similar garment. 
One early 12th-century calendar illustration in the St. Albans Psalter[lO) has, representing 
the month of August, a seated and unusually a rather well-dressed figure within a 
roundel, supporting a wheatsheaf in his outstretched arms (Fig. 147). 
The interpretation of this theme remains a difficult task because of the way the artist has 
portrayed the carried object; the line and dot ornamentation hinders rather than helps, as 







See Appendix 1 for the archaeological background to the Gloucester Tabulae Set. 
Watkins, MJ., Gloucester: The Normans: And Domesday, (Friends of Gloucester 
City Museum, 1985) . 
... "Samson lay in bed till midnight; and when midnight came he rose, seized hold 
of the two doors of the city gate and the two posts, pulled them out bar and all, 
hoisted them on to his shoulders and carried them to the too of the hill east of 
Hebron." (Judges 16:3 New English Bible). 
My thanks to Dr. A.B. Cottle, for pointing these examples out to me. 
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[5] The interpretation for the seed sower was originally suggested by Mr. David 
Sorrell, of the Derbyshire Museum Services. 
[6] Gp. Cit. note [2]. 
[7] Webster, J.e., The Labours of the Months ... , Reprint (1970, 134). Webster 
suggests that the object the figure is sitting on is a bundle of straw; the writer 
thinks it is more likely to be the firewood stove and that the artist concerned has 
combined two occupations in one, i.e. the wood-gatherer and sitting in front of the 
fire. 
[8] Mann, V.B., Romanesque Ivory Tablesmen, (Fine Art Dept., University of New 
York, Unpublished PhD dissertation), (1977), 240-241, No.66. 
[9] Gp. Cit. note [7]. Webster has many illustrated examples of the threshing scene 
used as a calendar occupation / labour, including the examples quoted in the text. 
[10] Pacht, O. et ai., The St. Albans PsalterLAlbani Psalter, (1960). 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 11 
46.10 mm - 46.30 mm 
45.30 mm - 45.60 mm 
9.50 mm 
6.00 mm 
34.00 mm (average) 
3.00 mm 
Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), Antler pedicel. 
CONDITION 
Fair, some erosion, cellular structure of pedicel has been enlarged giving a 'honeycomb' 
appearance in some places. Erosion is probably due to local acidic conditions in the pit 
where it was found. 
ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
Some redlbrown staining which may have been possibly original staining of the 
tablesman. There is a compass/lathe mark at the centre of the upper surface. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: The usual undulating ribbon ornamentation has been reduced to two 
rows of 'pecking' around the entire border of the tablesmanll1 . 
This pecking takes the form of small triangular nicks created by flicking out pieces of 
bone with a sharp metal point whilst the bone disc was rotated in the hand. It is crude 
workmanship and gives the appearance of being unfinished. This type of decoration could 
be considered as 'undulating ribbon only in the crudest sense'l21. 
Motif: (Fig. 148) A human figure is shown standing facing left astride an animal also 
facing left; the figure is pulling the animal's jaws apart with its hands. 
The animal is a large quadruped; it has cloven feet, with the left foreleg braced against 
the frame of the tablesman as are the hind legs (the left hind leg is mostly hidden behind 
the left leg of the human figure). The right foreleg is raised up at 90 degrees to the rest 
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of the legs, as though the animal is struggling - this leg is also braced against the frame 
of the tablesman, giving added structural strength to the scene[3]. 
The animal has a thickened torso and simple head mostly obscured by the hands of the 
human figure which are pulling the animal's large jaws apart. There is no evidence for 
a tail. Erosion has worn holes in the body of the animal (see condition of tablesman). 
Despite simple carving an identity is suggested for the animal - a lion; for reasons see 
discussion. The figure which stands astride the lion is probably a man. The left leg is 
visible, it has a thickened thigh which gradually tapers down to form the lower leg and 
foot, which appears to join and form part of the right rear hind leg of the lion. The 
human figure has perhaps a loin cloth around the left buttock - this area is partially 
eroded and the garment is not easily distinguished. The figure has a thickset torso and 
fairly long thickened arms which bend outwards stretching towards the lion's head. The 
compass/lathe point is at the figure's left elbow. The hands are large and spade-like with 
massive fingers.[4) The carver here has made a rather- obvious mistake - both arms and 
hands are shown on the left side of the lion, perhaps it was deliberate, to give greater 
emphasis to the struggle being portrayed. The jaw of the lion is being prised open by the 
massive hands albeit in such a difficult way as to prove impossible in normal 
circumstances. It is such an obvious mistake that it is unclear why the carver has 
portrayed the scene this way; perhaps a general impression was all that was needed. 
The figure'S rather squashed head sits directly on to the shoulders; no neck is visible, and 
it looks as though there was insufficient space for a neck, and the head was fitted in. 
Only by shortening the head, giving a squashed appearance, was the head fitted within the 
tablesman frame. The short squat head has a simple scored line for a mouth and a 
thickened ridge-like nose. It has thick strands of hair which (each strand picked out by 
scored lines) streams out behind the back of the head. The ends of the hair strands are 
staggered. It is the length of hair (although other tablesmen with human figures have long 
hair) that gives a possible clue to the identity of the figure - that of Samson, hero of the 
Old Testament, who was forbidden to cut his hair, eat unclean food or drink wine (Judges 
13. 2-20). The hair of the man also gives structural strength to the tablesman (as in many 
other tablesmen), an irony which the carver may have missed. 
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DISCUSSION 
Two other candidates have been considered for the above scene prior to our deciding on 
the Samson and the Timnath lion scene. The least likely candidate was Hercules and the 
struggle with the Nemean Lion, the first of the twelve tasks of Hercules. Hercules or 
Heracles as he is also known , 
".... grasped the lion by the throat.... exerted his whole mighty strength till he had 
choked the life from its body". [5) 
The animal was therefore killed by choking rull tearing the jaws apart as in depictions of 
Samson and the Timnath Lion. 
Mann (1981, 165, fig. 7a)[6) describes Hercules and the Nemean lion however, as Hercules 
tearing the lion's jaws apart. It is probable, as Hyginus suggests, that the Nemean lion 
could also represent the astronomical constellation Leo and therefore the astrological 
symbol Leo the Lion. This had led Watkins (1981)[7) to suggest the possibility that the 
theme portrayed here is the astrological symbol for Leo; this is a rather fanciful and 
incorrect idea (even though there are at least two other tablesmen that portray astrological 
symbols, Tablesman 12 and 13). It should be pointed out as before[8) that the only means 
of identifying the lion is by the entire scene, i.e. the figure of Samson as struggling with 
the lion. 
The second possible candidate considered is another of the heroes from the Old 
Testament, where David as a shepherd boy rescues a sheep from a lion's mouth -
".... David said to Saul, 'Sir, I am my father's shepherd; when a lion or bear 
comes and carries off a sheep from the flock, I go after it and attack it and rescue 
the victim from its jaws, then if it turns on me I seize it by the beard and batter 
it to death' ... " Samuel 17, 34-36[9). 
Scenes portraying the boy David struggling with the lion always show the sheep or lamb 
either in the lion's mouth about to be rescued by David or in the hands of David himself, 
having just been extracted from the lion's mouth. This is not shown in the Gloucester 
tablesman, though there are many examples of it in early mediaeval ecclesiastical art[lO). 
Occasionally David and Samson are mistaken one for another as in a late 11th-century 
Norwegian weather vane which depicts a long-haired bearded man standing astride a lion 
pulling its jaws apart. Despite no evidence of a sheep or lamb, the human figure is a 
bearded and long-haired man; Swarzenski (1974)[11) identifies the scene as David and the 
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Lion; this is incorrect for the reasons outlined below - it is Samson's struggle with the 
Timnath Lion. A scene which can be definitely identified as David and the Lion is on 
a mid 10th-century ivory cover from a psalter, possibly North Italian. The scene depicts 
David rescuing a lamb from the jaws of a lion. David is presented as a short-haired 
youthful figure without a beard; that the scene is David and the Lion is supported by other 
scenes around the lion scene in the centre, which show other episodes from the life of 
David e.g. David and Goliath. 
The third and most likely candidate for the Tablesman is Samson and his struggle with 
the Timnath lion, another story from the Old Testament -
".... Samson went down to Timnath and when he reached the vineyards there, a 
young lion came at him growling. The spirit of the Lord suddenly seized him and, 
having no weapon in his hand, he tore the lion in pieces as if it were a kid,"; 
Judges 14, 5-7.112] 
Samson is usually portrayed tearing the jaws of the lion_ apart standing astride the animal. 
Mann (1977)[13] discusses parallels and contrasts between the labours of Hercules and 
Samson. Lives of these two heroes are frequently found on Tablesmen; these are suitable 
subjects for portraying on gaming pieces - the struggle and excitement of combat, even 
though in a less energetic form such as a game of tables. In a later paper Mann (1981)[14] 
suggests that Samson and the Timnath lion motifs may have influenced subsequent 
representations of Hercules and the Nemean lion, e.g. the similarity in size of lion, the 
garments worn by the hero and the method of killing the lion - by pulling its jaws apart. 
Later representations of the three heroes were often confused. But all had the same 
allegorical meaning, so it was up to the craftsman, his skill, his knowledge of the stories, 
and whether he was bothered about the details of the hero. Mann (1977, op. cit. fig. 7a) 
calls the figure on the tablesman Hercules but in footnote 42 admits the possibility that 
it could be the Samson motif also, as both heroes were to be considered as one and the 
same in some contexts. 
To the early church the story of Samson and the Lion typified: 
".... an antetype of Christ triumphant over the devil or death and a representative 
of sinners and infidels who killed the lion which is symbolic of Judah ,,[15]. 
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Schapiro (1963) discusses Samson in terms of: 
" .... a legendary figure of human force, a hero who overcomes beasts and human 
enemies as is seen in many literatures of primitive and barbaric peoples ,,[161. 
Many examples of the Samson and the Timnath lion are to be found in early Mediaeval 
art; they include SCUlptures on tympana above church doorways, e.g. the tympanum at the 
church of St. Mary Magdalene, Stretton Sugwas, Herefordshire, c.1150, (Fig. 149); here 
the carver has portrayed Samson astride the lion with the left hand pulling down on the 
lion's jaw; oddly though, the right arm is curving around the top of the lion's head and 
grasping the lion's upper jaw. It is in a very odd and distorted position as though the 
carver had great difficulty portraying the Samson figure. Again, perhaps it was 
deliberately done to give greater emphasis to the scene. 
The theme was also a very popular decoration on capitals at the top of columns within 
churches also: France has many examples of this dating to the 12th century. The theme's 
popularity appears to have declined during and after the 13th century. Noteworthy French 
examples of the Samson theme include capitals at Autun, (Fig. 150) where Grivot and 
Zamecki (1961) have described such a scene: 
".... On the east face of the fourth pier of the south arcade is carved one of the 
favourite subjects of Romanesque sculpture. Samson, unarmed, sits astride a lion 
and breaks its jaws with his bare hands,,[17I. 
Other French examples on capitals are to be found at Prahecq (Deux-Sevres), Anzy-Le-
Duc (Saone-et-Loire), and Moutiers-St. Jean, (Fig. 151). The few examples mentioned 
above are on capitals in the narthex and nave. Arguably one of the finest examples of the 
Samson and lion theme decorates a roofboss from Keynsham Abbey in Somerset dated 
to c.1170-1180 (Fig. 152). 
Although the majority of examples of these themes in early mediaeval ecclesiastical art 
are found in stone, a bias due to the relatively indestructible nature of the stone, there are 
nevertheless examples in other media, including metalwork, e.g. an inhabited scrollwork 
figure of Samson and the lion in silver-gilt from the shrine of the three kings, Cologne 
Cathedral, from the workshop of Nicholas of Verdun, (c. 1190-1230); see Swarzenski 
(1974)[181• 
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Another example of an illuminated manuscript with the theme is an initial in MS 16, 
F.30f (12th-century), Pembroke College, Cambridge. 
The Samson and the Lion theme can be found in nearly every material in early Mediaeval 
Ecclesiastical art, its popularity due to the theme's allegorical significance. Many stories 
were attached to the theme with the message of good overcoming evil. The stories of 
Samson in the Old Testament were frequently compared to the life of Christ in the New 
Testament. The Samson and the Lion struggle foreshadows Christ's descent into hell 
where he broke open the gates of hell and released the first of the just of the ancient 
law[19]. 
As the Samson and the Lion theme is common in early mediaeval ecclesiastical art, it is 
not surprising to find the theme in early mediaeval secular art, and this includes gaming 
pieces. Scenes from the life of Samson are a popular iconographic theme for portraying 
on gaming counters. Mann (1977)[11)] identifies out of a list of 213 tablesmen, eleven 
possible Samson themes, of which three tablesmen depict Samson and the Timnath lion. 
The three tablesmen include one well-known example in morse ivory (Fig. 153), now in 
the Kestner Museum, Hanover, (Mann, 1977, No. 97). Here Samson tears open the mouth 
of the lion, the scene being identified by an inscription on the border of the gaming piece 
which reads - "Samson hunc fortem fortis viceratq(ue) leone(m) " (and the strong Samson 
had conquered this strong lion)[21]. 
The other gaming pieces include very similar themes. One piece (Mann, 1977, No. 128), 
now in the Museum Fur Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg, again in morse, depicts Samson 
and the Lion struggling, both facing left within a border of indented circles separated by 
vertical fillets. 
The last gaming piece described by Mann (1977, No. 212) is again in morse, and is in the 
National Museum, Copenhagen. Samson here stands astride the lion and rends its jaws, 
the legs of the lion are reared in the struggle, cross hatching fills the area around the 
figure, and the piece has a plain border. 
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To these three gaming pieces depicting Samson and the Lion can now be added a fourth, 
the Gloucester tablesman. 
Apart from gaming pieces, the theme is popular on the 12th-century Aquamaniles. There 
were probably many representations of the theme in mediaeval art which have either been 
destroyed or were in more perishable material, e.g. wood, long since gone. However, the 
theme survives in astrology as the symbol Leo and in present day tarot cards, (which 
originated in the 14th century after the theme went out of popular use in churches); card 
No. 11 portrays a human figure struggling with a lion sometimes shown having its jaws 
pulled open by the human. The inscription fortitude is also on the card again, good 
overcoming evil. Indeed, fortitude is one of the cardinal virtues, which are usually 
personified by women, but not in the case of fortitude on the tarot card, which often has 
a man astride a lion - the reason why is unclear. 
The Samson and the Lion theme is one of the most common in early Mediaeval art; it is 
therefore not surprising to find a portrayal on one of the Gloucester tablesmen. 
Theophilus, the 12th-century monk, craftsman and author of "On Divers Arts" writes, 
" .... also made in the same work, in the centre of gold or silver cups and platters, 
are knights fighting against dragons or else lions or griffins fighting, the figure 
of Samson or David tearing the jaws of lions.... or anything else you like that is 
also appropriate or fit to the size of the work". 








This phenomenon has been observed on other tablesmen i.e. 18 and 20. 
There had been some discussion as to whether this type of decoration is 
sufficiently different as to suggest that tablesmen displaying such ornamentation 
are from a different 'set'. However the writer thinks this is unlikely. (See later 
discussion). 
Where this figure is portrayed elsewhere the right foreleg is always raised up in 
this position - struggling. 
The style of hands is similar to those portrayed on other tablesmen figures. The 
style will be discussed in a later chapter. 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 12 
45.40 mm - 45.90 mm 





Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), Antler pedicel. 
CONDmON 
Good, some staining and concretions. The background of the disc is partially broken 
through, where the bone is thinnest - owing to the spongy nature of the bone. 
ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
Surface of disc pierced at centre by ?compass/lathe point. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: Undulating ribbon ornamentation, regular and compact, repeated 
uniforml y around border. 
Motif: (Fig. 154) A human figure portrayed facing forward with raised lower arms. The 
fingers of each hand appear clenched together with thumbs pointing upwards. The figure 
wears a garment which covers the upper arms, chest (it has a 'V' neckline), abdomen and 
lower half of the body, where it fans out from the figure's waist giving the appearance of 
a dress[l) - a probable indication that the figure shown is female. The dress is decorated 
with a series of lines and dots which is repeated to conform to the shape of the garment(2). 
The figure's head sits slightly askew on a tall thin neck, the head being rounded and 
simple, bearing rudimentary eyes(3), nose and mouth indicated by a few simple lines. The 
?hair is curled at the ends on each side of the head, possible additional evidence for the 
figure's being a female. The figure wears some kind of headdress, its decoration being 
a series of near vertical 'cuts' arranged across the front, dividing it up and giving it a 
serrated profile - it is probably a crown. 
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A 10th-century Spanish bone casket lid has a series of panels portraying scenes from the 
life of Christ in which some royal figures are shown wearing crowns very similar to the 
crown on this tablesman(4). 
The overall image has a rather flat appearance and a simple design. However the carver 
thought he was conveying the right image, a royal, perhaps holy, woman, so that the 
person using the gaming piece may have recognised the figure immediately. 
DISCUSSION 
The descriptive details outlined above give important clues as to the meaning of this 
interesting motif. Consider, first, the dress style of the figure - indicating a woman, the 
crowned head - a person of royal or possibly holy importance. The final, most singular 
important clue as to the meaning of the motif is the attitude of the figure's arms, upraised 
in what is known as the 'Orans' position[5], the ancient attitude of prayer, of great 
significance in late Roman - early mediaeval art. The 'Orans' attitude is thought to have 
originated from pagan Egypt and gained popularity with the order of Deaconesses of the 
Eastern church. Examples of 'Orans' have been found on the walls of the catacombs in 
Rome, while a more public example in Rome may be seen in the Ascension, carved in 
wood on the 5th-century doors of Santa Sabina in Rome. (6) 
The figure portrayed on the tablesman has the hands shown clenched. This is probably 
an error by the carver, possibly because of lack of space within the frame of the gaming 
piece. All 'Orantes' are shown with palms open in an attitude of submissiveness; there 
are numerous examples of this in early mediaeval art, one of the best examples being the 
late 11th-century panel in the Musee de Cluny, Paris, portraying St. Menas, a later copy 
of a 6th-century panel displaying the same theme at Milan in the Museo d'Arte Antica. 
(Lasko, 1972, pI. 149 and 148). 
There is a possible connection between the female garb shown on some male 'Ora ntes , 
figures which ought to be indicated. Male 'Orantes' are usually portrayed in female garb, 
possibly because the Latin for 'soul' is Anima, a feminine noun. There is a Romano-
British example (one of the earliest known representations) from the 4th-century 
Lullingstone villa in Kent. The painted 'Orans' from the chapel wall shows a male figure 
in female clothing. 
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However, we have further supportive evidence for the tablesman figure's being a female, 
which is the crowned head of the figure. This evidence, taken with the 'Orans' attitude, 
gives us an identity for the figure. The crown, which has always been the symbol for 
sovereignty, is also the symbol of martyrdom, but .... 
"J.Vhen it is placed on the head of the Virgin, it is as the Queen of Heaven .... " 
(Jameson, 1900, 28-30). 
The most likely identity for the figure portrayed on the tablesman is the Virgin Mary 
crowned as Queen of Heaven. The Virgin is frequently portrayed in early mediaeval art 
in the 'Orans' attitude. Continental examples include the St. Marco Virgin 'Orans' in 
Venice, the St. Sophia Mosaic of the Virgin at Kiev, with an English example in the 
11th-century Winchcombe psalter which portrays an 'Orans' Virgin in the Crucifixion 
scene[7]. 
The next question to be considered is why a religious figure is being portrayed on a 
secular object. There are two possibilities. First, the carver had a limited number of 
examples of art to work from, from either a model or his own memory; secondly, and 
perhaps more importantly, is that the figure may have had another meaning. For example, 
there is an early 12th-century fragment of stone column at Souvigny, Allier (France); as 
well as displaying 'fantastic' creatures and calendar themes, the column also displays 
astrological symbols, including the symbol for 'Virgo' .... 
" .. .. is represented as a crowned queen holding out her hands like an orante." 
(Evans 1950, pl.148, 89); 
here the inscription above the figure - 'VIRGO' - readily confirms the figure's identity 
(Fig. 155a/b). 
An example of an English 'Orans' Virgo within an astrological context may be seen at the 
late 12th-century parish church at Copford in Essex: 
"On the soffit of the arch at the entrance to the apse were depicted signs of the 
zodiac in a series of contiguous medallions .... " Tristram and Montagu (1937).[8] 
Three are in a good state, (possibly faithful Victorian restorations) viz. Leo, Cancer and 
Virgo, the last being nimbed (Fig. 156). (Virgo here is shown as a robed queen with arms 
raised in the 'Orans' position). 
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At Barfreston Church, Kent, (c.1170) a roundel above the main doolWay contains a figure 
of a female 'Orans' (Fig. 157). Interestingly other themes above the doolWay can be 
found on some of the Gloucester tablesmen - the potential significance of this will have 
to await further study. 
There is a well-sculpted relief of the Virgin or a female saint of late 11th-century date 
at St. Mauritz, Munster (Hearn 1981). The nimbed figure has its arms in an outstretched 
position - though not upright (Fig. 158). 
The representation of the 'Orans' Virgo as an astrological symbol is an interesting and 
unusual one in early mediaeval art. Brown (1886)(9), in his article on zodiacal Virgos, 
does not make any mention of 'Orans' Virgos. Examples appear to be rare, as most 
astrological calendars of the 12th century onwards appear to use the figure of an 
uncrowned young woman bearing some type of flower, occasionally a lily, which 
interestingly is an attribute of the purity of the Holy Virgin (Metford 1983), but the reason 







A style of dress very modem in appearance. It is not dissimilar to those dresses 
worn by women during the 1950s era. 
The casket lid mentioned below in the text has a panel bearing the scene - 'the 
suicide of Judas'. The figure shown hanging from a primitive scaffold (see 
tablesman 19) wears a garment on the lower half of the body which fans out to 
form a 'skirt'. Note the decoration of the skirt which is similar to that decoration 
on the skirt portrayed on this tablesman. 
This is probably the only human figure on any of the tablesmen which has 'eyes' 
indicated at all. Normally the 'eyes' have been left out completely - the reason 
why is unknown, presumably the carver thought it an unnecessary detail. There 
is no evidence to suggest that these details were painted in. 
Goldschmidt, A. Die Elfenbeinskulpturen aus der Romanischen Zeit vol. III, 
pl.xx, No. 78, Berlin (1926) (reprinted 1975). 
a. 'Orans', from the latin Orare, "to pray". (Q.E.D.). 
b. "The name Orans or Orant designates a figure in the attitude of prayer, 
with arms outstretched in the manner which was common to the Jews and 
Gentiles and was accounted by the church as particularly significant 
because it recalled the position of the Saviour on the cross." From 
Lourie, W. Christian Art and Archaeology, London (1901), 201. 
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c. Metford (1983) defines 'Orans' as "a female figure standing up with arms 
outstretched." It is assumed to represent the soul of the departed Christian 
interceding in Heaven for those left behind on earth. 
[6] The 'Orans' figures remained popular in the Eastern Roman empire after the first 
Christian emperor, Constantine, shifted his court to Byzantium (later called 
Constantinople) in AD 313. The 'Orans' attitude remains in use to the present day 
in the Middle East, whereas it hardly exists in Western Europe, where it was 
replaced by the present 'hands together' stance. 
[7] Kondakov, N Iconography of the Virgin St. Petersburg (1914), discusses the 
Virgin 'Orans' at length in chapter 11. He uses numerous examples, nearly all of 
Eastern European origin (a pre-revolution text in Russian). 
[8] Tristram and Montagu, B. 'Wall Paintings in Essex Churches: V. Copford church 
and its wall paintings', from Transactions of the Essex Archaeological Society Vol. 
XXI, no.55 (1937). 
[9] Brown, R. 'Remarks on the Zodiacal Virgo ... ' from The Yorkshire Archaeological 
and Topographical Journal, Vol. IX (1886). 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 13 
44.50 mm - 44.70 mm 





Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), Antler pedicel. 
CONDmON 
Fair, moderate erosion of the cellular structure of the bone has given the gaming piece a 
'honeycombed' appearance - in some areas the bone has been completely eroded away, 
especially where the gaming piece is thinnest. The tablesman also exhibits extensive 
redlbrown staining, possibly attributable to the environment in which the Tables set was 
found[l). 
ADDmONAL REMARKS 
The surface of the tablesman is pierced at the centre by a compass point mark. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: A fairly regular undulating ribbon ornamentation which varies only 
slightly in degrees of compactness and regularity(21• 
Motif: (Fig. 159) A simple motif of an animal - belonging to the group Amphibia; it is 
either a frog or a toad; though it has a more rounded squat appearance more attributable 
to a toad than a frog; it is unlikely that the artist would have bothered to differentiate 
between the two (see discussion). 
The creature is displayed spread out with front and hind legs tucked in, in order to keep 
the animal within the frame of the tablesman, even though all limbs come into contact 
with the frame, giving added structural strength to the figure. The extremities of the 
limbs are splayed out, giving a webbed appearance to the feet; individual areas of the 
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webbed feet are separated by scored lines. The webbed feet give supportive evidence for 
the creature's being an amphibian. The legs are thick and short, for reasons given above 
and the body is thickened and rounded. The body is decorated with 'pecking'( especiall y 
around the head) although difficult to make out owing to surface erosion. 
The head is thick and rounded; no eyes are shown, in common with many other tablesmen 
figures, both animal and human. A single scored line following the curve of the head 
represents the mouth, and it is because the mouth is shown in this way, it has caused 
some speculation as to whether the underside of the creature is shown; it was possibly a 
whim of the carver to show the mouth this way and in order to display at least some sort 
of embellishment to the head rather than nothing at all. Normally the creature (frog/toad 
here seen from above) would not have a visible mouth. 
DISCUSSION 
The motif of the frog/toad is not common in early mediaeval art, at least not on its own. 
Few examples exist on sculptures and in manuscripts, and usually they form additional 
figures to much larger scenes. 
In rare cases when the frog/toad is displayed on its own in sculpture it usually represents 
the astrological symbol Scorpio. Mediaeval craftsmen in northwest Europe had no idea 
what a scorpion looked like so they used a frog/toad or a lizard, e.g. the fragmentary 
calendar pillar at Souvigny, where the word 'Scorpio' appears above the carving of a 
lizard; or a frog/toad (Fig. 160) on the late 12th-century lead font at Brookland, Kent, 
where amongst the calendar and astrological scenes is a frog with a spike on its rear (the 
sting of a scorpion) with the word 'Scorpio' above (Fig. 161). A continental example 
exists at San Isidoro, Leon, where above the spandrel of the western portal, amongst other 
reliefs, is a frog/toad with a spike at its rear (a sting) within a roundel. This carving, 
along with the others, appears to have been displaced from the original context. It should 
be pointed out, however, that there is no sign of a spike representing the sting of a 
scorpion on the amphibian represented on this tablesman. 
The symbolism of the frog/toad has its origins in prehistory, where it then had a special 
significance as a symbol of fertility. The frog/toad was known as Baubo - the goddess 
of regeneration. She was known as the life giver and usually assumed the shape of the 
frog/toad; many examples have been found, usually as small votive objects of stone or 
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made out of clay in the central and east Balkans at sites which include Starcevo, Vinca 
and Karanovo; the figures usually have outstretched limbs occasionally with a pubic 
triangle added. The head is left as a stump or entirely left out. 
These primitive votive figurines also bear a close resemblance to statuettes of the great 
goddess from Hacilar (west central Anatolia c. 6th-century B.C.). In prehistory the 
human foetus was considered to be a toad that had crawled into the womb, hence the 
symbol for fertility. Amulets and brooches bear the symbol of the frog/toad throughout 
classical antiquity, when frog and toad symbols were painted on amphorae or made of 
bronze or amber. 
These frog and toad symbols have persisted through to the modem day in more remote 
regions of the world where superstitions are still preserved in folklore; small votive 
objects in the shape of a frog/toad are still carried by infertile women in these areas[5]. 
In northwestern Europe the frog/toad is a symbol of fertility and was therefore a good 
luck charm to ward off the evil eye[6]. 
They were allocated new meanings by the church in order to teach an essentially illiterate 
society the way of christianity. The church merely 'twisted' the meanings of the frog/ toad 
from one of fertility to one of lust and lasciviousness or just evil. For example, the frog 
could be considered as a symbol of evil because frogs were one of the plagues of Egypt[7]. 
However, as opposed to this, the frog hibernated in the winter and reappeared in the 
spring, so it could signify the Resurrection. 
The toad was considered as a loathsome creature, an inhabitant of hell, and was frequently 
associated with witches. Where scenes of hell are portrayed, toads are shown crawling 
over the sexual organs of wanton women and also of women who refused their husbands 
their marital rights. 
Jerman (1986)[8] discusses luxuria motifs in some detail and describes carvings of female 
figures in churches. These female figures usually have snakes chewing at their breasts, 
in some cases the snakes are replaced by toads e.g. a 12th-century design on the archivolt 
at the church of Ste. Croix, Bordeaux, shows what is at least one frog/toad gnawing at the 
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left breast of a long-haired female (Fig. 162), whilst another example on a capital at 
Blesle, Haute-Loire has a toad/frog issuing from the mouth of a demon and biting at a 
naked female's right breast (Fig. 163). 
Frogs and toads are usually portrayed as additional figures in large scenes, especially on 
representations of hell's mouth or cauldron; e.g. the 12th-century carving of Hell's 
Cauldron at York shows frogs/toads, lizards and snakes described as biting at human souls 
(?heretics); one of the demons has frogs crawling into its nostrilsl91 • 
At the parish church of St Nicholas, Studland, in Dorset, there may be the remains of a 
frog/toad decorating one of the corbels; much of the carving has been broken away and 
it is difficult to discern. However, it is interesting to note that a pair of lovers is 
portrayed on one of the other corbels on the same church - a theme which is portrayed 
on tablesman 8. 
The symbolism of frogs and toads is obvious in early mediaeval art. They were often 
considered as: 
"unclean spirits or heretics who, wallowing in vilest sensuality, do not cease to 
snarl with vain croaking" (MS Harley 4751, British Library). 
The symbolism survived well after the Middle Ages as portrayed by Hieronymus Bosch 
(c. 1450-1516), whose tabletop painting of the Seven Deadly Sins has a naked female 
sitting on the ground, a frOg/toad covering her genitalia, and the word 'luxuria' written 
beside her (Fig. 164 )flOl. 
As stated already, however, individual representations of frogs and toads are rare in early 
mediaeval art except where they might be used to represent the astrological symbol 
Scorpio. Romanesque bestiary illustrations of frogs and toads are rare, but there is one 
at least in one 12th-century bestiary preserved at Cambridge University Libraryllll. Frogs 
and toads were considered basically the same creature: 
"Some frogs are aquatic, some pertain to the marshes, some are called toads 
because they live in bramble bushes and these are larger than the others. "[121, 
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If frogs and toads were considered as the same creature in Mediaeval art perhaps an 
attempt to differentiate between the two would now be wrong in the example on this 
tablesman. 
There are no other examples (that the writer could find) of frogs or toads in Romanesque 
bestiaries [13) and later pictorial representations are poor and small; examples, however, 
survive in some misericords of which examples exist at Edlesborough Church in 
Buckinghamshire, two others at St. George's Chapel, Windsor, and the forepart of a toad 
(with pimple on back), emerging from beneath a leaf on a misericord at Exeter Cathedral 
dated c. 1260-70. However, these are much later examples than the motif on this 
tablesman. 
In conclusion, one can say that in early mediaeval art frogs and toads were essentially the 
same creature - to the artisans at least. They were usually considered as symbols of lust 
where shown on or in close proximity to female nudes[I4]. 
Frogs/toads were often part of larger scenes depicting hell, where they are shown 
attacking heretics being expelled from the demons' mouths - here the meaning is obvious: 
where single frog/toads are portrayed, as on this tablesman, they are purely decorative, 








See Appendix 1 for the archaeological background to the Gloucester Tables Set. 
On this tablesman, it is a more regular uniform decoration than on many other 
tablesmen; it appears that more care has been taken with this tablesman. 
Watkins, MJ. Gloucester: The Normans and Domesday, pl. vii, (Friends of 
Gloucester City Museum), (1985), 46-47. 
Information based on personal communication with Mr. James Jerman, whose 
comments are here gratefully acknowledged. 
Gimbutas, M. Gods, Goddesses of Old Europe, (1974), 174-179. Also Pansa, 
G. Miti, Leggende et Superstizioni dell' Abruzzo, Forni, Bologna, (1970), 94-100. 
Jerman comments, " .... Hecate, the Moon Goddess, was confused with the 
Egyptian Goddess Heke - T, whose sacred attribute was the frog symbol of fertility 
(Heke - T has a frog head). Frog and toad amulets proliferate throughout the 
Graeco - Roman period they may be made out of silver and attached to a lunar 
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crescent (frogs and toads also symbolised moonlight because they croaked at 
night). The symbols were powerful against the evil eye. In the Christian period, 
some people argued that as the frog/ toad was ugly, misshapen and grotesque, it 
represented man in his nudity which caused laughter, which in turn removed envy 
and evil. Later amulets had the frog/toad replaced by a Saint sitting on the 
crescent e.g. St. Donato." 
[7] Exodus 8 vs. 1-15, " .... The Nile shall swarm with them. They shall come up from 
the river into your bedroom and onto your bed .... " 
[8] Weir, A. and Jerman, J. Images of Lust - Sexual Carvings on Mediaeval 
Churches, (1986). 
[9] Druce, G.e. 'The Symbolism of the Crocodile in the Middle Ages' in The British 
Archaeological Journal Vol LXVI, (1909). Druce (P329) argues for the creature's 
being a frog rather than a toad, but his explanation is unclear. 
[10] Gibson, S.W. Hieronymus Bosch (1979). 
[11] White, T.H. The Book of Beasts, (1984), 217. 
[12] Ibid. Rubeta means both the bramble thicket and the venomous toad which lives 
therein. These toads may be reddish or bramble coloured. 
[13] Acknowledgements and thanks are noted here to Professor George Zarnecki for 
pointing this out to me. 
[14] Hall, J. Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in Art p. 304, (1986). Hall considers 
that the toad is an attribute of death depicted in conjunction with a human skull 
or skeleton. The writer thinks this applied to later art, as no representation could 
be found of the frog/toad in this context during the early mediaeval period. 
[15] The above discussion is partially based on conversations with Mr. Brunsdon Yapp, 
who quoted severpl later mediaeval examples of frogs and toads. His comment 
on the frog/ toad on this tablesman is that it was for decorative purposes only and 
did not have a relationship with the game at all. 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 14 
44.86 mm - 45.00 mm 





Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), Antler pedicel. 
CONDmON 
Good, though has a worn surface and edges. The background is broken through in two 
places (it is the thinnest of the tablesmen). Damage is also due to erosion widening 
cellular structure of the antler pedicel. 
ADDmONAL REMARKS 
The tablesman has extensive red and brown staining which may not be attributable to the 
soil conditions of the pit in which it was found. The surface of the tablesman is pierced 
at the centre by compass and/or lathe point. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: A fairly irregular undulating ribbon ornamentation. 
Motif: (Fig.165) A creature, half quadruped with a human torso, arms and head. The 
creature is facing right in a three-quarter profile position, and is about to loose a broad-
barbed arrow from a long bow. The lower half of the creature has the legs, torso and tail 
of a ?horse; the carver has used the frame of the tablesman for the creature to brace its 
legs against[l]. The front legs, which have cloven feet, are braced together jutting forward 
as the creature is about to loose the arrow; the rear stocky hind legs, which also have 
cloven feet, are planted together to steady the body. The tail extends out behind the body 
and comes into contact with the frame of the tablesman. 
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Despite its simplicity, this 'horse' half of the figure displays a strength and vitality which 
is lacking in many of the human figures and animals on other tablesmen[2]. The ?horse 
torso is fleshy and rounded which contrasts with the thin human half. 
The many points of contact between the figure and the frame of the tablesman gives 
added structural strength to the gaming piece. The upper half of the creature, where 
normally the neck and head of the ?horse would be, is the upper half of a human male 
figure. The sinuous curved torso is arched back; this, together with the braced legs of the 
horse half, gives the creature an overall sense of movement and strength. 
No sign of neck and shoulders is visible; the arms are long and sinuous; all of the right 
arm is visible. The lower left arm is hidden by the large right hand which has thick 
fingers splayed out in a fan shape[3]. The wrist of the right arm is pierced by a 
?compass/lathe mark. 
The head is human but grotesque, with an elongated chin, the nose is thickset and 
elongated and the mouth is extended into an almost evil grimace; the mouth is indicated 
by a series of downward pointing triangular nicks representing serrated teeth. Onl y one 
other tablesman has a creature whose mouth is indicated this way (tablesman 25).[4) 
Again, as on many of the other tables men, no eyes are portrayed. 
The hair, which is long, is swept back in a downward direction away from the back of 
the creature's head; hair tresses are marked by a series of roughly scored lines. This long 
expanse of hair again comes into contact with the frame of the tablesman for at least 20% 
of the frame. The curving flowing hair has been made to fit in within the frame, which 
serves a large area of contact with the frame, again giving considerable structural strength 
to the figure. [5] The swept-back hair also gives added vitality and movement to the figure 
as though the figure has just finished running, suddenly stopped and is bracing legs 
together with hair still billowing out behind it, adding greater emphasis to an already 
energetic carving. Together with the bow and arrow it gives an almost 'red Indian' 
appearance to the figure. Boase (1953, 101)(6], mentions long flowing hair as associated 
with villainy, 
".... the curious flying hair of the earlier drawings. The flame -like hair 
appropriate to vice and villainy is here treated, a convention which was to remain 
a feature of English 12th -century work. " 
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Here we have long hair and serrated teeth as possible associations with evil and thus 
additional clues as to the identity of the figure (see later discussion). 
The bow which the creature is holding is a long bow, each extremity touching the frame 
of the tablesman - again 'strength through contact'; the bow string is being pulled back, 
and is nearly as thick as the bow. The broad-barbed arrow is nocked ready to fire, and 
the arrow shaft seems to be an extension of the right hand index finger - perhaps 
carelessness and/or convenience on the part of the carver. Some of the bone on the 
underside of the arrow shaft has not been cut away, unless this is supposed to be the 
lower left arm of the creature; if so, the left arm is much longer than the right. The left 
hand is not visible, and again the carver may have made the same mistake as when he 
carved the archer on tablesman 17, i.e. both hands drawing on the bow string! 
The head of the arrow is of a broad-barbed type, unlike the arrow shown on tablesman 
17, and the point of the arrow touches the frame. The figure's identity is a centaur - half 
man, half horse. It is one of the more successful portrayals of any of the figures on the 
tablesmen. The movement and energy of the figure is clearly displayed; it is this which 
make the centaur one of the more eye-catching figures on any of the Gloucester set. 
DISCUSSION 
The centaur is one of the most popular images of early Mediaeval art. They are found 
in every medium, stone sculpture, ivory carving, manuscripts, embroideries and 
metalwork, etc. 
Centaurs in art are found frequently in religious contexts, which has caused various 
writers to affix a religious identity to this half-human creature, e.g. the centaur is Christ 
firing arrows of God's wrath against sin. 
Centaurs in religious contexts are not easily explained away. There is a whole range of 
centaurs which are portrayed with and without bows; this may vary from an array of 
weapons, although the bow appears to be the most common. A particularly well-known 
example is the centaur as Sagittarius on the 12th-century Hook Norton (St. Peters) Church 
font, Oxon (Fig. 166). 
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Centaurs elsewhere are portrayed with spears, e.g. at St. Mary's Church, Luppitt, Devon 
(first half of the 12th century) (Fig. 167), or even with sword and shield, e.g. on the gilt 
shrine of the Three Kings, Cologne (1190-1240). An example (though damaged) of a 
Sagittarius with a bow survives as part of the decoration on a damaged capital from 
Winchester Cathedral c.1150-1155 (Fig. 168). 
On the Bayeux 'Tapestry' (c.1070), within the borders, a centaur pulls at the tail of another 
animal, whilst in another area of the border, two centaurs with long hair have their arms 
outstretched in the 'Orans' position (Fig. 169).[8] 
Some centaurs are displayed as hair tress pullers, as in the figure of a female centaur in 
the west portal of San Michele in Lucca (c. 13th century), which is interesting as tress 
pullers and centaurs are considered as luxuria motifs separately. Mann (1977, fig. 3) 
illustrates an example dated to c.1050. 
Sometimes male and female centaurs (centauresses?) are shown kissing, (e.g. at 
Lauterbach in Germany), playing musical instruments (e.g. with a harp on a corbel at 
Maubourget, France). Centauresses are also shown sometimes suckling their young (Iffley 
Church, Oxford). There is a great variety of centaurs/centauresses in all sorts of activities. 
However, the centaur firing an arrow (usually over a rump, so the human torso is twisted 
around) seems to be the most common attitude e.g. the Hook Norton font, the tympanum 
at Cormac's Chapel, Cashel, and many more. 
Centaurs or Hippocentaurs (an old term for centaur not now commonly in use)l9] 
originated as mythical creatures which had a human trunk arising out from a horse body. 
Centaurs were violent and lascivious, but fearsome fighters. One theory is that they 
originated from a union between the Thessalian hero Ixion and a cloud in the shape of 
Zeus's wife Hera. The word centaur originally meant 'piercer', 'spearman', according to 
Liddell and Scott. Another centaur, not the offspring of Ixion and the cloud, was Chiron, 
who was the offspring of Kronos, father of Zeus, and a wood nymph called Phalyra who 
unsuccessfully tried to escape by turning into a horse. [10] 
The centaur is frequently described in bestiaries along with other animals mythical or 
otherwise. Isidore describes the centaur as:-
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".... a kind of animal the name of which indicates that it is a mixture of horse and 
man. Some say that the Thessalonians were such because when they rushed into 
battle they appeared to have a single body. " 
It is likely that this is the true origin of the centaur[lll. 
Centaurs are often portrayed as the astrological sign sagittarius - the archer in the Zodiac 
they are frequentl y found in ecclesiastical art together with their corresponding 
occupations of months. Sagittarius was and is the usual representation for November, and 
the corresponding occupation for that month is the killing of animals for salting down for 
foodl121 • The Souvigny column (early 12th-century) has a particularly fine centaur/ 
sagittarius relief complete with title amongst a series of other astrological symbols (Fig. 
170). There is little if any variation on this theme. A well known example is a 12th-
century calendar in MS B20 at St. John's College, Cambridge, (Fig. 171); the centaur/ 
sagittarius is firing an arrow over its rump, within a roundel with the words 'Sol (sun) in 
sagittario' above it. The corresponding roundel to the right has a male human poleaxing 
a pig; the"name November is written above it. Why "a centaur/ sagittarius? Halpericus 
states that:-
" .... the Egyptians gave the ninth sign for November the name Sagittarius because 
it is an animal that knows how to shoot; and that it got its name on account of the 
hail that we have in that season which causes us sores on the nose and chin ,,[131. 
Centaurs can be seen battling against each other or other mythical beasts. They are 
portrayed in Herbals, e.g. British Library MS Cotton Vitellius, CIII, where Chiron the 
centaur holds up a plant (perhaps the plant flowered during the month of Sagittarius). 
In Herbals, the shapes of plants are frequently drawn to imitate animals with similar 
names. It is likely that the illustrations of Herbals, etc., used the many available models 
already existing in classical art. 
Where the ecclesiastical authorities were concerned they could attach their own particular 
meaning, e.g. an astrological symbol or Christ fighting evil. It is an example of the early 
church adopting classical inspiration for their own particular message; mythological 
creatures such as the centaur were no exception. 
The centaur in ecclesiastical art remained popular until the 13th century, where it exists 
in more discreet areas within the church e.g. on a 13th-century misericord at Exeter 
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Cathedral depicting a centaur firing an arrow over its rump. It is suspected that depictions 
of centaurs and other mythical creatures in church art may have gone out of fashion after 
St. Bernard of Clairvaux's famous statement (c.1124) about the moral deterioration of art 
in churches, 
".... why these ridiculous monstrosities, these weird deformed beauties and these 
beautiful deformities? What are these filthy apes doing in these cloisters, these 
fierce lions, monstrous centaurs, half men ..... ,,(14). 
Though carvings and illustrations of centaurs in religious contexts during the 11th and 
12th centuries are popular, they are occasionally found in secular contexts, such as 
gaming-pieces, e.g. there is a pierced bone tablesman dated c.1050 depicting a centaur 
with elongated tail which curves over the centaur's back and is clasped in its hands 
(Mann, 1977, fig. 3). Another example of a centaur portrayed on a bone gaming-piece 
is in the Kunstgewerbermuseum in Cologne. Despite the worn appearance of this piece 
a centaur can be clearly seen turning backwards shooting a bow and arrow. Mann (1977, 
fig. 91)[15)., dates this piece to the second half of the ~ 1th century. 
No doubt there have been many other examples of centaurs in secular art which have been 
subsequently destroyed. Centaurs are common in iconography all over Britain and the 
continent. In the 20th century it is perhaps difficult to appreciate their popUlarity. That 
they are common is not questioned, and it is not surprising to find one depicted in one 
of the Gloucester tablesmen; again, it is a 'luxuria' motif to fit in well with themes on 
other tablesmen, e.g. the tress puller (tablesman 9), the two lovers (tablesman 8). 
It is perhaps dangerous to assume that the centaur has one identity, that of sagittarius the 
astrological symbol, when several possibilities exist and it could be anyone of those 
mentioned above. This carving is probably based on a model that had been long divorced 
from its original context and is now lost to us. Watkins (1985) in his catalogue of the 
Gloucester tablesmen associates the centaur as Sagittarius in an astrological context. 
An open mind must be maintained to several possible identities; personally the writer 
thinks of the centaur as a 'luxuria' motif, the long hair and pointed teeth give extra 
emphasis to the creature's being evil. This, however, may be an entirely different 
interpretation from the one assumed by the carver, the interpretation of the owner of the 
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set and even the interpretation of other players, not forgetting the person who disposed 
of the set - if it was not the owner. 













"The iconography of the centaur is no less bewildering than that of so many other 
creatures, and mythical beasts indulging in a variety of acts we can no longer 
decipher, nevertheless add to the richness of Romanesque work. While these 
indicate a faith suffused with every manner of superstition, we none the less 
admire the enthusiasm and effort that artists exerted everywhere in their service 
of God and of man .... ". 
NOTES 
The technique of using the frame of the tablesman to support the figure is used on 
many of the tablesmen. 
This is probably the best figure on any of the tablesmen. It was portrayed in full 
colour on the cover of Archaeology in Britain 1983. 
The 'fan'- or 'spade'-shaped hands are found on several tablesmen where human 
figures are portrayed. 
One other tables man has a figure with teeth possibly displayed in this way, i.e. 
tablesman 25. Again a mythical beast - a possible manticore. 
Compare with the human carrying a ?wheatsheaf on tablesman 10. The sheaf 
comes into contact with a large portion of the tablesman frame, again giving it 
great structural strength. 
Boase, T.S.R. English Mediaeval Art 1100-1216, Oxford (1953), 101. 
See tablesman 17 for further discussion of the Bow during the Mediaeval period. 
'Orans' - where a figure's arms are uplifted and palms are outstretched, in the 
ancient attitude of prayer; see also tablesman 12. 
Druce (1915), uses hippocentaur (hippo from the Greek word meaning horse) to 
differentiate it from the onocentaur which was a mythical animal that was thought 
to be part ass and part man. 
See Lloyd-Jones, Hugh Myths of the Zodiac London (1978) for a good account 
of centaurs. 
Isidore Etymologica Book XI chapter XL, further adds, " .... and so it was that the 
story of the Hippocentaur was invented, the man combined with the horse, for 
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expressing the rapid passing of human life, because it is agreed that the horse is 
an exceedingly swift animal". 
During the Pizarro's conquest of the Incas in Peru in the 16th century, the Incas 
were horrified and terrified to see men riding horses; the natives, having never 
seen a horse, let alone ridden one, thought the rider and the horse were the same 
creature. Therefore it is possible, by analogy, to assume that the legend of the 
centaur had a similar origin, i.e. the Thessalonians mentioned above. 
[12] Tablesman 29 possibly portrays a man dressing down a carcass after slaughter. 
[13] Druce (1915) quoting Philip de Thaun's Uvres des Creatures. 
[14] A full account giving quotes in discussion of centaurs appears in Druce, G.C. 
'Some abnormal and composite human forms in English church Architecture' in 
The Archaeological Journal Vol. LXX II, 2nd Series Vol. XXII (1915), 135-186. 
[15] Mann, V.B. Romanesque Ivory Tablesmen. New York University, Institute of 
Fine Arts, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, (1977). 
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Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), Antler pedicel. 
CONDmON 
Good, some surface pitting. 
ADDmONAL COMMENTS 
There is a compass point mark at the centre of the tablesman's upper surface. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: The decoration consists of an uneven undulating ribbon ornamentation 
which varies in degrees of compactness and regularity. 
Motif: (Fig.172) A thrice-coiled snake is depicted; the tail-end is expanded into a club 
tip end (as in the serpents decorating the board); two coils and the head come into contact 
with the tablesman frame, adding additional structural strength to the tablesman. The 
coils of the tablesman are decorated with pecking(2); the body immediately behind the head 
is pierced by a compass point mark. 
The head of the snake tapers almost to a point before it comes into contact with the edge 
of the frame; tapering scored lines on the head parallel to the sides of the head, with a 
further two within these, may form the jaws of the snake's head. In common with other 
tablesman figures, both animal and human, no eyes are shown(3). 
The overall image of the snake is simple but effective. The artisan has carefully carved 
the snake in order to fit within the tablesman frame, and as a result, artistically it is one 
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of the most successful motifs portrayed on the set of tablesmen. This representation is 
very similar in style to the snake ornament decorating the board, especially details 
including the club-end of the body and its pecking. This similarity in style could indicate 
that the board and counters were from the same workshop or that the artist was 
influenced by the same styles (see chapters 1 and 2). 
DISCUSSION 
The snake in early mediaeval art is usually only seen as an additional figure within a part 
of a larger scene, usually religious in inspiration. 
The early church usually attached allegorical meaning to many animals, legendary or 
otherwise, which therefore gained a special significance. In bestiaries the snake was 
known as Anguis because it, " .... can be folded and bent". Another name for the snake 
was Colubrius because it glided with serpentine scales - colubrasusl4]. 
Early authors of bestiaries often considered snakes in the same class as serpents and 
Draco (the Dragon), and all three were classed as 'mighty worms'. Draco was the 
mediaeval word for a large reptile (to which class the snake belongs). In the original New 
English Dictionary the term Dragon meant a huge serpent, a snake or a pythonl5]. This 
discussion, however, will be confined to Anguis the snake, although it should be made 
clear that the snake, serpent and sometimes dragon were classed as one and the same and 
therefore snake and serpent are perhaps synonymous in this context. 
The origin of the snake in early art pre-dates the classical period and it is considered as 
with the frog/toad on Tablesman 13 that the snake was connected with fertility of 
prehistoric man, this time as a phallic symbol, being the ultimate origin of the snake of 
Athena (the roman Minerva). It is also thought that the snake represented the earth 
personified, one of the four elements. Where a snake is portrayed with a tree (which is 
a female symbol of the renewal of the earth's vegetation) the origin lay with the fertility 
rites of the earth goddess Ishtar Astarte, usually represented as a snake encircling a tree 
trunk - this later became the serpent of the Garden of Eden in the Old Testament. 
In early christian iconography the virgin Mary may be portrayed stepping on a snake or 
the snake may be seen at the foot of the Cross in scenes of the Crucifixion. The message 
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of the symbolism is a simple one - the victory of good over evil. Where a serpent is 
portrayed in a chalice, this represents a poisoned cup, the attribute of John the Evangelist, 
or a serpent on a loaf of bread, representing poisoned food. 
The snake had many connections in classical mythology e.g. the snake-headed Medusa; 
Minos the judge of the dead in Hell had a snake's tail. The infant Hercules strangled two 
snakes, and later as a man slew the Lernaean Hydra with his club. Apollo slew a python 
with his arrows and the Persian Sibyl trod on a snake. The associations of the snake with 
classical mythology are numerous and undoubtedly provided the early christian church 
with the origins for many stories. 
Apart from religious iconography, the snake has also been used to represent the attribute 
of logic, one of the Seven Liberal Arts, also the continent of Africa, and also Asclepias 
the Greek god of medicine, perhaps because of the shedding of snake's skin which was 
thought to represent rebirth and healing. The snake is depicted entwining the staff of 
Asclepias. Where a snake is shown forming a circle with the tail in its mouth, it 
represents eternity according to ancient Egyptian custom. Later, during the roman period, 
it was connected with Saturn, who personified time, and also Janus, god of the New 
Year[5]. 
It is clear that the snake in ancient and classical art had many associations and meanings 
and could be interpreted in a number of different ways, and usually an attempt to 
understand its specific meaning is possible only if other associations or the rest of the 
scene are there also. For example, in early mediaeval art, the snake was frequently 
associated with the sin of lust, the early Church reinterpreting the original meaning of the 
snake as a fertility symbol to suit their indoctrination methods. In early mediaeval church 
sculpture, snakes were often portrayed gnawing at the breasts of naked females. Weir and 
Jerman (1986)[7] discuss snakes in this context - Femme Aux Serpents, as representations 
of lust, with sexual organs or breasts being attacked by snakes as representations of evil. 
In northwest Europe, well-known examples, especially in France, include a sculpture on 
a capital at Vezelay (Fig. 173), a rather crude SCUlpture at Toulouse Museum, originally 
from 06 (Fig. 174) and another example on the architrave above the doorway at 
Champagne (Fig. 175). There are many examples of this Femme Aux Serpents still 
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surviving despite later vandalism. Snakes and serpents are usually therefore represented 
as personifications of evil and sin in early mediaeval art. 
A curious legend in Britain associated with snakes was associated with St. Hilda. England 
at one time during the expansion of the early church was plagued by snakes, and St. Hilda 
turned most of them to stone. Later, superstitious people thought that fossil ammonites 
found frequently were these very snakes and often carved small animal heads on them. 
(It is now known that the ammonites belonged to an extinct group of animals known as 
ammonoidea, animals which died out millions of years ago, leaving their hard spiral shell 
to be preserved whilst the soft parts - the head and tentacles - quickly decomposed). The 
same story is told of the non-existent St. Keyna of Keynsham, between Bristol and Bath. 
Usually in early mediaeval art the snake is associated with other creatures or objects. 
When portrayed on their own, interpretation is difficult if not impossible, and one should 
be careful about attaching too much significance to what is there. 
Yapp (personal communication), says that individual cases of the snake portrayed on its 
own probably had a decorative purpose only, something copied from somewhere else and 
interesting enough to fill in a space elsewhere, as with the frog/toad on tablesman 13. 
Yapp also suggests, however, that the original motif had some deep underlying symbolism 
or connection with folklore - if the meaning had been handed down verbally it might 
have passed to us; though some folklore customs associated with animals still survive in 
verbal form, e.g. the black cat and the good luck associated with it if it crosses your path. 
On this particular gaming piece, as with other tablesmen, it may not be possible to 
connect any apparent symbolism of the animal with the game of Tables[91. 
Yapp agrees with the writer in that snakes and serpents are rarely found alone in Anglo-
Saxon and Romanesque art. However, there may be more unrecorded material. The art 
of possible snakes and serpents is small if taken on their own; perhaps the best example 
is the carving of an uncoiled snake on a capital in the chapel of Durham Castle (Fig. 176), 
possibly the earliest recorded carving of a snake in English Romanesque art. Other well-
known examples are the Austerfield (W. Yorks) tympanum; the Prior's doorway at Ely 
dated c.1140; the south doorway at Iftley Church, c.1175-1182; possibly a much damaged 
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one forming one of the corbels of the south doolWay of Kilpeck, c.1150 (though this is 
more like a dragon); and the Selham (Sussex) chancel capital, c.1050-1100. 
Many so-called snakes in early mediaeval art have wings, legs and even heads of 
different animals e.g. the crocodile-headed snake at Bishopstone in Wiltshire. It can be 
said that snake motifs are rare without additional wings and legs - as with the 
dragOn/snake relief above the south doolWay of Kilpeck church (Fig. 125), and perhaps 
the best early parallel in English Romanesque art is the snake carving in Durham Castle 
chapel - which happily in connection with the Gloucester tablesmen carries a late 11th-
century date. (Zarnecki, 1951) 
In conclusion, the snake on this tablesman does not have many parallels. It may carry a 
symbolism unknown to us and the motif may have originated as part of a more complex 
theme which is now lost. Looking at the motif objectively, its very simplicity makes it 
from an aesthetic point of view one of the more successful in the Gloucester Tables set[lO]. 
The snake as part of ornamental art as opposed to a single theme is discussed in Chapter 










This is wide in comparison with the width of border decoration on other 
Gloucester tablesmen, which averages only 3mm wide. 
A frequently used decoration on other tablesmen also used to decorate the bodies 
of other serpents etc. on the Tables board. 
Many of the other animals and humans on the Gloucester tablesmen do not have 
eyes portrayed; however, the reverse is true of the scenes of animals on the Tables 
board where 'kite' shaped eyes are reproduced on the snakes, winged serpents, 
dragons, dogs and boar. See Chapter 3 for further discussion. 
White, T.H. The Book of Beasts (translation of a 12th-century bestiary), 
Gloucester (1984). 
New English Dictionary. 
Hall, J. Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in Art London (1986). 
Weir, A. and Jerman, J. Images of Lust: Sexual Carvings on Mediaeval Churches 
Chapter 6, London (1986). 
Grateful thanks are noted here to Mr. Brunsdon Yapp, formerly of the University 
of Birmingham. An authority on mediaeval bestiaries, his comments on the 
animal motifs on the tables are greatly appreciated. 
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[9] See Chapter 9 for a general discussion on the Gloucester Tables set. 
[10] Any discussions on the comparisons between the snake on this tablesman and the 
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Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), possibly the frontal lobe of the skull; some suture lines were 
visible on the tablesman. 
CONDmON 
Extremely poor; severe deterioration and staining present. The tablesman is also cracked 
and there are holes which have pierced the background in one area. 
ADDmONAL INFORMATION 
The surface is pierced at the centre by a compass point. Along with a few other severely 
eroded tablesmen, it was found on the floor of the rubbish pit in the north-west quadrant. 
These badly eroded tablesmen were found below the level of the tables board; their 
condition may be attributed to localised acidic conditions within the surrounding soil[1J. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: The type of decoration is unknown OWIng to severe erOSIon. 
However, by analogy with the other tables men, the decoration may have originally 
consisted of an 'undulating ribbon' ornamentation e.g. tablesmen 1, 2 and 3, or 
alternatively an ornamentation reduced to 'two rows of pecking' e.g. tablesman 20. 
Motif: (Fig. 177) Owing to severe erosion, little of the original motif can be discerned -
only the barest outline. the description below is based on comparisons with figures on 
the better preserved pieces. 
A human figure is portrayed seated on a stool, facing left with an object( s) of unknown 
identity and purpose in its hands. The feet of the figure have a triangular profile[2J; they 
are braced up against the frame of the tablesman, again giving additional structural 
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strength to the figure. A crack runs through the figure's right leg. The figure has a 
thickened torso and is seated on a stool which is shown in profile, and is also 'fixed' to 
the inside edge of the frame. The stool is placed, owing to lack of space, at a rather odd 
angle so that it projects out from behind the figure[3]. 
The barest traces of a long spindly left arm are just visible, the arm is crooked and bent 
at the elbow and is stretching forward, holding an object of unknown identity. A compass 
point is at the figure's left wrist. Although a hand cannot be discerned clearly, it is 
possible that there was something in the hand associated with the longer object the figure 
is carrying - see later discussion. 
The head of the figure comes into contact with the inside edge of the tablesman. On the 
head is a hood - or is it hair? - swept out in a curve away from the back of the figure's 
head - still keeping in contact with the frame [4] • 
A ridge-like nose is just visible; any other facial features and hoodlhair decoration have 
been eroded away[5]. The seated figure supports in its arm(s) a rounded bulky object -
erosion has made positive identification impossible; however, some suggestions for the 
theme are offered in the discussion. 
DISCUSSION 
Any identification of this theme must remain suggestions owing to the bad state of 
preservation. However, tentative speculations may be offered, some perhaps more 
reasonable than others. What may be said with reasonable conviction is that the theme 
portrays a human figure seated on a stool with an object(s) in its arm(s)[6]. 
Several suggestions have been offered for the theme, including a seated musician complete 
with instrument. This is a possibility, as Tablesmen 1 and 2 portray seated musicians, a 
harpist and a "rebec" player (fiddler). 
Another possibility is a representation of one of the seven deadly sins - avarice. It was 
very popular in early mediaeval art (and later) (7] to represent this sin by personification 
whereby a human figure is seated or standing clutching a money bag or box; sometimes 
the container of money was hung around the figure's neck. These figures were, If •••• 
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blindfold to indicate neglect of moral precepts "(8J. Examples of scenes showing these 
misers are found particularly in church art - on stone capitals etc., where they could be 
pointed out and used in instruction to the general populace, who were potentially in every 
case illiterate, including the rich and powerful landowners. Examples of these scenes are 
found particularly in France, though occasionally elsewhere. French examples are at 
Cheny, Autun, Chonteauges and Lucheux (Somme )[9J• 
Undoubtedly there were originally more representations of the theme of avarice in other 
countries, but much has been destroyed in the preceding centuries. 
There is at least one other tablesman in the Gloucester set which may have a 
representation of one of the seven deadly sins, tablesman 26; the figure portrayed may be 
a personification of the sin of gluttony[IOI. 
Another possible motif for this tablesman is that it may be one of the 'Occupations of the 
Months'; this is quite a reasonable speculation given that several of the better preserved 
Gloucester tablesmen have various occupations of the months depicted on them e.g. 
tablesmen 6 and 26. 
There are two possible occupations for this piece. The first involves the occupation for 
the month of September. Usually this occupation is represented by some aspect of 
viticulture; either gathering the grapes, as a 12th-century manuscript illustration in the 
Biblioteca Capitolare, Piacenza shows, or treading the grape, as on the porch reliefs at San 
Zeno, Verona. Other activities connected with viticulture include filling casks with wine, 
e.g. the relief on the portal at St. Ursin, Bourges, or just merely holding a barrel or cask, 
as the seated figure on a roundel illustration in the St. Albans Psalter portrays. This 
example (Fig. 178) has been illustrated as the figure is seated within a roundel with a 
cask; it is not impossible that the seated figure in this tablesman is supporting a small 
wine cask for the month of September/October. The object in the figure's arms is rounded 
and bulky enough to' be a small cask. lul. This interpretation would certainly not be out 
of context when considering the number of occupations portrayed on other tablesmen. 
Another possible candidate for the figure is another occupation usually representing 
December, though occasionally January. This occupation usually consists of a seated 
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figure, with a round loaf of bread in its hands. This loaf is often shown in profile, so as 
to give no doubt what the object is. In one hand the figure holds a knife and the scene 
generally shows the figure about to cut into the loaf. 
Examples of these scenes are found in stone on French cycles of the months, often with 
astrological symbols, e.g. the reliefs on the portal of the Church of Ste. Madeleine, 
Vezelay c.1120. The figure shown perhaps represents the feasting month of January -
a male hooded figure is portrayed with a round ?loaf and a knife, seated cross-legged on 
a stool and turned in a three-quarter profile position. 
Another example is in the painted reliefs at Fenioux Church (12th-century); a bearded 
figure (?January) is seated facing right with a ?loaf and knife displayed in profile. Similar 
examples exist at Bourges, the Church of St. Ursin. In Italy, one of the door jamb reliefs 
at Modena Cathedral has a hooded man sitting on a stool with a ?loaf and knife. 
Various other speculations have been offered, including the astrological symbol, Aquarius 
the water-carrier, or perhaps just a figure wrapped in a cloak as in one above the doorway 
at the cathedral church of Ste. Madeleine, St. Lazare, of the figure in a roundel 







For a detailed description of the environment and disposition of the tablesman and 
board see Appendix 1. 
Other Gloucester tablesmen portraying human figures have feet shaped this way 
e.g. tablesmen 1 and 2. 
See tablesmen 1, 2 etc., for similar examples of seated figures. 
Again observed on several other tablesmen where human (and non-human) figures 
are portrayed with long swept back hair e.g. tablesmen 14. 
However, by analogy with the human figures on other tablesmen it is likely that 
the figure's facial features would have a ridge-like nose and a simple scored line 
for the mouth. Usually no eyes are indicated; if they are, only by simple scored 
lines with no real effort to show anything life-like. If the figure was wearing a 
hood, decoration would have consisted of either a simple alternate line and dot 
ornament. 
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[6] There has been comment on whether there was an object at all or if the figure was 
just wrapped in a cloak, as in Fig. 179. 
[7] The theme of avarice remained popular in pictorial art throughout the mediaeval 
period and later. Many painters, including Pieter Breughel the Elder (1528-1569) 
and Hieronymus Bosch (?1450-1516), often painted scenes depicting human sins 
especially those of avarice and lust. 
[8] Metford, J.C.J. Dictionary of Christian Lore and Legend, London (1983), 39. 
[9] See Weir, A. and Jerman J. Images of Lust .... , fig. 32, plate 36, maps IV. 
London (1986), 78-79. 
[10] However, this is only one possible interpretation for the motif on this tablesman. 
Another tablesman which portrays a copulating couple (Tablesman 8) may be a 
representation of lust. Several of the tablesmen are open to several interpretations, 
and today's interpretations are not necessarily those of the 11th century. 
[11] Webster, J.C. The Labours of the Months ..... New York (1970). The author 
gives an extensive list of activities connected with viticulture. In English cycles, 
viticulture activities are associated with the month of October, whilst in calendar 
cycles of countries further south, viticulture, grape gathering activities, are 
associated with the month of September. This is due to the hotter climates where 
the grape ripens quicker and is therefore gathered earlier. 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 17 
45.20 mm - 45.50 mm 
44.10 mm - 44.40 mm 
9.30 mm 
6.25 mm (Average) 
32.00 mm (Average) 
3.00 mm 
Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), ?Frontallobe. 
CONDITION 
Excellent. There is no visible sign of erosion. Some wear is visible. 
ADDmONAL COMMENTS 
One of the best preserved of the gaming pieces. The upper surface of the disc is pierced 
at the centre by a compass point. There is no visible sign of staining. The back of the 
tablesman displays grind marks. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: An undulating ribbon decoration which vanes In degrees of 
compactness and regularity. 
Motif: (Fig. 180) A human male figure stands facing left, shown in a view from the 
figure's left. The figure is shown drawing a bow with the arrow 'cocked' ready to fire. 
The left leg is behind the right and comes into contact with the frame of the tablesman. 
The right leg is rigidly braced out in front of the figure and supports the figure - the 
above is a common stance amongst illustrations of archers in mediaeval art. The legs are 
short and stocky with feet that have a triangular profile; the legs are decorated with a 
series of pecked dots. The torso is broad and stocky and is decorated with a series of 
vertical lines and dots. The arms are thin and wiry, with small crude hands with fingers 
indicated simply by a series of lines. Both hands are shown pulling on the bowstring, the 
right being just visible above the left. The right arm is mostly hidden by the body of the 
archer. 
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It is unclear how this mistake occurred as the carver of the piece (it is supposed) also 
carved tablesman 14, the centaur with the bow, which does not display this mistake. This 
'mistake' has led to some comment that the bow may be a representation of a crossbow, 
since both hands are usually employed in drawing the bowstring back in early 
crossbows[ll. 
The bow is shown in the same manner as that on tablesman 14 - a thick bow with an 
almost as thick bowstring looped over each end of the bow[2]. The arrow is short and 
pointed without the barbed head which tablesman 14 has; the arrow thickens out towards 
the hands of the archer - the bone has not been completely removed here. 
The arms of the figure are decorated with pecking (as on the legs) with a single line of 
pecked dots continuing along the left arm. This continues up and around the edge of the 
hooded garment which the figure is wearing on his head. The hood is pointed and swept 
back from the figure's head deliberately for two reasons, first to fit the hood in within the 
frame of the counter, and secondly to strengthen the· figure by having a large part of the 
figure in contact with the frame of the gaming piece. The hood also partially covers the 
forehead and ?nose of the archer - some form of nasal protection reminiscent of that 
usually found on a spangenhelm. 
The head, which is almost entirely covered by the hood, is crude and simple with a 
thickset neck. Again, as in many of the other Gloucester tablesmen, facial features are 
kept to a minimum with little showing except for a simple scored line for a 'smiling' 
mouth - the smile of a victorious hunter?[4] 
DISCUSSION 
The image of the archer in anglo-saxon and mediaeval art has proved to be a subject of 
controversy amongst scholars, as to the identity of the archer when used in religious 
iconography. Schapiro, (1944)l51 discusses the meaning of the archer on the Ruthwell 
Cross (mid 8th-century). Here the archer is firing an arrow at a bird. Schapiro argues 
for a secular meaning for the archer in reply to an earlier paper by Saxl (1943), who had 
interpreted the archer to be Ishmael of the Book of Genesis (O.T.) with his argument 
based on illustrations in manuscripts. Schapiro was "not convinced" and goes further by 
referring to the archer on the Ruthwell Cross as: 
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"belonging to the class of secular figures of force congenial to a barbarian and 
feudal society .... ". 
He further qualifies himself by saying, 
"it (the hunter) may acquire in particular works an apotropaic and even a moral-
religious sense, " 
- a prima facie case for keeping one's options open! 
In a paper by Farrell (1978)(8], the case for the archer in early mediaeval art has 
reconsidered both arguments by Saxl and Schapiro by supporting a Christian interpretation 
for the Ruthwell cross archer but a secular origin for those on other crosses, e.g. the St. 
Andrew Auckland Cross, County Durham (8th-century). 
In the interpretation of the Archer either in a secular or religious role in mediaeval art 
there are three schools of thought. First, the Schapiro school, which considers the Archer 
(with specific references to the Ruthwell Cross) to have a secular origin. Secondly the 
Saxl school, where the Archer is given a religious meaning/identity attached to the figure, 
i.e. Ishmael of the Old Testament. Lastly, and most recently, Farrell, who has suggested 
a possible compromise by again referring to the bowman having a religious significance 
in specific examples of mediaeval art (reference the Ruthwell Cross) and more secular 
examples at Barfreston church, Kent (12th-century). 
It is possible that in the case of the Gloucester tablesman the archer has a more secular 
origin, especially in such a cosmopolitan object as a gaming piece. 
In early mediaeval works of art the bowman is nearly always shown with his prey, usually 
a bird. These art works are very diversified in their use; they include a morse pectoral 
cross (late 11th-century) now in the Victoria and Albert Museum. Beckwith (1971), 
suggests that the Archer is Ishmael; here the bowman is in the firing position aiming at 
a bird (Fig. 181). 
The theme is found in other forms of sculpture than crosses, e.g. Andlau Abbey church, 
the west porch tympanum, which shows an archer aiming at a bird (Fig. 182), whilst at 
Vezelay there is a fine example of an archer in stone from a scene of the death of Cain, 
on a capital. 
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Many of the sources for carvings portraying the archer and his prey are in manuscripts, 
including Codex 18 MS fol. 95, Amiens (Bibliotheque Municipale) and the Cotton MS 
Claudius BIV fol. 36 (British Library) (Fig. 183). Examples of archers are found in metal 
objects also, including a silver reliquary of St. Stephen in the KUllsthistorisches Museum, 
Schatzkammer, Vienna, aiming at a bird (Fig. 184) and interestingly on the same reliquary 
a figure of a fisherman with a rod and line is portrayed - good supportive evidence for 
the archer scene's serving a secular rather than religious purpose, as archery and fishing 
were popular pastimes then as now; archery would therefore not be an unusual motif for 
a gaming piece. 
The objects above are well known examples of artwork which portray the archer and have 
been quoted often by scholars previously in their arguments both for and against religious 
interpretations for the archer in mediaeval art e.g. Schapiro 1963. 
There are, however, some individual examples of the archer shown by himself without 
prey and this has led to some discussion as to whether the archer portrayed on the 
Gloucester gaming piece could have a specific, though secular, purpose. 
Two possibilities exist, the first being that the archer is the astrological sign for Sagittarius 
- the archer. This is, however, unlikely as in mediaeval calendars Sagittarius is usually 
represented by a centaur (half man, half horse) firing a bow. The writer has found no 
examples of early mediaeval calendars where the human archer is used in place of the 
mythological centaur. Secondly, there is another tablesman with the Gloucester gaming 
set which has the centaur with the bow, the usual representation of the astrological 
Sagittarius (see Tablesman 14). 
Another possibility, though unlikely, which should still be mentioned, is that the archer 
could represent a labour/occupation of a month; however the usual occupation involving 
any sort of leisure/hunting activity is hawking, usually representing the month of May[ll). 
There is no evidence for an archer's being used to represent an occupation of the month. 
Again, another of the Gloucester tablesmen portrays a seated hawker representing the 
month of May (tablesman 6). 
There is one example of a representation of an archer's being found in the same context 
as other occupations of the months, and that is at Barfreston church, Kent (Fig. 185), 
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where above the south doorway there is a series of roundels showing certain 
occupations/months,e.g. broaching a wine cask for October. One of the roundels has an 
archer in a ready to fire stance. Again there is no prey associated with the archer. The 
position the archer is taking and his clothing, i.e. a hooded garment, are so similar to 
those on the gaming piece that it could be that such a carving served as a model for the 
Gloucester gaming piece or vice versa. 
There are two further examples of the archer in early mediaeval art which ought to be 
mentioned before concluding this discussion, the first being the Bayeux 'Tapestry', which 
portrays many archers in the Battle of Hastings scenes; these are usually represented as 
small plainly dressed figures as befitted their low social status. Only one archer is 
armoured and only one is shown on horseback. However, these two figures may refer to 
specialist tasks and probably do not relate to a normal situation. The bows are shown as 
similar in every instance to the bow on the Gloucester tablesman, a thinner bowstring 
looped over each end of a bow. 
One further example of an archer portrayed in early mediaeval art is perhaps the best 
example of all in that it is another gaming piece from a child's game in Mikulcice, Great 
Moravia, in Czechoslovakia[13). One side of the bone disc is a boar and an animal of 
uncertain species; the other side of the bone disc portrays an almost caricature-like figure 
of a hooded archer (Fig. 186). The similarities are obvious. The stance of the legs, the 
hooded head and the shape of the bow make this Czechoslovakian gaming piece an 
important example for comparison. 
This gaming piece with a simple figure of an archer indicates to us all that it is reckless 
to try and tag a specific identity to figures portrayed in mediaeval art, e.g. the association 
of the archer with Ishmael of the Old Testament. With such a cosmopolitan item as a 
gaming piece it is far more feasible to associate the archer with a pastime such as archery 
or hunting rather than a religious significance. 
The bow has always been a popular pastime amongst the upper echelons of society. The 
lower classes were encouraged to use the bow, competitions for best archer were 
frequently held, and occasionally good archers rose high in social ranks both in non-
fiction and fiction, e.g. the legend of Robyn Hoode, a lot of legend based on some fact. 
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Many kings issued edicts against violent games such as football and actively encouraged 
archery. 
Though the use of the bow was popular in sport and hunting during the early mediaeval 
period it was not considered to be the weapon of gentlemen. However, kings and nobles 
recognised its value in battle, especially for breaking up cavalry charges. Its peak in 
battle was achieved by Henry V's archers at the battle of Agincourt (1415). 
It was after the advent of the gun in Europe that a society who liked to reminisce 
romanticised the bow, built legends around it and generally gave it a more prominent role 
in their pastimes. As Bradbury (1985) states, 
"The symbolism of archery could extend to the most intimate features of everyday life. ,,[14] 
So it would seem with the discovery of a gaming piece, one of a complete set, from the 







This comment was made by Mr. M.J. Watkins of Gloucester City Museum. It is 
the writer's own personal belief, however, that there is sufficient evidence 
displayed in the piece to show that the figure is an archer. For reference to the 
bow's being a crossbow see Watkins, MJ. Gloucester: The Normans: and 
Domesday exhibition catalogue (1985). 
The reason for the bowstring's being looped over each end of the bow is so that 
the bowstrings were completely detachable to make transport easier. Also when 
it rained the bowstrings tended to stretch and snap if left on the bow - in the latter 
case the bowstring was better off rolled up and kept in the pocket of the archer. 
The spangenhelm has a very early origin in Europe, but it is the conical 
spangenhelm that concerns us, with its nasal protection usually worn by the 
norman heavy cavalry of the 10th to 12th centuries. 
The 'style' of the figures on the Gloucester tablesmen will be discussed separately 
at the end of the catalogue of playing pieces. 
The main works which discuss the role of the archer in religious art include Saxl, 
F. 'The Ruthwell Cross', Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes vi, 
(1943), 1-19; Schapiro, M 'The Religious Meaning of the Ruthwell Cross', Art 
Bulletin Vol. xxvi, No.4, (December 1944), 232-245 ; with a further paper 'The 
Bowman and the Bird on the Ruthwell Cross' and other works. 'An Interpretation 
of Secular Themes in Early Mediaeval Religious Art', Art Bulletin Vol. xlv, No.4, 
(December 1963), 351-355. Recent papers on the role of the archer in early 
mediaeval art include Kantorwicz, E 'The Archer in the Ruthwell Cross', Art 
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Bulletin xlii, (1960), 57-59. (Schapiro's second paper previously cited was in 
response to Kantorwicz's paper). Other recent papers include Farrell, F.T. (Ed.) 
Bede and Anglo-Saxon England, Oxford, (1978). 
[ 6] Ibid note [5]. 
[7] "God was with the boy as he grew up. He lived in the desert and became an 
archer", Genesis 21:20. 
[8] Ope Cit. note [5]. 
[9] Calvert, J. 'The St. Andrew Auckland Cross', Art Bulletin Vol. lxvi, No 4 
(December 1984). 
[10] Ope Cit. in note [5] for full reference. 
[11] For Occupations of Months see Webster, J.e. The Labours of the Months .... , 
New York (1970). 
[12] For the most recent discussion of the Bayeux 'Tapestry' see Wilson D. M. (Ed.) 
The Bayeux Tapestry, London (1985). 
[13] See Bruce-Mitford, R. Recent Archaeological Excavations in Europe Chapter 1 
(1957). 
[14] Bradbury, J. The Medieval Archer. London (1985). 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 18 
44.40 mm - 45.80 mm 





Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), skull, ?frontal lobe. 
CONDITION 
Quite good. There is some erosion of the border together with some redlbrown staining[2]. 
There is a significant crack slightly left of centre. 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
There is a compass point mark at the centre of the upper surface of the tablesman. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: The usual border decoration consisting of an undulating ribbon 
ornamentation has been reduced to two rows of pecking arranged around the frame of the 
tablesman though contained by the usual pairs of incised circles. This type of pecked 
border ornamentation is also found on Tablesmen 11 and 20[31. 
Motif: (Fig. 187) A single figure is depicted facing left; he carries a spear at torso level 
in his ?right hand whilst his ?left hand supports a ?kite shaped shield. 
The figure is very crudely carved and quite distorted, the feet have the usual triangular 
profile coming into contact with the inside edge of the tablesman frame. The lower legs 
are quite thin but thicken out considerably to merge into a rather large cumbersome torso 
which has no distinct shape. The thin right arm (the figure is so distorted that it is 
difficult to determine whether it is left or right) curves around in front of the torso; the 
hand, with fingers separated by a series of three scored lines, is grasping a spear, a very 
simple design with the point projecting away behind the figure. 
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The figure is decorated with random pecking on the torso, arms and legs. The pecking 
also continues at the back of the figure's neck; given that the figure is probably a warrior 
of c.1100 it may represent a crude form of chainmail; that the pecking continues at the 
back of the figure's neck bears out this possibility, as armed warriors of this period wore 
coats of mail, which extended up the neck and on top of the head with the helmet on 
top[4]. The compass point mark pierces the figure's torso as well as part of the spear. 
The left arm is not depicted; instead a 'kite'-shaped shield is, typical of the period 
c.1050-1150. These shields were carried on the left arm whilst the spear or sword was 
carried in the right arm. 
The shield, which has a rounded top, tapers to a point which comes into contact with the 
inside edge of the tablesman frame. The shield is decorated with six vertical scored lines 
rather than any specific design, which has led Watkins (1985, 58)[6] to suggest that the 
shield may be a wing rather than a shield (see discussion below). 
The head is quite large with a prominent neck decorated with pecking which possibly 
represents chain mail; unfortunately there has been insufficient room to show all the head. 
The face has a long sweeping curved line representing the chin line whilst another long 
scored line, angled upwards in a smile, represents the mouth. No other facial features are 
portrayed, including the eyes, of which omission is usual in the majority of Gloucester 
tablesmen figures. 
The top of the head is covered by a helmet possibly of the spangenhelm type, 
unfortunately it is not possible to say whether it is the usual norman spangenhelm, i.e. 
cone-shaped with nasal piece, however, a very prominent nasal piece is visible obscuring 
the front of the face, and this is typical of helmets of the period 1066-1250 and even 
earlier. The helmet projects down past the back of the head and tapers to a point. What 
is distinctly clear is that the back of the helmet appears to cover part of the chainmail at 
the back of the head[7]. The rest of the helmet is decorated with a series of nine vertical 
strokes. This decoration has caused some confusion; Watkins (Ibid) has suggested 
(incorrectly in the writer's view) that the figure is wearing neck-length hair hanging 
straight down at the back of the head; possibly the scored lines have led to an 
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interpretation that it may represent hair. It is difficult to decide what these vertical strokes 
mean, and they may be pure decoration, but an outside possibility is that the helmet may 
be a crown and helmet combined. Compare this with the crowned figure on tablesman 
12. 
The single figure here is carrying a spear and shield, and wearing chainmail and a helmet; 
it is therefore a figure of an armed warrior, albeit a crude and distorted one. 
DISCUSSION 
There is little doubt that the figure depicted on this tablesman is an armed knight or 
warrior complete with spear, shield, helmet and ?chainmail. Watkins (Ibid)[8), considers 
that the shield is a wing rather than a shield and therefore suggest that the figure is an 
angel, indeed the archangel St. Michael, who is often depicted as the winged warrior 
standing over the defeated serpent (representing evil). Watkins considers that the scored 
lines on the shield are really the representation of wing feathers and compares this to the 
bird wings on tablesmen 6, 20 and 28. However, by looking closely, we can see 
differences, principally that the bird's wings on the other tablesmen have scored lines 
which are aligned around the inside of the wings, whilst the so-called 'wing' on this 
tablesman does not have this border. There are other reasons for discounting this theory 
of an angel's wing. The left arm, shield arm of the knight (unless as in rare cases the 
knight is left-handed) is not visible, whilst the right arm, the usual weapon arm, is 
visible; if the figure is carrying a shield then the left arm would be 'hidden' by the shield. 
Watkins also suggests that the straps of the shield would be visible if it were a shield -
not so - these would be hidden behind the shield and it is the front of the shield which 
is being shown. The one possible strap that could have been depicted is the loop by 
which the shield was suspended from the left shoulder, though this was used only when 
the knight was on horseback[9]. 
One final point that· Watkins makes about the 'odd' shape of the 'kite'-shaped shield, is 
the straight edge on one side of the shield. This is a puzzle as it cannot be hidden 
partially by the figure's body because that would mean that it is not the outside face of 
the shield that is shown, but the inside, and therefore the arm depicted is the left arm and 
not the right. It is likely that the right arm is portrayed - the weapon arm and the left 
arm hidden by the shield, but it does not explain the straight edge of one side of the 
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shield. It is possible that the artist had made a mistake when he carved the figure; he 
certainly did not make a good job of the rest of the figure, as it is somewhat distorted and 
awkward in appearance; nevertheless a shield is intended. The scored lines on the face 
of the shield are perhaps a dimple decoration, as Wilson (1985, 223) points out[lO]. There 
is no evidence of formal heraldry at the early stages of the norman conquest, though 
personal motifs may have been used, as is evident on certain shields portrayed on the 
Bayeux 'Tapestry' - a dragon motif appears to have been quite popular[ll]. 
There are many examples of the armed warrior portrayed in Romanesque art, as Watkins 
(Op. Cit.) rightly indicates. Many examples do exist of St. Michael the Archangel armed 
with sword/spear and shield overcoming the serpent. They appear to have been popular 
decorative motifs for tympana above church doorways; examples in this country includes 
Southwell Minster, Nottinghamshire, where St. Michael is armed with a sword, and 
Moreton Valence church in Gloucestershire[12]. 
Although the figure depicted is an armed warrior, it is· unclear what the figure actually 
represented, if anything, and it may have been used here on the tablesman purely as a 
decorative motif. 
The figure may have been modelled from a warrior the artist had seen in the flesh and 
decided to copy on to a gaming piece. Alternatively the warrior may have been carved 
from a model which already existed as a sculpture on a church; such figures are curiously 
common in surviving Romanesque sculpture, especially around doorways. Good examples 
of this may be seen at the church of SS. Mary and David, Kilpeck, Herefordshire. The 
12th-century church's fine south doorway has on the west jamb figures armed with spears 
and swords respectively, though they are not carrying shields[13]. 
A very good parallel for this tablesman figure can be found on the 12th-century (c.1160) 
church at Barfreston, Kent. The fine Romanesque south doorway has been subjected to 
a detailed discussion by Collins (1933)[14]. The terminal medallion of each end of the 
outer border of the doorway contains a single figure of an armed warrior (Fig. 188). 
These figures are quite elaborate and are carefully worked in comparison to the tablesman 
figure (the Barfreston doorway is thought to have been carved by a master craftsman from 
Canterbury). In the left hand medallion the sculpture is of a heavily armed warrior 
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wearing a shirt of mail - he carries a large 'kite'-shaped shield in his left arm and carries 
a sword in his right hand with the tip pointing upwards. He wears a conical helmet, the 
spangenhelm, on his head. The figure in the right hand medallion is similar though more 
mutilated, and does not carry a shield. (See also Fig. 102) 
It is possible that the Gloucester tablesman carver had seen such a carving on a church 
doorway and copied it, albeit in his own clumsy way. 
It may appear strange that armed figures should be used to decorate a church, but as 
Collins (1933, 3)[15] says: 
"I am convinced that the sculptured object in carving these scenes was on the 
whole to ornament the fabric rather than to edify the congregation". 
A criticism of such decoration was expressed as early as the first half of the 12th century 
by St. Bernard of Clairvaux (1091-1153) - sometime Abbot of Clairvaux and famed for 
his teaching and piety. 
His well known written comments criticising church decoration have often been quoted. 
The original criticism was in the form of a letter to Abbot William of St. Thierry[16]. The 
letter says, 
"In the cloister under the eyes of the brethren, who read there .... to what purpose 
.... monstrous centaurs, those half-men, those striped tigers, those fighting 
men .... ,,[17]. 
Here amongst varied and colourful sculptures in profusion are references to 'fighting men', 
possibly armed figures, quite out of place in a place of worship. 
Another possible origin for this tablesman theme is from the Labours of the Months series 
frequently found again on church sculptures, especially around doorways, or else in 
manuscript calendars of the 12th century. The armed warrior has occasionally been used 
as a representation of the months of March and April. The reason behind using the armed 
warrior to represent these months is connected with classical origins where figures with 
spear, shield and helmet were used as a personification of these months. For example, 
on a Byzantine mosaic pavement at the Monastery of Lady Mary, Beisin (c.568-569), the 
personification of March is a helmeted figure, greaved, and resting on a shield on the 
ground. In the Vatican Library, Rome, in manuscript MS 12g (c. 9th-century), March is 
represented by a warrior figure with helmet, breast-plate, shield and spear. 
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These early representations may possibly refer to classical mythology, for example the 
figure of Mars (therefore March - the month of Mars) represented by an armed figure; 
after all, Mars was the Roman god of war. Late 12th-century examples of the armed 
warrior in this context as representations of March, April or May include San Zeno, 
Verona - a relief on the architrave on the porch; here the armed warrior with spear and 
shield is riding a horse - the armed knight on horseback. Other examples include a relief 
on the architrave on the portal at St. Lazare, the knight is leading the horse with the spear 
and shield. Here the scene is thought to represent May. 
The armed warrior on these later 12th-century examples of calendar representations is 
frequently with his horse, either riding or leading the animal, and the scene may have 
originated in early calendars as Mars, god of war, representing March. The armed figure 
probably owes its survival because March and May were the months when the feudal 
knight renewed his vows (the month represented may depict ultimately the geographical 
location of the original calendar) or possibly that month indicated the time of year when 
the knights set out on their crusade to the Holy Land .. It is also possible that the knight 
renewed his vows to defend the weak, punish the guilty etc., at the same time as setting 
off on his crusade with his armour and horse, hence the armed warrior shown complete 
with horse. 
The idea of the armed warrior representing a calendar scene is a distinct possibility, as 
several of the other Gloucester tables men also show well-known calendar months (see 
Chapter 7), therefore the theme would not be out of context with other themes in the 
Gloucester set. 
In considering the theme on this tablesman, several origins for the armed warrior have 
been considered; first the figure was copied from an armed figure in life, or it has been 
copied from another work of art, possibly a carving or sculpture in a church. If so the 
scene could here be a representation of St. Michael (Watkins, 1985), or it may have 
purely a decorative motif from a church doorway, or the figure may have originated as 
a specific calendar scene from a sequence of labours/occupations of the months. 
The most important reason for thinking the figure is not St. Michael is the absence of the 
dragon - without it the St. Michael and the Dragon theme is lost, as is any significance 
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it might have had. It would be like the theme Samson and the Lion - but without the lion 
(see tablesman 11). 
Other secular objects such as gaming pieces may have borne representations of armed 
warriors. Mann (1977, no. 203)l19J depicts a running warrior with sword and kite-shaped 
shield (c.1160-1200). Therefore the scene may have been quite popular on tablesmen 
now lost. However, whatever the origins of the scene it would not be out of place as a 
decoration for a gaming piece for a game of tables, especially as the owner himself may 
well have been a knight, the possible identity for the armed figure, though we may never 
know for sure the exact identity. 
NOTES 
[1] Border slightly wider than the average of 3mm. 
[2] Staining was probably due to conditions in the pit. See Appendix 1. 
[3] See Chapter 4 on the construction of the tablesmen. 
[4] For representation of mailed figures of the period see Wilson, D. M. (Ed.) ~ 
Bayeux Tapestry. London (1985). 
[5] Ibid. All the armed knights carry their kite-shaped shields on the left arm whilst 
the weapons were carried in the right hand; this is very much in evidence on the 
Bayeux Tapestry which supports the writers' contention that the arm displayed on 
this tablesman figure is the right, although in a very distorted position, not (as 
Watkins (1985, 58) in note 6 suggests) in the left hand. 
[6] Watkins, MJ. Gloucester: The Normans and Domesday Gloucester (1985). 
[7] On the Bayeux 'Tapestry' (c.l070) some of the armed norman knights have similar 
helmets which also extend down the backs of their necks as well as the nasal 
piece. However whilst the nasal pieces of the spangenhelm are universal, the neck 
guards are more unusual. See Wilson (1985) in note 4. These neck guards, as 
well as the nasal pieces on the spangenhelm, are probably survivals from earlier 
armour; for example, the 7th-century Sutton Hoo helmet and the recently 
discovered Coppergate Danish helmet, York. 
[8] Op. Cit. note [6]. 
[9] Op. Cit. note [4]. There are many examples of knights on the Bayeux 'Tapestry' 
supporting the shield in this way. 
[10] Op. Cit. note [4]. 
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[11] The problem of interpretation as to whether it is a wing or a shield will remain. 
The writer personally thinks that a shield rather than a wing is portrayed and it is 
this view discussed here previously. It is unlikely that we will ever know for sure. 
[12] Keyser, C.E. Norman Tympana and Lintels in the Churches of Great Britain, with 
Figure or Symbolic Sculpture Still or Recently Existing in Churches of Great 
Britain London (1904). This is still a standard text with several examples bearing 
the St. Michael and the serpent motif. 
[13] Guide to the Church of SS. Mary and David, Kilpeck, Herefordshire (reprint from 
Herefordshire Vol I - South West, R.C.H.M.), 9. 
[14] Collins, A.H. Revd. 'The Sculptured Ornament of the South Doorway of 
Barfreston Church', Archaeologia Cantiana Vol xlv, (1933), 1-12. 
[15] Ibid. 
[16] See Chapter 9 for a general discussion. 
[17] Schapiro, M. Romanesque Art selected papers no. 1, 'On the Aesthetic Attitude 
in Romanesque Art', London (1977), 6. 
[18] Webster, J.C. The Labours of the Months in Antique and Mediaeval Art New 
York (1970). 
[19] Mann, V.B. Romanesque Ivory Tablesmen. New York University, Fine Arts 
Department, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. (1977). 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 19 
45.50 mm - 46.50 mm 





Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), skull, ?frontal lobe.[l) 
CONDmON 
Generally good, some pitting caused by acidic conditions in the pit. The pitting has given 
the bone gaming piece a slightly honeycombed appearance. There is some red/brown 
staining also possibly attributable to the environmental conditions within the pit(2). 
ADDmONAL REMARKS 
There is a compass point at the centre of the upper surface of the tablesman. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: An undulating ribbon ornamentation which varies in degrees of 
compactness and regularity(3). 
Motif: (Fig. 189) A rather macabre scene depicts a ?male figure hanging from a rope 
on a primitive gallows. Although hanging, the figure's feet come into contact with the 
inside edge of the tablesman frame whereas normally the figure would be suspended in 
mid air, two possible reasons for this being the general lack of space within the tablesman 
frame and the need for additional structural strength. 
The style of the figure has much in common with many of the human figures, the feet 
have the usual triangular profile, narrow lower limbs widening out considerably from the 
thighs. The torso is thick and rounded, the chest area is pierced by a compass point mark. 
Two scored lines in the groin and lower stomach region projecting upward, slightly apart, 
and angled to one side, eventually coming into contact with the lower left arm, IS 
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probably a crude representation of a loin cloth. The two thin arms curve around to the 
front of the torso with the fingers of the right hand represented (like the fingers of the left 
hand) by a series of scored lines lying draped over the lower left arm. This is an 
interesting detail and the writer thinks the carver has attempted to portray the figure's 
hands or wrists tied together in front of him. Evidence to support this idea can be clearly 
seen in an important manuscript illustration depicting the Hanging of the Thieves in the 
Bury St. Edmunds manuscript of the life of St. Edmund, c.1140 (now in the Pierpont 
Morgan Library, New York, MS 736, fol. 19v). The illustration (Fig. 190) depicts eight 
thieves being hung on a primitive scaffold; the thieves' hands are tied together in a similar 
way. The loin cloth of the tablesman figure can also be mirrored in the MS illustration, 
though in the illustration they are far more elaborate. 
The thick neck of the figure is partially obscured by the hanging rope looped around it. 
In common with human figures on the Gloucester tablesmen, the head is very simple, 
small and rounded, the outline of ?hair marked by a single scored line, with a single 
scored line angled upwards in a rictus-like smile representing the mouth. There is a 
prominent ridge-like nose, the outline of which continues round the top of the head to 
form part of the hair outline; giving the impression of a nose similar to the nasal piece 
of a spangenhelm. As usual no eyes are indicated. 
The figure is suspended by the neck from a rope which is tense and rigid as if bearing the 
weight of the figure, though the rest of the rope is rather casually draped along the 
crossbar of the scaffold. The undulation of the rope can clearly be seen[41. 
The cross bar of the scaffold is thin and narrow and follows the inside curve of the 
tablesman frame. Each end of the cross bar rests in the clefts of upright posts each side 
of the figure. The scored lines representing the clefts can be clearly seen. The upright 
posts do not follow the curve of the tablesman frame, instead they are aligned at right 
angles to the cross bar and extend downward until they come into contact with the 
tables man frame in the lower half of the scene. The posts are splayed out slightly at each 
end, each post being decorated by a single row of pecked dots (partially obscured by 
erosion) aligned along the centre. 
The simple style of the gallows/scaffold bears a comparison with the gallows in the 
Hanging of the Thieves illustration mentioned above (Fig. 190). The simplicity of the 
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gallows is easily apparent, the ends of the cross bar in the illustration rest in the forks of 
two trees where the branches have been cut away, allowing the cross bar to be laid across. 
DISCUSSION 
The theme of the hanged man is rare in early mediaeval art; later Gothic manuscript 
drolleries, paintings of the fable Reynard the Fox often had the fox suspended from a 
primitive scaffold[5]. This rather macabre scene is an unusual one for a gaming piece -
there is no exact parallel. 
There are various possibilities as to the origin of the figure. It could be from the Bible, 
or alternatively it was a scene of capital punishment that the artisan had witnessed 
himself. There are two candidates for a Biblical origin for the scene, the less likely of 
the two being the hanging figure of Haaman from the Old Testament Book of Esther[6]. 
Esther had avoided a massacre of the Jews by interceding with King Xerxes, and then 
later married him. His chief minister, Haaman, hated the Jews and was a personal foe of 
Esther's cousin Mordecai. The story is quite well known, an illustration of Esther 
triumphing over the hanging figure of Haaman does exist, for example in the Durham 
manuscript, Bishop Puiset's Bible, of which: 
"the initial '/' of volume folio 109 shows Esther triumphing over the hanging figure 
of Haaman, " (Boase, 1953, 81)[7]. 
Another more likely candidate, from the New Testament, is Judas Iscariot, the apostle who 
betrayed Christ for thirty pieces of silver. In his remorse he refused the money, which 
was used in one version of the story to pay for a potter's field which was later called 
Aceldema - 'The Field of Blood'. Afterwards Judas reputedly hanged himself from a fig 
tree[8]. Another version of the story has it that Judas fell and his bowels burst open[9]. 
Although many scenes depict Judas betraying Christ, the scene depicting Judas hanging 
himself is less usual. However, Goldschmidt (1975)[10], tentatively identifies a hanging 
figure as Judas suspended from a gallows on a bone panel from a Spanish 10th-century 
casket fragment (Fig. 191). This scene, one of several Biblical scenes, depicts a figure 
suspended from a cross beam between two uprights (decorated with a single line of 
pecking, similar to the uprights depicted on this tablesman). In this example the hands 
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of the figure are not tied together, which may suggest a suicide rather than a capital 
punishment scene. A sculpture in an historiated capital at Autun, St. Lazare depicts a 
naked suspended figure of Judas hanging from a tree surrounded by demons (Fig. 192)[11). 
The hands of Judas are not bound together, which confirms a suicide rather than capital 
punishment(12) . 
The theme of Judas as the hanged man may have survived on fortune telling cards - the 
Tarot - which became increasingly popular from the 13th century onwards. Card twelve 
- Le Pendu - has a figure of a man suspended by one of his feet from a scaffold. Some 
early versions may show the figure clutching two money bags - perhaps representing the 
thirty pieces of silver(13). 
There is one drawback to identifying the theme on this tablesman as being the figure of 
Judas. The figure is depicted with his hands crossed over in front of him as if tied 
together, similar to the scene of the Hanging of the Thieves in the life of St. Edmund MS 
736, fol. 19v (c.1140) (Fig. 190). If the scene was meant to be the suicide of Judas his 
hands would not have been tied together as in other suicides by hanging; instead the hand 
would be by the figure's side as in the 10th-century Spanish casket example (Fig. 191). 
The other drawback is that Judas is shown suspended from a man-made scaffold instead 
of a tree; this has not prevented Goldschmidt (1975), however, from identifying a figure 
on the similar gallows as being that of Judas; presumably the artist may have used artistic 
licence in that he found a gallows easier to portray than a tree. 
Since the figure is suspended from a gallows rather than a tree and his hands appear to 
be tied together, it is possible that the artist has copied a scene which he witnessed 
himself, that of a capital punishment or judicial hanging. This interpretation may have 
its difficulties also, as Watkins (1985)(15) points out that hanging, by decree of William 
the Conqueror (1066-1087), was banned in favour of blinding and castration between the 
years 1070-1087. William thought it would violate the sixth commandment - 'Thou shalt 
not kill,(16). The law was repealed after William's death. 
It could be argued that hanging may have still continued in some outlying areas of 
England, especially in the border area between England and Wales where the Marcher 
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Lords had extra powers and were only answerable to the king, and hanging may have 
continued publicly and privately. 
The artist himself may have witnessed a hanging before 1070 or after 1087, he may even 
have seen an illustration of a hanging somewhere. Hanging was later used as a common 
punishment - being widely used for comparatively minor offences such as poaching. [17] 
Whatever the source of the tablesman theme it remaIns a peculiar choice for the 
decoration of a gaming piece. 
NOTES 
[1] Skull suture lines are still visible on the gaming bone piece and give a possible 
clue at to where it originated. 
[2] See Appendix 1 for the archaeological background of the Gloucester Tables set. 
[3] See" Chapter 4 for a discussion on the Gloucester Tablesmen border decoration. 
[4] Watkins, MJ. Gloucester: The Normans and Domesday, (1985) 57-58. Watkins 
states that he identifies the rope as an undulating snaked crawling along the cross 
bar to descend the rope. See also Metford, J.C.J. Dictionary of Christian Lore 
and Legend, (1983), 95. An illustration depicts a drawing from a mid 14th-
century German manuscript (no source given) portraying the hanging of Haaman 
and his ten sons from a tree; the ropes are draped over the branches very similarly 
to the arrangement of the rope on the tablesman scene, without even the hint of 
a snake. 
[5] Randall, L.M.C. Images in the Margins of Gothic Manuscripts Fig. 191 California 
(1966); also Rouse, E. and Varty, K. 'Mediaeval Paintings of Reynard the Fox in 
Gloucester Cathedral and some related examples', Archaeological Journal Vol. 133, 
(1979),104-117. 
[6] Esther 7: 9-10 (New English Bible). 
[7] Boase, T.S.R. English Art 1100-1216, Oxford (1953), 229. 
[8] Matthew 27: 3-10 " .... so he threw the money down in the temple and left them, 
and went and hanged himself," (New English Bible). 
[9] Acts of the Apostles 1:8 ".... This Judas, be it noted, after buying a plot of land 
with the price of his villainy, fell forward on the ground, and burst open so that 
his entrails poured out .... " (New English Bible). 
[10] Goldschmidt, A. Die Elfenbeinskulpturen Aus Der Romanischen Zeit, vi-xiii. 
lahrhundert 3 & 4 Band, plate xx, No.78, Berlin (1975). 
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[11] Grivot, D. and Zarnecki, G. Gislebertus: Sculpture of Autun plate 17, London 
(1961). 
[12] Ibid. Grivot and Zamecki cite similar examples to that of the hanging Judas figure 
at Autun. These are at Saulieu and Vezelay. 
[13] Goetz, o. Die Henckt Judas, in Form und Inhalt Stuttgart (1950). 
[14] One other Gloucester Tablesman (11) has a theme which may have survived on 
late Tarot cards; card number 11 has a figure alongside a lion representing 
fortitude and strength which may owe its origins to the Samson and the lion 
theme. For a general introduction to the Tarot see: Douglas, A The Tarot, the 
origin, meaning and uses of the cards London (1972). 
[15] Ope Cit. note [11]. 
[16] Ope Cit. note [5]. 
[17] Poole, A.L. From Domesday Book to Magna Carta, Oxford (1975), 404. 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 20 
44.80 mm - 46.30 mm 





Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), skull ?frontallobe. There are routine lines visible and on the 
rear of the tablesman part of the brain cast is visible!ll. 
CONDmON 
Fairly good; there is some pitting on the tablesman figure and border probably caused by 
localised acidic conditions in the pit where it was found. The redlbrown staining may 
also be due to soil conditions within the pit. 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: 
Any central compass point mark (See Chapter 4) has been removed by subsequent carving 
of the gaming piece!2l. The tablesman is not nearly so "round" as the other Gloucester 
tablesman. This may have been dictated by the amount of material that was available to 
the artist; as part of the brain cast is visible on one side, this would indicate that the 
shape of the playing piece was influenced by the shape of the skull at that point rather 
than a mistake on the part of the artist. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: On this tablesman as with two others, e.g. tablesman 11 and 18, the 
undulating ribbon ornamentation has been reduced to a double row of pecking. 
Motif: (Fig. 193) The theme consists of a large bird lying prone on its back with its 
head in a quadruped's mouth; the quadruped is standing on top of the bird. Both animals 
are shown in profile. 
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In detail, the large bird has much in common with the birds depicted on tablesman 28. 
The bird, which comes into full contact with the inside edge of the tablesman frame for 
added structural strength, has a very prominent kite-shaped wing with a single scored line 
marking out a border area around the edge of the wing; within the border are traces of 
pecking - for ornament rather than from any attempt at realism. The feathers of the wing 
are pecked out by a series of seven scored lines diagonally along the length of the wing. 
The tail feathers are represented by a series of four scored lines in a diagonal alignment. 
The bird's breast is decorated with a series of pecked dots; there is also a longish neck 
decorated in the same manner, but the head is completely obscured by the quadruped's 
mouth[3]. 
The quadruped, which is standing on top of the bird, appears smaller than the bird; this 
is probably an error on the part of the artist, or possibly the size of the figures has been 
partiall y dictated by the material the artist was carving. This means that size in the 
tablesman figures cannot be used as a criterion for identifying the animals. 
The quadruped has fairly stout front and rear legs, the front left leg is visible in profile, 
and the rear right leg can been seen in part slightly in front of the rear left leg. The legs 
which are visible have prominent feet, individual toes separated by a series of scored 
lines; in the case of the left front leg as in the left rear leg, the toes are more splayed out 
as if the quadruped was clutching at the bird. 
The leg thickens out towards the torso, which is quite stocky and thick; there is also a 
thick prominent tail which projects out and away from the animal, its outside curve 
coming into full contact with the inside edge of the tablesman frame[41. 
Despite the animal's having a stocky torso, there are three scored lines on the torso 
possibly marking the position of ribs; if so, then perhaps the artist was trying to portray 
the leanness of the animal. 
Despite later damage to the figure caused by pitting, there is again evidence of a pecking 
ornamentation, again without any real attempt at realism. The quadruped has a longish 
neck also decorated with pecking and two scored lines projecting upwards from the 
quadruped's jaws and touching the back of its neck. These lines may represent tendon or 
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muscles of the animal's jaw, perhaps tense as it struggles with the bird's head in its jaws. 
The quadruped's head is crude and simple in the extreme and appears to be merely an 
extension of its neck, the open mouth is entirely accommodated by the bird's neck; this 
upper jaw is quite stocky and may represent a snout - of a fox perhaps. A short stubby 
projection on top of the head projecting out behind it is probably the animal's left ear. 
Again the top of the head and ear comes into contact with the inside edge of the 
tablesman frame. No other facial features are indicated, including eyes, in common with 
many other tablesman figures both animal and human. 
The scene is a crude and simple one consisting of a quadruped, a carnivore, depicted 
attempting to eat its prey whilst standing on it. 
DISCUSSION 
The scene is an unusual one: the writer cannot find any exact parallels in early mediaeval 
art. The scene may be attempting to tell a story - an allegorical theme, a religious one 
even. This would be a correct assumption if the quadruped in the scene is a fox (see 
discussion below). Evidence for the animal's being a fox is the rather large thick bushy 
tail, the narrower head and the scored lines on the animal's torso - an attempt to show the 
animal as thin - i.e. "as sleek as a fox". Apart from these four small clues it is 
impossible to identify the animal positively. 
The bird is even more difficult to identify as it is even larger than the animal standing on 
top of it, though the size of the animals portrayed on the Gloucester tablesman cannot be 
used as a criterion for species identification. 
One unusual interpretation for this scene has been attempted by Watkins (1985)[51; it is 
not likely but may be briefly discussed here. Watkins proposed that the scene does not 
depict a bird lying prone but a human figure - a warrior, with the wing reinterpreted as 
a shield complete with border; however, Watkins does not offer any alternative suggestion 
for the ?tail feathers of the bird. In support of this suggestion Watkins has suggested an 
origin for the theme - the Sigmund story in the Volsunga Saga; in the legend, Sigmund 
and his nine brothers were imprisoned in stocks in a forest, and each night for nine nights 
a she-wolf (Watkins reinterprets the fox as a wolf) came and ate one of the brothers. On 
the tenth night Sigmund's sister sent a trusted friend into the forest to smear honey over 
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Sigmund's face, the she-wolf duly arrived and instead of eating Sigmund, licked the 
honey from his face also sticking her tongue into Sigmund's mouth. As she did so 
Sigmund bit into the wolfs tongue, and as a result the wolf pulled backwards and broke 
the stocks; Sigmund held on to the wolfs tongue with his teeth, and as her tongue was 
tom out she died. 
This legend become common in the royal homes of Wessex and Denmark, and the story 
may have been subsequently used in a sculpture such as the carving found recently at 
Winchester - in the eastern crypt of the Old Minster. This fragment was probably part 
of at least five slabs needed to complete the entire narrative - the only surviving fragment 
of one slab depicts the back of an armed figure, whilst behind it is the figure of Sigmund 
(the head and shoulders with part of the stocks) with the wolfs head reaching down to 
lick Sigmund's face. The remainder of the wolf is missing(6). 
If Watkins (1985) is correct in his proposal that the scene on the tables man is from the 
Volsunga Saga, why is Sigmund's head - if it is a human head - inside of the mouth of 
the wolf? That would make the size of her mouth very large. Another possible suggestion 
is that it is one of Sigmund's brothers being eaten, from an earlier part of the story; there 
is also no evidence on the tablesman of any restraining stocks, and why the lying figure 
is carrying a kite-shaped shield - if it is one. These questions cannot be satisfactorily 
explained, especially if anyone of the scenes from the Saga is depicted, and there may 
have also been an error of interpretation by the carver. 
In this study of the animals on this tablesman, in consultation with Brunsdon Yapp 
(personal communication)[7) it was agreed that the quadruped depicted on the tablesman 
is a carnivore - probably a fox. Yapp considers that the scene has been misread by 
myself and others in that the scene should be viewed the other way up ie the ?fox 
underneath the bird, pretending to be dead with the bird pecking at the "dead" fox 
thinking that it is carrion. 
The story of the fox pretending to be dead in order to catch his prey is a popular one in 
mediaeval literature and was frequently used for its allegorical meaning (see below). The 
stories were frequently accompanied by illustrations of the fox pretending to be dead with 
the birds pecking at him. The quotation (in part) below is from T.H. White's translation 
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of a 12th-century Latin Bestiary now in Cambridge University Library (MS Ii.4.26)[8] 
(Fig. 194). 
"Vulpis .... He is a fraudulent and ingenious animal. When he is hungry and 
nothing turns up for him to devour, he rolls himself in red mud so that it looks as 
if he were stained in blood. Then he throws himself on the ground and holds his 
breath, so that he positively does not seem to breathe. The birds seeing that he 
is not breathing, and that he looks as if he were covered in blood with his tongue 
hanging out, think he is dead and come down to sit on him. Well, thus he grabs 
them and gobbles them up. 
The devil has the nature of the same. 
With all those who are living according to the flesh he feigns himself to be dead 
until he gets them in his gullet and finishes them. But for spiritual men of faith 
he is truly dead and reduced to nothing ... as the apostle says: "Know this, since 
if you live after the flesh you shall die, but if you mortify the doings of the foxy 
body according to the spirit you shall live .... " 
Yapp (personal communication) states that the most common illustration of the Fox and 
the Bird story is where the Fox is lying on its back pretending to be dead, with the birds 
pecking at the "corpse" - the example Yapp quotes includes the illustration in the T.H. 
White translation above (Fig. 194), and another example with the Fox in exactly the same 
attitude from another bestiary (Fig. 195). Yapp unfortunately does not quote the source. 
It can be seen from the illustrations when compared with the tablesman scene, that the 
?fox hardly displays the attitude of a corpse; the fox's legs do appear to be standing out 
rigid, there are no bird's legs visible in the scene, and the bird also has its head in the 
fox's jaw. So unless the craftsmen has made a complete mess of understanding the fox 
and the bird theme, Yapp is quite wrong to reinterpret the scene upside down. It is the 
writers' opinion that the bird (ignoring Watkins's interpretation completely here) is lying 
prone on its back with the Fox on top of it eating it - attacking the head first. 
The scene could refer to the same story, though after the Fox's pretence of being "dead": 
the ploy being successful, the Fox has caught his prey and is starting to eat it. Perhaps 
the scene on this tablesman was originally one of a series depicting the Fox and the bird 
story - this scene being possibly the last one of the series. One of the closest parallels 
found to this story is on two reliefs on the lintel above the early 12th-century doorway 
at Modena Cathedral (Fig. 196)[9]. The first, left of centre, depicts two birds carrying the 
supposed dead fox on a litter, whilst in the last panel to the right of centre the fox comes 
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to life and eats the birds, in this case a ?goose as indicated by its large size and webbed 
feet. 
Although in the tablesman scene the Fox is standing on top of the bird (the probable 
reason being lack of general space) the panel relief at Modena shows one of the hens in 
front of the fox with the head twisted around inside the jaws of the fox as in the 
tablesman theme. The fox on the tablesman and the lintel panel have certain similarities, 
the longish neck, elongated snout, pushed back ears and the thick tail, bear close 
comparison. 
The writer has no doubt that the tablesman scene is the same, albeit a cruder version, of 
the scene depicted on the lintel panel at Modena Cathedral. Yapp had got the right story 
but perhaps at the wrong stage! 
The Fox and the Bird story/fable was to remain popular in mediaeval religious art for its 
allegorical merits (see above), from the 11th century onwards. The story expanded 
through popular folklore and became particularly common throughout the European 
Middle Ages; the bird in the stories was first the cock, which was then replaced by the 
goose, but the theme remained the same. 
In recent studies Varty (1967-1976)[10) has considered the Fox and the Bird story very 
carefully, especially the use of animals endowed with human voices and mannerisms in 
order to tell a good moral story. 
The origins according to Rouse and Varty (1976)[11) are very ancient and have their 
beginning probably in Aesop's Fables or Aristotle's animal tales; it appears that of all the 
creatures in mediaeval bestiaries the Fox story was the great favourite and increasingly 
became embroidered upon into a full-scale beast epic, i.e. the Fox became a symbol of 
evil, theft, deceit, lying, treachery and fornication as the personification of the devil 
himself. 
The scene of the Fox feigning dead was first one of a series of scenes, whereas the scene 
on the tablesman under discussion, the 'alive' fox consuming his prey, was a later scene 
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which was expanded upon with Reynard the Fox brought to trial by the animal kingdom, 
and hanged, etc. 
It should be noted, however, that the later trial and hanging of Reynard the Fox was a 
mediaeval addition to the Fox and Bird allegory derived ultimately from the French epic 
tales around c.1205, even though the Fox story had already been in existence for many 
hundreds of years, Varty (1976, 109-111).[11\ 
Examples of the original Fox and Bird story existed throughout the early mediaeval period 
in all media, though many examples have long been lost, especially if the material was 
of a perishable nature, e.g. cloth, vellum. One notable exception was the Bayeux 
'Tapestry'(12] where Aesop's Fables including those with Fox and Birds in them (Fig. 197) 
occur, though not necessarily the same story discussed above. But again allegorical 
meanings were behind these fables represented in the 'Tapestry', which is entirely in 
keeping with the religious (and political) meanings behind these beast epic stories[13]. 
One final point before leaving this discussion, concerning the possible identity of the bird 
in the tablesman scene: Varty (1976, 111)[14] discusses the use of either the goose or the 
cock in the Fox and Bird stories; the goose was not considered a suitable bird for the 
story in the middle ages because it was considered to be very clever or completely silly 
(though see the carving at Modena) (Fig. 196). However, despite this, artists preferred 
using the goose in their representations, as the long slender neck of the cock (or possibly 
hen or duck) with such a short neck could make for a poorer more clumsy composition. 
Basically what it comes down to, as Varty aptly puts it. ... 
" .. Different media are no doubt the causes of many differences between literary 
and visual accounts of this and other Fox scenes." 
This could be particularly true concerning the limitations of a gaming piece such as this 
tablesman; the original story may have required a goose with a long slender neck, but 
there was obviously insufficient room to depict the bird with a long neck, so instead the 
bird in this tablesman theme has a very short neck. 
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It is probable that the type of bird was not important to the carver of this tablesman; it 
was sufficient for him within his own limitations of skill and materials to portray a bird 
and a fox and that is all, without worrying very much about particular birds. 
In conclusion, it would appear that one scene from a pictorial narrative is depicted here, 
whether Watkins's interpretation of a scene from the Sigmund saga, or the Fox and the 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 









Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), skull frontal lobe. 
CONDmON 
Poor, extensive erosion. 
ADDmONAL COMMENTS 
The surface at the centre of the tablesman is pierced by a compass and/or a drill bit. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: This is visible only around ten per cent of the border, owing to 
surface erosion of the tablesman. The border decoration consists of an undulating ribbon 
ornamentation which varies in degrees of regUlarity and compression. 
Motif: (Fig. 198) A squatting human figure is shown facing forward. Despite extensive 
erosion the figure appears unclothed yet there is no sign of obvious male or female 
genitalia displayed;[l] the figure may, therefore, be classed as asexual. 
The figure's feet, which have a simple triangular profile, are splayed out away from the 
body touching the inner edge of the frame of the tablesman; the legs are thickened and 
are displayed as bent in the "squat" position with the inverted "pear-shaped" torso of the 
figure "settled" between the legs. Small thickset arms extend outwards in front of the 
body with the left hand resting on the left knee and the right hand resting on the right 
knee[2]. The triangular face sits on a thickset neck, and has a small slit for a mouth, a 
ridge-like nose and a narrow band across the forehead,[3] which is just discernible. No 
eyes are clearly indicated. [4] 
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DISCUSSION 
The squatting figure motif when first considered was thought to be that of a human 
exhibitionist (male or female), a motif quite common in Romanesque church sculpture and 
on occasion erroneously known as Shelagh-Na-Gig, an Irish term meaning "immodest 
woman" or effeminate man.[S] 
However, many of the Shelagh-Na-Gigs are found carved on stone in England as well 
as on the european continent, along the pilgrimage routes to Santiago de Compostela, 
where those exhibitionists have not suffered the effects of righteous but misguided 
vandalism on the exterior of churches, especially on corbels. British examples include the 
church of SS. Mary and David, Kilpeck (Herefordshire), and St. Catherine's church, 
Tugford (Salop). French examples include the church of St. Pierre, Champagnalles 
(Charente-Maritime), and the church of St-Loup-Hors at Bayeux; but the list is more 
extensive. 
The writer has discussed the problems of identification of these exhibitionists with Mr 
James Jerman, an authority on the subject, who agrees that there is no evidence for an 
exhibitionist's being portrayed on this tablesman in its present state or any sign of the 
hands of the figure pointing and indicating the genital area. [6] During further research into 
the identity of the figure, the writer has considered the possibility of the figure's being a 
"caccans" - a human excreter; but, as Jerman points out, there is no evidence for any 
'stool'. 'Anus'-showers were also considered as an identity, but the figure is in an 
incorrect position for such a possibility. The squatting figure appears to be in the natural 
childbirth position; figures in such positions are thought to have originated from the Near 
East, where such figures were worshipped. 
Portrayals of naked figures, both men and women, in early mediaeval art can be seen in 
the border of the Bayeux 'Tapestry', where embroidered figures of men and women with 
exaggerated sexual organs in explicit scenes are shown. Again, however, the Gloucester 
tablesman cannot be considered as explicit or suggestive as those on the Bayeux 
'Tapestry'. [9] 
After considering several possibilities for the tablesman figure, there is one possible 
identification which the writer thinks is the correct one, which we will now discuss, 
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giving reasons and examples to support such an identification. The figure is that of an 
Annus, the symbol/personification of the year. 
The Annus in early mediaeval art is usually portrayed as an asexual squatting human 
figure in some examples with the hands resting on the knees, with no other object 
displayed. There is a portrayal of an Annus sculpted on stone in a roundel at the 
cathedral of Autun, and this is the closest parallel the writer can find to the Gloucester 
tablesman figure. lID] This roundel (Fig. 199) is one of a series of thirty roundels arranged 
around the curve of the tympanum of the great west doorway of Gislebertus (c.1120). 
The Annus roundel is situated at mid-point of the roundels directly above the doorway; 
the remaining roundels bear scenes from signs of the Zodiac and "Occupations of the 
Months" (Fig. 200). Therefore, the Annus, personification of the year, should be 
considered within the context of these signs, and likewise the "Annus" on the Gloucester 
tablesman. The Annus figure at Autun is a personified representation of the year; so the 
squatting figure on the tablesman is also likely to be an Annus, especially when we 
consider the "Occupations of the Months" and Zodiac signs present on tablesmen 10, 26, 
12 and 14. 
The personification of the year in early mediaeval art can be traced back at least to the 
Roman Empire, when seasons and months were represented by human figures, usually 
carrying an object which is a symbol for that season or month. Where the Annus is 
concerned, the figure is usually squatting or standing with the hands upraised or resting 
on its knees in a rather confident manner as benefits the 'year' around which the months 
and seasons revolve; the Annus itself does not need a symbol. 
The name Annus can mean a circuit, circular course, or a periodical return. It is, 
therefore, to be expected that the Annus, the year, should be at the centre of the months 
and seasons, for instance above a doorway of a cathedral such as Autun surrounded by 
signs of the Zodiac and 'Occupations of the Months' arranged in a semi-circular fashionl12] 
(Fig. 200). 
Another example of an Annus figure may be found in a mosaic pavement in the cathedral 
of Aosta (Fig. 201); the mosaic portrays an Annus surrounded by medallions of the 
Occupations of the Months, each with an inscription of the month alongside. The Annus 
figure is a fully robed female seated on a bench with the inscription ANNUS to the left 
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of ?her head. In her left hand is the crescent-shaped symbol for the moon, with the 
inscription LUNA alongside, and in the figure's right hand is the symbol for the sun with 
the inscription SOL alongside it. The figure looks as though 'she' is balancing the two 
symbols perfectly, which leads the writer to conclude that the idea portrayed is that of 
Annus - the year keeping the sun and moon in balance and running an even course 
through the months; hence the months represented in the different labours are arranged 
in a cycle around the year, which is at the centre of the Universe keeping everything in 
order. There are no astrological signs on the mosaic. 
There is an example of an Annus in a 12th-century cycle of months, together with 
astrological counterparts, at Strasbourg. This is a manuscript illuminated and completed 
by c.1154 by Girtram, a monk of Menbach (Fig. 202). This is one of the most detailed 
illustrations of the Labours of the Months and noteworthy because of the Annus figure 
within the inner and outer cycle of Zodiac symbols. Again, the Annus is at the centre of 
the cycles. The Annus here is squatting, a bearded male figure covered with hair, and 
partiall y clothed. The head and face of the figure are not unlike a usual representation 
of the face of Jesus Christ. The figure supports a symbol for the sun in his upraised hand 
and the symbol for the moon in his right. A written inscription "Annus" is above the 
figure's head, readily identifying it. Again, the idea is of the year at the centre of the 
cycle of months together with the sun and moon, the year on this occasion being 
personified by a male figure. The personification has been taken on a stage further by 
using the figure as a medium for carrying symbols, i.e. the sun and moon; the idea which 
had its origins in Imperial Rome and beyond, where seasons and months were personified 
and were shown either carrying the appropriate symbol, or having the symbols alongside 
the figure, e.g. the late mediaeval copy of the Chronograph 354 (the original MS was 
written in c.354). Gislebertus of Autun obviously thought it necessary only to have a 
squatting figure with hands resting on his knees, probably copied from an earlier example 
portrayed without sun and moon. [13] 
There are two other 'Annus' figures the writer found in the latter stages of the research 
which may be included here; the first decorates a roundel above the South Doorway at 
Barfreston Church in Kent, the second decorates a spandrel arc at Agonges [See plate 135 
of Nivernais Bourbonnais Roman: Zodiaque (1976)]. 
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The Autun example of an Annus is far the best parallel for the Gloucester tablesman 
figure, and as other tablesmen portray 'Occupations of the Months' and Zodiac figures 
there can be little doubt as to the identity of the figure despite its deteriorated 
appearance. [14] 
NOTES 
[1] Attempts have been made to pick out features on the basis of the figure e.g. 
pendulous breasts, Watkins (1985, 52). 
[2] Watkins (1985, 52) claims that "its left arm apparently passing below the left 
knee to reach the shoulder, whilst the right hand appears to rest on the right 
knee. " 
[3] Watkins (1985, 52) claims this as brows, but see the Autun parallel In the 
discussion. 
[4] A feature which is notable for its absence on many of the other tablesmen. This 
is possibly the main reason why the horizontal line down the nose is hair rather 
than eyebrows - as the brows would indicate eyes, and none are indicated. Other 
tablesmen portraying human figures do not indicate eyebrows - why this one? 
[5] The term Shelagh-Na-Gig was conceived first in Ireland where the grotesque 
carvings/sculptures of human figures were first studied. The name Shelagh-Na-
Gig comes from the Irish, meaning Julien the Giddy - an immodest woman, a 
suitable term considering what the figures usually display. 
[6] The subject of male and female exhibitionists in mediaeval sculpture is a topic in 




i) Anderson, Jorgen. The Witch on the Wall, mediaeval erotic sculpture in 
the British Isles, London and Copenhagen (1977). A good introductory 
chapter. 
ii) Weir, Anthony and Jerman, James. Images of Lust - Sexual Carvings 
on mediaeval churches London (1986). A revised and up-to-date account 
of mediaeval exhibitionists. 
Grateful thanks are here acknowledged to Mr Jerman for discussing with the writer 
the subject of luxuria motifs. He agrees that no obvious displaying of sexual 
organs is indicated and that the figure is more likely to be an Annus figure. 
Mellaart, J. Earliest Civilisations of the Middle East, London (1974), 92. 
Professor Mellaart discusses the image in relation to such civilisations as that of 
Catal Huyuk of Neolithic date. 
For an excellent reproduction of the example see Wilson, D. M. (ed) The Bayeux 
Tapestry p1.17, London (1985). 
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[10] Grivot, D and Zarnecki, G Gislebertus, Sculptor of Autun London (1961), 
shows a detailed photograph of the Annus figure. The similarity between the 
tablesman figure and the Autun example is very close. Perhaps such a carving 
influenced the carver of the tablesman concerned. 
[11] The word Annual is defined as "recurring yearly" (O.E.D.). It is derived from the 
Latin for year, ANNUS. 
[12] See Lewis, C, T. and Short, C. A Latin Dictionary... Oxford (1900), for a 
definition giving examples from classical texts. Lewis and Short also provide an 
alternative spelling ANNUUS - that which lasts a year or continues through a year 
- a year's duration. This is perhaps a clearer definition of Annus within this 
context. 
[13] Webster, J. C. The Labours of the Months !t., New York (1970), has illustration 
of the Aosta mosaic plate 35 and Stuttgart cycle plate 89, complete with 
descriptions. 
[14] The writer would like to acknowledge Professor Zarnecki's comments on this 
tablesman. He readily agreed that it was an ANNUS and cited the Annus in the 
roundel at Autun (Fig. 199) as a good parallel, especially when looking at the 
motif within the context of the scenes on the other gaming pieces. 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 22 
43.70 mm - 44.50 mm 





Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), skull - frontal lobe; there are skull suture lines visible. 
CONDITION 
Fair, some erosion and pitting on the frame, small cracks in the lower limbs of the 
standing figure. Extensive redlbrown staining is probably attributable to the soil in which 
it was found[2]. A compass point pierces the centre of the upper surface of the tablesman. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: An undulating ribbon ornamentation which varies in degrees of 
compactness and regularity[3]. 
Motif: (Fig. 203) The scene is difficult to interpret at first, but it looks as though there 
is a standing human figure supporting another human figure in a 'pick-a-back' fashion; 
unfortunately the artist has run out of space and has had only enough room to show the 
head of the supported figure at the same height as the standing one. 
The standing figure has his legs apart, with the usual triangular shaped feet pointing 
outwards; both feet come into contact with the inside edge of the frame. 
The standing figure has short stocky legs (slightly damaged by cracking) with thickset 
thighs and a broad stocky torso pierced by a compass point mark. The legs and torso are 
decorated with random pecking. The arms of the figure are thin and extended unnaturally 
to accommodate the legs of the figure which it supports on its back. The fingers of each 
hand, which are crude and simple, are represented by spaces separated by a series of 
scored lines. The hands reach up and touch their respective shoulders. 
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The head of the standing figure is shown in profile facing right, face-to-face with the 
figure it is supporting. Facial features include a small scored line representing the mouth 
and a ridge-like nose; no eyes are portrayed. The figure's ?hair hangs straight down at 
the back of its head - individual hair strands picked out by a series of scored lines. The 
figure may be also wearing a flat cap; rectangular shaped in profile and decorated with 
a line of pecking[4]. The top of the figure's head is cut off by the frame. 
The supported figure has its legs protruding between the looped arms of the standing 
figure, the feet coming into contact with the inside edge of the frame. The legs are 
decorated with pecking. 
The arms of the figure have not been portrayed at all where they should have been, the 
arms should be around the neck and shoulders of the standing figure. 
The rather smallish head of the supported figure appears 'perched' on the upper left arm 
of the standing figure; in order to fit in within the frame. The head is shown in profile 
face-to-face with the standing figure. The face has a pointed appearance with a small 
scored line representing the mouth and thin ridge-like nose; no eyes are portrayed. In 
contrast with the standing figure (and the reason is unclear) but in common with other 
figures in the set it is wearing a pointed hood, decorated with line and dot ornamentation, 
which is swept back behind its head, coming into contact with the inside edge of the 
frame, probably owing to lack of sufficient space, rather than structural considerations. 
The motif here is distorted and clumsy owing to the artist's inability to portray accurately 
what is probably two acrobats in a pick-a-back attitude, a performance the artist may 
have seen in his lifetime. 
DISCUSSION 
Despite the upper figure's distortion in order to fit it within the frame, acrobats or 
tumblers are depicted here. Unfortunately the artist has completely run out of space and 
only the figure'S head and legs are visible. It is possible that the original intention was 
to depict the figure as supported above the head or on the shoulders of the other figure. 
Acrobats or tumblers were known as 'Glee Men' by the anglo-saxons, later on as 
'Joculators' by the Normans and as Tregetours by the late 14th century. However, these 
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terms are general in that the name applied to all entertainers such as minstrels, jugglers, 
bear tamers, dancers, etc.; all these entertainers are depicted on Gloucester tablesmen[5). 
Throughout the mediaeval period, these entertainers, including the acrobats with their 
clever feats of balancing and tricks, were often seen at fairs and markets entertaining the 
local popUlation. They were looked upon with suspicion by the authorities, including the 
church, who excommunicated such entertainers. The church considered them a particular 
nuisance to travellers along the pilgrimage roads to saints' shrines, especially as such 
people escaped the law because of their wandering existence and their habit of diverting 
money, legally or illegally, from the people - money that was originally intended for 
church coffers. Jerman (1981, 22)l6) says: 
"the liturgical drama during the day in the Church gave way to satirical farce at 
night ... and acrobats, prestidigitators and conjurors amused the weary travellers 
at night". 
Acrobats were often also tumblers, vaulters and experts- in balancing on each other as in 
the example depicted on this tablesman. Women were also involved in the acts and were 
originally known as 'Glee Maidens'; a later word used for the women was 'tomblesteres' 
or 'tomblestres', from a word meaning to dance, vault or tumble. Perhaps the two figures 
portrayed on this tablesman were meant to be a male and a female, and the artist has tried 
to differentiate between them by their headgear or lack of it; it is hard to say for certain 
but it is suggested as a possibility. 
According to Strutt (1838)l7), balancing, tumbling or vaulting was of great antiquity, and 
the agility of the performers continued to impress and amaze the population as they do 
now; the best of the entertainers performed at royal courts and were kept as part of the 
court, and in noble households throughout the norman period especially; though they were 
still treated with contempt by the church. One notable acrobat performed clever tricks on 
horses during the reign and at the Court of King Edward II (1307-1327). The King was 
so impressed that he- presented the entertainers on one occasion with a purse of twenty 
shillings - a large sum at that time. [8) 
It is likely that the artist himself may have witnessed acrobats performing at a fair, etc., 
and tried to portray the scene on the gaming piece, albeit not entirely successfully. 
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Examples of similar themes are quite rare in Romanesque art, but a few examples may 
be quoted here. An early 12th-century capital in the main crypt of Canterbury Cathedral 
depicts one human figure supporting another on top of his head (Fig. 204); the supported 
figure's arms are being supported by the lower figure's arms. The supported figure holds 
a fish by the tail in his right hand whilst in his right hand he supports a bowl; this figure 
has a bearded face and also wears a turban which suggests an eastern origin for the model 
of these two performers[9J. 
A 12th-century manuscript example may also be cited (Bib.Nat.MS Lat 52) - this 
illustration, originally from Moissac, of the initial letter 'V' is formed primarily of 
acrobats, and the rest of the illustration is formed by human heads and foliage which 
sprouts from two of the acrobats' mouths; the bottom of the 'V' has a squatting small 
figure in a loin cloth balancing rather precariously two other acrobats with one foot each 
on the squatter's knees whilst their other feet rest on the squatter's head; these two figures 
lean backwards facing the arms of the 'V' and grasping foliage strands (Fig. 205)llOJ. 
Perhaps the closest parallel to the figures on this tablesman is two carved stone figures 
within a roundel above the church of Ste. Madeleine, Vezelay. This roundel is amongst 
a group of roundels displaying scenes from the 'Labours of the Months' and the Zodiac; 
the figure being supported on the shoulders of another, the legs of the supported figure 
being clasped and held by the other, exactly how the tablesman figures should have been, 
if they had been portrayed properly (Fig. 206). 
According to Webster (1976)[l1J, the scene is in the position for the occupation for the 
month of November in the labours of the months series, though it may have been 
displaced from somewhere else by late rebuilding. Webster himself has no explanation 
for the scene, but quotes Koseleff (1934)[12J, who suggests that the figures may represent 
the old year carrying in the new and cites a possible parallel, a MS miniature of late 
13th-century date in the Laurentian Library (Plut.XX, cod.3) published by d'Ancona, 
p1.39. This scene depicts personifications of the year standing on the shoulders of Winter, 
bearing each of the other seasons, each of which carries three months represented by 
heads. If the scene on this tablesman is a personification of November carrying in the 
year it has an interesting connection with another Gloucester tablesman scene - that of 
tablesman 21, where a squatting figure is considered as a representation of Annus, the 
Year (see relevant tablesman for discussion). 
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Whilst the other above suggestion is an attractive idea, one should be wary of reading too 
much into a theme, and it is very possible to offer other plausible suggestions including 
the interpretation as Gemini, the heavenly twins from the Zodiac[13J, which is a plausible 
idea, as other Gloucester tablesmen have themes which could be interpreted as astrological 
symbols, e.g. tablesmen 12, 13 and 14; though the writer can find no illustration of 
Gemini in Mediaeval art where one twin is supported on the shoulders of another. Again, 
though, it may be argued that the artist had insufficient space to show the figures side by 
side so he placed the figures on top of each other; this is not out of the realms of 
possibility. 
The most likely interpretation offered here is that the figures are intended to be acrobats, 














Slightly wider than the normal width of 3.00 mm. 
See Appendix 1 on the archaeological background to the Gloucester Tables set. 
The border decoration and the frame of the Gloucester tablesmen are discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
See Chapter 8 for a discussion on the style of the Gloucester tablesmen. 
See Chapter 6 for a summary of the themes of the Gloucester tablesmen. 
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[12] KoseletT, O. Die Monatsdarstellungen der Erauzosischen Plastik des 12 
lahrhunderts. (Warburg (1934) dissertation, 60-61). 
[13] The zodiac sign Gemini, the heavenly twins - covers the period May 22 to June 
21 in astrological charts. 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 23 
44.60 mm - 45.30 mm 





Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), skull, possibly temporal lobe. Traces of skull suture lines are 
visible. 
CONDmON 
Excellent, there is however a small crack in the human figure's lower left arm. The 
redlbrown staining is possibly due to the soil in which the tablesman was found[l]. 
ADDmONAL REMARKS 
There is no compass point visible; presumably this has been cut away by the later carving 
of the figure. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: An uneven and irregular undulating ribbon ornamentation which 
varies in degrees of compactness and regularity. In several places the marking has been 
reduced to a series of haphazard scored lines[2]. 
Motif: (Fig. 207) The scene shows a seated human figure on the left is what has been 
an attempt at a three-quarter profile position. In front of the figure is an animal, a 
quadruped of uncertain identity. In detail the figures are quite crude and the carving has 
degenerated to an even lower standard than normal. 
The feet have the usual triangular shape, shown in profile and coming into contact with 
the inside edge of the tables man frame. There are the usual narrow lower limbs; however, 
the thighs have been extended to a very large size - perhaps the figure is meant to be 
shown wearing baggy clothing. The left leg is crossed over the right. Both legs have 
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been decorated with a series of pecked dots, some of which have possibly been worn 
away. The torso and thighs are rather precariously balanced on a small stool which stands 
out behind the figure. The legs of the stool are shown in profile, possibly originally 
decorated with pecking. The stool is quite small with both legs coming into contact with 
the inside edge of the frame. The stool is small owing to the general lack of space within 
the frame. Several figures on other Gloucester Tablesmen are portrayed sitting on a stool, 
e.g. tablesmen 1, 2 and 6. 
The right arm is thin and wiry and is bent at the elbow; it is in front of the torso. The 
hand is depicted as a series of scored lines with the spaces representing fingers. The left 
arm is also thin and wiry and is bent at the elbow with the arm extending outwards; the 
left hand again is represented by a series of scored lines and is holding on to a leash 
which in tum is attached to the collar of the animal. 
The figure has a thick neck; the head, which is cut off at the top by the frame, is shown 
in a three-quarter profile position, and the mouth is represented by a single carved scored 
line which gives the mouth a smiling attitude. The nose is quite prominent - an elongated 
sausage shape, beneath a prominent forehead. The nose profile is quite unlike those on 
other tablesmen figures and it is a possibility the artist has made a caricature of someone 
he knew or had seen in life, by exaggerating the nose[3]. In common with many other 
figures on the set, no eyes are depicted. 
The figure'S hair is swept back around the back of the head, curving around and following 
the inside edge of the frame, again to fit the hair within the frame and possibly to provide 
additional structural support. The individual hair tresses are separated by two straight 
scored lines. The hair stops suddenly as though it had been deliberately cut short. The 
purpose of this is unclear as it does not appear on other figures in the set; perhaps it was 
a mistake by the artist, or was it copied from someone he knew or had seen in real life 
who wore their hair this way? 
The animal portrayed is a quadruped walking on all fours - it is shown in profile and is 
portrayed as though walking up the inside edge of the frame; obviously the craftsman had 
to use what space was available and had to fit the animal in somehow. 
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The size of the animal, as with animals depicted on other figures in the set, cannot be 
used as a criterion in order to identify the animal. The feet of the animal, or what is 
visible, are cloven, with scored lines separating toes or claws, etc. The rear legs are 
portrayed slightly apart with the rear left leg shown in front of the rear right leg. The two 
front legs are shown together with only a scored line separating them. The animal's legs 
have prominent hocks supporting a thickset, sturdy body. Around the animal's thickset 
neck are two scored lines representing a collar; the collar has small individual marks on 
it which may represent studs. Attached to the collar is a leash which is held in the 
outstretched left hand of the human figure - this may provide a possible clue as to the 
animal's identity. 
The animal's head has an unusual profile; no eyes are portrayed and the animal's face is 
dominated by a large inwardly curving proboscis or snout, presumably in order to fit the 
entire head within the frame. Unfortunately the animal's head, owing to the incompetence 
of the craftsman, affords us with no real clue as to the identity of the animal, unless the 
proboscis is really a snout. Two possible clues have therefore to be considered, the collar 
(studded?) and leash, and the snout - if the odd curve is ignored. 
Candidates previously considered were: a sheep, but this identification was made before 
the gaming piece was properly cleaned, and the leash was originally interpreted as a pair 
of clipping shears! The other interpretation now discarded was a dog, but it was decided 
that it was too stocky and the wrong shape, especially when compared with the lean 
hunting dogs portrayed on the tables board. The most likely candidate is probably a bear, 
although an ape has been suggested, Watkins (1985, 49).[5) Of the two candidates, the 
bear is the more likely, the stocky body, the animal's being on all four feet, and the long 
?snout, all point to this identification (bears being stocky beasts with long snouts). The 
clue of the collar and leash however, cannot be used as it is likely that any fairground 
entertainer would have his animal on a leash. This is a possible clue in the scene which 
would lead to the animal's being identified as a bear depicted along with its owner. 
DISCUSSION 
Bear Tamers or baiters come under the general heading of joculators, later to become 
Tregetours(6). The original joculators did not just juggle, they were dancers, tumblers and 
acrobats. Strott (1838)[7), describes animal tamers and baiters at some length; he says that 
the joculators taught bears and other animals to perform and imitate the actions of men; 
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joculators also imitated the actions of the animals. The tricks of the animals, including 
the bears, was part of the general repertoire of the joculators which included e.g. juggling 
- tablesman 3; the minstrels - tablesmen 1 and 2; tumbling and dancing - tablesman 5; 
and acrobats - tablesman 22. These were the wandering entertainers who were generally 
mistrusted and disliked by the Church authorities but were considered a necessary evil for 
the entertainment of the populace at local fairs, markets, etc. 
Several illustrations in Strutt (1838)l8) show bears being used as entertainers. Strutt, fig. 
51 (no source given), depicts a bear on a lead lying on the ground at the command of its 
master, who stands above the animal with a switch; two other anglo-saxon gleemen are 
also portrayed; one is playing the pipes whilst the other is dancing. 
Other illustrations in Strutt (Chapter VI, fig. 72-74) are ascribed a later 14th-century 
date; they depict dancing bears, bears standing on their heads in one instance and in 
another a monkey riding on a bear's back. The sources for the above are: MS 264 
(Bodleian Collection) and MS 6563 (Harleian Collection). 
The figure on the tablesman is quite possibly a bear tamer (though without his switch) or 
he could conceivably be a bear baiter. There is a subtle difference. In bear baiting, the 
bear was often blinded and put into a pit with a pack of dogs who attacked the bear. 
Quite often the battle peaked into blood lust, and injuries to both bear and dogs were 
horrendous; often the bear became so maddened that the animal attacked his master and 
escaped into the spectators' area causing a stampede and subsequent injuries. During the 
reign of King Henry II (1154-1189) a certain William Fitzstephen, in his descriptions of 
London in his 'Life of Thomas Beckett', writes of young Londoners being amused by full 
grown bears baited by dogs(9). 
The bear pits eventually became known as bear gardens. Bear baiting was patronised by 
royalty. Erasmus, writing during the reign of Henry VIII (1509-1547), said there were 
many herds of bears kept specifically for use at bear baiting performances[lO). 
Bear baiting gained greatest popularity during the reign of Elizabeth I (1558-1603) and 
many bear baiting displays were put on for the benefit of royal visitors. 
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The sport would be considered brutal by today's standards but it remained popular 
throughout the mediaeval period; great ceremony was attached to bear baiting and taming, 
the bear being led down streets dancing often to the accompaniment of music by the 
minstrels, and other joculateurs displaying their particular skills; all this to encourage the 
population into paying for the prospect of entertainment. Fairs and markets were probably 
the most profitable places for the entertainers. 
Entertainers such as bear tamers and baiters were excommunicated by the church and were 
often legislated against, but the authorities were in a difficult position because the secular 
nobility and often royalty patronised such sports, as the entertainers provided relief and 
entertainment in what was a dangerous and precarious existence. 
There are a few examples of entertainers in ecclesiastical art are rare - and the writer can 
find ~examples of bear tamers/baiters in sculpture. There are, however, two examples 
of bear tamers in 12th-century manuscripts. The first scene forms part of an initial letter 
'A' in Vat. Rossiana MS 500; a winged dragon forms part of one of the uprights of the 
letter 'A' whilst the rest of the letter consists of mainly a bear standing on its hind legs, 
with a muzzle around its snout attached to a lead which its master holds, with a switch 
in his upraised hand as if he is teaching the bear a trick (Fig. 208). The second example 
again forms part of an initial letter 'A' in MS 0.4.7., Trinity College, Cambridge; again 
part of the letter is formed by a winged dragon. Underneath the dragon is a standing 
human figure on the left, again holding on to a lead and muzzle attached around the snout 
of an upright bear. The master, with the aid of a switch, is teaching the bear its ABC as 
indicated issuing from the mouth of the figure, whilst the letter 'A' appears at the open 
snout of the bear (Fig. 209)l12]. 
Another scene depicting a bear and a bear tamer with club, decorates one of the shafts of 
the Prior's doorway at Ely Cathedral (Fig. 210). A similar scene decorates an initial 'B' 
of a Passional c.1100 (British Library Arundel MS 91, Folio 47v) (Fig. 211). 
Quite probably the artist, when he carved the scene, was copying from a scene he had 
witnessed himself at a fair or market and subsequently committed to memory. The reason 
for the figure's being seated on a stool is unclear; perhaps the figure was depicted this 




[1] See Appendix 1 for a discussion on the archaeological background to the 
Gloucester Tables set. 
[2] See Chapter 8 for a discussion on the decorative style of the Gloucester 
Tablesmen. 
[3] For further discussion on the style of the figures, see Chapter 8. 
[4] The sheep interpretation was proposed as a possible Occupation/Labours of the 
Month, especially as other tablesmen depict Occupations/Labours of the Months. 
[5] Watkins, MJ., Gloucester: The Normans and Domesday, Gloucester (1985), 49. 
[6] See also Tablesman 4 - The Juggler, for the origin of the word Tregetour. 
[7] Strutt, j., The Sports and Pastimes of the People of England, London (1838). 
[8] Ibid. 
[9] Op. Cit. note [7], 256. 
[10] Op. Cit. note [7], 257. 
[11] Weir, A. and jerman, j., Images of Lust: Sexual Carvings on Medieval 
Churches, Chapter 4, London (1986). 
[12] Boase, T.S.R., English Art, 1100-1216 figs. 7a and 7c, Oxford (1953). 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 24 
45.70 mm - 46.00 mm 





Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), skull? frontal lobe. 
CONDmON 
Excellent; there are some traces of pitting on the figure's left hand and head. There are 
traces of wear and some evidence of red staining which is probably attributable to the soil 
in which it was found[l). 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
The upper surface of the tablesman is pierced at the centre by a compass point mark, 
serving as a representation of a human navel? 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: This consists of an undulating ribbon ornamentation which varies 
in degrees of compactness and regularity. 
Motif: (Fig. 212) A single asexual figure (there is no evidence of sexual organs) is 
portrayed in a three-quarter profile position, running from left to right. Suspended from 
the left hand by the neck is a large bird, whilst suspended in the right-hand, from the tail, 
is a large fish. 
In detail the human figure's legs are quite short and stocky, the left foot has the usual 
triangular profile in common with other human figures on the set. The left leg is 
projected slightly forward of the right, which is bend behind the figure as if to project the 
figure forward. Both feet come into contact with the inside edge of the frame. 
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The thighs of the figure thicken out considerably and widen to extend into the torso, 
which is pierced by a compass point mark, and tapers slightly towards the top to form the 
chest. 
Both arms are over-long, thin and bendy, and are bent at the elbow with the lower arm 
projecting upwards and eventually expanding outwards to form massive spade-like hands 
with fingers of considerable thickness, separated by a series of scored lines[2]. The left 
hand is partially obscured by later erosion. 
The figure has a fairly long neck with a lvI-shaped cleft at the shoulders formed by the 
curves of the upper arm. The head, partly damaged by erosion, is turned sideways facing 
right; facial details are few, as usual. There is a rather pointed chin, a small scored line 
represents the mouth, with a ridge-like nose reminiscent of a nasal guard of a 
spangenhelm; the hair with individual strands picked out by a series of three scored lines 
is swept out behind the back of the head, giving supportive evidence of the running action 
of the figure. The hair comes into full contact with the inside edge of the tablesman 
frame, in common with other Gloucester tablesmen figures. This gives added strength to 
the theme. 
The bird in the figure's left hand is quite large, though the massive left hand of the figure 
obscures about one third of it, its head is partially visible above the left hand, and the 
primary wing feathers are reduced to a series of three curving scored lines swept away 
towards the edge of the tablesman. The primary tail feathers which cover almost a third 
of the body are depicted by a series of four long scored lines pointing downwards towards 
the figure's left front. 
The fish in the figure's right hand is suspended from the tail, which is also obscured by 
the hand; scales of the fish are represented by three pairs of diagonal scored lines 
projecting down and inwards on each side of the fish. The two pairs of short scored lines 
parallel to the alignment of the fish may represent the pectoral fins, whilst a small 
diagonal line at the edge of the fish may represent an eye[3]. The long single line at the 
centre of the fish head projecting upwards towards the tail is the mouth. 
In both cases, the bird and the fish are suspended downwards from the figure's hands in 
order to fit them within the frame. Both animals come into contact with the frame, giving 
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added structural strength. Owing to the simplicity of the carving, the species of the 
respective animals cannot be ascertained. 
DISCUSSION 
This motif is a particularly interesting one as it may have its direct origins, along with the 
Annus figure on tablesman 21, in classical art, possibly as a representation of a month or 
season. 
Webster (1970)l4] discusses the use of human figures in representations of the 
months/seasons and concludes that classical roman and later art, used human figures to 
personify months and/or seasons; what the month or season was depended on what the 
figure was actually wearing or carrying in its hands[5]. 
The human figures were often female as in the case of 'Mother Earth', to which man from 
the earliest times gave a spirit and a sex. 
The figure on this tablesman is either a month or a season, the bird and fish provide the 
clue to the time of the year, be it a month or season; having the attributes in the figures 
hands is the most convenient way of presenting them. 
As the figure is running or rushing forward, perhaps this may also provide a clue to the 
month or season (perhaps Spring?). There are numerous examples of this personification 
in classical art, a popular medium being mosaics (or tessellated pavements). Seasons 
appear to have been particularly popular in northwestern Europe, where although season 
themes were used they nevertheless owed their origins to a more southern mediterranean 
climate. 
Mosaics bearing the theme of the seasons are frequently found on villa sites, especially 
in Britain. Villas were especially appropriate as they were farms also, and the life of the 
farm, then as it does now, revolved around the seasons. Ling (1983)[6] has made a recent 
study of these seasons represented as figures or busts on Romano-British Mosaics and has 
reinterpreted some of the various seasons, i.e. Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter. For 
example, at the Chedworth Villa near Cirencester, Gloucestershire, there is no doubt as 
to the identities of Winter and Spring. Winter (Fig. 213) is a warmly wrapped figure in 
a hooded cloak, probably the Burus Britannicus(7] and leggings. The clothing itself is 
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enough to indicate that the month is Winter; however, the figure also bears attributes in 
its hands. In the left hand is a 'dead' branch or twig and in the right hand is a dead hare. 
The personification of Spring is even more interesting as far as this discussion is 
concerned; Spring is a ?female figure in a running attitude with some garment being shed 
in front of it. With regard to attributes, in the left hand is a ?basket of flowers, whilst 
perched on the right hand is a bird, perhaps a swallow. In the background are stylised 
leaves and branches. 
Here then is Spring personified rushing forward shedding the 'cloak of Winter' as she 
goes, bringing forward the migrating swallows, the flowers and budding trees, a very 
obvious portrayal of Spring. It is this personification of Spring that bears close 
comparison with the tablesman theme, i.e. the rushing forward naked figure with the bird; 
the fish is perhaps not so easily explained away, but perhaps symbolises the returning of 
fish to the rivers to spawn, another, though less obvious, sign of Spring. 
The examples of seasons briefly mentioned above are just two of the many that survive; 
they merely serve to show very clearly where this tablesman theme was derived. Summer 
and Autumn were usually represented by fruit gathering (attribute - a basket of fruit) and 
leaf gathering (a rake?) respectively(8). 
It is possible that the carver of the Gloucester tables men may have seen such a theme -
representing Spring perhaps - and later copied it onto a gaming piece without knowing 
or even caring what the theme represented. Therefore we have lost the original context 
of the theme, which makes positive identification even more difficult. 
Additional aid, however, has been afforded by means of a copy of a late roman 
manuscript, the Chronograph 354(9). This late copy has twelve personifications of months 
plus their attributes, each with their particular verse for that month; the accuracy of these 
illustrations cannot be ascertained but these are considered close to the originals owing 
to the wording of the verses. The month that is particularly important here is the month 
of February, in the Chronograph. February is depicted as a lightly clothed figure which 
is holding onto a struggling bird with both outstretched hands (Fig. 214). To the figure's 
right is a long-legged walking bird, identified by Webster (1970) as a Heron. On the 
other side of the figure is a large fish, suspended with no visible means of support. There 
are enough attributes in this scene, which are all contained by an architrave, to bear a 
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certain amount of comparison with the tablesman scene, and the verse below leaves no 
doubt as to the identification of the month - that of February[IO]. 
From the evidence of the Chronograph 354 one might suspect that the scene depicted on 
this tablesman is a representation of a month - perhaps February rather than a season 
(spring). However, the two may be synonymous in that spring began earlier in southern 
european/mediterranean countries, perhaps a month or so earlier than northwestern Europe, 
owing to the latitude difference; therefore in the colder north, spring began in April but 
in the mediterranean, where this tablesman theme probably originated, spring began in 
February or March. 
Other possibilities for the above theme have been suggested. Watkins (1985, 51)[11] 
suggests one of the elements, perhaps air or water, presumably the element water being 
suggested on the basis that the fish could be associated with water whilst the bird could 
represent the element of air. Watkins, however, offers no parallels; many suggestions may 
be offered, but very few with any supporting evidence~ 
There appear to be few surviving comparisons of this theme in later art. The theme was 
probably not understood and went out of vogue; a few examples have survived as 
manuscript illustrations, as in one manuscript written in Canterbury c.1125, now in 
Florence (Laurentiana MS Plut 12.17, fo1.5) (Fig. 215). This is the best parallel the writer 
could find. The theme again probably has classical origins. The scene depicts a fully 
clothed running male figure in the upper half of a capital 'G', above another figure 
grasping hold of elaborate foliage tendrils issuing from the stem of the 'G'. Above the 
running figures head held aloft in the figure's left hand in an overarm throw position, is 
a large fish. The right hand is reaching forward and is grasping the right wing of a duck, 
perhaps a mallard which is trying to fly awayY2] 
Despite the discrepancies between the two scenes, there is enough to suggest they both 
originated from a siinilar theme. 
Apart from the above example, it would appear that the theme was quite rare in late-
mediaeval art, probably owing to the popularity of using different agricultural activities 
to represent the different months; they would certainly have more meaning to the populace 
than an obscure classical theme. Webster (1970)[13] illustrates a manuscript which has 
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similar themes to the one depicted on this tablesman, the manuscript now in Vienna, 
Staatsbibliotek MS 387, c.818. The figure representing February has a large bird in the 
right hand and the figure representing March has a smaller bird in the right hand with a 
snake in the left, perhaps indicating that March is the month when reptiles come out of 
hibernation (Fig. 216). 
Again, the closeness of February and March suggests that the theme on the tablesman 
could represent Spring with a symbol for February and March respectively, as Spring 
probably overlapped the two months; in the MS above the attribute of the months have 
been separated out into two different months. 
Figures carrying fish in early mediaeval art are quite rare, although fish were used in 
astrology as the astrological symbol Pisces (February 19 - March 20) and the fish was 
used as an early christian symbol. One well known example in stone forms part of a 
pillar capital in the crypt of Canterbury Cathedral (c.1120). The scene depicts two 
acrobats, one supporting the other above his shoulders; the supported figure has a bowl 
in his left hand - a begging bowl(?), whilst in his right he has a large fish suspended (Fig. 
217). See Zarnecki (1951, fig. 51-52).[14) 
Swarzenski (1974)[15) has an illustration from the base of the head reliquary of St. Oswald 
(English, c.1176, now in Hildesheim Cathedral). The scene depicts the reclining figure 
of a woman who has a water container in the right hand from which she is pouring water; 
in the left hand she suspends a fish. The scene is thought to be the 'river of Paradise'; the 
fish is an indication of the bountifulness of the river. 
All the possibilities described above are positive interpretations of this theme. 
Undoubtedly the scene has classical origins, the human figure being the personification 
of a particular period of time of which the fish and birds are attributes; the interpretation 
of these attributes is open to some debate, mainly because of the theme's being divorced 
from its original context. The writer interprets the scene as a representation of Spring, 
which overlapped February!March in its country of origin, and therefore symbols of the 
two months are then represented under the general theme of Spring. 
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NOTES 
[1] See Appendix 1 on the archaeological background of the Gloucester Tables set. 
[2] For a discussion on the Gloucester Tablesmen figures style see Chapter 8. 
[3] A rare example of a depiction of an eye on a Gloucester Tablesmen figures. 
[4] Webster, J.e. The Labours of the Months"., New York (1970), 35-36. 
[5] Ibid. In page 36 Webster concludes that the use of the human figure personifying 
a month or a season and its attributes had derived from a much earlier type with 
a human figure, but no clear attribute, which made it difficult to interpret what 
time of year was represented. 
[6] Ling, R. 'The Seasons in Romano British Mosaic Pavements', Britannia, Vol. 
XIV, (1983) 13-23. 
[7] The Burrus Britannicus, the British cloak, was the originator of our modem Duffel 
coat. 
[8] Op. Cit. note [6]. 
[9] Op. Cit. note [4]. Webster (fig.7, 14) after Stryzygowski 'Die Monatszyklan der 
byzantinishchen Kunst', Repertorium fUr Kunst-Wissenschaft, XI 23 IT (1888). 
[10] Februarius. 
"At quem caeruleo modo constringit amictus, 
Quique paludicolam pendere gestat avem, 
Daedala quem iactu pluvio circumvenit Iris, 
Romuleo ritu F ebrua mensis habet. " 
Trans. (Professor Rudd, Department of Archaeology, University of Bristol). 
"But by the system of Romulus, 
To the month of February belongs 
the one confined in a knotted blue garment, 
who enjoys catching the marsh -dwelling bird, 
and whom the many-horned Iris drenches over with a 
shower of rain ". 
From Fowler, J. 'On Mediaeval Representations of the Months and Seasons' 
Archaeologia Vol. XLIV, Table 11 (1973), 192. 




Beckwith, J. A rediscovered English reliquary cross fig. 12. Victoria and Albert 
Museum Bulletin Reprint (1971). 
Ibid. note [4]. 
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[14] Zarnecki, G. English Romanesque Sculpture 1066-1140, London (1951). 
[15] Swarzenski, H. Monuments of Romanesque Art, London (1974). 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 25 
44.40 mm - 44.50 mm 





Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), skull, frontal lobe. 
CONDmON 
Fair, some erosion and pitting, especially on the frame. Extensive red/brown staining may 
be due to the environmental conditions in which the tablesman was found[21. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: This consists of undulating ribbon ornamentation which varies in 
degrees of compactness and regularity[31. 
Motif: (Fig. 218) The design consists of an animal facing right with left foreleg 
raised; the neck is tall and the head is ?human. This is twisted so that the creature is 
looking over to its rear. 
In detail, the feet of the animal are cloven and come into contact with the inside edge of 
the frame. The rear hind legs have prominent hocks which are braced together with a 
long thickset tail tucked between them. 
The torso of the animal is elongated; surface detail has been lost owing to surface erosion. 
The front legs also come into contact with the frame, they are short and stocky (the raised 
left leg is just visible), the shortness of the legs giving the animal a slightly 'pitched' 
appearance[41. The points of contact between the feet of the animal give added structural 
strength to the figure. 
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The neck is elongated and may give a possible clue to the identity of the animal (see 
later discussion). The neck tapers slightly towards the top, and despite some erosion and 
pitting, a series of ?five helicoidal scored lines is visible, arranged in a spiral up the neck, 
perhaps to give greater emphasis to the long neck and to show that it is twisted?[5] 
The head is the most interesting feature of the animal; unfortunately, though, some of the 
worst erosion has occurred in this area, so the description and therefore discussion must 
remain to a certain extent speculative. The head is human and according to Watkins 
(1985)l6] is wearing some form of head gear, possibly a wimple? There is, however, a 
more likely possibility; there is a series of scored lines on the lower half of the head 
following the curve of the jaw line; on these lines are a series of small triangular pecks -
these may represent several rows of teeth, but unfortunately the pitting of the surface here 
makes it difficult to discern the teeth[7]. If, however, the above interpretation is correct, 
then this is crucial to the identification of the creature as a manticore (see discussion 
below). 
Other facial features include a prominent, rectangular ridge-like nose; again no eyes are 
indicated, in common with many other tablesman figures, both animal and human. A 
series of scored lines on top of the head (which comes into contact with the frame) may 
represent hair. 
DISCUSSION 
Two possible identities have been suggested for the animal portrayed on this tablesman .. 
These are based on the only well-known mythological creatures that have a quadruped 
body and the head of a human; the sphinx and the manticore. A close study of the figure 
leads to the conclusion that it is a manticore, for reasons discussed below. 
The reason for the creature's originally being identified as a sphinx is based on the then 
uncertain knowledge of Egyptian and Greek sphinxes. 
According to Mr. Brunsdon Yapp (personal communication)[8] the beast cannot be a 
sphinx ... . 
" .... the Egyptian sphin.x had the breasts of a woman and the body of a lion and no 
wings". 
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There is no sign on this figure of any female breasts (despite erosion). When the image 
was transferred to Greece it was similar to Egyptian sphinxes, except that it also had 
wings. The figure on this tablesman does not have wings. This tablesman is therefore 
neither an Egyptian nor a Greek sphinx, according to Yapp. 
In Watkins (1985)[9J ••••• 
"... the differences between sphinxes and manticores are too small for one to claim 
·h " ell er... . 
The writer suspects that Watkin's suggestion of the figure's being a sphinx and therefore 
female is based on the rather tenuous interpretation of the figure's head gear as a woman's 
wimple. 
As for the identification as a manticore, it was considered during mediaeval times that the 
animal: 
" has a threefold row of teeth meeting alternately, the face of a man with 
gleaming blood -red eyes, a lion's body, a tail like the sting of a scorpion and a 
shrill-like voice which is so sibilant that it resembles the notes of flutes. It 
harkens after human flesh most ravenously. It is so strong in the foot, so 
powerful with its leaps that not the most extensive space nor the most lofty 
obstacle can contain it". [lOJ 
It should be noted here that scorpion tails are not often properly shown, this tablesman 
figure included. The artists and craftsmen of northwest Europe and England would 
probably not have known what a scorpion looked like, let alone a scorpion's sting which 
may therefore have been portrayed as just a tail, in this case tucked down between the 
legs of the creature; Yapp considers this as supporting evidence for the figure's body 
being that of a lion; lions in bestiaries were depicted with their tails between their legs. 
Manticore's bodies are thought to be that of a lion or possibly a tiger in some cases. 
The tall neck of the animal cannot be explained so easily, and the artist has probably 
copied an earlier example which had a tall neck, or possibly the image on the tablesman 
was based on verbal description. 
A good parallel for a manticore with a tail, and in this case a sinuous neck, may been 
seen on the side of the calendar column at Souvigny (Fig. 219a/b). This carved relief, 
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dated to the early 12th century, consists of a figure with the body of a lion, a tall neck 
and a human head. The creature is identified as a manticore by means of an inscription 
above the relief. It should be noted that the figure does not have several rows of teeth 
(though its mouth is closed) and the tail is not tucked between the legs. Either the carver 
did not bother showing the several rows of teeth or he was merely ignorant of details of 
a manticore; probably all he knew was that it had the head of a man and a body of a lion, 
which was enough for it to be identified as a manticore. 
Although the manticore is a mythical creature, it probably had its origins in a real animal, 
as with other creatures of legend. The word Manticore or Manticora is thought to be 
derived from the adulteration of the word Marticora in the Persian language, meaning 
"devourer of Men" - man-eater. There is some debate whether the manticore's torso is 
that of a tiger (a man-eater) or a lion; Yapp (1987, 64-66) considered that lions may be 
shown with tails tucked between their legs, and also informed the writer (Personal 
Communication) that .... 
".... the tail tucked between their legs is partly characteristic of a representation 
• .f I' " oJ a Ion .... 
An example of a manticore complete with tail tucked between its legs is a sculpture on 
the architrave above the South doorway at the parish church SS. Mary and David, at 
Kilpeck, Herefordshire, (Fig. 220)[13]. 
Anderson (1935, 134)[14] sums up quite neatly the definition of what a manticore is: 
" .... Mantichora l15 ] was a fearful creature of the imagination, it had the body of a 
lion, the head of a grey -eyed man [some writers say red-eyed man] equipped with 
three rows of teeth. It pursued and ate naked man, thus acting as the mediaeval 
equivalent to our now disregarded Mrs. Grundy. Ctesias professed to have seen 
one at the Court of Persia, but Dr. Valentine Ball shows that the word used was 
probably "Mantichoras'~ a corruption of the Persian for "Man-Eater" and that 
a tiger was originally intended .... " 
Anderson cites examples of manticores on the norman doorway at Dalmeny, West 
Lothian, and a sepulchral stone at Meigle, Perthshire, where a manticore is portrayed 
chasing a naked man. 
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Other examples of manticores include a later mediaeval relief on a corbel at North Cerney 
church, Gloucestershire, a carving on the 12th century Prior's doorway at Ely Cathedral, 
and a fragmentary one on the doorway of Bradbourne church, Derbyshire. Similar 
creatures are portrayed on the Luppitt font in Devon, likewise the Thorpe Arnold font, 
where the only thing in common with a manticore is a human head with an animal's body; 
the tail terminates with another human head. The Luppitt font creature has an animal's 
body with a human head, but this creature may be a centaur. 
In Mann (1977)[16), a tablesman with a figure of a human-headed animal is described as 
a Sphinx turned to the ~ght. However, a close examination of the figure shows that it 
does not have wings or the foreparts of a woman. The figure has a tail tucked between 
its legs, which have cloven feet, and the head is more like that of a man than a woman: 
perhaps it has been misidentified and its proper identification should be that of a 
manticore. 
In many cases where the exact identity of the creature is in doubt, it may be due to the 
carver's playing and using his imagination and using a mixture of centaurs, amphisbaena 
and manticores, no doubt originally derived from illustrated bestiaries such as described 
in T. H. White's translation of a 12th-century bestiary, where an example of a manticore 
is illustrated on page 51.(17) 
In White's account of the manticore, he adds the following note which sums up the 
problem of identifying bestiary composite animals quite well. 
".... The confusion among the parts of these composite beasts in the Bestiaries is 
sometimes due to the etymologist .... in that the Mediaeval philologist has often by 
his own conjecture managed to mix them together in pursuit of derivation in his 
own head.... Manticores, mantiserras and half a dozen others have at one time or 
another been scrambled together by interpreters like Isodore of Seville, not in 
pursuit of natural history but in that of language or even that of morals. ,,(18) 
NOTES 
[1] This is the thickest of all the Gloucester Tablesmen. 
[2] See Appendix 1 for a detailed discussion on the archaeological background of the 
Gloucester tables set. 

















Cloven feet are portrayed on animals on other Gloucester Tablesmen e.g. 
tablesmen 14. 
An interesting detail; one would have thought such details were not possible in 
this craftsman's limited repertoire. However, a similar phenomenon exists on 
tablesman 20 where the fox's body is picked out with lines perhaps to represent 
the leanness or sleekness of the fox's body. 
Watkins, M. J. Gloucester: The Normans and Domesday. Gloucester (1985), xiv, 
63-64. 
One other creature on the Gloucester Tablesmen set has teeth picked out in this 
way, tablesman 14, the centaur with bow - perhaps the painted teeth were 
associated with this. 
The discussion is based on written correspondence with the late Mr. Brunsdon 
Yapp. 
Op. Cit. note [6]. 
White, T. H. The Book of Beasts. Gloucester (1984). The quotation is from 
pages 51 to 52 of White's translation and editing of a 12th-century Latin bestiary. 
(MS 11.4.26, Cambridge University Library) .. 
Evans, J. Cluniac Art of the Romanesque Period. Cambridge University Press, 
fig. 25, (1950). 
Op. Cit. note [10]. White (1984, 48) quoting from Topsell, Edward; The History 
of four footed beasts. London (1658) abridged. 
Guide to the Parish Church of SS. Mary and David Kilpeck Report from 
Herefordshire: Vol 1 South West (Royal Commission on Historical Monuments). 
The relief of the manticore is described as on page 9 as "human -headed lion" 
Watkins (1985) Op. Cit. note [6], proposes "a probable sphinx is carved on the 
doorway at Kilpeck". 
Anderson, M. D. The Mediaeval Carver. Cambridge (1933). 
The writer has found several different spellings of the Manticora, which include 
Manticore (the writer's chosen spelling), Manticora or Mantichora. All seem to 
be popular, with no "correct" way of spelling the word, especially as the original 
writers and copyists of the early bestiaries seem to have also varied their spelling. 
Mann, V. B. Romanesque Ivory Tablesman, fig. 38, New York University 
Department of Fine Art, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation (1977), 218. 




Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 26 
45.30 mm - 45.80 mm 





Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), Skull, ?frontal lobe. 
CONDmON 
Fair, some erosion and widening of the cellular structure of the bone giving a 
"honeycombed" effect. The legs of the figure and one of the legs of the stool have small 
cracks. 
ADDmONAL REMARKS 
The surface of the tablesman is pierced at the centre by a compass point mark. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border decoration: This consists of an undulating ribbon ornamentation which varies in 
degrees of compactness and regularity[ll. 
Motif: (Fig. 221) The relief consists of a seated, hooded male figure portrayed in a three-
quarter profile position. The figure is facing left and is placing something in his mouth, 
probably food. 
The details of the figure indicate that it is typical of representations of human figures 
portrayed on other tablesmen. The similarities include feet with a triangular profile, 
braced against the frame of the tablesman, the right foot above the left, the lower leg is 
short and stocky, the upper leg merging with a thick-set torso seated on a low stool which 
is shown in profile, the two legs visible being decorated with pecking. The figure's chest 
is pierced by a compass point. 
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Decoration of the figure (perhaps to indicate clothing) consists of the usual alternate "line 
and dot" ornamentation which follows a random pattern. See also tablesman 11, 10 and 
17. 
The left arm is long and spindly with the lower arm almost casually draped over the left 
leg. The fingers of the left hand are indicated by a series of scored lines. The right arm 
is slightly thicker, with the arm pivoted by the right elbow on the right knee. The lower 
right arm is projecting upwards, with the right hand grasping something which is being 
placed in an open mouth. This object is probably food, and may be intended to be bread 
or meat (see discussion). The object fills the entire mouth of the figure; the size of the 
object may have been exaggerated in order for it to be shown being placed in the figure's 
mouth. The placing of the object in the mouth appears to be essential to what the scene 
is meant to represent. 
The item of the food does not have a distinct shape - it is oval and elongated but the 
carver has possibly portrayed the object this way in order to fit it in the scene. 
The figure has a long neck with the head coming into contact with the inside edge of the 
tablesman form. The figure is wearing a hood which curves back away from the figure's 
head with the entire outer curve of the hood staying in contact with the tablesman frame -
for structural strength. See also tablesman 10, 17 and 20. Again as with other Gloucester 
Tablesmen mentioned above in which hooded figures are shown, the hood comes forward 
over the forehead and covers part of the nasal area of the face; reminiscent of the nose 
guard of a spangenhelm. The hood is decorated with alternate "line and dot" 
ornamentation. No eyes are portrayed on this figure, in common with many other 
tablesmen figures, e.g. tablesmen 1, 10 and 17. 
The mouth is open, ?receiving food. It is normally closed on other tablesmen figures and 
is usually represented by a simple scored line. 




There are two possible themes which have been considered for this tablesman, the first 
being unlikely, but worth mentioning. 
The theme had originally been considered as representing one of the deadly sins _ 
Gluttony (or Gula in Latin): perhaps the figure of a man placing food in his mouth 
represented the sin of gluttony. Metford (1983, 110)[3) points out, however, that gluttony 
is personified by "a pot-bellied man or by Dives, the rich man of the parable" (Luke 16: 
19-31). Apart from this the writer cannot find a representation of the sin of gluttony 
which depicts someone putting food in his mouth. 
The second, and most likely, possibility considered is that the theme represents a 
labour/occupation of a particular month as depicted in mediaeval calenders. As several 
other tablesmen (e.g. 6, 10 and 27) depict various labours/occupations of the months, this 
is quite a likely possibility. 
There are examples of figures depicted eating food in mediaeval calender illustrations. 
The seated figure eating could be a feasting scene, usually associated with the calender 
months of December or January. One of the closest parallels found is a later 12th-
century manuscript illustration in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, MS Bodley 614. The 
two-headed seated Janus figure(4) for January is depicted in front of a lit brazier. This 
figure is placing an object, possibly bread or more likely meat, in the younger head's 
mouth with his right hand, whilst his left hand is almost casually propped on the left knee 
(Fig. 222). It is interesting to compare this aspect of the figure with the figure depicted 
on the tablesman. The tablesman figure also rests his left hand on his knee, a very similar 
attitude. This stance is possibly deliberate in order to depict the figure relaxing whilst 
eating; a deliberate emphasis on the part of the illustrator and the carver. The object 
being put in the mouth in each of the above scenes is very similar and it is likely that the 
figure on the tablesman is putting meat in his mouth. The clue to the item in the 
illustration (and therefore also on the tablesman) as meat, is that the objects on the brazier 
are attended by a servant with a roasting fork in his hand. As bread would be baked in 
the oven, these objects are being roasted on a fire in the brazier. The seated figure is 
sampling perhaps a piece of roast meat from the "barbecue". 
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The scene on the tablesman could be derived from such a complex scene as the one 
described above. The rest of the scene was not used as the carver may have thought that 
the rest of the scene was not worth carving or, what is more likely, there was insufficient 
room on the tablesman to carve the entire scene. 
Other feasting scenes occur on manuscript illustrations; in Cambridge St. John's College 
MS 233 (Fig. 223), whilst the Janus figure is drinking out of a hom in the right hand, in 
his left hand he holds a roast spitted bird, a representation also for the month of January. 
A single-headed figure is holding a cup and a piece of bread for the month of January 
in M.S. 229 in the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow (12th-century). On another manuscript 
illustration in St. John's College MS 42 a scene shows a Janus figure holding a drinking 
hom and a piece of bread. 
The well-known lead font at Brookland Church, Kent, has a Janus figure beneath an 
architrave which has the word "January" above it. The figure is seated facing forward 
with a drinking vessel in one hand and a small round loaf (with a bite taken out) in the 
other (Fig. 224). 
On the calender column relief at Souvigny, there is a bearded single-headed figure with 
a drinking vessel in his right hand, although his left hand is empty. He is seated in front 
of a table before a fire. There is food on the table. The inscription above states that the 
month represented is December (fig. 225). This is an exception to previous examples 
mentioned which represent the month of January. 
In the examination of feasting months on calenders, it has been found that the month 
usually represented by feasting is January; the scene does not necessarily have to portray 
a two-headed/Janus figure. The feasting scene may also occasionally represent 
December. 
It is likely that January is represented on this tablesman, even though another tablesman 
may be a representation of the same month, this time the figure being shown drinking 
(again with the right arm propped up by the elbow). The feasting scene could represent 
the feast to celebrate the New Year, whereas drinking scenes on the calendars could 
represent the celebration of Christmas - the month of December, the two occupations 
being synonymous and interchangeable between the two months of January and February. 
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It is impossible to detect which month this scene represents as we do not have the original 
cycle of occupations from which these themes were taken. 
Another possibility is that the feasting scene represents February, the warming month. 
The figure is often depicted drinking from a hand in front of a fire. However, rarely is 
the figure portrayed as eating anything for the month of February[5]. 
It is also a possibility that it was a personal carving by the owner of the tablesmen cut to 
represent one of his favourite pastimes - feasting. Other tablesmen, where personal 
pastimes may have been considered, are tablesmen 5, 6 and 17. - riding, hawking and 
archery respectively. 
In conclusion, the theme is probably derived from a calender scene for the months of 
December or January. It could be argued that the figure does not have two heads or faces 
on this tablesman and therefore the scene does not represent January. However, the 
feasting figure does not necessarily have to be a Janus figure, or likewise, a drinking 
figure. 
NOTES 
[1] A border decoration in common with many other Gloucester Tablesman. 
Exceptions are tablesmen 11, 18 and 20. 
[2] The style of the tablesman figures is discussed in Chapter 8. 
[3] Metford, J. C. J. Dictionary of Christian Lore and Legend, London (1983). 
[4] Janus - the roman god who has two heads, one older and bearded looking back 
towards the old year, whilst a younger clean-shaven head looks towards the new 
- is associated with the first month of the New Year, hence the month of January, 
which is named after the god. For further discussion on the Janus figure in 
calender scenes see tablesman 27. 
[5] Webster, J.C. The Labours of the Months, New York (1970). 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 









Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), skull, ?frontallobe(1). 
CONDITION 
Generally poor, severe erosion In some areas. There IS also extensive redlbrown 
staining. (2) 
ADDmONAL COMMENTS 
There is a compass point mark at the centre of the upper surface of the tablesman. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: The decoration consists of an undulating ribbon ornament which 
varies in degrees of compactness and regularity. 
Motif: (Fig. 226) Despite the eroded condition of this tablesman it can be stated with 
a high degree of certainty that a human figure is portrayed in a three-quarter profile 
position, sitting on a stool with an object held in the figure's left hand. 
In detail: the feet of the figure have a triangular profile and are braced against the sides 
of the tablesman frame (as usual, the right foot being above the left). The lower legs 
taper outwards and thicken out to form a thickset torso. The figure sits on a low stool 
of which only two legs are shown in profile. The torso is decorated with a simple "line 
and dot" ornament as in other tablesmen figures. A compass point mark pierces the torso. 
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The left arm, which is thin and wiry, can barely be made out, but is bent at the elbow; 
the hand, which is not clear owing to erosion, covers part of the right arm. The right arm, 
which is slightly thicker, is propped up at the right elbow by the right leg. The small 
object in the right hand cannot be clearly made out; it is roughly rectangular and is 
clenched in the right hand. The only object the writer can think it could be with a 
reasonable degree of certainty, is a drinking vessel of some kind, perhaps a goblet or a 
tankard. The object comes into contact with the inside edge of the frame. 
The head is completely eroded; however, there is no hood, as would be indicated by a 
cone-shaped projection sticking out from the back of the head as with other tablesmen. 
There are traces of a line projecting up at an angle half-way down the back of the head 
which might indicate hair on analogy with other better-preserved tablesmen, e.g. 
tablesmen 1, 2 and 18, the ridge-like nose is reminiscent of the nasal piece of a 
spangenhelm. (See Chapter 9 for a discussion of the tablesman figure styles.) Again by 
comparison with other better-preserved tablesmen, a simple scored line would have 
represented the mouth. It is also unlikely that eyes would have been indicated; if they 
were, these would have been represented by simple triangular nicks, e.g. tablesman 12. 
DISCUSSION 
A seated figure can easily be discerned on this tablesman; the object in the figure's right 
hand afford a clue to a possible theme. The size and shape of the object in the figure's 
hand are roughly right for a drinking vessel - a goblet or a tankard. Originall y the 
possibility was considered that the object might be a book; there are no known parallels 
for such a scene, and it is unlikely since the vast majority of early mediaeval society was 
illiterate and books would have little or no meaning to society, both rich and poor alike. 
The clasped tankard or goblet is a more likely scene, especially as there are many 
parallels in early mediaeval art; again, many examples exist as calendar scenes, both in 
sculpture and manuscripts, representing a specific month. There are many examples of 
the drinker representing the month of January or February - the feasting and warming 
months respectively. If the drinker represents the feasting month he is usually represented 
as a seated, often bearded, figure with drinking vessel in hand, sitting on a stool. The 
figure may be portrayed as sitting in front of a fire; this scene could also be used to 
represent the warming month in some calendars. 
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In the example of January the figure is sometimes portrayed as having two heads or faces 
both looking away from each other. In mediaeval art this is the survival of the classical 
and pagan figure of the roman god Janus(3), who had two heads, one looking toward the 
old year, the other toward the new - an appropriate figure to represent January, the start 
of the new year. (Our word January is derived from this roman god's name.) Although 
the Janus figure survives in mediaeval art as a calendar representation for January, there 
is no evidence (after careful examination) that the seated drinker on this tablesman has 
two heads or faces even, despite what Watkins (1984)[4) states of the figure's being a 
possible representation of Janus. Watkins's deduction is based on the unusually large head 
of the figure, making it possible that the figure is double-headed or two-faced. The 
writer would prefer to suggest that the large head may be accounted for by some form of 
headgear which would give the head the appearance of being large; unfortunately the 
detail of the head is lost, but by analogy with other better preserved tablesmen, some of 
the human figures' heads are equally large, quite apart from some of the figures that are 
wearing hoods. (5) 
Whilst Watkins's idea is an attractive one, the evidence presented suggests that the 
possibility of a two-headed or two-faced drinker is unlikely in this case. It should be 
noted, before leaving the Janus figure theory, that in some defence of Watkins's original 
interpretation there are examples of two-headed or two-faced drinkers representing the 
calender month of January in 12th-century art: for example, in Parma Cathedral the 
scene for January is Janus warming himself in front of a fire. Interestingly, though, the 
sculptured scene for October is a crowned and seated man holding a cup in his right hand. 
This could be an almost exact parallel for the scene on this tablesman. It is possible, 
therefore, that the drinker scene on this tablesman represents the calendar month of 
October - the month when wines are laid down after the harvest of grape. Whilst this 
possibility is worth consideration, the writer can find no other parallel for a similar scene 
representing specifically October in early mediaeval art. With this tablesman, as with 
others in this set, it is impossible to say which specific month they originally represented, 
as we do not have the original calendar cycle(s) from which they were ultimately derived. 
At the church of St. Evroult de Montfort one of the reliefs on the baptismal font depicts 
a ?seated bearded figure facing forward with a drinking vessel in his right hand. A 
similar scene exists on the early 12th-century calendar pillar at the Church of Souvigny, 
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(Fig. 225); however, the figure is sitting in front of a fire (normally associated with the 
month of February, but the anglo-saxon calendar in MS British Library Cotton Tiberius 
B.V. has standing figures before a blaze, but for November.) One of the reliefs on the 
portal at the 12th-century Church of Ste. Madeleine, Vezelay, depicts a seated figure with 
what could be a drinking vessel in one hand. Other calendar examples of seated figures 
are shown drinking out of animal's hom; these tend to be of later 12th-century date. 
Examples include that on the baptismal font at Burnham Deepdale Church, Norfolk, and 
the St. John's College, Cambridge manuscript MS B20 (fig. 171), which depicts a two-
headed Janus drinking out of a hom; the scene for February in the same manuscript 
depicts a hooded, seated figure warming himself in front of a fire and raising a cup to his 
mouth with his left hand. Later 12th-century manuscripts often depict a seated drinker, 
representing the month of January, either with a drinking hom as in the St. John's College, 
Cambridge MS. 233, or the Leyden University library MS. Supp. 318. However, the 
writer is not sure that the drinker on this tablesman is holding a drinking hom. The 
Glasgow Hunterian Museum MS. 229 depicts, again representing January, a seated 
bearded figure with a drinking vessel in his left hand. 
In the late 12th-century calendar representations of the drinker, the scene is increasingly 
shown as separate from the warming activity; here the scene depicts a bearded, hooded 
figure sitting warming himself in front of a fire. 
Webster (1970)[6] has an extensive list of pictorial calendar scenes including that of 
January and February, with one notable exception - the St. Albans Psalter. His listing of 
comparative tables divided by countries includes Italy, where there is an example of 
wine-tasting as representing the month of October (see above). This is the only 
representation of this month that has been found. The remainder of the scenes show the 
drinker as representing the feasting month of December, January or February. In France, 
Spain, Germany and England the drinker portrayed represents usually January and 
February and occasionally December. 
In conclusion the writer proposes that the scene could represent one of four calendar 
months in pictorial form. Firstly it is the calendar representation for the month of 
October; as the writer can find only one representation of this month, this must remain 
an unlikely candidate. Secondly the scene could represent the month of December; this 
scene could represent feasting, a possible candidate but statistically not as common as 
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those drinkers representing the third and fourth possibilities, i.e. the start of the new year 
- January or February the warming month, where the figure may be shown drinking and 
warming itself in front of the fire.(7) 
Several of the roundels on the Prior's Doorway at Ely Cathedral have figures drinking 
from a bowl or a drinking hom (figs. 227 and 228). 
It should be noted, however, that as in other tablesmen the entire original scene may not 
be shown, only a part which gives a distorted appearance of the whole. The carver may 
not have had time, ability or inclination to portray the entire scene. It is also possible that 
there was insufficient space to portray everything within the frame of the tablesman. On 
this particular tablesman we have an occupation of a month portrayed, on balance the 
month of January, rather than October, December or February. However, although the 
scene may have been taken from a calendar, it could have been the intention to represent 
the drinking scene on the tablesman as one of the interests or entertainments of his 
norman patron - as in many of the other tablesmen. 
NOTES 
[1] Part of the brain cast of the skull was visible on the base of the tablesman, 
affording a clue to the origin of the bone. Traces of suture lines are also visible. 
[2] As with other tablesmen, e.g. 6, 16 and 29, the condition is probably due to 
localised acidic conditions within the pit where the tables set was discovered. See 
Appendix 1 for the archaeological background to the set. 
[3] The scene depicted on tablesman 24 is also a classical pagan survival. See 
discussion on this tablesman. Also see note on Tablesman 26. 
[4] Watkins, M. J. "Gloucester : The Normans : and Doomsday". Friends of 




On tables men 8, 12 and 18, human figures wear headgear other than hoods, whilst 
tablesmen 1, 7 and 17 all wear hoods. 
Webster, J.e., The Labours of the Months .. " New York (1970). 
Tablesman 26 is also a contender for a representation of the feasting month; these 
are two possible representations of the same month. There is a considerable 
overlap in trying to interpret these two months - tablesman 26 and 27, which is 
why they are studied together. The most likely reason for their use as a decoration 
for the tablesmen is that they represented two of the pleasures of the owner of the 
set, eating and drinking! 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 28 
45.00 mm - 45.30 mm 





Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), skull ?frontal lobe. 
CONDITION 
Excellent, one of the best preserved of the Gloucester tablesmen; there are some traces 
of redlbrown staining which may have been due to soil conditions in the pit(1J. 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
The original compass point has been removed by the later carved figures indicating that 
the gaming piece had been marked out prior to carving; the compass point mark would 
have been where the gap between the two birds is now. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: An irregular undulating ribbon ornamentation which varies in degrees 
of compactness and regularity(2). 
Motif: (Fig. 229) Two birds are depicted in profile, perched on branches, confronting 
each other. Each branch meets at a point below the birds breasts. The bird on the left 
has its beak in the other's mouth. 
The birds are about the same size, the one on the left has slightly larger tail feathers; the 
shape, style and decoration of the birds is the same. 
The birds have prominent wings with feathers indicated by a senes of scored lines 
following the angle of the wings. Another scored line around the inside edge of the wing 
is probably a decorative element added by the carver and is not a specific attempt at 
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realism; the wings of each bird come to a point and touch the inside edge of the 
tablesman frame. 
The birds' breasts are prominent and jut forward, their bodies being decorated with 
random pecks; tail feathers come to a point below the birds following the angle of their 
body; again, tail feathers are picked out by a series of scored lines. 
The claws of the respective birds are clearly indicated; they appear forked, and are 
depicted quite clearly as clutching the branches. 
The head of each bird is quite small; there is no surface decoration, and in common with 
many of the other Gloucester tablesmen figures, no eyes are indicated. The head of each 
bird tapers towards the beak; as stated, the right hand bird's beak is open, receiving the 
beak of the left hand bird. 
The scene is simple though well balanced artistically and aesthetically; it is therefore one 
of the more successful of the tablesmen themes. 
DISCUSSION 
The exact identification of the theme is difficult to ascertain - if there was one -
Brunsdon Yapp (personal communication) has suggested that the original theme which 
provided the model was purely decorative and did not have any special significance[31• 
The specific identity of the birds is impossible to verify; colour obviously cannot be used 
as a criterion and the decoration of the birds is so stylised, with no attention to realism, 
that this cannot be used for identification purposes either. 
One possible clue to their identity was considered; this was the position of the birds' 
beaks, one in the other's beak; however, Yapp points out that many species of birds feed 
their young in this way, i.e. by placing food in the chick's beak from the adult's beak. 
Pigeons are especially noted for this - are they pigeons? Their prominent breasts, typical 
of pigeons, would seem to support such a conclusion; however, this identification remains 
highly speculative. 
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Another possibility is that the birds are of the group Pelicanis, who according to the 
bestiary, feed their young, if no other food is available, by pecking at their own breasts 
for blood; the scene was to become very popular in mediaeval religious art especially on 
misericords (4). The allegorical scene depicts the pelican in her piety, where the pelican 
lifts her Own breast and standing over a nest full of chicks feeds them with her own 
blood, i.e. mother duck nourishing the flock with the blood from martyrs on which the 
church was built, etc. 
Other possible identities including the cuckoo have been considered, possibly because the 
cuckoo has a possible allegorical significance, i.e. the mother cuckoo lays her egg in 
another bird's nest to be hatched and fed by another bird, the christian allegorical 
significance of this being that the false christian is given succour by mother church. 
However, there appears to be no parallel for such a scene. 
The writer suspects and agrees with Brunsdon Yapp that no specific species of bird was 
ever intended. 
As to the origin of such a scene, it is likely it was copied from some other artifact. (The 
writer does not think it was copied from life). The primary sources for such a scene may 
have been derived from Byzantine art, as Boase (1953)l5], describing a carving in Lincoln 
Cathedral, speaks of ... 
"The portals with earlier great arches (c.1123-1148), enlarged and ornamented 
with carved columns. They have carved foliage inhabited by men with birds ... 
one with its confronting birds recalling patterns of eastern woven fabrics. " 
Byzantine silk and embroideries were famous - no doubt owing their quality to 
associations with the Chinese silk routes. Byzantine silks were given as costly presents 
or traded to courts all over the Mediterranean especially at the courts of nobles and were 
usually indications of wealth and prestige at courts. Many of the silks had designs of 
animals and birds often arranged in pairs; these designs may have been copied at such 
courts at Amalfi, Salerno and Naples, which were also important ports and trading centres. 
Many such courts were part of the norman nobility and at them there would have been 
artists working in ivory, metalwork and textiles who would have copied such designs on 
the silks(6). 
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These small more easily portable objects could have been carried over long distances all 
Over western Europe where ultimately the designs would have been copied in stonework. 
There are many examples of paired animals and birds in art during the early mediaeval 
period. Bestiaries, however, are curiously not the best source and of the thirty-six 
remaining in British libraries (there are only four others outside Britain) there are no exact 
parallels(7] . 
One illustration in a 12th-century bestiary now in the Bodleian Library, MS Ashmole 
1511, depicts a pair of vultures[8]. However, the only thing in common with the tablesmen 
scene is that they are a pair of birds; the birds in the manuscript illustration are standing 
each with one leg raised - the bodies are facing away from each other though the heads 
are twisted around and are facing each other. 
Many examples of paired birds exist in sculpture owing to the relatively indestructible 
nature of the stone. In the Mediterranean area, Brondsted (1924, fig. 209)l9] illustrated a 
Coptic? tombstone which has a carving of a pair of birds with beaks touching, amongst 
an elaborately carved scene of arches and other animals (Fig. 230); the type of decoration 
exhibited on this tombstone indicates Byzantine influence in the style. 
In northwest Europe pairs of birds were used to decorate churches both inside and outside. 
Zamecki (1951)[10] has a photograph of a chancel arch in the church of St. Nicholas at 
Bamber, Sussex (late 11th-century); the capital has carvings, amongst others of crude 
birds, some large, others small, perhaps representing mother bird and chick (Fig. 231). 
Another example is on the south doorway of the parish church of SS. Mary and David, 
Kilpeck, Herefordshire (c.1130), on the right hand of the doorway at the base of the 
column is a pair of well-executed birds of unknown species; the birds face each other, 
each with a leg raised; however, their beaks do not touch each other (Fig. 232)lll]. This 
scene is paralleled with the scene in the early Bayeux 'Tapestry' (c.1070): two large 
colourful birds (the ?phoenix) with palmate crests (shown beneath a 'motte'). One bird 
has its beak open, although the other bird's beak does not come into contact with it (Fig. 
233)[12]. 
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There are many examples of paired birds in Romanesque art, but the only exact parallel 
the writer can find to this tablesman theme is on a secular object - another bone gaming 
piece. This scene (Fig. 234) is very similar to the Gloucester tablesmen; though the 
gaming piece is more worn and damaged, the style is so similar to the Gloucester 
tablesman theme that it could have come from the same workshop - the size is similar 
also, i.e. 44mm diameter and 6.5mm thick; the border decoration, what remains of it, is 
a series of triangular marks similar to the border in the Gloucester piece. This tablesmen 
is now in the British Museum. Mann (1977)(13) describes the scene as .... "Two different 
birds with beaks touching", and suggests a rather late date range of c.1140-1200 and 
Saxony as its origin. 
Another tablesmen discussed by Mann (14), now in the Hermitage, Leningrad, depicts 
another pair of birds, though somewhat geometrically stylised - these have geometrical 
patterns on their bodies and wings and although facing each other their heads do not 
touch; the scene is within a border of small rectangles with dotted centres. Mann suggests 
a date range of c.1056-1075 for this tablesmen with northern France as an origin. 
In conclusion, there are many parallels for pairs of birds in Romanesque art, but specific 
identities are uncertain. It is quite likely that these birds, in many cases, were never 
intended to have specific identities, as they were so far removed from the original models. 
It is likely that the artist carved this gaming piece theme because it was attractive 
decoratively and aesthetically and would not have bothered about origins of themes or 
identities of birds, therefore it would be a mistake to look for any deep and significant 






See Appendix 1 for a discussion on the archaeological background to the 
Gloucester Tables Set. 
See Appendix 4 for discussion on the border decoration of the Gloucester 
tablesmen. 
My thanks is acknowledged here to the late Mr Brunsdon Yapp, an authority on 
mediaeval bestiaries. 
White, T. H. The Book of Beasts, Gloucester (1984), 132-133. 
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[5] Boase, T. S. R. English Art 1100-1216, Oxford (1953), 18-19. 
[6] Volbach, W. F. 'Oriental Influences in the Animal Sculpture of Comparia', ~ 
Art Bulletin, Volume XXIV No 2, (June 1942), 172-180. 
[7] Information from the late Mr B Yapp, who has examined all of the English 
Bestiaries. 
[8] Op. Cit. note [5], (Fig. 89A). 
[9] Brondsted, J. Early English Ornament, fig. 209, London (1924), 305-306. 
[10] Zarnecki, G. English RomanesQue Sculpture 1066-1140, London (1951). 
[11] Guide to Parish Church of SS Mary and David, Kilpeck (Reprint from 
Herefordshire Vol 1 - South West, R.C.H.M.) 
[12] Wilson, D.M. The Bayeux Tapestry, plate 21, London (1985). Mr. B. Yapp 
considered the identities of the bird(s) as the legendary bird phoenix (personal 
communication). See also, Yapp, W.B. 'Animals in Medieval Art: the Bayeux 
Tapestry as an example', Journal of Mediaeval History 13, (1987), 32. 
[13] Mann, V.B. Romanesque Ivory Tablesmen, fig. 193, New York University, 
Department of Fine Arts, unpublished PhD dissertation (1977), 333-334. 
[14] Ibid note [1], fig. 30, 212-213. 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 









Owing to the extremely deteriorated condition of the tablesman, measurements taken are 
only approximate. 
MATERIAL 
Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), skull, ?frontal lobe. 
CONDllON 
The condition of the gaming piece is extremely poor. The piece is eroded, pitted, cracked 
with small hotes visibly penetrating through the thickness of the tablesman. The piece 
also exhibits extensive red and brown staining, some of which may not be necessarily 
attributable to the conditions in which the gaming piece was found[l). 
ADDllONAL REMARKS 
Traces of a compass point are visible at the centre of the upper surface. This tablesman 
was found on the floor of the rubbish pit along with other tablesmen, which also exhibit 
evidence of severe erosion making identification difficult, if not impossible in some cases. 
The condition of this tablesman and others mentioned above may be attributable to local 
acidic conditions in which they were found. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: Where visible (only ten percent of the border decoration remains, 
the rest being completely eroded) the decoration consists of an undulating ribbon 
ornamentation which varies in degree of compactness and regularity(2). 
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Motif~ (Fig. 235) The accurate description of this scene has been made virtually 
impossible by deterioration[31. However, a description in general terms can be attempted 
here with possible additional details of decoration based on analogy with other better 
preserved tablesmen. 
A human figure of unknown sex is shown seated in a ?three quarter profile position on 
a stool facing right with an object of uncertain identity ?suspended from the left hand. 
This first statement is open to contradiction; Watkins (1984)[41 states: 
"The pose strongly suggests that the figure is standing upright wearing a cloak". 
This, as Watkins points out, does not explain the two projections behind the figure (the 
lower of the two having broken through with decay). What is more likely is that these 
projections are legs of a stool which has been shown rotated around behind the seated 
figure in order to fit the scene within the frame of the tablesman - as has happened with 
seated figures on tablesmen 1, 2 and 6. 
The legs of the seated figure are so eroded that they give the appearance of a standing 
figure. They are thinner than they were originally owing to the erosion. The feet of the 
figure are reduced to stumps braced up against the inside edge of the frame. It is likely 
that, by analogy with human figures on other tablesmen, the feet had a triangular profile. 
The torso of the figure is a mass of decayed bone and the central compass point is barely 
discernible. 
The right arm of the figure is just discernible and is bent at the elbow, pointing down the 
right leg. The right hand is not visible. The left arm now exists as a decayed elongated 
stump, where the left hand has (what is left of it) an object of uncertain identity 
suspended from it. The object fits within the curve of the right hand side of the frame. 
By portraying the object in this way the artist has added structural strength to the 
tablesman. 
The object suspended from the hand of the figure is probably the most important part of 
the entire scene, as it is the object that provides the all-important clue as to what the 
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original scene was intended to represent. The fact that the object is being held out in such 
an obvious deliberate manner, suggests that the artist wanted any observer to be under no 
illusion what the scene was meant to represent. 
The ?suspended object has no distinct shape owing to the severe deterioration. Although 
suspended, it is 'fixed' to the frame; almost half the inner edge of the frame comes into 
contact with the object. The object is elongated rather than bulky and in the upper half 
is a series of now vague scored lines aligned downwards and extending down below the 
left hand. At the lower end of the object there is a vague rounded ?circular area. For 
reasons to be discussed later, the writer thinks that this may be an animal carcass 
suspended from the left hand of the figure. The lines may possibly represent the limbs, 
whilst the vague round shape at the other end of the carcass may represent the head of 
the animal carcass. 
The seated figure's head is now devoid of any detail owing to severe surface erosion. The 
head looks as if it is slightly tilted downwards; at the back of the head is either a hood 
or hair swept backwards so that it comes into contact with the inside edge of the frame -
a phenomenon, hood or hair, that occurs with several other figures in the set. Again this 
may have been intended deliberately by the artist in order to fit the hood/hair within the 
frame and secondly, intentional or not, adding to the structural strength of the tablesman. 
Facial features of the figure are completely eroded; again, however, by analogy with other 
human figures portrayed on other Gloucester Tablesmen, it is unlikely that eyes would be 
portrayed. There may have also been a rectangular ridge-like nose incorporated into the 
nasal piece of a hood (if one was worn here). No decoration of the hood/hair or face 
survives; a mouth would probably have been indicated by a simple scored line usually 
angled in a grimace, and hair may have been represented, the usual lines representing hair 
strands. 
Owing to the severe deterioration, little further can be added to the description of this 
piece - possible theories of what the scene may have represented are discussed below. 
DISCUSSION 
Any final interpretation must remain speculative. Several possible themes are discussed 
below, the last theme discussed being the one which the writer thinks is the most likely. 
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The first possible identity considered was that the figure was carrying a bag or container 
of some kind in its outstretched left hand. A possible theme therefore would be a 
representation of one of the Seven Deadly Sins; Avarice is usually represented in early 
mediaeval art by a human figure, a miser, either clutching a box or bag of valuables or 
coins close to the person, e.g. on capitals at Bordeaux (Ste. Croix), Chartenges and 
Lucheux (Somme) where the misers have a bag of valuables slung around their necks. 
The bags or boxes or valuables do not have to be clutched close to the person, for 
example on a capital at Autun the kneeling personification of Avarice holds out, clutched 
in the hand of the out-stretched left arm, what is quite definitely a bag - presumably 
of valuables or coins. The bag in this capital is a round-shaped object and is in no way 
similar to the object displayed on this gaming piece. Having looked at various 
personifications of Avarice, the writer can not see that the object being displayed on this 
gaming piece can bear any resemblance to a bag or box. 
Another possibility considered is that the scene represents an occupation/labour of a 
calendar month. This idea bears more scrutiny as various occupations!1abours of the 
month are portrayed on other Gloucester Tablesmen. A possible theme is a scene 
whereby a seated human figure sits warming itself in front of an open fire. The usual 
representation for the month of February in early mediaeval calendar cycles is as in St. 
John's College, Cambridge, MS B.20 (12th-century), where the month of February is 
represented by a seated, hooded and cloaked figure warming its right foot in front of an 
open fire; in its left hand the figure holds a bowl from which it is eating or drinking. 
It could be considered as a possibility that the figure on the tablesman is not holding an 
object at all and that the 'object' is merely the flames of a fire - the traces of vertical 
scored lines representing the edges of separate flames? However, after studying 
representations of warming scenes in early mediaeval calendars, the writer can find no 
scenes where the hands are directly over the fire. Another question is why is only one 
arm outstretched instead of both; the right arm appears to be lying 'casually' pointing 
towards the lower half of the body. Again in studied portrayals of the warming scene the 
figures always show both arms outstretched towards the fire, e.g. MS Acq. e doni 181, 
the Laurentian Library, Florence, a calendar MS in the Bibliotheca Capitolare, Piacenza, 
MS 1137 Hofbibliothek, Vienna etc. (5). A good example of a figure warming itself is 
found on one of the roundels decorating the architraves at Autun (Fig. 236). 
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Whilst it is possible that the scene on this tablesman originally showed a warming scene 
representing the month of February, three facts go against it. First the object; although 
much decayed it does not look like a fire. Secondly; why is only one hand outstretched 
towards the fire?; and lastly, it does look as if the left hand of the figure is clutching 
something which is suspended. 
The writer thinks that the figure is clutching an object which hangs suspended from its 
left hand. As already stated in the description, the writer proposes that the object is an 
animal carcass hanging head downwards from the figure's left hand - the rounded object 
at the lower end of the 'carcass' being the head, whilst the traces of vertical scored lines 
above represent the edges of the animal's limbs, the 'feet' of which are being held by the 
human figure's left hand. If this is the scene portrayed on this tablesman, then the scene 
represents an occupation/labour of a month, either the month of November or December, 
where after the animal - usually a hog - is fattened and slaughtered, the carcass is then 
gutted and dressed ready for storage in salt[6]. 
Assuming this is the carcass of a hog suspended from the figure's left hand, then it is 
conceivable that the right hand of the figure may have held a flenching knife used for 
skinning and slicing up the animal carcass; unfortunately this is impossible to determine 
owing to the extremely decayed state of the figure's right arm and hand - however, the 
possibility must be considered that the right hand did hold a knife. Thus the scene shows 
a seated figure ready to slice up a carcass of a hog[7] with a ?knife. There are several 
scenes in early mediaeval calendars showing the dressing of a carcass. 
In MS 1137, Hofbibliothek, Vienna, a calendar illustration for the month of December 
shows a hog being dressed (Fig. 236). Unusually, however, the hog is shown in the 
unlikely position of being vertical with the snout uppermost and its hind legs pointing 
downwards, the human figure supports the forelimbs with his right hand, and the left is 
dressing the carcass with a knife held in the left hand! Clearly the illustrator has shown 
the hog this way in order to fit it within the restriction of the illustration frame. 
There are two close parallels for the suggested scene on this tablesman. The first is a 
relief on a portal at Parma Cathedral; the relief, one of a group of twelve scenes showing 
a calendar cycle, shows a human figure with a flenching knife in its right hand, with a 
hog suspended from the figure's left hand by its right hind leg, snout pointing downwards 
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- exactly as the writer has suggested for the scene on the tablesman, excepting of course 
that the figure is not seated(8) (Fig. 237). The other close parallel found is again a relief 
on a portal at the Baptistry, Pisa, again one of a series of twelve scenes representing a 
calendar cycle; whereas the previous scene discussed represented the month of November, 
this scene represents the month of December. It displays a figure standing facing left; 
suspended from the figure's right hand are the hind legs of a hog carcass, again with its 
snout pointing downwards (Fig. 238). The carcass has a distinct fattened appearance, to 
be expected as the hogs were fattened up in the Autumn months ready to be slaughtered 
for eating over the lean winter months. The left hand does not hold a knife; instead it is 
pulling down on the right foreleg of the hog, presumably preparing for the animal to be 
dressed. 
Although the two scenes discussed above are close parallels, similar scenes also exist in 
the Martyrology of Adone, in the Bibliotheca Capitolare, Cremona (month of November) 
(Fig. 239) and a relief on the porch at San Zeno, Verona (month of November) (Fig. 240). 
One interesting point is observed regarding the above scene; where complete calendar 
cycles have been studied it is often found that although the fattening scene and the pole-
axing scenes are found together in the same cycle, the pole-axing scene and the carcass-
dressing scene are never found together or even in the same cycle. It is obvious that 
either scene sufficed and it was not necessary to use both in the same cycle; both pole-
axing hogs and dressing them represented either the months of November or December. 
The scene above is the one that the writer has seriously considered for this tablesman; 
however, as pointed out already, the final interpretation must remain speculative owing 




The circumstances of the set's discovery and its environment of deposition are 
discussed in Appendix 1. The significance of the staining of this and other 
Gloucester Tablesman is discussed in Chapter 4. 
The decorative style of the Gloucester Tablesman is summarised and discussed in 
Chapter 8. 
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[3] As with tablesmen 5 and 16. 
[4] Watkins, MJ. Gloucester; The Normans; And Domesday, Gloucester (1985), 
48-49. The author suggests other possible identities for the scene discussed here; 
however, only three serious contenders (in the present writer's view) are discussed. 
[5] For the various illustrations see Webster, J.e. The Labours of the Months""", 
New York (1970). 
[6] Salt was to remain a very important commodity throughout the Middle Ages, 
being the best means of meat preservation. It was not until the 19th century, with 
the advent of refrigeration, that its importance diminished. 
[7] A hog is assumed, as in all the calendar illustrations showing either the pole-axing 
or the dismembering scene, the animal shown is, without exception, a hog. 
[8] The normal way of showing the human figure on calendar scenes is standing up, 
except in a few specific months. However, in the St. Albans Psalter, where the 
calendar scenes are portrayed in roundels, each of the human figures is shown 
seated on a stool in order to fit them within the frame of the roundel. The St. 
Albans cycle therefore bears close comparison with the occupation scenes shown 
on other Gloucester Tablesmen. 
[9] Op. Cit. in note [4]. Watkins considers the possibilities of a man trimming a vine 
or picking grapes or perhaps the personification of the sea holding a fish! 
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DIMENSIONS 
Upper Surface Diameter 
Lower Surface Diameter 
Thickness 
Width of Border 
Internal Diameter 
Width of Border Ornamentation 
MATERIAL 
TABLESMAN 30 
44.90 mm - 45.50 mm 





Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), skull, ?frontal lobe. 
CONDmON 
Good, some evidence of wear. 
ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
A nick is visible on the topmost edge of the disc. There are some traces of redlbrown 
staining, possibly attributable to soil conditions in the pit where the tables set was found. 
The uppermost surface of the tablesman is pierced at the centre by a ?compass!lathe point. 
DESCRIPTION 
Border Decoration: Undulating ribbon ornamentation which vanes In degrees of 
compactness and regularity. 
Motif: (Fig. 241) A large four-legged animal depicted in a three-quarter profile 
position. Its two hind legs are braced together, the front left leg being raised whilst the 
right is placed on the floor. The animal has wide cloven feet, narrow lower limbs which 
taper upwards into thicker thighs supporting a large body decorated with 'pecking', and 
a tail lying across the sloping rear of the animal. 
The large head is unusual and the carver of the animal was probably copying from a 
model which had already inherited the misconceptions of what the original animal looked 
like, either that or a very loose verbal description. The head is twisted around so that it 
looks over its right shoulder (although no eyes are indicated). It has a curving, sinuous 
?trunk which projects outwards and upwards away from the animal's mouth region. This 
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trunk is split along its length and is slightly widened at its end. It is this part of the 
animal's anatomy which gives a clue as to its identity. The only animal, legendary or 
otherwise, with such a distinctive curving trunk, is the elephant with its proboscis (trunk). 
On either side of its trunk are two curving protuberances, the left being barely visible 
beyond the elephant'S trunk, extending out from its head; these are probably tusks. The 
prominent feature at the back of the elephant's head is the flaps which make up the 
elephant's left ear; an example of this is shown in a bestiary at the Bodleian Library, 
Oxford (Laud. Misc. 247. f.163V, cat. 36) where elephants are portrayed with ears of this 
shape, but somewhat smaller. (Fig. 242) 
The arrangement of vertical scored lines across the elephant's head is hair, as an early 
illustration confirms in the Royal MS. 12, F xxiii, a coloured miniature portraying several 
elephants together. All their heads appear to be covered with long strands of ?hair. An 
alternative, but unlikely, suggestion ought to be mentioned, that the vertical lines represent 
the elephant's castle crenellations. Early mediaeval illustrations and carvings of elephants 
frequently portray the animal carrying miniature castles or howdahs on their backs, a 
mistaken belief which originated from Alexander the Great's (356 - 323 B.C.) account of 
the animals having the 'castles' on their backs semi-permanently; when he first saw them 
during his invasion of India (Druce 1919, Metford 1983). However, this idea is an 
unlikely one in the example here, as elephants' castles are usually situated on their backs, 
and the vertical lines on this portrayal of an elephant are arranged quite definitely across 
the top of the animal's head. 
DISCUSSION 
Elephants were frequently portrayed in bestiaries during the mediaeval period, with often 
erroneous written and pictorial descriptions of animals which were used as sources for 
instruction in morals by the church[l]. Representations of animals in Bestiaries were 
usually inaccurate and repeated mistakes that already existed in previous models, as 
Collins (1913) states: 
" ...... More accustomed as they (the authors) were to record scraps of folk-lore or 
untrustworthy travellers I tales, they never concerned themselves with the truth or 
falsity of details which to us are more important than wide and general 
b t · /I o serva lon ... 
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In the example of the elephant on the tablesman, it is quite obvious that the carver had 
never seen an elephant and therefore had to rely on either a verbal description or on a 
model complete with all its inherited inaccuracies. 
The first fully recorded appearance of an elephant in England was in c.1255 when one 
was sent by King Louis IX (c.1215-1270) of France to King Henry III (c.1216-1272) of 
England: 
"as the most magnificent gift in his name to give ,,[21. 
On the continent the first recorded occasion of .an elephant in northwest Europe was in 
807 A.D. when one was sent by a certain caliph, Haroun al Raschid, to the Court of the 
Emperor Charlemagne (c.742-814)[3]. It can be said that in England drawings, sculptures, 
etc., of the elephant became rather more accurate during the late thirteenth century 
onwards, probably after the elephant's first appearance around c.1255(4). 
Examples of carvings of elephants in later mediaevai art may often be seen in churches, 
especially on misericords, one notable example being at Exeter Cathedral, a 13th-century 
misericord portraying a not unreasonable likeness of the animal excepting the fact that the 
elephant depicted has the legs of a horse (a common mistake wherever elephants are 
portrayed in mediaeval art). 
One local example may be cited, at Gloucester Cathedral, on a 14th-century misericord. 
This particular example exhibits features that are more akin to a horse; it also has a stone 
castle on its back. Despite this it is a not unreasonable likeness to the animal when 
compared with some of the illustrations in the early Bestiaries[51. However, it is the earlier 
(11th to 12th-century) mediaeval representations which concern us here, and the writer 
will outline a few examples which this particular tablesman can be compared with, 
followed by a brief discussion of the elephant's role in mediaeval morals and religion. 
Among the better portrayals of elephants in early mediaeval art with which the elephant 
on the gaming piece may be compared, are those which form part of a set of illustrations 
in a Bestiary at the Bodleian Library, Oxford (Laud. Misc. 247, f.163 v , cat.36). Several 
elephants are shown, and two are portrayed drinking whilst their enemy, the dragon, 
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watches them (Fig. 242). Note the split trunks and their legs shaped more like horses 
(Druce (1919) does not illustrate this example). 
Another example where the elephant displays a split trunk can be seen in a manuscript 
at Trinity College, Cambridge (MS. 0.2.14 f.60r); this rather curious elephant, with its 
large eyes, is seen with a castle on its back and trampling on its enemy, the dragon (Fig. 
243). It is the first of these two illustrations which gives the writer reason to think that 
the animal displayed on the gaming piece is an elephant. With the similarities in the legs 
and trunk, the Bestiary text confirms the identity of the animal in the mind of the 
ill ustrator. 
Even more curious illustrations of the elephant may be seen in a herbarium at the British 
Library (MS. Vitellius CHI, f.82) and a Bestiary, again at the British Library (MS. Sloan 
1975); the former looks like a bear with tusks, its body decorated with a series of 
coloured dots separated by a diaper pattern (Fig. 244). (Note pecking ornamentation on 
the elephant carved on the tablesman - the carver's simple attempt at ornamentation - did 
he copy his example from a Bestiary?). The latter example looks like a wolf with 
exceptionally long tusks. It would be difficult to describe either creature as an elephant, 
if there had not been a written identification in the text below the illustrations. Obviously 
the accuracy of the drawing was of secondary importance compared with the meaning. 
The elephant was classified along with other more legendary creatures in early mediaeval 
art. This is well illustrated on an early 12th-century stone fragment of calendar column 
at Souvigny, Alliers, France, where an elephant (unfortunately partially broken away) is 
portrayed in a frame amongst a griffin, unicorn, manticore, etc., all exhibited in their own 
particular frames (Fig. 245 alb ). Obviously so few people had seen an elephant that they 
thought the animal as fabulous and as legendary as the unicorn, dragon, etc. 
The church made use of the elephant in its Bestiaries. The animal appears to have been 
a popular subject, as much was written about it, a lot of which is now known to be 
nonsense. The elephant was considered to be a good animal morally. The morals which 
were ascribed to the elephant were used by the church as a lesson as to how 'good' 
christians ought to behave. 
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Metford (1983)16) has this to say about the elephant: 
"Elephant: A gigantic animal notable for its modesty and chastity. It was 
believed from the statement in the Physiologus that since their sexual organs were 
reversed, elephants modestly preferred to look the other way during intercourse. 
They were faithful to one spouse, had little sexual desire and copulated only to 
reproduce their kind, as the chaste Christian is advised to do. To engender their 
offspring a pair would journey to Paradise, where the female would eat the 
aphrodisiac fruit of the tree called Mandragora (the Mandrake) and then give 
some to her mate to arouse his desire. (This recalled the fall of Adam and Eve 
after they had eaten the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge, assumed to be the 
Mandragora.) The female would then give birth in a lake, just as Cain was said 
to have been born 'upon the waters of tribulation'. The male would protect her 
by trampling on any serpent that happened to come by, and would guard her from 
their enemy the dragon. If it lies down, an elephant was said to be unable to get 
up as it has no joints so it leans against a tree when it sleeps. A hunter partly 
saws through the tree so that when the elephant rests against it the tree collapses 
and the elephant can be captured. Not even a large elephant (the Mosaic Law) 
or twelve more elephants (the Prophets) can lift it up, but when the elephant 
shouts for help, a little elephant (Christ) comes to its rescue. 
Alexander the Great (350-323 B.C.) encountered armed men riding in howdahs 
carried on the backs of elephants when he tril!d to conquer India. This gave rise 
to the belief that an elephant had a castle on its back. The heraldic device of the 
Elephant and Castle thus symbolises the impregnable Church supported on a firm 
foundation of faith. " 
The elephant was often used in early mediaeval art, despite frequent misinterpretation 
(until the late 13th-century), and more were common in a religious role. One further 
example of an elephant in a secular capacity should be cited, this time another gaming 
counter, one of a group of twenty-nine in the British Museum. Mann (1977)(7) ascribes 
this tablesman to a Cologne atelier with a date c.1185-1200. The suggested date of the 
tablesman is reasonable as a reflection of the fairly accurate representation of the animal. 
It is possible that representation of the elephant was also common in secular art but little 
has survived that is not in some way connected with the church. We have therefore a rare 
example of the elephant's image being used for a reason other than religion, but observe 
the civic heraldry of Coventry: The City had a corporate seal of an elephant and castle 
before 1345, when Edward III granted arms on the incorporation of the City. The arms 
(recorded at Herald's College) are "Per pale gules & vert, an elephant with a triple-domed 
castle on its back". The theory is that the exotic beast here served as a mark for 
woollens, and caps exported to the East, for which Coventry was famousI8}. 
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NOTES 
[1] Collins, A.H. Revd. (1913) gives a very reasonable definition of a Bestiary: " 
A Bestiary may treat of about thirty or forty animals and birds, real or mythical. 
It may be adorned by illuminated miniatures of each animal treated, and will give 
a description of its supposed habits and appearance. Again the writer may have 
some tale to tell about the animal. But last (and not least, for this is the 
prominent feature of the Bestiaries) are given the religious and moral lessons 
which the animal's behaviour can teach .... " (For full reference see note 6.) 
[2] Full particulars of the 'Gift' are given in H. Sands 'Extracts from the Documentary 
History of the Tower of London'. Archaeological Journal, LXIX, (1913), 166. 
[3] Information from J. Chidley: 'On the Knowledge possessed by Europeans of the 
Elephant in the Thirteenth Century'. The Graphic and Historical Illustrator, (1834). 
[4] Ibid, 335. 
[5] Druce, G.C. (1919), (Plate X, No.1 and plate XIII No.2) illustrates these two 
examples with many other, including stone carvings, carved bench-ends and choir 
stalls. 
[6] Metford, J.C.J. Dictionary of Christian Lo!e and Legend, London (1983). A 
fuller account of the elephant in mediaeval art is in Druce, G.C. 'The Elephant 
in Mediaeval Legend and Art'. Archaeological Journal Volume LXXVI, second 
series 1-73, (1919). There is also a translation of a 12th-century Bestiary with 
a section on the elephant, see White, T.H. Trans. and Ed: The Book of Beasts ..... 
Gloucester (1984), 24-28. A brief account is given by Collins, see Collins, A.H. 
Symbolism of Animals and Birds .... , London (1913), 38-42. 
[7] Mann, V.B. Romanesque Ivory Tablesmen, No. 172, 320, plate LXXXVII, New 
York University, Department of Fine Arts, unpublished PhD dissertation (1977). 
[8] C.W. Scott-Giles, Civic Heraldry of England and Wales, London (1953), 376. 
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CHAPTER 6 
SUMMARY OF TABLESMAN FIGURES 
There are thirty tablesmen; each bears a different theme derived from a variety of sources. 
Within the frames of these tablesmen are: twenty-five human figures, fourteen animals 
and two monsters (defined for the purposes of this thesis as those creatures which are part 
human and part animal and therefore belong to a separate grouping). 
In the first group (the human figures) only two figures are thought to be female, i.e. 
tablesmen 12 'Virgo', and tablesmen 8 the female in the copulating couple scene; this 
figure is the only one that could be identified as female with absolute certainty, as 
indicated in this case by the sexual organs. 
The human figures are either portrayed singly or in pairs. Examples of single figures 
include tables men 2 (the fiddle player) and tablesmen 17 (the archer). Only two 
tablesmen have a pair of human figures depicted, tablesmen 8 (the copulating couple) and 
tablesmen 22 (the acrobats). Several tablesmen depict human figures seated on low stools 
which are shown in profile, the figures themselves facing to our right, e.g. tablesmen 2 
(the fiddler), and tablesmen 23 (the bear tamer). Other seated figures are portrayed facing 
to our left e.g. tablesmen 27 (the drinker), and tablesmen 26 (the feaster?). 
The seated figures are usually depicted in a three-quarter profile position - an attempt by 
the artist to create a three-dimensional effect. 
In the examples of the remaining human figures there are a variety of stances depicted, 
including standing - body and face forward, e.g. tablesman 12 'Virgo' with upraised arms; 
or standing - body facing forward but head turned to the side, e.g. tablesman 22 (the 
acrobats), where the standing figure is face to face with the figure he is carrying. Another 
counter, tablesman 21 (the 'Annus' figure), is face and body forward, but the figure is 
squatting on its haunches grasping the legs with each hand. 
Many of the figures, both seated and standing, are portrayed in a three-quarter profile 
position, no matter whether they are facing left or right; the bodies are twisted slightly to 
the side so that two thirds of the torso plus both arms and legs are exposed. 
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Other actions portrayed include running, as on tables man 24, with the naked human figure 
running with the corpses of a bird and fish; another human figure on tablesman 19 is 
suspended from a primitive scaffold - the hanged man. One of the seated figures, the 
harpist on tables man 1, has his left leg crossed over the right to support the harp. 
It would appear that there is no pattern or relationship between the positions of the 
individuals or pairs of figures on these tablesmen, and each theme must therefore be 
considered in its own right. 
The remaining group of human figures are depicted with animals, in every case (with 
regard to the live animals) one human figure to one animal, e.g. tablesman 23 (the bear 
tamer), tablesman 5 (the rider?) and tables man 6 (the hawker). Tablesman 24 has a 
human figure carrying its animals but they appear to be carcasses in this case, a bird 
suspended from the left hand and a fish suspended from the right hand of the running 
figure. The figure on tablesman 29 may have a carcass suspended from the left hand, 
though this is impossible to confirm with any certainty owing to the poor condition of the 
tablesman. 
The second group of figures under consideration are the animals. The animals are 
dominated by the mammals of which the most common group on this set is Homosapiens 
- but men for the purposes of this summary are discussed separately - see above. 
The mammals represented on this set include the horse being ridden (tablesman 5), and 
the dog being held by a collar (tablesman 7). Many of the mammals represented are 
indicated in the service of man. In other examples, e.g. tablesman 11 (Samson and the 
lion), there is some sort of conflict, but this usually has an allegorical meaning and refers 
to some specific story or event. One mammal is depicted by itself on a tablesman - the 
elephant (tablesman 30); no doubt because of its sheer size the carver has decided to 
depict it on its own. 
The next group in terms of popularity are the Aves - the birds, of which five are depicted 
in all, including the bird carcasses on tablesmen 20 and 24. Only on one of the birds can 
a general attempt at identification be made; the Hawk with its keeper on tablesman 6, and 
that only because of the hawk's associations with its keeper and his staff of office. 
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The remaining animal groups represented include the reptiles - the Snake on tablesman 
15, the amphibians - the frog/toad on tablesman 13, and the fish (albeit a corpse) on 
tablesman 24 (here the fish is suspended head downwards from the right hand of the 
naked running figure). 
Again, there appears to be no relationship between the various animals represented, and 
each tablesmen theme should be considered in its own right without attempts to look for 
connections. 
The final group to be summarised are the 'monsters' - two obvious examples are in the 
Gloucester group; these 'monsters' have bodies made up of human and other animal parts. 
These examples are the Centaur (with bow) on tablesman 14, and the Manticore on 
tablesman 25. The former is a combination of half man and half horse and the latter is 
a combination of head of man, body of tiger and tail of scorpion (see discussion). 
However, although we have given the above two monsters a separate grouping, they were 
just as real to the mediaeval mind as the elephant depicted on tablesman 30; there was no 
difference to the average person when these tablesmen were made - people rarely 
travelled outside their own locality unless for pilgrimages, etc. It would therefore be 




THE ICONOGRAPHY OF THE GLOUCESTER TABLESMEN 
A SUMMARY 
The fOllowing chapter is an attempt at summarising the iconographical elements of the 
Gloucester Tablesmen. 
The subjects have been grouped into possible general themes, e.g. the labours/occupations 
of months, Astrological symbols, 'Luxuria' motifs, Bestiary animals and a separate 
miscellaneous category which includes scenes which do not fit into the previous categories 
listed above, e.g. the occasional religious scene, a scene from classical antiquity and a 
tablesman which is so badly deteriorated that any accurate interpretation is impossible. 
Each tablesman scene is discussed separately in more detail at the appropriate catalogue 
entry (Chapter 5). It should however be pointed out at the onset that the tablesmen scenes 
may have alternative meanings to those listed in this summary. These alternative 
interpretations have been discussed also in the appropriate catalogue entries - and even 
then there are likely to be original meanings that have been lost to us. 
Whereas some of the subject matter is only briefly mentioned in this summary, some of 
the themes, e.g. 'Luxuria' motifs and Labours/Occupations of the Months, have been 
discussed in a little more depth; this partly reflects the state of knowledge on the subject 
matter and partly emphasises the overall dominance of the particular theme. 
One point that has been continually emphasised is that the themes are purely decorative 
in function and are incidental to the game of Tables and have no values (as in chess) 
other than in entertainment. This is the present interpretation. 
1. Labours/Occupations of the Months 
Several of the Gloucester tablesmen bear scenes which could be interpreted as possible 
representations of the labours/occupations of the months. 
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According to Webster (1970)[1] in his introduction, the themes are: 
".... of frequent occurrence in mediaeval art; a theme which is called to the 
attention of even the casual traveller by the presence in sculptured doorways of 
Romanesque churches and Gothic cathedrals of these small vignettes in which bits 
of local and contemporary life find expression amid the sacred stories of Biblical 
history or awesome Apocalyptic visions". 
These themes were not so completely controlled as the more sacred scenes and were 
therefore more subject to the artists' own personal interpretation, circumstances and 
geographical situation. As a result, there would be considerably more variety in what 
scene was attached to a particular month. Unfortunately, this makes any attempt at 
positively identifying the possible labour/occupations of the months depicted on the 
Gloucester tablesmen very difficult, especially as not all of them are represented. 
Another difficulty is that the labours/occupations depicted on the tablesmen may be 
derived from more than one cycle of the months. It may be that two of the themes 
depicted may represent the same month but in different cycles. Another problem is that 
on some of the more severely eroded tablesmen, a more exact interpretation is impossible, 
for example on tablesman 15 where the scenes may also be labours/occupations of the 
months, though we have no way of being certain. Even when a tablesman is in an 
excellent stage of preservation, interpretation is difficult, e.g. tablesman 10, the 
?wheatsheaf carrier. This is due to the crude nature of the carving. 
All that may be attempted in this summary is some sort of basic groupIng and 
classification with a brief comparison with better known and complete cycles. It was 
probably not the intention of the artisan to produce an entire cycle. It was likely that 
scenes were seen elsewhere and then committed to memory, later to be used at the 
carver's whim to decorate the gaming pieces. 
In the mediaeval cycles of the year each month was usually represented by a scene 
indicative of the agricultural labour or an occupation appropriate to the month. The 
scenes tended to vary owing to the geographical location of the original cycle and the 
artist's own personal choice. Some scenes are, however, more popular than others, e.g. 
a hawker with his bird representing the month of May (tablesman 6), although there are 
exceptions to this. 
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The labours/occupations were frequently accompanied by the appropriate astrological 
symbol. The twelve labours/occupations represent the earthly cycle, with the twelve 
Zodiac signs representing the heavenly cycle. In the example of May, the symbol may 
be Taurus the Bull, although the next appropriate symbol, Gemini, could be used. This 
is because the two astrological symbols both overlapped the month of May. In this 
particular example, the time periods would be April 21 to May 20 and May 21 to June 
20 respectively. 









rider - ?June 
seated hawker - ?May 
?wheatsheaf carrier - ? August/September 
standing armed figure - ?Marchl April 
seated figure feasting/eating - ?January 
seated figure drinking - ?February or ?October (wine 
tasting) 
?figure dressing butchered carcass - ?OctoberlNovember 
This is just one attempt at listing a group of possible labours of the months. It is 
impossible to determine with accuracy what each scene was originally intended to 
represent. 
A particularly fine example of a calendar portraying labours/occupations of the months 
and their astrological symbols is in the St. John's College Psalter (MS B.20, now in St. 
John's College, University of Cambridge (Fig. 246); here the scenes are accompanied by 
their appropriate inscriptions relevant to the themes. 
The labours/occupations have their origins in classical antiquity, as indeed do astrological 
symbols. Later these scenes were became altered and generally given new meanings by 
the mediaeval church. In some cases, complex scenes were drawn up showing a multitude 
of figures performing different activities, as in the early 11th-century MS. Cotton Julius 
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A.VI., and its later copy MS. Cotton Tiberius B.V., both now in the British Library (Fig. 
247). The scene for December, for example, includes a half-dozen figures winnowing 
and threshing. Usually, however, a single figure suffices to represent the scene. 
Several complete cycles are known in early mediaeval art, including the previously 
mentioned St, John's College Psalter. Other manuscript calendars are known in the 
Winchester and the St. Albans Psalters, both of 12th-century date. Many of the calendar 
scenes were used to decorate the architraves around church doorways. Several of the 
more important Romanesque cathedrals in France used calendar themes in this way. 
Noted examples include the cathedral of Autun and the basilica of Vezelay. 
In England, cycles of months were used to decorate baptismal fonts, e.g. the font at 
Burnham Deepdale church (Fig. 248). In this cycle, the winter months are given over to 
feasting, drinking and warming. These months are December, January and February, 
when little could be attempted outdoors. However, indoors the fruits of the harvest were 
enjoyed in front of the fire, celebrating the end of the old year and the start of the new. 
The spring months, i.e. March, April and May were given over to ground digging, 
pruning, and, curiously replacing the more usual hawker, a knight with a banner, perhaps 
signifying the renewal of knightly vows. The summer months on the font are represented 
by weeding, mowing and reaping; this covers the months June, July and August. The 
final three months leading up to the winter months, include threshing, the filling of wine 
casks and butchering hogs; this is the Autumn season which includes the months of 
September, October and November. The Burnham Deepdale font has been chosen as a 
fairly typical example of a labour/Occupation cycle. 
The depictions of cycles of the labours of the months indicates how the life of the average 
person in the mediaeval period was usually governed, i.e. collections of months into 
seasons and each season given over to some aspect of agriculture, etc., whether it be 
ground preparation, planting, reaping the crops and finally the enjoyment of the 'fruits of 
the harvest': perhaps ·an oversimplified and stylised view of life - discounting war, disease 
and famine, etc. 
It is not the intention here to examine in great detail any of the cycles of the months, as 
it is a complex subject in its own right (see Webster 1970)[1). The only connection here 
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is that a few labours/occupations have been taken at random, so it seems, to be used to 
decorate several tablesmen. 
2. Signs of the Zodiac 
There are three tablesmen that may be considered as having possible signs of the zodiac 
as themes. These include the Centaur/Sagittarius (tablesman 14), the Virgo/,Orans' 
(tablesman 12), and the Frog/foad (tablesman 13) which possibly represents Scorpio. 
It should be noted, however, that the figures may have alternative interpretations. For 
example, the Centaur and the Frog/foad may have originated directly from a bestiary, 
although Jerman (personal communication) points out that the Frog/foad may have 
originated as a fertility symbol, later used by the church as a 'Luxuria I motif - a 
personification of lust. The Virgo/,Orans' may have been intended as a religious theme, 
probably a representation of the Virgin Mary. lOrans' figures were rarely used for the 
Virgo zodiacal symbol, the more common symbol being a young woman (thought to be 
the Virgin Mary) carrying a lily (a symbol of purity), (s"ee appropriate catalogue entry in 
Chapter 5). 
The Frogffoad symbol (tablesman 13) possibly representing Scorpio, is quite unusual, but 
nevertheless does exist. For example, the late 12th-century lead font at Brookland 
Church in Kent has, as one of its astrological symbols, a frog with a spiked tail, 
representing a scorpion (Fig. 249). The artists of the period, especially in nort~est -' 
Europe, had probably little idea what a scorpion looked like and conjured up an image in 
their own minds, possibly partly derived from garbled and mistaken accounts from other 
people who had also never seen one. It may be that in this particular case the artist of 
the original model for the tablesman thought that a scorpion looked very much like a frog 
or a toad and therefore portrayed it as such. 
The signs of the zodiac were often portrayed alongside their appropriate labours/ 
occupations of the months. The zodiac juxtaposed with the labours/occupations of the 
months represents the heavenly and earthly cycles of the year. There would have been 
a certain amount of confusion as the zodiacal symbols would have overlapped the same 
months. For example, in the St. John's Psalter calendar (Fig. 246), where the zodiacal 
symbols are paired with the labours/occupations of the months, the month of April is 
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represented by Taurus the Bull and the month of June by Gemini the heavenly twins 
(Castor and Pollux). 
In the mediaeval period, the Virgo symbol represented the month of August, whilst the 
Scorpio symbol represented the month of October, and the Centaur/Sagittarius the month 
of November. Always the same symbols cover the periods August 22 to September 22, 
October 23 to November 22 and November 23 to December 20 respectively. 
According to Metford (1983)[2], labours were the tasks to be performed each month of the 
year. They were often coordinated with the twelve signs of the zodiac. The following 
was considered to be a typical arrangement: 
MONTH ZODIAC SYMBOL LABOUR 
January Aquarius Spinning, Digging and 
(the water carrier) Feasting. 
February Pisces (the fish) Sitting -by the fire, gathering logs. 
March Aries (the ram) Pruning vines, sowing seeds. 
April Taurus (the bull) Scaring birds. 
May Gemini (the twins) Hawking. 
June Cancer (the crab) Mowing. 
July Leo (the lion) Haymaking. 
August Virgo (the virgin) Reaping. 
September Libra (the scales) Threshing, hunting. 
October Scorpio Treading grapes. 
(the scorpion) 
November Sagittarius Killing pigs. 
(the centaur) 
December Capricorn Salting meat. 
(the sea goat) 
This list Metford considered as a fairly typical cycle, although the writer can find little 
evidence of the use of spinning as a labour for January, or the labour of salting meat as 
a representation of December in early mediaeval art. 
Zodiacal symbols in the mediaeval period were not limited to being used in complete 
cycles. They were also used singly as well; the magnificently carved church of SS. Mary 
and David, Kilpeck, has only one zodiacal symbol - Pisces the Fish (representing the 
mediaeval month of February) - as part of the decoration above the west doorway. This 
design is repeated on one of the corbel tables. 
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The symbols have also been used to decorate other gaming pieces; in Mann (1977) 
tablesman No. 66 has a carving of Aries the Ram (representing the month of January) 
alongside what the artist considered to be the appropriate labour/occupation of the month, 
in this case the wood gatherer. The scene is identified by the inscription 
'GENARlVS/ARIETS' (Fig. 250).[3] 
As only a few potential zodiac symbols are depicted, it is considered that those months 
represented may have had a special significance for the owner of the board and that the 
designs were specifically commissioned for the owner. This is, however, impossible to 
prove and remains pure conjecture. What is more likely, as in the other tablesmen 
subjects, is that they were taken at random and used solely for decoration. The Centaur 
(tablesman 14) is one of the more successful renderings and gives added testimony to the 
decorative purpose of the scenes, rather than intention of special significance. 
3. 'Luxuria' Motifs 
According to Weir and Jerman (1986, 153)l4] the following tablesmen may be classified 
as bearing 'Luxuria' type motifs. They include (in no specific order), the acrobats 
(tablesman 22), the dancer/tumbler (tablesman 4) and a bear tamer (tablesman 23). Two 
seated musicians may also be classified in this category; the fiddler (tablesman 2) and the 
harpist (tablesman 1), although an alternative identity for the harpist is King David of the 
Old Testament, who was noted for his harp-playing. In addition to the entertainers, there 
is also a tress-puller (tablesman 9) and a copulating couple (tablesman 8), which could 
also come into this group. 
Many of the parallels of the above scenes may be found on numerous corbel tables 
(decorative elements high up on church walls). Kilpeck church has one of the finest sets 
of corbel tables preserved. Some of the Gloucester tablesmen scenes are very similar to 
those decorating the corbel tables, including a fiddler, an acrobat and the two lovers. 
These scenes appear purely decorative in function, as indeed do the tablesmen scenes. 
The tablesmen themes may even have been derived from similar corbel tables to those at 
Kilpeck, although it is unlikely that they provided the inspiration for the Gloucester 
tablesmen (which are thought to date to c.llOO), as they are certainly too late in date. 
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The scenes on the tablesmen were probably to amuse both player and/or owner of the set 
and therefore the tablesmen give us a rare insight into what may have entertained a 
Norman nobleman in the late 11th century. Some scenes could even perhaps have 
shocked, entertained or amused the player, probably all three. Similar parallels exist 
today, with the use of pornographic scenes to decorate playing cards, etc! Interestingly, 
the tablesmen scenes, e.g. the tress puller (tablesman 9) and the copulating couple 
(tablesman 8) may have contributed to the manner of disposal of the board and playing 
pieces, i.e. the board smashed up and together with counters flung into a cess pit! (See 
Appendices 1 and 2 on the archaeological and historical background respectively.) 
Jerman (personal communication) considers that the 'Luxuria' motifs listed above are 
entirely in keeping with 11th to 12th-century art forms. The set may have even been a 
one-off commission. The origin of the motifs may well have been pagan, ultimately 
deriving, as in probably all of the Gloucester tablesmen, from a far more ancient oral 
tradition. 
The tablesmen bearing 'Luxuria' motifs such as the fiddle player, are of great interest to 
scholars. According to Remnant (1986, Chapter III)l5J, the fiddle player on tablesman 2 
is one of the earliest surviving representations of such a musician in early mediaeval art. 
The harpist (tablesman 1) may also be considered as a representation of King David, who 
was praised for his harp playing. Representations of King David as harpist, occasionally 
surrounded by fellow musicians and courtiers, usually decorated Beatus initials of the 
Book of Psalms (King David himself composed the work). What is particularly 
interesting to Dr. Remnant (personal communication) is the presence of a fiddle player 
(tablesman 2) and the juggler (tablesman 3) on the Gloucester tablesmen, as these 
entertainers are also seen accompanying King David as harpist decorating Beatus initials. 
Dr. Remnant has gone on to consider the possibility that the figures, as a group, may have 
been ultimately derived from one single source, similar to manuscript illustrations, e.g. 
MS B. 5.26, and the Tiberius psalter in the British Library (see tablesman 1). Both are 
dated to the second half of the 12th century. The carver of the Gloucester tablesmen may 
have witnessed similar illustrations, or what is more likely, carvings which were derived 
from manuscript illustrations. 
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The copulating couple (tablesman 8) and the tress puller (tablesman 9) are also closely 
linked to what may be considered as 'Luxuria' motifs. The word was originally intended 
to represent the sin of the flesh or lust; the definition was extended by the early church 
for its own convenience, to encompass hair or tress pulling (it was considered sinful to 
have long hair); combing the hair was also considered to be sinful. There is a particularly 
good example of a tress-pulling mermaid decorating a corbel at Nonal, Charente (Fig. 
251). (Many Romanesque representations of mermaids depict them combing their hair, 
with a comb in one hand and a mirror in the other.) There are many, though displaced, 
examples of long haired figures in 12th-century art (Fig. 252). As mentioned in the 
catalogue entry (tablesman 8), representations of copulating couples are rare. The original 
intention for the scene depicted on this tablesman was possibly to amuse the eventual 
owner of the set. 
Many of the figures depicted in this group were considered sinful and in reality were 
excommunicated by the church. The entertainers, because of their casual, carefree 
existence, were looked upon with a degree of suspicion, presumably because they were 
less easily controlled. These entertainers were often seen along the various pilgrimage 
routes, usually trying to divert money from pilgrims which was intended for church 
coffers. Along with these entertainers - and usually one and the same as they - were 
thieves, pickpockets and prostitutes. (See Jerman 1972, 22)l6]. 
As opposed to the wandering entertainers, there were also the groups of entertainers 
maintained by the courts of the nobility, e.g. musicians, jugglers and acrobats, etc. A 
stone capital from Toulouse (La Daurade), now in the Musee des Augustins, Toulouse, 
depicts music, gaming and tumbling (Fig. 253). The nobility considered being entertained 
as a pleasant way of passing the time. The nobility approved of it, so long as it was 
strictly regulated, as it provided a useful 'safety valve' to have entertainment for the 
population, usually at fairs during holidays, etc. It provided light relief from what was 
considered a harsh existence. 
The nobility maintained troupes of entertainers as a sign of prestige - to impress visitors 
(friends and political rivals alike). Despite the criticism by the church, usually by its 
lower ranks of clergy, they were considered to have a useful role. It is likely that 
entertainers were used for valuable additional roles, such as spies in other courts, where 
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they might learn useful information for their paymasters, usually in the form of court 
intrigue. 
Harpists were very popular entertainers, as they also told stories to accompany the harp 
playing. They were considered with special favour in England. It should therefore not 
be surprising to find a harpist decorating one of the Gloucester tablesmen - the set which 
is likely to have been owned by a nobleman (see Appendix 2). 
Amongst courts of the nobility, according to Wright (1986, 97-106)[7], entertainers were 
thought to symbolise Joy, which in turn was thought to represent honour. Therefore the 
more joy, the more honour. According to one description in 'Eric et Enide' possibly 
written at the court of Henry II (c.1154-1189) by Chretien de Troyes: 
" .... When all the court was assembled 
There was not a minstrel in all the land 
Who could offer any entertainment 
Who did not flock to the court. 
Great was the joy in the hall: 
Each performed his service: 
One leaps, one tumbles, one conjures, 
One tells tales, the other sings. 
One whistles, the other plays tunes. 
This one plays the harp, this the rote, 
This the gigue, this the fiddle ..... " 
From the description, it would appear that such events were joyous occasions and allowed 
people, in the courts of the nobility anyway, to forget the cares of life. 
To find entertainers decorating a set of gaming pieces should not be surprising, as the set 
probably once belonged to a nobleman who may even have kept his own troupe of 
entertainers. It would appear that the owner enjoyed his entertainments so much, he had 
them portrayed on his gaming pieces! 
4. Bestiary Animals 
Several of the Gloucester tablesmen bear carvings of animals, both real and fictitious, 
which were probably directly or indirectly influenced by illustrations in bestiaries or their 
subsequent copies(8). 
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Animals depicted (including those we now know to be legendary, though to artists 
working in northwest Europe such animals were as real or as legendary as each other), 
include a centaur with bow and arrow (tablesman 14); an elephant (perhaps one of the 
earliest surviving representations from a mediaeval context in northwest Europe) 
(tablesman 30); the frog/toad (tablesman 13); another mythical creature - a manticore 
(tablesman 25) (as with the centaur (tablesman 14), a composite creature). There is also 
a snake (tablesman 15). Some tablesmen have more than one animal decorating them, 
including the fox and bird (tablesman 20) - perhaps copied from an early fable; and a pair 
of birds of uncertain species (tablesman 28). 
Animals are a popular subject amongst the themes carved on the Gloucester tablesmen. 
They are either portrayed singly or in pairs, or also with human figures, which are 
classified in a separate group. The ultimate origin for these figures is uncertain, though 
several possible origins exist which are briefly summarised below. 
In the examples of the more common animals, e.g. the snake or the frog/toad, they may 
have been copied from life, or at least from their carcasses. Several of the creatures 
depicted on the tablesmen are more exotic, if not mythical in some cases, and would 
certainly not have been witnessed as part of everyday life. The centaur (tablesman 14) 
and the manticore (tablesman 25) are mythical in every sense of the word. The elephant 
(tablesman 30) was not seen, as far as we know, in northwest Europe at this time. The 
likelihood of the craftsman's seeing one in the flesh was negligible - he probably believed 
that the elephant was as real as a manticore or a centaur, and vice versa. 
For the more exotic animals, other sources would have to be considered, bearing in mind 
that there was no such thing as sketch pad or an equivalent medium. There was no paper, 
and parchment and vellum were so expensive that it is unlikely that the artisan would 
have possessed any; but bone sketch-blocks had been used by metal-workers (such as 
examples found in viking levels at York and Dublin), and wax tablets may have offered 
a simple medium. 
It is more than likely that the artisan relied mostly on oral tradition or memorised a scene 
he had witnessed on a church carving; or if he was specifically commissioned, he may 
have been shown some illustrations from a bestiary. 
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Taking church sculpture as an influence, the carver may have witnessed similar scenes 
decorating church doorways, corbel tables, fonts and tympana. Doorways quite often had 
a series of roundels decorating the architrave around the tympanum, and among the usual 
themes infilling the roundels were astrological symbols and labours of the months, though 
mythical creatures were also used, e.g. Sagittarius the archer, usually represented by a 
centaur, is the astrological symbol for the period November 21 to December 20, 
frequently portrayed with a bow and arrow. It is possible that the astrological symbol 
originated as a bestiary illustration. 
Another animal, this time a frog/toad (tablesman 13) - it is unclear which it is - may 
have also been derived from an astrological symbol. (See summary of tablesmen bearing 
astrological symbols.) The snake depicted on tablesman 15 is unusual, but is used on 
occasion to decorate church capitals, etc., for example, one of the capitals in the late 
11th-century chapel at Durham castle (Fig. 254). It is unclear what the snake was 
intended to represent, although in bestiaries they were generally associated with evil or 
the devil, e.g. the snake in the Garden of Eden (from the Book of Genesis), which is 
usually considered as the representation of the devil. 
The pair of birds on tablesman 28 again had probably only a decorative function and their 
ultimate origin was probably a decorative one, as many tapestries etc., which originated 
from the eastern Mediterranean bore many examples of pairs of animals facing each other. 
Birds were popular in this respect. Another bird scene has perhaps a fox devouring a 
cock (tablesman 20). If so, this is possibly derived from the early mediaeval fable of 
Reynard the Fox and his associated adversaries. This story was frequently used by the 
early church as an instructive moralising story and was used to decorate the major and 
minor arts[91. 
The elephant depicted on tablesman 30 may have been derived from a bestiary illustration, 
although occasionally representations of elephants may be seen in early mediaeval carving, 
e.g. the fragmentary calendar column at Souvigny, Alliers (early twelfth century). On one 
side are a series of reliefs depicting bestiary animals - including an elephant and a 
manticore. Their identity cannot be disputed, as each is identified by an inscription above 
the appropriate carving (Fig. 255). 
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Another possibility to be considered when looking for the origins of the designs is that 
the artist may have had direct access to a bestiary. However, this would be unlikely, as 
such works were hand-written and hand-illustrated and were therefore very expensive, 
and only the very rich could afford them. 
The bestiary itself, however, was one of the popular books of the early mediaeval period. 
These books were a form of naturalist's scrapbook, describing animals and some plants. 
The authors of bestiaries did not have modem scientific knowledge but merely copied 
down traditions and legends, with usually only the smallest fraction of fact. In the 
descriptions of the animals, moral stories were appended which were then used as books 
of moral instruction by the church, for the benefit of society. Bestiaries were the earliest 
written natural histories and remained so until the Renaissance. 
There are no known surviving illustrated bestiaries earlier than c.1100 (though isolated 
beasts like the anglo-saxon phoenix are in the tradition) and as the Gloucester tablesmen 
are thought to date to around c.l100, it makes looking for exact parallels almost 
impossible. However, there must have been some earlier illustrated versions which 
influenced major works of art, such as the Bayeux 'Tapestry', dated to c.1070. The 
tapestry has many animals, both real and otherwise, decorating the borders and 
elsewherellO] . 
If the Gloucester tables set was a privately commissioned work, the person who 
commissioned the set may have been wealthy enough to possess a bestiary - if so then 
it is not beyond the realms of possibility that he showed illustrations from the book to the 
carver of the particular animals he wanted carved. 
On a final note concerning the animal carvings: it is likely that the scenes, when carved 
on the gaming pieces, were not going to be used for any instructional purpose. It was 
more than likely they were used as an additional attraction to what was probably a 
nobleman's prized possession. 
5. Miscellaneous Themes 
Several of the Gloucester tablesmen bear themes that do not fit into the preVIOUS 
categories of 'Luxuria', Bestiary Animals, Labours/Occupations, and possible Astrological 
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symbols. The variety of different themes supports the theory that the scenes are purely 
decorative in function and do not have other purposes within the tablesmen set, such as 
differentiating the two teams. 
Further themes include a huntsman with dog (tablesman 7) - a good example survives on 
the Bayeux 'Tapestry' (Fig. 256); a possible fable depicting Reynard the Fox devouring 
a cockerel (tablesman 20); a squatting figure who is probably 'Annus', a personification 
of the year, whose origins go back to classical antiquity, as does the figure on tablesman 
24, which depicts a naked running figure of unknown sex, carrying a bird and a fish. 
This is probably a classical personification of one of the seasons, perhaps Spring, which 
is possibly represented here bringing out the creatures from hibernation. 
One of the tablesmen depicts a more religious theme - that of Samson struggling with the 
Timnath lion (tablesman 11). It can be emphatically said that this was one of the more 
popular themes in Romanesque art. The scene was frequently used to decorate not only 
the minor arts, such as manuscripts and ivories, etc., but also major stone sculpture, 
especially tympana, bosses and capitals. The church used the scene as a representation 
of Good, with Samson representing the church, or the good christian overcoming evil 
(represented by the lion). 
One tablesman bears an extremely odd scene, in that it portrays a judicial hanging 
(tablesman 19); a properly constructed scaffold complete with suspended naked figure, 
(naked except for a loin cloth) is depicted with its wrists crossed over as if tied together. 
[For examples of scaffolds for judicial hangings, see Fig. 257 - details of hanged figure 
from a 10th-century Spanish bone casket and Fig. 258, the Hanging of the Thieves in a 
'Life of St. Edmund' MS 736 Fol. 19v (c.1140)]. The scene is odd, if not unique, 
especially in being used to decorate a gaming piece - very macabre! One possible 
interpretation is that the figure represents Judas Iscariot, who hung himself after he 
betrayed Jesus Christ. Judas, however, committed suicide by hanging himself from a fig 
tree, where his entrails burst out from his body; there is no real similarity between that 
suicide and the hanging scene on the tablesman. For one thing, a properly constructed 
scaffold is shown and secondly the figures wrists appear to be tied together - no entrails 
are depicted either. This can hardly be construed as a suicide. 
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One of the tablesmen depicts an archer (tablesman 17) and this could be interpreted as a 
specific figure from the Bible - that of Ishmael of the Old Testament, who survived in 
the desert by becoming an archer. Other alternative interpretations include that of the 
figure'S being a representation of Sagittarius, the archer from astrological cycles, although 
this would be extremely rare, if not unique; the usual representation for the astrological 
symbol is a centaur with a bow and arrow as in tablesman 14. One other possibility 
exists in that a specific figure is not intended, but perhaps a sport, possibly associated 
with hunting. This is a plausible idea, as two activities associated with hunting are 
depicted on tablesmen 6 and 7; a hawker with his bird and a dog handler with his hound, 
respectively. Another example of Romanesque art decorated with archers also survives 
as an ivory pen case, which is now in the British Museum (Fig. 259). 
One final tablesman is listed here - tablesman 16. All that could be said about the scene 
is that a figure is depicted possibly wearing a hood, sitting on a stool and holding an 
object or objects. The condition of the tablesman is too poor to discern anything else. 
In concluding this summary, it is worth quoting from Dalton's catalogue of Ivories, in the 
British Museum (1909, 74-76)l1l). His comments about early mediaeval tablesmen are 
as valid now as they were then, possibly even more so with the discovery of the only 
complete set of tablesmen we have from the 11th to 12th century. 
Dalton (1909, 74-76). 
Carved Draughtsmen of the 12th Century (12) 
The ornamentation of draughtsmen was probably influenced by that of medallions 
enclosing figure subjects to be seen in contemporary sculpture, mosaics, and 
illuminated MSS. These had been in turn influenced by the textile fabrics of the 
East, and by earlier mosaics and sculptures, themselves probably imitating textiles 
of yet more ancient date. Single medallions, or systems of interconnected circles, 
containing busts, animals or human figures, had been early derived from such 
sources by carvers in ivory: this disposition is found, for example, on consular 
diptychs of the 6th -century, upon oliphants of about the eleventh ...... When 
draughts became popular with the wealthy, the subjects thus disposed in 
medallions may have suggested themselves as models obviously adapted to the 
form of the pieces . 
............ These subjects consist of animals and monsters, signs of the zodiac, with 
figures emblematic of the seasons and human figures and groups from sacred and 
secular sources ..... The animals and monsters which supply the most frequent 
ornament are probably for the most part merely decorative ........................ . 
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animals were frequently represented by themselves .... .... The growth of beast 
symbolism naturally affected the use of animals in mediaeval art, though St. 
Bernard's protest against the habit of covering all available space with beasts and 
monsters shows that he himself did not regard these creatures as useful symbols. 
.......... A connexion of the draughtsmen with the Bestiaries would appear in itself 
not improbable, for the sermons of Honorius of Autun contributed to the 
popularity of illustrations derived from this source; but any close relation seems 
to be negatived by the presence of beasts unrepresented in symbolic zoology. . .... 
Nor does the other symbolic use of animals in the illustration of the Psalms 
appear to have affected the ornamentation of the draughtsmen to any great extent. 
Combats of men and animals often appear in early mediaeval art as literal 
translations of the picturesque language used by the Psalmist. .... In rare 
instances we find on draughtsmen a moralising subject derived from a fable, as 
on an example with the stork and the wolf (Westwood, 'Fictile Ivories~ p.94). 
Such subjects also appear on the early mosaics: the internment of the fox by the 
fowls occurs in Sta. Maria at Murano (Muntz, 'Rev. arch'., part i, p.33) . ......... . 
From these extracts from Dalton's summary, it can clearly be seen that his statements on 
the identities and the purpose of the subject matter on tablesmen were almost uncannily 
accurate and far-seeing, especially as the set of Gloucester tablesmen was not discovered 
for at least another seventy four years. Dalton, in his summary and catalogue of a brief 
corpus of tablesmen, has touched on nearly every theme that occurs on the Gloucester 
tablesmen; this includes the labours of the months, signs of the zodiac, animals and 
monsters, at least one possible season, human figures and scenes from sacred (Samson and 
the Lion - tablesman 11) and secular sources (the copulating couple - tablesman 8) and 
even a fable (Reynard the Fox with a cockerel - tablesman 20). 
Dalton says that the "draughtsmen's" themes were for the most part decorative in function 
and therefore presumably of no other purpose. To go further, it is likely that all the 
themes were purely decorative, the ornamentation striving to enhance what would have 
been, ordinarily, a rather plain set of gaming pieces. 
In relation to the Gloucester tablesmen, it is likely that the decoration of the tablesmen 
was incidental to the game, and there is no reason to suppose that the two teams of fifteen 
could be differentiated on a theme basis. It has been suggested in Chapter 4, on the 
construction of the tablesmen, that the two types of material used in the manufacture of 
the pieces, i.e. red deer antler pedicel and skull, more than likely influenced the two 
teams. The tablesmen made out of red deer antler pedicel would have soaked up a 
colorant quite readily - the spongy nature of the bone enabling this. The natural solid 
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bone (skull) white colour of the remaining fifteen pieces would have provided a suitable 
contrast to the stained tablesmen. If this theory is correct, then from the list of tablesmen 
below, it can be seen that the themes, such as the labours/occupations of the months, 
'Luxuria' motifs, etc., are not confined to only one type of material, but can be seen 
decorating both types(13). 
GLOUCESTER TABLESMEN 
Antler Pedicel: Skull: 
(Reddish coloured) (White coloured) 
Harpist (01) Seated Figure (16) 
Fiddler (02) Archer (17) 
Juggler (03) Knight (lS) 
Dancer (04) Hanged Man (19) 
Rider (05) Fox and Bird (20) 
Hawker (06) 'Annus' Figure (21) 
Dog Handler (07) Acrobats (22) 
Lovers (OS) Bear Tamer (23) 
Tress Puller (09) Figure with Bird 
Wheatsheaf Carrier (10) and fish (24) 
Samson and the Manticore (25) 
Lion (11) Feaster (26) 
Virgo/Orans (12) Drinker (27) 
ToadlFrog (13) Two Birds (2S) 
Centaur (14) Figure dressing a 
Snake (15) carcass? (29) 
Elephant (30) 
From the two lists it can be seen, if the interpretations are correct, that the types of theme 
are not confined to one type of material, but are spread between the two. If the teams 
were originally divided by two types of theme, it cannot be seen using 20th-century 
vision. It is possible that an original attempt to divide two teams on themes alone would 
have been too involved and complicated, which leads back to the more practical concept 
of dividing the teams by the application of a colorant to half of the tablesmen, as in 
earlier roman sets and later mediaeval sets, down to the present day. The themes in the 
Gloucester tablesmen, put simply, are purely ornamental in purpose - this cannot be 
stressed too much. 
There is little further that may be added to this summary, except that in Dalton's writings 
on 12th-century gaming pieces, he has unwittingly summarised the themes that are current 
in the Gloucester tablesmen. He has further indicated the decorative function of the 
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gaming pieces. The discovery of an entire set of tablesmen would appear to confirm 
Dalton's remarks, originally made in 1909. 
NOTES 
[1] The most recent general account of the labours/occupations of the months is: 
Webster, J.C., The Labors of the Months in Antique and Mediaeval Art, New 
York (1970). 
This general account also lists previous works by other authors on the same 
subject (see Bibliography). This edition is currently out of print, and there is no 
equivalent general account of the zodiac cycles. 
[2] Metford, J.C.J., Dictionary of Christian Lore and Legend, London (1983). 
[3] Dalton, O.M. British Museum Ivories, No. 171. For full reference see note [11]. 
[4] Weir, A., & Jerman, J., Images of Lust : Sexual Carvings on Mediaeval 
Churches, London (1986). 
[5] Remnant, M., English Bowed Instruments from Anglo-Saxon to Tudor Times, 
Oxford University Press (1986). 
[6] Jerman, J.A., 'The Sheela-Na-Gig carvings of the British Isles', Journal of the 
County Louth Archaeological and Historical Society Vol XX, No.1, (1981). 
[7] Wright, L., 'The Role of Musicians at Court in Twelfth-Century Britain' in Art 
and Patronage in the English Romanesque, (Macready, S. and Thompson, F.H. 
(Eds.), Society of Antiquaries, London 1986). 
[8] The standard most accessible account on Bestiaries is: White, T.n., The Book 
of Beasts, Gloucester (1984). This account is a translation of a 12th-century 
Bestiary (F. 73a in Cambridge University Library). The work also contains an 
introduction to Bestiaries and a very thorough bibliography. 
[9] Varty, K., 'Mediaeval paintings of Reynard the Fox in Gloucester Cathedral and 
some related examples', The Archaeological Journal, In, (1977), 104-117. 
[10] Wilson, D. M. (Ed.), The Bayeux Tapestry, London (1985). 
[11] Dalton,O.M., Catalogue of the Ivory Carvings of the Christian Era of the British 
Museum, London (1909). 
[12] Dalton refers to the gaming pieces as 'Draughtsmen'. However, it would be more 
technically correct to refer to the pieces as 'Tablesmen'. Draughts as a game, is 
of a later date than Tables. Also, the term 'Draughts' was not used until the 16th-
century, though according to R. C. Bell (personal communication) draughts 
originated c.1100 is the South of France. 
See also Bell, R.C., Games to Play, London (1988), 37. 
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[13] The most recent up-to-date catalogue of Romanesque tablesmen (prior to the 
discovery of the Gloucester tablesmen) is: 
Mann, V.B., Romanesque Ivory Tablesmen, New York University, Department 
of Fine Arts, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation (1977). 
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CHAPTER 8 
THE STYLE OF THE GLOUCESTER TABLESMEN 
In her thesis - 'Romanesque Ivory Tablesmen', Dr. Mann claims that:-
'!Jone and deer were also utilised in the manufacture of gaming pieces as well as 
lVOry ~nd morse' but 'they were generally associated with a rude style of carving 
and slmple themes and they stem from provincial workshops' {Mann 1977, 2-3)[1]. 
The writer sees no reason to disagree with this statement, and would go further to suggest 
that the Gloucester tables men group belongs to this category. 
The material used for the Gloucester set consists of red deer antler and bone - an inferior 
material in comparison to ivory and morse which were valued as highly as gold 
throughout the mediaeval period, mainly because of general inaccessibility owing to 
transport difficulties, etc., in comparison with the rather more accessible quantities of red 
deer and bone, which could have been supplied loca,ly.(2] It would seem logical to 
assume therefore that ivory and morse were limited to the major ateliers whilst the more 
common antler and bone could be found in many of the provincial workshops. 
Mann's catalogue of 213 tablesmen encompasses the Romanesque period c.1050-1200 -
a period of some one hundred and fifty years, and she considers that the tablesmen 
bearing the more elaborate carving belong to the late Romanesque period (c.1150-1200). 
Mann's early group (catalogue No. 1-30) belong to the early Romanesque period c.I050-
1100 and it is to this group that the Gloucester tablesmen probably belong. It is worth 
quoting from Mann's dissertation here as there are several points in the description which 
bear careful consideration in relation to the Gloucester tables men group. The writer has 
therefore noted the main points of Mann's discussion of early groupings (Mann 1977, 18-
20). This is followed by the facts concerning the Gloucester Tablesmen, from which it 
is possible to draw several conclusions in response to Mann's work. 
"The earliest group of Tablesmen (c.1050-1100) with pictorial decoration consists 
of thirty examples of rude workmanship. They are all made out of bone and vary 
in size from 2.5 centimetres to 6.1 centimetres in diameter ..... The subjects are 
animals and birds of fantastic form. Six pieces are carved with human figures. 
The most common border design is a series of similarly sized rectangles between 
two plain fillets (No. 6-12, 20). Occasionally an undulating ribbon or drilled 
circle ornamentation replaces the rectangles, and on many pieces the border is left 
plain. 
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The main decoration is always made to conform to the shape of the frame. In the 
case of the animals and birds, a circular design is achieved by bending the neck 
and elongating this tail ....... Two of the human figures hold bows and arrows, and 
the curved shapes of the bows serve the same purpose. This emphasis on the 
circle as a basis of design is underscored by a carving technique common to the 
Tablesmen of this group..... On a great number of the pieces, compass points are 
at the centre of the Tablesmen, where they were evidently used to fix the 
circumference and the design of the border. 
In other respects the style is crude; major motifs are carved as flat two-plane 
relief which projects up from the ground no more than three tenths of one 
centimetre. This limited depth rarely allows for gradual modelling or rounding 
of the forms. Most of the surface interior details are incised lines .... " 
According to Mann, therefore, the crude carving, the lack of modelling and the simple 
motifs suggest an early date. Comparison with what little survives of large-scale 
sculpture of the same period (c.1050-1100) confirms an 11th-century date. Most of the 
early tablesmen classified by Mann (1977 No. 1-30) are thought to have a northern 
French origin, as originally suggested by Goldschmidt[3], using various stylistic details on 
various eady tablesmen and comparing them with larg~r scale sculptures of known date. 
According to Dr. Mann the sculpture of Normandy offers the closest parallel to the early 
group of tablesmen; examples cited by her include a lintel at Notre Dame d'Esquay of the 
early 11th century. The animal reliefs, in this case lions, whose forms are similar to that 
of an animal on two of the tablesmen (Mann No. 1-2) have triangular nicks which appear 
to have been added to give the figure more shape. (Several of the Gloucester tablesmen 
exhibit this type of ornamentation). 
Several of the early tablesmen in Dr. Mann's catalogue had been found in archaeological 
sites, mainly at Amiens and Orleans, which would support a northern French origin for 
many of this early group. 
Other tablesmen which stylistically belong to this group have also been found in Scotland, 
which was enough reason for Mann (1977, 23-24) to suggest close cultural ties between 
Normandy and Britain prior to the norman conquest. 
In response to Dr. Mann's statements regarding the early Romanesque group, the 
following is a description of the Gloucester tables men set (the only extant set from the 
period). 
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The Gloucester tablesmen are a complete set of gaming pieces, thirty in number, and there 
IS every reason to suppose that they are all of contemporary manufacture and originated 
from the same workshop. They all bear pictorial decoration, no scene is repeated, and the 
motifs are quite crudely carved. 
The average size of the upper surface of the tablesmen is between 45mm and 45.3mm in 
diameter, whilst the lower surface is only slightly less - between 43.9mm and 44.1mm 
in diameter. So far, the type of motif, quality of carving, material and size coincides with 
Dr. Mann's criteria for classification of the early group of northern French tables men 
(c.1050-1100). 
On the Gloucester set there are a total of twenty-five human figures, fourteen animals and 
two monsters, arranged either singly, or in pairs, human with human or human and 
animal, and never more than a pair of figures are portrayed on each. Dr. Mann did not 
attempt to read any significance into the groupings of animals and humans in the early 
group, although it is interesting that she has specificaily mentioned birds in her text -
Mann (1977, 18). A total of six birds is depicted within the Gloucester group overall, by 
far the largest group of animals, other than humans, in the entire set. It is possible 
therefore that birds were popular amongst craftsmen around this period; perhaps they were 
aesthetically pleasing to look at, and/or easier to carve because of the natural curves of 
the birds which lent themselves to being fitted within a round frame of a gaming piece. 
The border decoration of the Gloucester tablesmen consists mainly of an undulating 
ribbon ornamentation; [4] only three gaming pieces, e.g. tablesman 11, 18 and 20 have a 
different decoration consisting of two rows of triangular pecking which may be interpreted 
as a "reduced" form of the undulating ribbon ornament.[5] 
In Dr. Mann's catalogue, the gaming pieces which use this type of border decoration 
belong to the early group, c.1050-1100 (Mann 1977, No.5, 10, 13 and ?16), although 
interestingly this example has a reduced form of undulating ribbon ornamentation 
approaching in style the triangular pecking ornamentation found on other counters e.g. 
tablesman 11. 
In considering the style of the Gloucester set, it is obvious that they tie in closely with 
Dr. Mann's early group (c.1050-1100); the pictorial decoration is, with a certain degree 
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of Success, made to conform to the frames of the tablesmen, which has certain stylistic 
implications. 
Generall y the figures are made to conform to the circular frame. In order to do this the 
craftsman has depicted a number of human figures seated on a low stool in several cases, 
e.g. tablesman 16, though it should be stated that several of the human figures are 
depicted standing e.g. tablesman 17, so it was obviously not necessary to have the figures 
sitting as essential to the arrangement of the themes within their respective frames. In 
many cases the human figures wear hoods e.g. tablesman 2, the points of which are swept 
back behind the figure's head coming into contact with the inside edge of the frame. In 
some cases, e.g. tablesman 11, the hood is replaced by ?long hair which is swept back 
behind the head, as in the hooded figures, again coming into contact with the inside edge 
of the frame. The purpose of portraying the hair/hood in this manner is twofold; firstly 
to fit the hairlhood within the frame, and secondly, whether it was intentional or not, for 
the contact of the hairlhood to give additional structural strength to the scene. In only one 
example, tablesman 4, does a human figure's head not come into contact with the frame, 
this may be either a mistake by the craftsman or the figure deliberately portrayed as 
smaller. [6] 
In several scenes on the tablesmen, the human figures are carrying objects which come 
into contact with the frame - again perhaps giving additional structural strength to the 
scene; a particularly good example of this is tablesman 10 where the figure carries a 
?wheatsheaf over his head, where the wheatsheaf comes into contact with almost one third 
of the entire internal circumference of the frame. On tablesman 19, which depicts a 
hanged figure, the scaffold is deliberately carved to fit the curve of the frame; the crossbar 
follows an unnatural curve tucked under the inside curve of the frame, as presumably the 
craftsman found it easier to portray the crossbar in this manner rather than straight across. 
In many cases on the Gloucester set, several of the figures and associated objects come 
into contact with the frames because of the sheer lack of space available. The usual 
points of contact between the figures and the frames are usually the head and feet and 
occasionally hands - on tablesman 12, the 'Orans' figure, the craftsman had miscalculated 
the length of the figure's arms, and there was insufficient room to portray the hands, so 
giving the impression of clenched fists. [7] 
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On tablesman 24, which portrays a running human figure carrying a bird and a fish in 
massive spade-like hands, both the bird and fish are suspended from the hands but follow 
the inside curve of the frame each side of the figure. No doubt the bird and fish were 
deliberately suspended downwards from the hands in order to fit them more easily within 
the frame. 
The craftsman, in his attempt to fit the various themes within their respective frames, has 
made several mistakes. One example on tablesman 3 portrays a juggler with hoops, but 
only half of each hoop is depicted - obviously there was not sufficient space to fit the 
entire hoops within the frame. The craftsman probably thought the people who would 
eventually own the set would know what the scene was. On other tablesmen, the 
craftsman has also run out of space because more than one figure has been carved, either 
animal or human. On several tablesmen these additional animals and humans have been 
positioned and distorted into unrealistic positions: tablesman 23 shows a ?bear depicted 
with its head and shoulder on a level with the seated human figures. The animal looks 
as if it is climbing up the inside edge of the frame. On tablesman 7, a ?dog is projected 
so that it is walking down the inside edge of the frame with its hind quarters in mid-air 
at a level with the human figure's chin and with its face pointing downward towards the 
figure's feet. 
On tablesman 22, the two acrobats depict one figure being carried on the other's back; 
however, the artist has run out of space and has had to condense the supported figure so 
much that only the figure's head is visible above the other's left shoulder. The only part 
of this supported figure clearly visible is the lower limbs, giving the whole scene a very 
odd appearance. 
In the above examples the artist has sacrificed any attempt at realism in order to fit the 
scene within the frame. It appears that the craftsman relied on a strict geometrical 
framework, i.e. a circle, to present his work, in some cases unsuccessfully. 
The craftsman generally has been more successful at portraying animals. There appears 
to be less contact with the edges of the tablesman frames than that of the human figures. 
In two tablesmen, the manticore (25), and the elephant (30), both of the figures have one 
of their front limbs raised, with their heads turned backwards over their shoulders. This 
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may have been done deliberately to fit the figures adequately within the frame and in the 
case of the raised forelimbs providing extra physical strength and support for the figures. 
The craftsman throughout the Gloucester set has followed as far as his skill allowed what 
may be defined as 'the law of the frame', though Dr. Mann suggests that in the early 
series, additional points of contact with the frame of tablesmen were made by extending 
the necks and limbs of animals and birds or by the addition of extra appendages; the 
craftsman obviously thought this was necessary to increase the physical strength of the 
tablesmen by having these contacts with the frame, despite the sacrifice of realism. 
This 'law of the frame' concept serves a geometrical limit as to whether a scene could be 
filled. Shapes other than a circle may be used, though the circle appears to be the most 
popular, particularly useful for gaming pieces! No doubt the craftsman could have 
witnessed similar scenes which he used later on the tablesmen, such as roundels around 
doorways, etc., on churches, and has committed such scenes to memory to be used at a 
later date. 
This concept was originally conceived by Henri Focillon[8]. He considered that the most 
fundamental rule governing Romanesque sculpture was the close observance of the 
following - the theme or composition was limited to within the shape of the material on 
which it was carved. This formalised approach led to a new important relationship 
between architecture and sculpture which really developed in the mid to late 11th century 
and was the underlying influence in church sculpture throughout the 11th and first half 
of the 12th centuries. It should not be surprising to find therefore the same law being 
applied to the minor arts such as in bone/ivory carving, e.g. the gaming pieces have 
achieved a certain amount of limited success; the original models could well have been 
in roundels perhaps decorating an architrave around the main doorway of a church. 
In some examples of Dr. Mann's catalogue - No. 16-25, the use of figures holding bows 
helps to emphasise the overall design within the tablesman frame, and it is interesting that 
the same feature is repeated in two of the Gloucester tablesmen, i.e. tablesmen 14 and 17, 
the centaur/sagittarius with bow and arrow, and the archer with the bow and arrow, 
respectively. 
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The emphasis of the circle as a base for design in Dr. Mann's early group of northern 
French tablesmen is exemplified by the use of compass-drawn circles for eyes on a lot 
of the figures, e.g. Mann (1977, No. 1-2, 4-8, 11-14, 16, 19-26). However, in the 
Gloucester set, despite the obvious use of a compass for the design of a piece, no eyes 
whatever are portrayed in this way; and, indeed, compass-drawn eyes would not make 
for realism. In fact the depiction of eyes on human and animal figures on the Gloucester 
set is rare - even the few that have eyes indicated use no more than small nicks. It is 
unclear why this surface detail was left out, as small circles have been used as a 
decoration for the beading alongside each side of the central bar on the tables board and 
as part of the decoration of twelve of the 'points', but has not been used to indicate eyes 
on the figures, which also decorate the board[9). 
There is plenty of evidence for the use of compasses in marking out the surface of the 
tablesmen; most of them exhibit compass-point holes at the centre of the upper surface. 
They do not survive where later carving has removed the mark e.g. tablesmen 7, 8 and 
28. Ample evidence indicates that the blanks were marked out first prior to the carving 
of the scene. Again, Dr. Mann in her catalogue has mentioned this detail, pointing out 
that it is particularly prevalent in the early group of tablesmen. 
As the artistic style of the tablesmen is crude, and the scene in some cases only projects 
a couple of millimetres from the ground base of the gaming pieces, this has not allowed 
for proper modelling, shaping and styling of the figures; the antler/skull used may have 
been too difficult to carve accurately. However, the overall appearance of the scenes, 
despite attempts by the artist to show figures in a three-quarter profile, is in general rather 
flat. 
The form of flat relief that we know particularly from Normandy offers some of the 
closest parallels to Dr. Mann's early group of tablesmen, and therefore to the Gloucester 
set. The dating for Mann's early group was based on Goldschmidt's original assessment 
of several tablesmenexcavated in stratified archaeological contexts in two northern French 
towns, Amiens and Orleans[lO); several of the figures bear close comparison in style with 
pre-conquest sculpture in France, as would some of the Gloucester set. For example, one 
of the pre-conquest sculptures from Souvigny in the church consecrated in 1066, depicts 
a very simple relief of an 'Orans' figure (Fig. 260), which exhibits sufficient detail for it 
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to be compared quite closely with the decorative details on several of the Gloucester set. 
For example, the fold of the robe which covers the torso and the lower half of the 'Orans' 
figure on the carving, is indicated quite simply by a series of scored lines arranged as a 
series of inverted 'V's. The same method is used to indicate the folds of the robe covering 
the figure on tablesman 12, without any attempt at realism. 
The hands of the 'Orans' figure on this capital fragment are massive and spade-like, with 
thickened sausage-like fingers. This crude method of representing hands can also be 
closely paralleled with the hands of several of the Gloucester figures, e.g. tablesman 14, 
which are also quite massive and spade-like, with thickened fingers. 
Facial details of the 'Orans' figure may also be closely compared with the tablesmen 
figures, for example the small horizontal line represented the mouth with traces of a 
horizontal line both above and below the mouth, perhaps representing lips, and a broad 
tapered ridge-like nose (reminiscent of the nasal piece of a spangenhelm), can be seen 
on the head of the figure on tablesman 9, the ?tress puiler. From the above comparison 
with the capital relief from Souvigny, it is a strong possibility that a capital relief similar 
to this example provided the inspiration for the tablesman scene - the decorative style can 
certainly be matched quite closely. The Bayeux 'Tapestry' (c.1070) has several figures 
within its borders which also bear close comparison with several stylistic details on the 
tablesmen figures. For example, the large hands and sausage-like fingers, and the shape 
and simplicity of the human figure limbs, can be paralleled with the Gloucester figures. 
A stone sculpture of a mermaid on a capital at the church of Saint Eutrope at Saintes 
(consecrated in 1096) has several interesting stylistic details concerning the arms (no 
illustration available). Firstly, the hands, yet again, are massive and spade-like compared 
with the rest of the mermaid's body, with massive sausage-like fingers. Another useful 
details is the length and thinness of the mermaid's arms in relation to the rest of its body. 
They appear disjointed, no doubt deliberately conceived so that the scene could be made 
to fit within the confines of the capital on which it was carved. The crude design of the 
mermaid's arms compares very well with the style of the arms of the tablesmen figures. 
Several of the tablesmen figures have the hands depicted in a different style - small and 
with small fingers separated by a series of scored lines - a good parallel can be seen on 
the human figures on the mounts of a 10th-century Spanish bone casket (Fig. 261); all 
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the figures on the remaining panels are carved quite crudely and the small crude hands 
are particularly noticeable. 
Many of the decorative details on the human figures, as well as the general design on the 
Gloucester tablesmen, are reduced to the most basic, and their design of the human figures 
is simple and crude. The general simplicity makes it very difficult for stylistic 
comparison; however, one good parallel can be made with another gaming piece - a chess 
piece, formerly in the Von Hirsch collection, which displays several other interesting 
stylistic and decorative details which can be found on the Gloucester set. 
The chessman (Fig. 262) is in the form of a beardless king with a ?crown on his head, 
seated on a high circular throne, decorated with two rows of keyhole openings, undulating 
ribbon and ring-and-dot ornamentation. This chess piece has been formerly ascribed to 
the early 12th-century in date of origin[ll]. 
Several stylistic details of the piece may be commented on here. The legs, despite being 
slightly eroded, have sufficient detail in the lower limbs to show that the feet have a 
triangular profile and short stocky legs exactly the same as many of the human figures 
depicted on the Gloucester set; the figure is decorated with a series of scored lines, though 
it is difficult to see any rows of pecking owing to the worn surface of the piece. In many 
of the Gloucester tablesmen, such decorative details include scored lines alternating with 
rows of pecked dots, though occasionally the surface detail is reduced to random pecking 
as in tablesman 18 - the armed Knight. Regarding the facial details of the seated king 
chess piece, the tapering ridge-like nose appears to be a nasal extension of the crown 
rather like that of a spangenhelm - a similar phenomenon appears on several tablesmen. 
Other facial features include a simple scored line representing the mouth, with further 
scored lines projecting up each side of the mouth, perhaps representing a moustache. This 
representation of a mouth is visible on several human figures on the tablesmen. However, 
on tablesman 3, the juggler, there is evidence of a ?moustache as well. On tablesman 9, 
the ?tress puller, the" scored lines around the mouth could also represent a moustache or 
perhaps rudimentary lips. Other stylistic details on the chessman's figure include the 
irregular undulating ribbon ornamentation visible on the borders of the Gloucester set and 
on the chessman between two parallel incised lines half way down the throne. The 
decoration is exactly the same and presumably the method of achieving it is also the 
same. Other decorations on the throne of the chessman include a ring and dot 
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ornamentation and a simple fringe ornamentation at the foot of the throne; both types of 
decoration which may be seen on the Tables board (see Chapter 2). 
In conclusion, when comparing the stylistic details of the Gloucester tablesmen figures 
with those of the chess piece (the writer would suggest that the proposed date of early 
12th-century for the date of this chess piece be placed a little earlier, perhaps the latter 
half of the 11th century), other specific details on several human figures on the Gloucester 
set may be singled out for special mention. These include hair style, for example the long 
straight hair of the standing ?acrobat on tablesman 22 (or is it a hat?) may be paralleled 
with the hair of a spear-carrying centaur forming part of a relief on a stone font in St. 
Marychurch, Torbay, Devon (early 12th-century). 
Other additional details of the human figures which may be considered include the 'Orans' 
figure, tablesman 12. The ?spiked head garment which the figure is wearing can be 
paralleled with the crowns of the human figures on the remains of the panels of a 10th-
century Spanish bone casket (Fig. 261) where the same ·crude style with the spikes of the 
crowns can be clearly seen. 
From the details mentioned above, it can be seen that dating of the Gloucester set on 
stylistic details is very difficult owing to the general crude quality of the carving of the 
gaming pieces, which suggests a provincial minor atelier for their origin, rather than a 
major workshop, which would have been more accustomed to using elephant ivory and 
morse. In broad terms, however, a late 11th-century date would be preferable, though 
the writer's attempt to reduce the date further must remain speculative to a certain extent, 




Mann, V.B., Romanesque Ivory Tablesmen, New York University, Department 
of Fine Art, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. (1977) 
The title of the dissertation is slightly misleading, as Mann has catalogued 214 
gaming pieces bearing pictorial scenes; the materials of the gaming pieces include 
bone and antler as well as ivory and morse. 
Further details concerning the material of the Gloucester tablesmen are discussed 
in Chapter 4 on the construction of the Gloucester tablesmen. 
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It is difficult to make any firm conclusions on the Gloucester Tabulae set at present, as 
the research into the find is still continuing. The uniqueness of the game makes it very 
difficult to evaluate the new data presented with this discovery, owing to the lack of 
suitable comparanda. 
In concluding this thesis, this discussion also outlines some of the questions that still need 
to be answered (if possible) and it is hoped that these questions will act as a 'springboard' 
to further work. 
The Tabulae set has been assessed above as two separate elements - the board and the 
playing pieces. They are then considered together as a complete entity. To finish, the 
game's importance is considered in terms of its historic and social value. 
The inlays which survive from the board are considered as an important work of art in 
their own right, despite their deplorable condition and the crudity of the panel engraving. 
In terms of Romanesque art (c.l050-l200), the board is an extremely rare example of 
secular art. There is no other portable object of secular function, and of relatively small 
dimensions, which has such a diverse iconography. 
The construction and decoration of this board (c.llOO), coincides with great developments 
in art and architecture in England and elsewhere. These major artistic developments were 
close I y entwined with political events, of which the successful norman invasion of 
England was the most important. The invasion and final subjugation of England 
dominated the last third of the eleventh century, an England which by this time was 
largely anglo-scandinavian, at least in the eastern counties. This subjugation, in one 
respect, was completed by the compilation of the Domesday Book in 1087. 
As stated earlier, the craftsman, perhaps of scandinavian origin, living and working in 
England, created this board at a time of great change and upheaval politically, and at a 
time of great change and experimentation artistically. This appears to be reflected in the 
board panel engraving. As described and discussed in Chapter 3, there appears to be a 
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mixture of old styles as well as the new. The 'old' is reflected in the interlace and the 
stylistic details of the animals and serpents, whereas the pictorial narrative - away from 
an ornamental style - is reflected in the conflicts that decorate the central fields of the 
board. 
The artwork of the board is essentially of a purely decorative function, without any special 
meaning. This includes the interlace and ring and dot ornament of the 'points', the slashed 
lines and chevrons of the 'spacers', the 'strapwork' of the central bar and the foliage 
ornament of the border panels. These elements of decoration on the. board help to give 
it an overall attractive appearance, whereas the geometry of the ornament is aided by the 
linear nature of many of the panels. With the central fields of the respective tables, the 
artist was more free to develop more elaborate themes of ornament, which include the use 
of scenes which have a conflict theme, and these pervade throughout. Even in these 
themes, the engraver cannot get away from the use of an unnaturalistic ornament. This 
includes the twisting of the serpents tails and the interlacing of the bodies of the serpents. 
Presumably this is why serpents were used predominantly in the decoration of the panels. 
It would appear that the engraver had a particular fondness for serpent motifs - interlaced 
or otherwise. He has combined it quite successfully with the conflict/combat motif, 
appropriately enough for a game of conflict, though of a less violent nature. 
In one scene the engraver has drawn in a hunting scene, which can be seen partly as a 
pointer as to what was going to be used to decorate at least some of the tablesmen. 
The importance of the artwork of the tables board lies in its diversity of styles, rather than 
providing insights into social history. For that we must look at the themes that decorate 
the tablesmen, for it is here that we get a rare glance at norman society. 
The board and its artwork provide us with a 'window' - admittedly blurred in places -
into what can be considered a period of great innovation in the development of English 
art. In comparison to this artwork, the construction of the board must remain of 
secondary importance. 
The discovery of this board in a relatively complete state has raised several questions in 
the mind of the writer. Foremost of these questions is the possibility that more board 
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panels (of bone) survive elsewhere, which have been recovered as casual finds or even 
on archaeological sites, and have been deposited in museums without the realisation of 
the exact function of these panels. If a single border panel, central field panel, or even 
an individual 'point' had been recovered, it could have been identified as a casket inlay, 
and this would be very understandable in normal circumstances. 
The recovery of the Gloucester tables board inlays could change some of these 
interpretations. The writer advises museum archaeological curators to look to their 
bonework collections. 
To re-emphasize this message, there is the discovery of the Saint Denis Tables Board 
panels - see Appendix 8 (again no base survives) - in similar circumstances to the 
Gloucester board. These panels, taken individually, as with the Gloucester board, could 
quite easily have been mistakenly identified as casket inlays. When the first inlays of the 
Gloucester board were found, they were indeed thought by the writer to be casket inlays: 
in a very short time he was to change his mind! 
If the board has provided us with a 'window' into the art of c.IIOO, then the tablesmen, 
taken individually, provide us with a 'keyhole' into the artwork of the same period - a 
series of thirty 'keyholes' in all. However, these 'glimpses', although restricted to a narrow 
field - and often blurred, provide us with an additional insight into aspects of everyday 
life of a Norman nobleman. 
The cartoon-like characters on the tablesmen, crudely carved and often distorted away 
from realism, nevertheless bear their own particular charm, which contrasts with the rather 
flat engraving of the board panels. 
Apart from this overall appeal of the tablesmen imagery, there is a second message that 
comes across, which is made all the more clear for having the entire set of thirty 
tablesmen. When the artist carved these tablesmen, he was probably undertaking a 
commission for a person of rank and privilege. It is likely that the set was made for a 
Norman nobleman, who had a predilection for gambling, amongst other earthly pleasures. 
It appears that many of the themes on the tablesmen were related to the life and pleasures 




themes. For example, the seated hawker (tablesman 6) could have been taken from a 
cycle of labours of the months. The representation for the month of May was usually a 
hawker. This particular scene would fit in well with other tablesmen, e.g. the rider 
(tablesman 5), dog handler (tablesman 7), and the archer (tablesman 17). These themes 
in turn have something in common - hunting. This activity was a favourite amongst the 
Nonnan nobility and what better way to portray it than on a set of gaming pieces 
belonging to a nobleman? 
Further examples may also be quoted which may be related to the typical pleasures of a 
Nonnan nobleman. This includes feasting (tablesman 26) and drinking (tablesman 27). 
These two activities may have owed their ultimate origin, in the artistic sense, to cycles 
of labours of the months, i.e. possible representations of December and January (feasting) 
and October (wine tasting or testing the grape). The two lovers (tablesman 8) could 
represent a more intimate pleasure of the owner - one which was not confined only to the 
nobility. 
There is every indication that many of the themes have been taken from different contexts 
and brought together as a form of pictorial comment on the nobleman's lifestyle. Other 
scenes on the tablesmen include a few possible astrological symbols, e.g. Virgo 
(tablesman 12), Scorpio (tablesman 13), and Sagittarius (tablesman 17). The owner 
appears to have enjoyed other entertainments, which have also been used to decorate other 
Gloucester tablesmen: the minstrels - harpist (tablesman 1), the fiddler (tablesman 2), the 
juggler, joculator or jongleur (tablesman 3), a dancer/tumbler (tablesman 4), acrobats 
(tablesman 22) and probably a bear-tamer (tablesman 23). 
Again, many of these figures may have been based on sculptural work, or even manuscript 
illustrations. This is especially true of the harpist, juggler and fiddler, of which examples 
survive as David as composer of the psalms and noted for his harp playing - often 
surrounded by his court musicians and entertainers. 
As in the above themes, it is a distinct likelihood that these figures have been copied from 
somewhere and given new meanings in an entirely different context. 
Other themes on the tablesmen are not so easy to discern, though the writer has 
provisionally identified them as everyday scenes which the owner would have been 
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familiar with e.g. the wheatsheaf carrier as an occupation of the month of August or 
September (tablesman 10), a carcass dresser (tablesman 29) perhaps for the month of 
November; these scenes were probably taken from cycles of the labours of the months 
used to decorate church sculpture and manuscripts, etc. 
The animals such as the manticore (tablesman 25) and the elephant (tablesman 30), 
provided unfamiliar images, but would have a curiosity value and would have therefore 
been an entertainment in their own right. Other themes are less fathomable, e.g. the ?tress 
puller (tablesman 9), the snake (tablesman 15), the 'Annus' figure (tablesman 21), etc., 
although they must have been a source of interest and curiosity for the carver and later 
the owner of the set. It would appear that, in some cases, the original meaning and 
purpose was irrelevant by this stage, as they were by this time far removed from their 
original contexts. 
There is one fundamental problem in trying to understand these scenes, in that we can 
only look at them with twentieth century vision. We are SUbjected to formulating a very 
subjective interpretation from the onset. Images that were perfectly understandable and 
familiar c.1100, are not now so. The same principle applies to the twentieth century, 
where we have images that are part of the everyday scene, but which would be completely 
alien in previous centuries, e.g. a telephone kiosk or a post box. We should not be 
surprised, therefore, to encounter difficulties in interpreting artwork created 900 years 
previously. In some cases, we can do little more than guess at the meanings. 
The writer considers that whatever the original context of the images that have been 
mentioned above (and those that have not - refer to appropriate catalogue entries), the 
themes must be considered in the physical contexts that they now occupy. 
To amve at any sort of conclusion has necessitated the examination of each theme 
individually, before looking at, or rather looking for, underlying themes. There is such 
a mixture, that it was not ever likely that there were any underlying themes; probably the 
division of the two teams was based purely on the colouring of the two sets of tablesmen. 
The hunting, feasting and entertainment themes, etc., are spread across the two teams, 
with no general theme limited to a particular team of fifteen tablesmen. (See Appendix 
10.) 
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It can be said that art means all things to all men (and women) and it is likely that other 
researchers will have their reasons for disagreeing with the interpretation set out here. 
The very uniqueness of this complete set makes it an impossible task to evaluate at any 
great depth. We cannot, for example, within the limits of this thesis, examine the effect 
it has on the interpretation and assessment of Dr. Mann's invaluable catalogue of 
Romanesque tablesmen (see Bibliography). It may well be that some established ideas 
will have to be at least reconsidered in the light of the discovery of the Gloucester 
tablesmen. In Dr. Mann's final statement in her study of Romanesque tablesmen, she 
states: 
"Undoubtedly, future discoveries in provincial museums and archaeological 
excavations will yield many more Romanesque ivory playing pieces. The author 
concludes with the hope that this thesis will provide an adequate framework for 
their study and appreciation". 
In reply to this statement, and having read Dr. Mann's thesis, the writer has concluded that 
a new chapter may be opened up, although some old chapters may need to be revised. 
This thesis does not allow for this revision here: and it will have to be left for a later 
study. 
Considered together, the board and the tablesmen provide us with a 'first', also, in 
Romanesque art. The Saint Denis board, though an important find in its own right, did 
not, unfortunately, have any tables men found with it. (See Appendix 8). The Gloucester 
board and the tablesmen appear to compliment each other stylistically, although at one 
time the tablesmen were considered to be of a later manufacture than the board. This was 
based on the relatively large size of the tablesmen in relation to the size of the 'points' 
on the board - but each tablesman is no more than 45 mm in diameter and it is known 
that three tablesmen can be placed on a single 'point' of the board without the necessity 
of stacking them. The tablesmen also overlap the edges of the 'points', but this overlap 
is accommodated by the 'spacers' between each pair of 'points', which prevents adjacent 
tablesmen from coming into contact with each other. This would appear to be the likely 
function of the 'spacers' and to negate the impression that the tablesmen are too large for 
the 'points' (see Chapter 1 on the construction of the board). The tablesmen were made 
this size and thickness (9mm - they were also chamfered for easier handling) to enable 
a more comfortable grasp of the playing pieces. 
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MOdern boards are much larger, yet the gaming pieces approach the same SIze (in 
diameter at least) as their mediaeval predecessors. 
The writer feels that there is no evidence to support the notion that the board and the 
tablesmen were made at separate periods: they were both produced in one workshop at 
the same time. They were produced as a complete entity in their own right - although 
there is a possibility that the board and tablesmen were produced by different hands. 
When the writer began this thesis, with its title "The Gloucester Tabulae Set : Its 
Discovery and Interpretation", he quickly came to the conclusion that the game indeed 
held a position of unique significance in terms of an important social, as well as artistic, 
object. 
Its rarity as a secular set of objects, as opposed to a religious one, was emphasized when 
the writer visited the major exhibition of Romanesque art (c.1050-1200) at the Haywood 
Gallery in London, short I y after the discovery of the board game. An interesting feature 
was the absence of any major works or art of secular function - with one exception. This 
exception was one of the 'Isle of Lewis' chess pieces! This brought home immediately 
the rarity of the discovery. It had been hoped to have the Gloucester Tables set ready in 
time for the exhibition - unfortunately it was still undergoing conservation at the time. 
The Romanesque art historian, Professor George Zarnecki, was quoted In a Times 
newspaper article (15 November 1985) on the Tables set as saying: 
".... in addition to its artistic and archaeological importance, the Romanesque set 
shed new light on the 11 th century life of the norman aristocracy. " 
Again, Professor Zarnecki (1951), writing almost forty years ago, has this to say of the 
art of the period in which the Gloucester 'Tabulae' Set falls almost exactly at c.1100: 
"Secular scenes that occur fairly frequently in our period are the signs of the 
Zodiac; the animals of the Bestiaries, fighting warriors, riders, jongleurs and a 
number of scenes that were suggested to the sculptors by contemporary life". 
Forty years on, with the discovery of the Gloucester Tablesmen - which bear those scenes 
mentioned by Professor Zarnecki - it must indeed be gratifying to have such statements 
reaffirmed in a most dramatic way. 
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In the official guide to the Domesday exhibition catalogue (official guide 900th year 
celebration), the set was quoted as: 
"a unique ... connection with everyday norman life ... As well as a unIque 
contribution .... to our own understanding of the norman period". 
The themes represented in the tablesmen offer a fascinating view of the life of a norman 
nobleman. All of his main interests and pleasures are represented, with the different 
activities of a day in the life of the nobleman, including the hunt, followed by feasting, 
drinking, music and other entertainments. There may have even been time for a game of 
tables before retiring to bed. The tablesmen present us with a visual record of ~ day in 
the life of. ... '. 
The board provides us with another facet of that life, in terms of gambling. The artwork 
of the board provides us with another different aspect, with its diverse ornamental art 
forms, the combination of the old and new art, together with their conflict of types. 
Looking at these objects, one has become as close as never before to a norman nobleman. 
It must have indeed been the end of a significant chapter of his life to throw such a set 
away. It is as if by throwing away this set, he was getting rid of his past existence, 
completely and utterly. (See Appendix 2) 
Many questions still need to be asked and further research to be carried out on the 
Gloucester Tabulae set before the picture will be complete. 
The dating for the board and tablesmen is only approximate - c.ll00-1120, although this 
is supported by archaeological and historical evidence. Many of the art parallels for the 
tablesmen are, however, later than the date of the construction of the tablesmen - it may 
be that some of these parallels themselves may have their dating reconsidered in the light 
of the discovery of the tables set, especially as the dating in terms of archaeological and 
historical evidence cannot be ignored. 
It is indeed likely that other researchers have their own questions to ask. The one single 
fact that cannot be dismissed is the survival of the board game itself: it provides a bridge 
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to a period in the development of English art of which only fragments remain, and indeed 
to a remote period in the development of English society. 
It is hoped that this thesis will provide an aid to looking at this period. This thesis is only 
a beginning and not an end to the work on this fascinating discovery. 
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Reconstruction of the Gloucester Tables 
Board panel layout. 
(Scale 1:1) 
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